HP quality, convenience
and low prices mean big value
in DMINTs.
$225*—The HP 3476A-3 1
2 Digits—Autorang/
ing, automatic polarity and automatic zero make
the 3476 abig value. It's aconvenient size to hold
in your hand or carry in your briefcase. Just $225*
for the " A" version for AC line operation in your
lab or $275* for the portable " B" version ( with
built in batteries and recharging circuit).

accuracies and portability in the same unit. If you
don't need battery operation, option 001 gives you
line operation only for just $335*.
$525* —The HP 3465B-4 1
2 Digits- 1µV sensi/
tivity gives you performance you'd normally expect from a 51
2 /
digit multimeter. Fully portable
too, with it's own nickel-cadmium batteries and
recharging circuit. Dry-cell operation and arackmount version are available in the 3465A for as
low as $450*.

$375*—The HP 970A-3 1
2 Digits—Handheld,
/
autoranging, automatic polarity and zero, the 970
is totally self-contained and totally convenient.
And the readout can be inverted with aflick of your
thumb for easy reading. On the job measurement
has never been easier.

Confidence in low-cost DMM's comes from knowing you've made the right decision. HP's quality
and service give you assurance. Contact your local HP field sales engineer or write today for more

$400*—The HP 3435A-3 1
2 Digits—Autorang/
ing or manual operation and
wide- range operation, plus
built-in batteries and recharging circuits bring
you laboratory
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'Domestic U.S.A. price only.
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1507 Page Mal Road. Palo Alto. Californla 94304

For assistance call Washington ( 301) 948-80170. Chicago ( 312)
255-9800. Atlarta tad') 955-1500. Los Angeles ( 213) 877.1282
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Our New Display
Can SayA Lot For You
Our new HDSP-2000 Alphanumeric Display can spell it out for you in bright, crisp characters.
The full 5x7 dot matrix can display ASCII or custom character sets including lower case and symbols.
Compact and complete with on-board electronics. the HDSP-2000 dramatically reduces
display system size and complexity. Each 12 pin DIP contains '4characters with row drivers
and storage. End srackable and easy to interface, they're ideal for -smart"
instruments, medical systems or business terminals, military applications, and
HEWLETT
almost any mobile, portable or hand-held device.
They're in stock tod-av at HP'S franchised distributors. In the U.S. contact
Hall- Mark. Schweber. Wilshire or the Wyle Distribution Group ( Liber4/Elmar)
S•les and * arnica from 172
for immediate delivery. In Canada, contact Zentronics, Ltd.

PACKARD
offices in 65 countri•s.

1501 Pepe Iédi Row Poo Mo Cedoene.304

016128

For as..istance call: Wastungton ( 301) 948-6370. Ch Lego (
312) 077-0400, Atlanta ( 404) 434-4000. Los Angeles ( 213) 877-1282
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Field lab!
Now you can take advanced multi-channel recording
technology out of the laboratory and into the field. EMI's
proven SE7000 rivals the versatility fidelity and
performance of the most expensive lab recording systems.
Yet it's rugged enough, compact enough to travel to the
factory floor, the launch pad or any other operation site.
The SE7000 handles the full range of requirements
from routine 14-track midband all the way to 42-track
recording capability. It offers achoice of eight speeds
between 15/16 and 120 ips providing 600 kHz DR or dc
to 80 kHz FM at 120 ips. Equalizers and filters for all tape
speeds are built in as standard. And it has abuilt-in

calibration module, eliminating the need for timeconsuming cross-patching.
All these features are packed into atransportable
unit so rugged that the system is warrantied unconditionally
for afull year. Complete with its internal AC or DC power
supply, the weight is less than 100 pounds.
The SE7000 has gone into the field in automotive,
aerospace, petrochemical and transportation applications
all over the world. Applications, like yours, that need
laboratory precision but can't be brought to the lab.
EMI Technology Inc., Instrumentation Division,
55 Kenosia Avenue, Danbury, CT 06810 ( 203) 744-3500,
TWX: 710-456-3068

EMI
EMI Teo Inolcgy Inc. Instrumentation Division.
A member of the EMI Group. International leaders in music, electronics and leisure.
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Highlights
Cover: IC production takes on new look, 81

The makers of integrated circuits are
upgrading their production- line technology
to meet the zooming demand for their
products and to keep up with increasing
device complexity. Especially in the steps
that turn raw wafers into finished ICs, the
manufacturers are adopting highly automated equipment and advanced production
processes.
Intel Corp. supplied the photograph used
in the cover illustration.
How Hamilton-Avnet does it, 72

The kingpin firm among electronic component distributors has grown fivefold and
stayed solidly in the black since the early
1970s. As much as anything, the secret
seems to be hard work and close attention
to detail.
EEs mull microprocessor's impact, 95

The changes wrought by the microprocessor are significantly affecting their careers, electronics engineers report in this
second part of a series on EEs and their
jobs. Interviews across the country disclose
wide-ranging opinions on how to deal with
the impact.
Solid-state relays get popular, 134

Tumbling prices, compatibility with integrated circuits, and no-frills models are
enticing users to adopt optically isolated
solid-state relays. This product update
examines the technology that made the
advances possible.
And in the next issue . . .

Using magnetic- bubble memories in
systems . . . part 3 of the EE career survey
. . . a new generation of fast static randomaccess memories.
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author of the article that starts on
page 115, permit the engineer to
design filters that have nearly ideal
performance— without the drawbacks of conventional inductors and
without the sensitivities of other
active-filter circuits. " Most people
don't believe the gyrator works, so
you have to argue for it," which is
just what Tom does in his article.
"In the end, though, they become
convinced," he adds.
Lynch, who works at the Electronic Systems division of BunkerRamo Corp. in Westlake, Calif., is
an electronics specialist in the analog
design section. In this capacity, he
spends about half his time on power
supply design, and the other half is
split between fiber optics and filters.
In 1966, he earned a master of
science in circuit technology at
UCLA, where he earlier received his
engineering degree. His first job,
which lasted only one year, was with
the then SDS Data Systems in
Pomona, Calif. His second job was
with BunkerRamo, and he has been
there for the last 10 years.
Tom is actually an unusual source
for an article about the gyrator,
because his primary design specialty
is switching- mode power supplies—
fairly hefty ones that deliver from 1
to 2kilowatts at up to 30 amperes.
"With power supplies, you must
design perfect circuits and have a
complete understanding of them," he
says. " Because if you don't, when
you have a failure, it's catastrophic— the supply blows up." In contrast, "turning on a poorly designed
linear circuit, like a filter, causes it
to distort — so what!"
"I couldn't take power supply
July 21. 1977
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design on acontinual basis. It got so
I'd never throw the switch on at the
end of the day. I'd rather wait until
the next morning, because Ididn't
want to risk ruining my evening."
Unlike many other engineers, he
regards filter design as a "pleasant
interlude." His first on-the-job exposure to the gyrator was in 1975,
when he used it to design adoubletuned filter for asono buoy. That is
when he discovered that most literature on the gyrator was highly theoretical, rather than practical, while
trade magazines and other literature
extolled the virtues of the statevariable circuit, another form of
active filter.
Moreover, most books about passive inductance-capacitance filters
made design very difficult, because
they assumed ideal components—
elements with infinite Q and no loss.
Therefore, his article takes abig step
toward easing problems in designing
gyrators.
During his lunch hour and other
breaks, Tom takes time out to work
on another kind of project, raising
watermelons and green beans in a
small plot allotted to him by his
firm. In this activity, he has lots of
company: BunkerRamo has somewhere around 45 on-the-job gardeners in all. At home, he tends a
less conventional garden by raising
tomatoes hydroponically— that is,
growing them in a nutrient solution
with asterile medium.
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The new Krohn-Hite 5200A linear sweep/generator
protects itself from any vol*ages that you accidentally
apply to its output. The 5200A is 2 generators in 1.,
providing sine, square and tr angle waveforms and ramps
over a 0.002 Hz to 3 MHz range plus an independent linear
sawtooth over a 0.1 Hz to 100 KHz range. Nine modes including
gate, trigger, bursts, frequency sweeps or pulses — Lots more
good features and specs — For fast action, call The Wavemakers at
(617), 580-1660, or any cf the reps listed below.
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Avon Industrial Park, Avon, Mass. 02322 • ( 617) 580-1660, TWX 7110-345-0831
SALES OFFICES: ALA., Huntsville ( 205) 534-9771: ARIZ., Scottsdale (602) 994-5461: CAL., San Jose (408) 292-3220; Inglewood ( 213) 674-6850:
COL., Denver (303) 773-1218: CONN., W. Hartford ( 203) 525-7647: FLA.. Odando (305) 894-4401; LW, Atlanta (404) 237-7272; HIW/A11, Honolulu
(808) 941-1574 ILL. Arlington Hts. (312) 394-3380: KS.. Overland Park (913) 384-2710; LA., Lafayette (318) 984-3516; MD., Baltimore
(301) 321-1411 MASS., Wakefield (617) 245-5940: MINN., St. Paul (612) 645-5816; MO.. Hazelwood (314)731-5400: N.M., Albuquerque
(505) 255-2330 N.J.. Cherry Hill (609) 482-0059: N.Y,, Elmont ( 516) 488-2100. Rochester ( 716) 328-2230. Syracuse (315) 437-6666. Vestal
(607) 785-9947 N.C., Burlington (919) 227-3639: 01110, Chesterland ( 216) 729-2222. Dayton (513) 434-8998; OKLA.. Tulsa (918) 299-2636:
ORE., Portland (503) 297-2248; TEX., Dallas ( 214) 661.0400. Houston ( 713)688-1431: VA., Falls Church ( 703) 573-8787; WA., Bellevue ( 206)
454-3400; CANADA, Montreal, Quebec (514) 341-7630, Ottawa. Ontario (6131 235-5121, Toronto. Ontario (416) 445-9900, Vancouver, British
Columbia (604) 253-5555. Halifax, Nova Scotia (902) 454-8321. St. John's, Newfoundland ( 709) 726-2422.
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HIGH FREQUENCY
AT CRYSTALS

Erie AT Crystals are used over the
frequency spectrum from 950 kHz to
200 MHz. Low temperature coefficient.
extremely high Q. economical. Used in
TCXO and VCXO oscillators.
temperature controlled and,
non-controlled oscillators, and filter
applications. All size cans.

LOW FREQUENCY
CRYSTALS

Erie offers a broad range
of economical as well as
highly sophisticated
Crystal Oscillators. These
small size oscillators are available in a
wide range of frequencies. Hermetically
sealed crystals assure long term
stability. Design assistance available.

Corrections

CRYSTAL FILTERS

Solving complex matrices by hand
can be afrustrating and error- prone
experience [ Calculator Notes, May
12, p. 121], but obtaining the equations for the matrix can be even
more difficult.
Although voltage V, was calculated correctly from the given
matrix, the equations do not match
the circuit in the figure. The correct
matrix equations are:

Erie subminiature quartz crystal filters
are specified for use in communications
receivers .. as well as for
radar. sonar
`$*
and space
applications.

Write for brochure describing Erie Crystals.
Filters. Oscillators . 1
,
-10vens
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To the Editor: 1am very interested in
making a major personal contribution to electronic technology, and I
have noted that, to ssi, msi, and LS1,
we have added VLSI.
Before again being preempted, I
would like to propose the last two
terms in the series: ELSI (
extremely
large-scale integration) and ULSI
(ultimate large-scale integration).
To provide flexibility beyond the
ultimate, Iam proposing that uLst
be defined as two gates on an electron. This will provide for LPLSI,
LPLSI (
four gates and eight gates,
respectively), etc.
•
Ihereby donate this system to the
public domain for use without any
royalties.
John T. Coughlin II
Bay Village, Ohio

To the Editor: That "eye-catching
painting" on the cover of your June
9issue is the work of Japan's Katsushika Hokusai. Japan may borrow
extensively from Western ideas and
sometimes give insufficient acknowledgement of this, but Hokusai is one
of that country's great masters of the
art. Give credit where credit is due.
Malcolm F. Reed
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
•Other readers have joined Mr. Reed
in pointing out that the inspiration for
our cover was one of Hokusai's early
19th century woodblock prints. Our
failure to acknowledge our indebtedness was inadvertent.

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS
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Getting even more crowded

A belated thank you

Low frequency crystals
are available from 1kHz
to 1MHz in a broad
variety of crystal holders and mounting
configurations. Erie is a leading source
for all types of high quality, Low
Frequency Crystals.

ERIE FREQUENCY CONTROL DIV. OF
ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS
Carlisle, Pa. 17013
717 249-2232

Readers' comments

( — 1 — 2j) V, — 2V 2+j V3 =
V, — V3 = — 120 +j90
—j V, — 2V 2+(— 1 + 2j) V3
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Gas Sensing Semiconductor

FIGARO
GAS
SENSOR

„quickly senses
even small
amount
\ of gas.

Applications
1. Natural (, a,•leak
2. Propane Cna,-I eJk
3. Carbon N1onokode
Detector
4. Autnondto lait
5. i're .\

cornbu>l,ble
,onlamed or torn.6. Alcohol Deletion
(Detector lor drunker ,

onurol

driver/
7. Sr Pollution Monntor

FIGARO ENGINEERING INC.
•Head Office 3 73 Higashito;onaka To, onaka
City. Osaka. 560. JAPAN TELEX 05286155
FIGARO J CABLE FIGARO TOYONAKA
TEL 1061 849-2156
•North America 3303 Harbor Boulevard. Suite
D 8. Costa Mesa, California 92626. U S A
TELEX 678396
E
COSTAMESA
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our
speciality

1

reed relays
1. Wabash gives you thousands of reed
relay variations from which to choose.
2. Wabash gives you over 3 billion daily
test cycles to insure excèllence.
3. Wabash gives you custom-design
assistance and manufacturing capabilities.
4. Wabash gives you a 100% Wabashmade relay from the switch on out.

wabash
219/563-1191

For information and quotes call or write:
Wabash Relay and Electronics Division
=

Dept. RB-1
1st and Webster Street, Wabash, IN. 46992
‘se

(
TVVX 810-290-2722)
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Cash in on the CMOS advantage ...

New I/O devices
make RCA 1113(X)
even more flexible.
Here is further proof of how
flexible and cost-effective the
CMOS RCA 1800 is compared to
other microprocessor systems.
Easily, and with minimum parts
count, you get maximum flexibility—through these versatile,
low-cost I/O devices. And
CMOS itself helps reduce costs.
Thanks to asingle, non- critical
voltage supply. Low power. High
speed and noise immunity. And
full military temperature range.
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CONTROL
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1854
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,

1802

2.

4 DECODED
EE

4
-DECODED
CS

Two- mode UART
Unique among industry standard UARTs, the CDP1854
operates in two modes and is
pin-out selectable by asingle
mode control. In Mode 0itworks
as an industry standard 1602
UART. Mode 1makes it compatible with the RCA 1802 and other
8- bit CPUs. And either mode
gives high speed—up to 400K
baud.

,
MAO - 3

1858
LATCH

2 OF 32
1822'S
256 x4
RAM'S

TPA
I

1802

,

3.
TPA
TPB

1853
N BI
DECODFR

NO

8
-DECODED
OUTPUTS

NI
N2
1802

Address latch/decoders
These two devices, the
CDP1858 and CDP1859, make
it easy to expand the RCA 1800
memory. They interface directly
with the CDP1802 memory
address bus and serve as
memory system decoders for
large RAM systems. The
CDP1858 is designed for use
with CDP1821 type memories
and the CDP1859 for use with
CDP1822 type memories.
Elactronics/July 21, 1977
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4.
VCC
DATA
BUS 4-7

To 2N°
1857

1857
DATA
BUS 0-3

_MEN DATA
BUS ( 4)
,

41110
1802

N- bit decoder
If you need ahigh-speed, lowpower 3-to-8- line decoder circuit
with tie added feature of optional strobed outputs for spike free
decoding, we've got that too.
The CD P1853 has buffered
inputs and outputs. It is fully
compatible with the CDP1802
and is used in I/O decoding
applications.

Bus buffer separators
For easy connection of standard memory and I/O devices to
the CDP1802 microprocessor
data bus, use the CDP1856 and
CDP1857 non- inverting bus
buffer separators. The CDP1856
is desIgned for data busto memory interfacing and the CDP1857
for data bus to I/O interfacing.
For more information, contact
your RCA Solid Statedistributor.
Or RCA.
Write: RCA Solid State.
Box 3200, Somerville, NJ 08876;
Sunbury- on-Thames, Middlesex
TW16 7HW, England; Quickborn
2085, W. Germany; Ste.-Annede- Bellevue, Quebec, Canada;
Fuji Bldg., Tokyo, Japan.
Easy I/O.
Part of the
CMOS advantage.

RCA

Circle 7 on reader secvice card
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WHO
CARES?
We do ,

Cur " instrument professionals" will make
every effort to see that you rent the right test
irstrument for the job at hand. Too little won't
do, and too much is too expensive.
Since 1962 we've cared about our customers. So we match tool to need, and
guarantee performance . . . all at competitive prices.
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Call
Continental
Rentals
Get our
FREE

Catalog

Div. Continental Leasing Co., Inc.
175 Middlesex Turnpike, Bedford, MA 01730
(617) 275-0850
FOR IMMEDIATE RESPONSE CALL:
N.E. ( 617) 275-0850; L.I. ( 516) 752-1622;
NY, NJ ( 201) 654-6900; Gtr. Phila. ( 609)234-5100;
Wash., D.C. area ( 301) 948-4310;
Mid West ( 312) 439-4700;
So. Central ( 214) 690-1706;
Costa Mesa. CA ( 714) 540-6566;
L.A., CA(213)477-7521;
Santa Clara, CA ( 408) 735-8300.
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News update
• After signing an agreement with
RCA Corp. a year ago [
Electronics,
July 22, 1976, P. 48], Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Solid State Products division is second-sourcing the CDP1800
family of c-mos microprocessor
components. The first of the
products from the Hughes division,
in Newport Beach, Calif., are the
11CMP 1802 central processing unit,
the HCMP 1824 random-access
memory, and the HCMP 1852
input/output port.
The cm provides system control,
information handling, and computational operation, while the RAM is
organized as 32 registers of 8-bit
words for a temporary storage of
data or instructions. The I/O port
acts as a buffer interface to adapt
peripheral devices to the 1802's data
bus.
According to a Hughes spokesman, additional circuits in the 1800
family are scheduled for introduction over the next few months. These
include the HCMP 1831 and 1832
mask- programmable 4,096-bit static
read-only memories, the HCMP
1854 universal/asynchronous receiver/transmitter, the HCMP 1833
and 1834 8,192- bit ROMS, the
11CMP 1853 n-bit I/O decoder, the
HCMP 1856 and 1857 bus buffers,
and the HCMP 1858 and 1859
memory address latches. Support
software also will be made available
for the various components.
The 8-bit circuits are designed for
numerous microprocessor applications, including replacement of lowend minicomputer, hard- wired digital logic, and analog and electromechanical controllers. Architecture of
the new circuits, called Cosmac by
RCA, was designed to provide a
compact instruction format for fast,
accurate programming. Small
system operation requires no interface chips between components, and
built-in direct memory access with
the microprocessor providing addressing and data-transfer control
between memory and peripheral
devices.
RCA has signed a similar agreement with Solid State Scientific Inc.
of Montgomeryville, Pa. [
Electronics,
March 31, p. 38].
Bruce LeBoss
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Now you can get 3
different types of solid-state
relays from Ma
That's P8,13 solid-statesmanship.
Specify P&B solid-state relays for wide choice, top performance, fast delivery. Three
designs- 103 ratings and voltages— now available from your local distributor. Get P&B
experience— nearly two decades of designing solid-state devices.

New EAX Series. Solid-state
1.2 ampere AC relay. Transformer coupled. Zero current
turn-off.
Low cost, solid-state relays that
can be driven directly by logic circuitry ( TTL, MOS, HTL, and
others). For switching solenoids,
fractional hp motors, heating elements, contactors and small lamp
loads.
Thyristor switch controlled and
isolated by apulse transformer circuit. Terminals for printed circuit
board mounting ( 0.1' grid).
Expected life of over 100 million
operations. Temp. range: storage,
—40°C to +85°C. Operating ambient, — 10°C to + 55°C.

EOM/EOT Series. 0.1 to 20
amperes.
All
solid-state
optocoupled AC relays.
Medium power, 120/240 VAC
50/60 Hz switches. Controlled and
isolated by optoelectronic couplet
For use as ON/OFF switch for loads
through 20 amperes. EMI and RFI
are greatly reduced due to zero voltage turn-on and zero current turnoff.
An ideal component for interfacing between the logic output of TTL,
HTL, or MOS circuitry and such AC
loads as solenoids, motors, lamps
and transformers.
Expected life greater than 100
million operations. Temp. range:
storage, —40°C to +85 .C. Operating
ambient, — 10°C to + 55°C.

ECT Series. Solid-state Hybrid
relay. Reed triggered triac. 0.1
to 32 amperes.
Medium power, 120/240 VAC
50/60Hz solid-state switches controlled and isolated by areed rela
packaged for direct .chassis moun
ing. Intended for switching AC load
such as solenoids, motors, lamps an
transformers through 32 ampere
AC and DC actuation available. .
Advantages: long life, high inrus
switching capacity and input/outpu
isolation provided by the reed relay
Expected life greater than 11
million operations. Operating ambient, — 10°C to + 55°C.
Standard models have . 25equick-connect terminals. . 187" and,
.205" also available.

deal applications for R&13 solid-state relays include process controls, instrumentation, life support equipment, alarm devices, machine tools, vending
machines, dryers, photocopiers, lighting and traffic controls.
•See your NB representative or authorized NB distributor for specifications
on his 103 off-the-shelf solid-state and hybrid relays. Or, write Potter & Brumbeld Division AMF Incorporated, 200 Richland Creek Drive, Princeton, Indiana
47671. 812/386-1000.
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ANNOUNCING AN EPROM
TO TEST THE WATER
ANDA ROM TO PLUNGE
INTO PRODUCTION.
Fairchild is making asplash in the Memory market with a
super-flexible EPROM and asuper-economical 16K ROM.
Both compatible with each other. So now you can get fast
turn-around on your prototypes and economy on
your high volume production runs all from one source.
And aleading Memory source at that.

FINDING OUT IF YOUR PROGRAM
WILL SINK OR SWIM.

Our primary EPROM part is our 2708 ( 1K x8),
backed up ably by our 2704 ( 512 x8). They're perfect
wherever fast pattern turn-around is important or
where you have applications that are apt to change.
They can also be erased. Time and time again.
Just shine ultraviolet light on them and start over
again by electrically reprogramming your prototype.
Access times range from 350 to 450ns. And they're speedcompatible with Fairchild's F6800 family of microprocessors.

GETTING YOUR PROTOTYPE LAUNCHED.

Once your prototype is proven, our hard wired ROM
provides the economics to make long-term production runs
pay off for you. Our primary ROM is a3516E, organized

2K x8. We also have a3508, organized 1K x8.
Our 3516E features a5-volt power supply. All inputs and
outputs are 7L-compatible. It also features microprocessor-

10
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compatible access times, 3-state outputs and completely
static operation.
Not to mention three programmable chip select inputs,
fully decoded-on chip address decoders and inputs protected
against static charge.

WE'LL KEEP YOUR PRODUCT ABOVE WATER.

Fairchild is aproven name in the memory business.
With alarge and distinguished family of MOS products. A full
understanding that the ROM business is aservice business.
And atrack record for hassle-free initial cycle programming
and speedy delivery of prototypes.
We are equipped to accept data in half adozen different
formats: Card decks. Mag tape. 733 TTY Cassette.
HP 2644 Cartridge. Paper tape. Or Coded ROMs or EPROMs.
And turn them all into 3516E ROMs ready for shipment.
We've also just completed another new domestic
production plant. It's devoted 100% to MOS and it's already
turning out devices. So when we promise delivery in 2-4 weeks,
we can deliver on that promise.

YOU'D HAVE TO BE ALL WET
TO IGNORE SUCH A DEAL.
Then, as if pinpoint performance and timely turnaround aren't enough, our ROMs and EPROMs are priced so
competitively it hardly pays to buy anyone else's.
So if you'd like to jump right in with an order, or simply
learn more about our line, write or call your Fairchild sales
office, distributor or representative today. Or use the direct
line at the bottom of this ad to call our Memory experts direct.

RCHIL
Fairchild
Camera and Instrument Corporation, 464 Ellis St., Mountain
View, Calif. 94042.Tel: (415) 962-3941. TWX: 910-373-1227.
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CALL US ON IT
(415)962-39
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Editorial
A U. S. view of Japan's semiconductor push
Members of the Semiconductor Industry
Association met recently with Robert Strauss,
President Carter's special trade representative,
to discuss how the U. S. semiconductor industry
sees the problems of trade with Japan. At the
meeting with Strauss were John Welty, vice
president of Motorola Inc. and general manager
of its Semiconductor Products group, who is
chairman of the SIA; Weed Corrigan, president
and chairman of Fairchild Camera and
Instrument Corp.; Robert Noyce, chairman
of Intel Corp.; L. J. Sevin, chairman of Mostek
Corp.; Charles E. Sporck, president of National
Semiconductor Corp.; and Thomas A. Skornia,
vice president and general counsel of Advanced
Micro Devices Inc.
The group issued awhite paper outlining
why they are worried about Japan as agrowing
threat to their industry. Because Electronics
considers this issue of the utmost importance,
here is the text of that position paper.
The worldwide electronics market will exceed
$90 billion in calendar 1977. Underlying this
business is a $6billion semiconductor market.
The semiconductor technology is the
determinant technology fueling the growth
of electronics and, most important, controlling
the rate of change in computer and
communications products. It is thus the
seminal technology of the electronics age.
The country which excels in it will hold the
key to future worldwide industrial and military
leadership.
The U.S.-based semiconductor industry
has been aleader in the world market for
.semiconductors (currently more than
$4 billion of worldwide semiconductor
consumption is produced by U.S.-based
companies). Technological capability has
been the basis for this leadership. This
technological capability and the attendant
leading role in world markets for semiconductors
12

and perhaps more important the resultant
leadership of U. S. computer manufacturers
(based on the technological superiority of
the semiconductor components used in their
equipment) is being challenged by the Japanese
in an atmosphere created by them of decidedly
unfree trade.
Although there are many factors in this
unfair trade in Japan, the overwhelmingly
important factor is that of government
coordination and subsidy of the Japanese
semiconductor industry in its attack upon
the world semiconductor market.
That attack involves the assembly of five
Japanese companies, Nippon Electric Corp.,
Tokyo Shibaura Electric Ltd. ( Toshiba),
Hitachi Ltd., Fujitsu Ltd., and Mitsubishi
Electric Corp. under the direction of the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry
in ajoint development program of advanced
semiconductor devices.
This development program is financed by
the Japanese government in excess of
$250 million. This large government subsidy
is granted in spite of the fact that all of the
prior listed companies are billion-dollar
electronics corporations.
The U. S. semiconductor industry believes
very strongly in free trade. However, this
present Japanese cartel represents alarge
departure from that concept. Our industry
is no longer competing with industrial
companies but indeed is competing with a
Japanese cartel under the direction and
financial support of the Japanese government.
In no way can the U. S. semiconductor
industry or the U. S. electronics industry
allow this situation to continue.
We must and we will find ameans to return
this critical industry to an environment of
free trade.
We are seeking our Government's advice
and cooperation in resolving this problem.
Electronics/July 21, 1977

What we put in
makes ours better
Ain

That's why this
can't happen with
It takes alot more to build aquality rectifier than
stacking abunch of loose pieces in aglass sleeve.
That's why we start building in the quality of
SUPERECTIFIER from the first step, by brazing
at greater than 600°C, creating ametallurgical
bond at the leads and junction. No loose pieces!
No soft solders or pressure contacts. No
production failures caused by the stresses of
automatic insertion! And no environmentally
created intermittents. But we don't stop there.
Then we build in extra quality—exceeding
military reliability and environmental

requirements by glass passivating the junction
with our patented glass compound. Then and
only then do we encapsulate with our UL listed,
flame retardant epoxy to give you uniform size,
clear marking and easy handling, both manually
and with automatic insertion equipment. And
finally, we put in our low, low price. So why pay
more when you get it all in SUPERECTIFIER.
Call or write for our complete catalog today.
SUPERECTIFIER—
as good as if you designed it yourself.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
DISCRETE SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION

600 West John Street, Hicksville, New York 11802 ( 516) 733-3333
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People
Hwang's laser diodes
aim at HeNe units

OPTICALLY COUPLED
INTERRUPTER
MODULES
OPTRON OFFERS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF
NEW, LOW COST SERIES
OPTRON's new, low cost optically
coupled interrupter module series
combines non-contact switching and
solid state reliability for applications
requiring sensing of position or motion
of an opaque object such as motion
limit, paper edge or shaft encoding.
The new OPB 813, OPB 814 and
OPB 815 consist of agallium arsenide
infrared LED coupled with a silicon
phototransistor in an economical
molded plastic housing. With a LED
input of 20 mA, the OPB 813 and OPB
815 have typical unblocked current
outputs of 2.0 mA and 3.0 mA, respectively. Typical output of the OPB 814 is
3.0 mA with a 10 mA input. The entire
series is available from stock.
Background illumination noise is
eliminated by a built-in infrared transmitting filter and dust cover in each
device type. The OPB 813 also is
available with a0.010 inch aperture for
high resolution applications.
New OPTRON optically coupled
interrupter modules are interchangeable with similar products as follows:
OPTRON
OPB
OPB
OPB
OPB

813
813
814
814

H13A1
H13A2
H13B1
H13B2

Detailed technical information on
these and other OPTRON standard interrupter and reflective modules, as
well as versions for specific applications is available on request.

S

1201 Tappan Circle
:a rrollton,Texas75006,uS A
iWX-910-860-5958
214/242-6571
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Gallium- arsenide laser diodes are on
the verge of taking over from
helium- neon lasers, heretofore the
workhorse of laser- based electronics
equipment, according to C. J.
Hwang. The takeover is the reason
that Hwang, one of the Bell Laboratories developers of the laser diode
more than adecade ago, has become
president of General Optronics
Corp., acompany organized in New
York City last month.
The 39-year-old electrical engineering Ph. D. from Taiwan believes
he has licked the biggest diode problem— lifetime. "Our units will operate for 100,000 hours," he says in a
mild but confident manner. "The
key is a fabrication process that
produces a laser with substantially
greater quantum efficiency and less
series resistance than others on the
market, and less than half the
threshold current."
Production soon. Hwang says he
will have production devices— with
10 milliwatts output from 0.75 to
0.87 micrometer— packaged with
feedback and modulation control
circuitry coming from a facility in
Plainfield, N. J. during this quarter.
Prices are not firm yet, but considering "all our improved characteristics," they will be competitive with
diode and helium- neon gas lasers on
the market, he says. Laser diodes sell
for about $ 300, and gas lasers used
for such equipment as video-disk
systems and optical readers sell for
about half that figure. However,
Hwang points out that the gas lasers
are considerably bulkier, requiring
optics and large power supplies.
Hwang's improvements also include a better defined laser waveguide resulting in devices that are
more linear up to full power
output— a must, he points out, for
community-antenna television and
other analog modulation applications. Other applications include facsimile copiers, optical recorders for
storage and playback, and optical
communications systems.
The 100,000- hour life figure for

Reliable. C. J. Hwang predicts 100,000- hour
life for his new gallium-arsenide diodes.

the double heterostructure devices is,
of course, based on extrapolation of
lifetimes observed under accelerated
test conditions. From knowledge
gained during the last four years
developing and testing laser diodes
at HP Laboratories, Palo Alto, Calif.,
and earlier at Bell, Hwang is
convinced that such extrapolation is
entirely accurate.

ICL's Taylor sets U.S. plans
for British computer maker.
R. J. (Spud) Taylor is counting on a
barrage of products to make Ia.
Ltd., the $ 650 million British computer maker, abig name in the U. S.
market. Last month, the firm introduced its upgraded versions of
Singer Corp.'s System Ten business
computers, thus demonstrating "a
total Ict.. commitment to the U. S.
market," says Taylor, president of
Ict, Inc., the U. S. subsidiary. "Under Singer, the product was already
a market leader."
new 220
series increases the medium-to- large
business systems' processing capabilities by a third and considerably
enhances storage capacity.
Taylor moved from England to his
Atlanta headquarters nine months
ago, as Ia. wrapped up its acquisition of parts of the Singer Business
Machines division and, later, Singer's Cogar Corp. With Control Data
Corp. and NCR Corp., it also jointly
owns Computer Peripherals Inc.
"Strategically, it's our view that

Electronics/July 21, 1977

PMI
announ stwo
monolithic
10-bit DACes.
Good news! Two new ten-bit digital-to-analog converters
from the folks who know how to make them monolithically.
And each is completely " complete Includes internal
reference and output op amp. They are fast ( 1.5 µsec
settling time), with voltage outputs, yet consume only
350mW ( max) over the entire military temp
range (-55°C to + 125°C).

DAC-05:

Signmagnitude coding ( sign-plus-ten-bits).

DAC-06:

Two's complement coding.

Both DACs are available now specified over the
full temp range. Off the shelf to MIL STD-883A
Level B. Reliability is enhanced by 100% burnin,
hermetic packaging for all parts, PMI's famous
triple passivation, low noise process and no
laser trimming.

Data sheets are ready. Parts are on the
shelf. Write, wire or phone. Precision
Monolithics, Inc.,1500 Space Park
Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
(408) 246-9222. TWX: 910-338-0528
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People

Data General. A la Carte.
Now, you can order our DASHERTM terminals, even if
you don't own aData General computer system. Both our fast
impact printer and our user-oriented video display are interfacecompatible with any standard computer system.
60 or 30 cps versions of the DASHER printer, with astandard typewriter keyboard, u/1 case, 132 columns.
DASHER display features a1920 character screen, u/I case,
detached keyboard, programmable function keys, and amonitor
that tilts and swivels.
For more details call your Data General sales office or nearest
independent supplier of Data General terminals. Or write. Even
abit of Data General in your computer system is better than none.
C

IyData General
It's smart business.

pals General, Westboro. MA 01581.1617) 366.8911 1Tata General ( Canada) Ud., Chasm>
ITala General Eurape. 15 Rue 1.
eSueur. } Tarn 75116.1 rance 1Tata General Austral's. Malbourne 103) 82.1361
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REMOTE SENSING

De Anza Systems
fkiw ID 2000 Series
FM'

Take your choice...We have Systems with 256, 1024, or 4096
levels of intensity, in color or grey scale, with or without Intensity Transform Tables. Options provide interactive cursors and
cursor controls, overlays and interfaces to most minis.
We have a lot more to say to the world of Image Processing
...and it's all worthwhile.

Ile Anza Systems Incorporated
3444 De La Cruz Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050 (408)988-2656
16
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From England. Spud Taylor Wes the American attitude on applying technology.

we have to get involved in the U. S.
in a big way, if ICL — the parent
company— wants to double its revenue every five years," says the tall,
trim Englishman. "And whether we
like it or not, business attitudes in
the U. S. are so progressive that the
usage of the technology, though not
necessarily the technology itself, is
more advanced in the U. S. than
anywhere in the world. The best way
to follow that progress is not by
watching what happens, but by
getting involved in it."
Expansion. Taylor plans enhancements for other products under his
bailiwick, including adding new
disks and software to the 1500-series
intelligent terminal, acquired with
Cogar.
To help double this year's estimated $ 25 million shipments by
1979, Taylor is looking for further
acquisitions. " We want to buy or set
up ajoint venture with a micro- or
minicomputer manufacturer in the
U. S. for additional technical capability," says Taylor, who joined Ia.
in 1963 from University College,
London, with a bachelor of science
in physics. "And we're looking at
acquisitions on the marketing side,
at companies like software houses
and service organizations."
Taylor says he will also bring a
new large computer, with a price
starting at $ 500,000 to a U. S. test
market next year and will begin
building it here in 1979. And shipments of a new point-of-sale terminal— an upgrade of a Singer design — should start in 1979, too.
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How do you buy
quality in asea of
look-alike switching
power transistors?

Specify
by name.

sub
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The name, General Electric, assures that you
have specified Darlington transistors designed and
produced by the world's most experienced manufacturer of power semiconductors. GE innovations in
power switching technology began with the first
SCR. They have included development of the
TRIAC, pellet glassivation, heat transfer and over
twenty years' application experience compiled in
the GE SCR Manual and Data Handbook.
New GE 5060 medium speed and GE 6060 high
speed Darlingtons give you General Electric's
latest step forward in this tradition. Rated 400v/25A,
they are available at competitive prices in TO3
packages for AC/DC off-line switching regulator
power supplies, uninterruptible power supplies,
motor controls and ignition. For more information
and afree sample, call your GE electronic
components sales engineer or write on company
letterhead to General Electric Co., Electronics
Park 7-49, Syracuse, NY 12301.
222-02
Electronics/July 21, 1977

PRICES
VCE0

I
PK

GE 5060
GE 5061

300V
350

25A
25

1

100

1K

GE 5062

400

25

8.10

6110

4.40

GE 6060
GE 6061
GE 6062

300
350
400

25
25
25

9.03
9.50
11.50

6.65
7.00
8.50

4.75
5.00
6.23

$6.41 $4.75 $3.45
6.75
5.00
3.63

There's more
to GE semiconductors
than meets the eye
GENERAL
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Intel delivers the 2147
memory technology
Imagine a4K fully static RAM that runs at bipolar speed yet cuts power consumption
dramatically, all in astandard 300-mil wide 18-pin DIP
That's the new 2147. It's aproduct of anew
High-performance MOS technology we call
HMOS. The 2147 is in production and
we're delivering it now. HMOS
makes it anew industry standard
in high speed, high density
memory. It's sure to change
the way you design high
performance memory
systems.
In fact, the larger the
cache, main or add-on
memory your design
needs, the lower the power
consumption per bit with the
2147. A unique new powerdown mode makes that power
reduction possible. When the
2147 is deselected it stands by at a
-14ese
e\M,
typical power dissipation of 50 mW
4
4
.
1/1
%,,m 1-INvoef
—less than 15 microwatts per bit. So
you can achieve major savings in
Pee-'esS
cooling and power supplies, in systems
te
-large or small.
ces
Access times range from 55 to 70 ns
„
maximum with identical cycle times. Typical
operating power dissipation is 500 mW, with
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k's HMOS, the new
that scoops bipolat
worst case specs not much higher.
Throughput is always high because the
2147 can respond to select inputs as fast as
to address inputs. HMOS eliminates the
power-up delays of conventional powerdown techniques.
On top of this the 2147 is fully static,
eliminating the complications of conventional high density RAMs, such as clocking,
address set-up or hold times. The 2147
operates on asingle + 5V supply and is directly
HMOS RAM:
ILcompatible. It uses the industry standard
Current ( mA)
Access
pin-out for 4K x1static RAMs. The chip
Tima(is)
Density
Active
Standby
itself measures only 158 mils square.
Typ.
Max.
.Typ.
Max.
Max.
Now Intel has an expanded family of
2147
4K
100
160
10
70
20
HMOS 1K and 4K high performance static
2147-3
4K
120
30
180
55
15
RAMs: the recently introduced 2115A/2125A
2115A/25A
1K
100
125
N/A
45
and now the 2147. Check 2115A/2125A and
2115AL/25AL
1K
60
75
N/A
45
2147 performance specs at right.
Order 2147's, 2115A's and 2125A's from your local Intel distributor. Contact:
Almac/Stroum, Component Specialties, Cramer, Hamilton/Avnet, Harvey Electronics,
Industrial Components, Pioneer, Sheridan, L.A. Varah, Wyle Liberty/Elmar or Zentronics.
For more information write: Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara,
California 95051. In Europe: Intel International Corp. S.A., Rue du Moulin áPapier,
51Boite 1, B-1160, Brussels, Belgium. Telex 24814. In Japan: Intel Japan Corp., Flower
Hill-Shinmachi East Bldg. 1-23-9, Shinmachi, Setagaya-Ku, Tokyo 154.

intel® delivers.
Eloctronics/July 21, 1977
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Meetings
Conference on Active Microwave
Semiconductor Devices and Circuits,
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.,
Aug. 16 — 18.
NBS Seminar on Time and Frequency:
Standards, Measurements, and
Usage, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo., Aug. 22— 26.

RELIABILITY
IS ALWAYS THERE WITH

[LORO PHOTOMULTIPLIERS
III operable within a broad spectrum range, from near
infrared to X-ray region
II of proved expertise in b&w and color, applied and
broadcasting, small-screen and infrared TV, in
phototelegraphy and photometry, in spectrometry
(infrared included), in scintillation devices for
monitoring the output of stimulated- emission devices
AND YOU CAN CHOSE FROM ABOVE 20 Types
OF PHOTOTUBES SUPPLIED BY ELORG:
FEZh-82: highly recommendable for scintillation devices,
with its output characteristic ( by anode current) in a
pulsing mode linear up to 800 mA.
FEU- 57: simply ideal for ultraviolet studies, with
the photocathode response of 5x10 -3 A/W and that of
anode — 2000 A/W ( at 230 nm wavelength).
FEU-96: highly suitable for measuring threshold light
fluxes and featuring the photocathode merely 3 mm
in diameter. Dark current — 3x10 10 A. Response
threshold — 5x10
Im/Hz 2.
FEU 113: designed specifically for infrared applications,
with working range from 300 to 1060 nm. Photocathode
response at 1060 nm wavelength — 6.5x10 -4 A/W, and
anode current response — 300 A/W.
FEU 114: of extra- rugged structure withstanding
\‘ibration up to 20 g in 1to 3000 Hz range, linear
acceleration up to 500 g and single impacts up to
1000 g. 250 to 850 nm working range.
THE LOUVRES DYNODE SYSTEM OF FEU PHOTO MULTIPLIERS YIELDS LINEAR OUTPUT IN A WIDE
RANGE, STABLE ANODE CURRENT, INSENSITIVITY
TO EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FLUXES.
Supplied by

32/34 Smolenskaya-Sennaya
121200 Moscow, USSR
Tel. 251-39-46, Telex 7586
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21st International SPIE Symposium,
Society of Photo- Optical Instrumentation Engineers ( Bellingham,
Wash.), Town and Country Hotel,
San Diego, Aug. 22 — 26.
Product Liability Prevention Conference, IEEE, New Jersey Institute of
Technology, Newark, N. J., Aug.
24 — 26.
Intrasociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, IEEE, Sheraton
Park Hotel, Washington, D. C.,
Aug. 28 — Sept. 3.
7th European Microwave Conference, Microwave Exhibitions & Publishers Ltd. (
Sevenoaks, Kent, England), Bella Center, Copenhagen,
Denmark, Sept. 5— 8.
Compcon Fall, IEEE, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C., Sept. 6 — 9.
Ineltec 77: Exhibition of Industrial
Electronics and Electrical Engineering, Ineltec Exhibition Secretariat
(Basle, Switzerland), Basle, Sept.
6 — 10.
Fall meeting of Electronics Division
of American Ceramic Society, ACS
(Columbus, Ohio), Queen Elizabeth
Hotel, Montreal, Canada, Sept.
18 — 21.
Wescon 77, IEEE, Brooks Hall and
Civic Auditorium, San Francisco,
Sept. 19 — 21.
13th Electrical/Electronics Insulation Conference, IEEE et al., Palmer
House Hotel, Chicago, Sept.
26 — 29.
Fifth Data Communications Symposium, IEEE and ACM, Snowbird,
Utah, Sept. 27 — 29.
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ELEC-TROL
SOLID STATE
RELAYS

ELEC-TROL
RELAYS

Reed Relays: Encased- Line,
Molded- Line, Open- Line, Blue
Boy, and Dual Inline Packages.
Solid State Relays: Offering
both the standard power switching
configuration and miniature PCB
models.
Elec-Trol, the company that sells
more dry reed relays than any
other manufacturer, offers its complete product line of reed and solid
state relays throughout the U.S.A.
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS

WE'RE COMING ON STRONG!
If you've been reading our ads, you probably know that
Elec-Trol sells more dry reed relays than any other independent
manufacturer in the U.S.A. But did you know that more and
more peopie are specifying Elec-Trol for high-quality solid state
relays? In fact, according to arecent survey, engineers that
have used our products ranked us among the leaders in solid
state relays.
We are coming on strong with agrowing line of solid state
relays that are competitively priced. We offer both printed circuit board and standard high power switching models that feature:
zero- crossover switching, photo isolation between input and
output, positive on/off control,TTL compatibility, long life, and
immunity to shock and vibration. We also offer high- quality
mercury- wetted relays and dry reed relays— DIP, Open-Line,
Encased-Line, Molded- Line, and Blue Boy.
Send for our Solid State Relay Catalog, and ask about our
UL recognition.
Elec-Trol, Inc., 26477 N. Golden Valley Road, Saugus, CA
91350, (213) 788-7292, (805) 252-8330. TWX 910 336-1556.

ELEC-TROL

ALABAMA
HUNTSVILLE
Controlled Distributors. Inc. (205) 883-7501
CALIFORNIA SUNNYVALE
Acacia Sales, Inc. (408) 745-7200
CALIFORNIA VAN NUYS
Patane Avionics, Inc. (213) 988-4455
COLORADO LAKEWOOD
Acacia Sales. Inc. (303) 232-2882
FLORIDA CLEARWATER
Diplomat/Southland, Inc. (813) 443-4514
FLORIDA
MARGATE
Controlled Distributors. Inc. (305) 971-4950
ILLINOIS
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
Diplome/Lakeland, Inc. (312) 595-1000
MASSACHUSETTS HOLLISTON
Diplomat/New England, Inc. (617) 429-4121
MICHIGAN FARMINGTON
Diplomat/Northland, 'enc. (313) 477-3200
MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS
DiplomatlElectro-Com. Inc. (612) 788-8601
MISSOURI ST. LOUIS
Diplome/St. Louis, Inc. (314) 645-8550
NEW JERSEY ISELIN
Brothers Electronics, Inc. (201) 283-3000
OHIO
SOLON (CLEVELAND)
Repco (216) 248-8900
PENNSYLVANIA
HUNTINGDON VALLEY
Shap Electronics Co., Inc. (215) 698-9550
TEXAS
DALLAS
Solid State Electronic,. Co. of Texas, Inc.
(214) 352-2601
TEXAS
HOUSTON
Harrison Equipment Co. (713) 652-4750
Solid State Electronics Co. of Texas, Inc.
(713) 785-5436
UTAH SALT LAKE CITY
Diplomat/Alta-Land, Inc. (801) 486-7227

Elec-Trol, Inc., 26477 N. Golden
Valley Road, Saugus, CA 91350,
(213) 788-7292, (805) 252-8330.
TWX 910-336-1556.
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Major manufacturers forget
them all the time. Polaroid.
DEC. Honeywell. Tandy.
Foxboro. Ford. Bendix.
Our products are easy to forget.
Because, once installed, all of

That's why Polaroid selected a
Hi-G Magnetec solenoid to actuate the shutter on the SX-70 and
the Pronto Land Cameras. Why
Raytheon relies on the quality
and performance of our Defiance printed circuit boards,
counts on our prompt delivery
at competitive prices. And
why Hi-G commercial relays
are on the job in scores of
Foxboro control systems.

Hi-G's quality products (transformers, solenoids, timers,
printed circuit boards and
others) do what they are meant
to do. Keep right on working.

Our products work. And keep
working. So it's fine with us if
you forget them. Just remember our name. Hi-G Incorporated, 580 Spring Street,
Windsor Locks, CT 06096.

Remember our name.
Electronics/July 21, 1977
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Which tone generator
rings your bell?
On the one hand, you have 21 wires,
2coils and aPC board with 13
discrete components.
On the other hand, you have our
S2559 Digital Tone Generator. It
does everything the old generator
did. But it's cheaper, easier to
.nstall and much more reliable.
This is the first in aseries of offthe-shelf MOS telecommunications
aroducts from AMI.They're all
designed to make phone systems
simpler and less expensive.

This DTMF generator, for example,
is the cleanest part on the market.
And neatly replaces other generators
on apin-for- pin basis. You need
fewer external components to hook
it up. ( The mute and transmitter
drivers are right on board.) And,
once it is working, you get acleaner
signal. Harmonic distortion is very
low ( typically 2%) and a3.58 MHz
color-burst crystal reference gives
you high accuracy at low cost.
Being aCMOS circuit, it uses very

little power. And its wide operating
voltage ( anywhere from 3.5 to 13V)
comes right off the tip and ring lines.
If you like the sound of these
features, call your nearest AMI sales
office for complete information.
Or give us aring at ( 408) 246-0330
and ask for the Communications
Marketing Department. American
Microsystems, Inc., 3800 Homestead
Road,
Santa Clara
CA 95051.
AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS. INC
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Electronics newsletter
Tek Interested
in beam- Indexed
CRT technology

First digital switch
for small offices
cut over in Georgia

Fujitsu reviews
plan for drive
in U. S. OEM market
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Tektronix Inc. is studying avariety of color displays for use in future data
terminals, including the beam- indexed color cathode-ray tube. The tube,
which dates back to the mid- 1950s when it was under development at
Philco Corp. and General Electric and was called the " Apple" tube, can
display characters much more sharply than conventional shadow- masktype color CRTS, which suffer from convergence problems across the
screen. The beam- indexed tube uses asingle electron gun rather than the
three guns of the shadow-mask type, hence its better convergence. Tek has
built a6- inch feasibility model at its Wilsonville, Ore., facility, and now is
moving on to a 19- in, developmental version, which will display 35 lines of
80 characters each. Among the major problems remaining are getting
uniform phosphor deposition and forming the stripe structure of the redgreen- blue triplets.
A Tek spokesman says that each of the feasibility models has certain
deficiencies, and there has not yet been adefinitive management decision
on any single technology. Meanwhile, the company says it expects to rely
heavily on its direct- view storage-tube technology, both for existing and
planned products requiring high- resolution capability.

The first computer-controlled digital switch for small central telephone
offices has just started operating. The action is expected to accelerate a
trend toward replacement of analog switches in offices handling less than
500 lines to meet anticipated demands of electronic funds transfer,
electronic mail, credit card verification, and facsimile transmission.
The initial installation was cut over last week in the Richmond Hill
office of Coastal Utilities Inc., an independent phone company serving
several small Georgia towns. The equipment is a recently developed 500line System Century digital switch from Stromberg Carlson Corp. of
Rochester, N. Y. The switch, using large-scale integration, utilizes several
Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-1 1 processors and a proprietary coderdecoder by Stromberg that is inexpensive enough to use on acodec-per-line
basis.
According to Leonard A. Muller, president and chief executive officer of
Stromberg Carlson, the telecommunications subsidiary of General
Dynamics Corp., the firm plans similar installations in mid- 1978 for
North-Coast Telephone Co., a Wisconsin independent. And Northern
Telecom of Montreal, the Bell Canada subsidiary, plans to install its
smaller digital switches in U.S. locations this fall.

Japan's Fujitsu Ltd. is reevaluating its plan to attack the U. S. OEM market
for computer peripherals. The firm says it will decide in the next few
weeks whether to go ahead with its aggressive design to turn out products
for that market at the plant of Fujitsu America Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif.
Meanwhile, manufacturing preliminaries have begun on some new
products that will be previewed next month at IFIP Congress 77 in
Toronto. They will be small rigid-disk drives, including a 50- megabyte
removable-cartridge unit with what Fujitsu calls the fastest access time on
the market.
Industry insiders believe that Fujitsu's decision to rein in at least for the
time being is due to the fact that while its drives are removable, there's a
great deal of competition also from nonremovable media drives.
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U. S. contract for
bus- location system
due next month

Photolithographic
system achieves
1.25— 2-gm resolution

Addenda
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A contract to design, build, install, and test an automatic vehicle- monitor
system in Los Angeles will be awarded to one of four competitors,
probably next month [
Electronics, Aug. 21, 1975, p. 49]. The system will
pinpoint the location of 200 Southern California Rapid Transit District
buses to within 300 feet 95% of the time and will fix when they pass their
time checkpoints to within 15 seconds either way. Those are the specifications laid down by the Department of Transportation's Urban Mass
Transit Administration.
Fairchild Space and Electronics Co. of Germantown, Md., chalked up
the best performance in tests conducted recently in Philadelphia by DOT'S
Transportation Systems Center, Cambridge, Mass. Fairchild used asignpost system, as did Hoffman Information Identification Inc. of Fort
Worth, Texas. Hazeltine Corp. of Greenlawn, N.Y., employed a pulsetrilateration technique in the Philadelphia tests, while Teledyne Systems
Co. of Northridge, Calif., opted for aLoran-C system. The winner of the
second phase will get about $ 4 million for a central control system,
including minicomputers and displays, transmitters, and transponders for
the signposts, if such a system is chosen, and related communications
equipment.

Amid all the brouhaha about the virtues of electron- beam lithography for
semiconductor mask making, GCA Corp. is squeezing as much mileage as it
can out of its photolithographic systems. In the fourth quarter it will begin
deliveries of asubstantially modified type 3696 Mann photorepeater that
will allow the machine to step and repeat patterns directly on the wafer,
without a mask. At the same time, the company is developing its own
electron-beam system for later introduction [
Electronics, Feb. 17, p. 26].
The 3696 was introduced in late 1975 by the company's Burlington,
Mass., division. Development of additional software, plus new optics and a
new wafer stage holder, will enable the machine to produce geometries
from 1.25 to 2micrometers, using areticle generated at 5to 10 times that
scale, and then photoreducing the pattern before stepping and repeating it.
Company officials maintain the system can compete with today's electronbeam pattern generators because the associated projection printers that
make the masks are limited to minimum geometries of 3 to 5micrometers. The system, called DSW, will sell for $ 315,000 to $ 325,000 — some
$50,000 more than the original 3696— and handle up to 35 4- inch wafers
an hour.

Prices continue to come down for simple logic analyzers, units that store
and display logic states of various signal paths in a digital system.
Biomation Corp. of Cupertino, Calif., has a new unit selling for $ 1,295
that handles nine channels and stores 256 bits per channel. The unit, the
920-D, operates at up to a 20- megahertz sample rate, and any 1- MHz
scope can be used with it to display the logic waveforms on the nine
channels. . . . Hughes Aircraft Co., whose space group last year lost the
Intelsat V program to Ford Aerospace and Communications Co., has
bagged an $11 million contract to supply traveling-wave-tube amplifiers
for the satellites. Hughes' Electron Dynamics division is committed to
start delivery of anew lightweight TWT amplifier in June 1978 to the Ford
subsidiary.
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Speed UpYour 80804
Without Changing Software
But the Signetics Emulator does much
more than just protect your 8080A software investment. It also allows for microprogram expandability via some 150 empty microinstruction locations. That means you can adapt the
Signetics Emulator instruction set to other
microprocessors like the Z-80, or to your special, future requirements.
The Signetics Emulator Kit also works as
an educational tool for 8080A users moving
toward bit-slice processors. In fact, the
Emulator manual covers the application,
structure and operation of bit-slice CPUs.
Basic microprogramming concepts are described, and then applied to the
Emulator's bit-slice design.
Whether you want to
..0„,
boost the speed of your
8080A system, or simply get
agoad headstart on bit-slice
CPU design—you won't find abetter
investment than this $299 Emulator Kit.
lb purchase your Kit, use the coupon below, or contact your local franchised
Signetics distributor.

This $ 299 Emulator Kit provides
:ill that you need to run your
3080A system at bipolar speeds.
If your MOS 8080A system has
reached its speed limit, but your
software is crying faster; faster—then
it's time for you to consider the
dramatic improvement in operating
speed offered by abipolar microprocessor.
Converting your 8080A system
from MOS to bipolar performance is
neither costly nor difficult with the
Signetics 8080A Emulator Kit.
Priced at $299, this Kit provides everything you need to make your 8080A
system run an average of five times faster.
The Kit contains aPC
board and all the components necessary to aPwmble aSchottky-bipolar
version of the 8080A system. Included are all control, timing and bus
interface circuits—plus
acomprehensive manlr=1
ual which concisely
presents all support
documentation, along with amicrocode listing.
When you apply the Signetics Emulator to
your 8080A system, your software will hardly
know the difference. Except for the faster timing loops, the software you've developed and
debugged for your MOS 8080A system will run
directly on the Signetics Emulator.

SIFIntiCS
asubsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation
Syr etics Corporation
811 East Argues Avenue
Sumyvalo California 94086
Telephone 408/739-7700

Make check or money order
payable to Signetics.
NO PURCHASE ORDERS PLEASE.

El
D

Please send ____ Kit(s)/$299 each.
Please send — Manual(s)/$5 each.

Name

Title

Company

Division

Address
City

MS
State

Zip

Phone (. )

Complete coupon and mail with check or money order
to: Signetics Information Services, Mail Stop 27,
weigiee's4yP.O.Box 9052, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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We don't have
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bad breadth.
We have terrific breadth.
We're leaders in the entire spectrum of semiconductor technology: from simple transistors to the
most complex large scale integrated circuits.
Our data books, chock full of specs, charts,
graphs, tables, test circuits and waveforms,
design and applications information are evidence of
that tremendous breadth of line.
These books are available, for aprice.
As, strangely enough, are the products
they describe.
National Semiconductor
Marketing Services Dept. M.S. 520
2900 Semiconductor Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051

E7-21

Gentlemen:
Please send me the volumes of the National Semiconductor Data Bookshelf that I
have selected below. Ihave enclosed acheck or money order for the total amount of the
order, made payable to National Semiconductor Corp.
copies (0 $4, Audio Handbook ( 177 pages)
Total
copies u
, $3, CMOS Data Book ( 256 pages)
Total
copies u
, $4, Interface Data Book ( 464 pages)
Total
copies u
, $4, Linear Applications, Vol. I
( 432 pages)
Total
copies u
, $4, Linear Applications, Vol. II ( 256 pages)
Total
copies $4, Linear Data Book ( 968 pages)
Total
copies u
, $ 3, Memory Data Book ( 544 pages)
Total
copies u
, $4, MOS/LSI Data B(x)k ( 720 pages)
Total
copies ,,, $ 5, PACE Microprocessor Systems Design Guide ( 80 pgs). Total
copies $3, PACE Microprocessor Technical Description ( 96 pgs)
Total
copies «, $5, SC/MP Microprocessor Applications Handbook ( 160 pgs) Total
copies u
, $3, SC/MP Microprocessor Technical Description ( 65 pgs)
Total
copies u
, $3, Special Function Data Book ( 308 pages)
Total
copies u
, $3, Transducer Data Book ( 160 pages)
Total
copies ( 0 $3, Transistor Data Book ( 288 pages)
Total
copies (a $4, TTL Data Book ( 592 pages)
Total
copies e $3, Voltage Regulator Handbook ( 128 pages)
Total
Subtotal
California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax
Grand Total
Name.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Title

Company
Address
I_

City
•

State

_ Zip

M National Semiconductor
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The only DoubleBalanced
with a2- YEAR 011ARANT

ers

featuring Hi-Rel tested diod
still only

$.95
7_ (
500 pieces)

$9.95 ( 1-49)

'including diodes!

Yes, a two-year guarantee for DBM's is now a
reality . . . made possible by an accelerated- life
diode screening program adopted at Mini- Circuits.
Each Schottky diode used in Mini- Circuits'
SRA-1 mixers is now preconditioned by the HTRB
(High Temperature Reverse Bias) technique, previously reserved almost exclusively for semiconductors assigned to space applications. With
HTRB testing, each diode is operated for 168 hours
at 150°C with one volt reverse bias applied.
To screen out " infant mortality", the diodes are
deliberately stressed to accelerate aging and to
force time- related failure modes to take their toll.
In conventional testing or " baking", the diode does
not experience anywhere near the stress encountered with the HTRB program. Hence, the ability
at Mini- Circuits' to locate the potentially- unreliable
diodes before they are assembled into SRA-1 units
And, with double- balanced mixers, the overall reliability hinges almost entirely on the diodes used.
Yes, the HTRB procedure costs us more and
screens out more devices. But our goal is to
improve reliability to a level unmatched for off-theshelf DBM's at no increase in cost to our customers. You — our customers by your overwhelming confidence in our product line have made us
the number one supplier of DBM's in the world.

To earn your continuing support, we are now
employing HTRB Hi-Rel testing for every diode
used in the SRA-1, at no increase in cost to you.
So, for the same low price of $ 7.95, you can
purchase our SRA-1, with a two-year guarantee,
including diodes.
To ensure highest system reliability demand
highest quality diodes on your source- control
drawings and purchase orders. Specify SRA-1
mixers, with HTRB tested diodes from Mini- Circuits:.. where low price now goes hand- in- hand
with unmatched quality.

MODEL SRA-1
Freq. range ( MHz; LO 0.5-500. RF 05-500. IF dc 500
Typ.
Man.
Conversion loss lat
One octave from band edge
5.5
7.0
Total range
6.5
8.5
Typ.
Min.
Isolation IcIBI
LO RF
50
45
lower band edge to
LO IF
one decade higher
45
35
Mid range
LO RF
45
30
LO IF
25
40
LO
RF
Upper band edge to
35
25
one octave lower
LO IF
30
20
Min. Electronic attenuation 120 mAI 3dB
Signal. 1dB compression level -i- IdBm
Impedance all ports 50 ohms
larges: ma, ,acturer oi Double Balancea Mae, 1

Ç;j Mini-Circuits
MINI- CIRCUITS

LABORATORY •

837443 Utica Avenue, Brooklyn. NY 11203 (
212) 342-2500 Intl Tees 620158 Domestic Telex 125480
Infernelonal Ropmentelre., CI AUSTRALIA: General Electronic Services 99 Alexander Street New Sault Wales Australia 2065 0 ENGLAND: Dale Electronics. Dale House Wharf Road
Fromley Green. Camberley Surrey D FRANCE: SCIE - DIMES 31 Rue George Sand 91120 Palaiseau. Krance 0 GERMANY, AUSTRIA. SWITZERLAND: Industrial Electronics GMBH
Kluberstrasse 14. 0 EASTERN CANADA: B D Flummel. 2224 Maynard Avenue. Utica. NY 13502 13151 236-2821 0 NETHERLANDS. BELGIUM, LUXEMBOURG: Col rnex. Veldweg II
Menem. Holland 0 NORWAY: Datamatik AS. Ostensioveien 62. Oslo 6. Norway 0 SWEDEN: Integera0 Eketronik AB Box 43 '3-182 51 Diursholrn Sweden D AFRICA: Mitre ( PTV) Ltd
P 0 Box 9813. Johannesburg 2000 S Aluca 0 SINGAPORE I MALAYSIA: Electronics Trading Co IPTI) Ltd . 87. auk., Tirneh Roan. Singapore 9 Malay Peninsula 0 INDIA: Geekwar
Enterprise. Kama Mahal M L Dananukar Marg. Bombay 400 026, India
CI ISRAEL; Yectrontcs. Ltd . 69 Gordon Street Tel- Soto Israel
U.S. Distributem 0 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA: Cain- White 8 Co Foothill Office Center, 105 Fremont Avenue
ARIZONA: Crown Electronics. 11440 Collins Street. No Hollywood. CA 91601 ( 2131 877-3550

Los Altos Cu 94022 : 4151 948-6533 0 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
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Electronics review
Egniticant developments in technology and business

Instrument aims
at simplifying
chores of servicing
Portable, multifunction
tester ordered by Burroughs
from Data Test does the job
of several separate units

A small California company will
supply computer giant Burroughs
Corp. with anew breed of diagnostic
service instrument, one that combines in asingle enclosure the functions of many separate instruments.
Initially, several hundred of Data
Test Corp.'s portable Datatester
1200 will go to Burroughs field
service force, and it is believed the
requirements of Burroughs alone,
with its worldwide data processing
installations, could reach well into
the thousands. In volume, Data Test
is putting the price of the instrument
at $ 1,200.
Contenders. "We have been working with a number of companies
toward the development of a portable, multifunction unit for more than
five years," says Ray Challis, manager of technical planning at Burroughs in Detroit. "The problem has
been too many instruments— one for
each type of measurement — and
instruments such as oscilloscopes"
that demand too much skilled, diagnostic capability on the part of the
technician.
Other problems Challis cites with
the usual service instrumentation
include high cost, nonstandard designs unsuited for field diagnostics
and calibration needs, and lack of
portability. In addition, he points to
the present lack of skilled technicians and the costly training that is
required. " The Datatester unit
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Helper. Somewhat bulkier than an attache case, the portable Datatester 1200 multifunction
circuit-tester does the job of several separate instruments, including a digital multimeter and a
frequency counter and timer. It also counts digital- logic transitions.

seems to resolve many of these problems," Challis says. However, Burroughs may yet buy instruments
from other suppliers as well.
The Datatester 1200 is " based on
a totally new approach to complete
circuit analysis," says James
Roberts, president of the eight- yearold, Concord, Calif., manufacturer
of automated circuit- board testers.
His products generally sell for
$10,000 to $ 60,000 each, and gross
sales this year are expected to be $ 2
million. Although the company is
close-mouthed as to the details, its
new approach reportedly resembles
the low-cost fault- isolation method
called transition redundancy check

that it developed for its board
testers. That method employs counts
of digital signals at important nodes
and logic boundaries to describe
proper system operations.
Somewhat similarly, the Datatester 1200 analyzes logic pattern
streams by counting the number of
times the logic pattern goes from a0
to a 1state. The company has just
recently received a number of
patents for the process.
The overall result is that the
model 1200 can take the place of a
digital voltmeter, voltohmmeter, frequency meter and timer, duty cycle
meter, peak- reading ac voltmeter,
logic probe, integrated-circuit and
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More service instruments coming
Look for a flood of new portable and easy- to-use diagnostic instruments
aimed at making troubleshooting electronic equipment less trouble. Almost
anyone with something for debugging prototype microprocessor- based
systems on the lab bench could conceivably convert it into a field- service
tool. The tasks to be done are roughly comparable; the skills of the operator
differ. An engineer who may also be a part-time programmer will be debugging the prototype; a technician with much less training will be doing the job
in the field. So the conversion process is basically one of making the
instruments easier and simpler to use, with a more automated approach to
fault isolation.
Microcomputer development systems, which help debug both hardware
and software, and logic analyzers, which store and display bit patterns that
aid in tracing faults, are the instruments most readily convertible to field
service. One of the first such systems was Intel Corp.'s model 820 U-Scope
[Electronics, June 9, p. 34]. The size of a brief case, the unit exercises the
central processing unit in the equipment being serviced with diagnostic
programs aimed at fault isolation. Price is under $2,500, whereas Intel's
Microprocessor Development System with its cathode- ray-tube display and
floppy-disk store goes for more than $ 12,000.
Hewlett-Packard Corp. has developed a signature-analysis technique for
trouble-shooting microprocessor- based systems [
Electronics, March 3,
p. 89], which it may extend to a range of instruments. Also working in the
field are Systron-Donner Corp., John Fluke Manufacturing Co., and Tektronix
Inc., which is understood to be planning to introduce a digital service
instrument family that will include: portable protocol testers, logic analyzers,
board and microprocessor-equipment testers, a general-purpose interface
bus tester, peripherals and communications testers, and an interactive
systems diagnosis unit.

logic- board tester , and the scope
itself, according to Paul Thomas, chief engineer for the instrument
at Data Test. "The 1200 is basically
a troubleshooting tool," he says.
"It's not designed for detailed analysis, but to look at specific faults in a
system. The idea is to allow a fieldservice technician to determine if
there is afault and where, so he can
replace the entire board or subsystem and take the faulty unit to a
service center where more sophisticated, special-purpose instruments
can find out the why and how of the
malfunction."
The portable unit measures about
i
2inches wide, 8inches high, and 6
inches deep. It can perform 18 functions, spanning 18 ranges, including
measurements of ac and dc volts and
current, resistance, frequency and
frequency ratios, period and time
intervals, duty cycle, signal slope and
width, two- signal coincidences, event
totalization, plus and minus peak
values, and digital- logic transition
counting. In addition, it can be used
as a logic analyzer, storing logic-
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state cycles on the data and address
busses.
Operating features of the instrument include autoranging for making measurements rapidly and automatic placement of the decimal
point on the unit's 5'/2-digit, halfinch- high, light- emitting-diode display. It can deal with all digital- logic
families and will automatically compare an input signal to a previously
set threshold and display the result
on pass/fail lamps on the front
panel. It also indicates when the
operator has selected incompatible
combinations of mode and function.
The future. Data Test executives
expect the worldwide market for
portable instrumentation for fieldservice applications to be in excess of
100,000 units over the next few
years, and growing. In later years,
says Roberts, this kind of unit will
intrude heavily into the marketplace
traditionally occupied by instrumentation oscilloscopes. The company is
planning additional versions of its
portable 1200 for introduction in
1978.
E

Consumer

Board games grab
microprocessors
The top echelon at Parker Brothers
Inc., which in 1935 brought the
world Monopoly, the century's most
popular new board game, must have
stood with tears in their eyes last
Christmas as customers passed them
by in favor of the new breed of electronic video games. But the General
Mills Inc. subsidiary, in Salem,
Mass., is striking back and applying
amicroprocessor, no less, to its first
electronic board game.
"Code Name: Sector," a submarine chase- and- sink game, goes into
production next month. The movement of the sub is controlled by the
microprocessor, which also tracks
moves made by pursuing destroyers.
These are plotted by hand on a
12.25- inch- square plotting board.
Light-emitting diodes display tracking data. Two to four persons can
compete to sink the sub first, or one
can play against the sub itself.
The microprocessor gives the
game a remarkable complexity. " It
provides an intelligent fifth player
that reacts to what has happened
and then, based on its sequential
logic, takes action," points out
Arthur Venditti, manager of product
development at Parker. " But the sub
is also able to react randomly— for
example, it has over 25,000 start
possibilities involving position,
depth, and direction."
The game has other unpredictable
aspects. For example, should two
pursuing destroyers collide, the offender is knocked off course to anew
position. Sometimes the sub course is
changed at random by the microprocessor. Incredibly, the sub can shoot
back. Again, the shot is dealt with
unpredictably; for example, if a
destroyer is hit, it is assigned to a
new position on the board randomly.
TI module. The guts of the game is
supplied by Texas Instruments Inc.
on a 2.25- by- 3- in. gold-plated
printed- circuit board. The key element is asingle- chip microprocessor
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Other games feature microprocessors, too
Others besides Parker Brothers Inc. have microprocessor- based toys and
games on the market or are readying their introduction. Toy industry leader
Mattel Inc., Hawthorne, Calif., has three with football, auto racing, and
missile- attack themes. They are about the size of a handheld calculator and
retail for under $ 30. Each employs a custom-chip version from Rockwell
International Corp's PPS 4/ 1microprocessor family. Each also has a rectangular array of light-emitting diodes that are energized to create moving lines
and bars. In the auto racing game, for example, a car symbol must be
controlled to avoid obstacles while it works against atime limit.
Milton Bradley Co. in Springfield, Mass., has a pair of games built around
microprocessors from Texas Instruments Inc. One, " Electronic Battleship," is
a board game that even simulates the noise of explosions and missiles
speeding to target. The other, "Comp IV," is a game involving guessing at
numbers.

from TI'S low-end TMS 1000 line,
designated the TMS 0970. The
4- bit, p-channel metal-oxide- semiconductor chip " is about the same as
the 1000 but specialized with onchip, direct- digit-drive capability so
that no other circuitry is needed to
drive the display," says Ed Hartnett,
aproduct marketing engineer at Ti's
MOS division in Houston.
The displays consist of a halfdozen seven-segment light-emitting
diodes that provide such information
as range from the destroyers to the
sub, and ship speed and location.
There are also four discrete LEDS,
which indicate the destroyers' compass heading, and axial- lead currentlimiting resistors. As for inputs, the
pc board is connected to a Ti built
Klixon keyboard that takes commands from buttons on the game's
combat information center. A 9-volt

Game guts. TI board in Parker's sub chase
game holds microprocessor, resistors, discrete LEDs and,

under lenses at

segmented LEDs. Wires go to keyboard.
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top,

Military

SOS microcomputer
has 3-MHz speed

For really dense, high-speed and
low- power circuits, the military turn
to silicon- on- sapphire technology. So
a two- chip 8- bit sos microcomputer
slice that reaches a new level of
functional complexity [
Electronics,
March 31, p. 47] has the Army very
much involved. It is called Atmac,
for advanced technology microelectronic array computer, and the
battery powers the unit.
Army paid for much of its developA 1,024- bit read-only memory in
ment at RCA Corp.'s Advanced
the microprocessor stores the inTechnology Laboratories in Camstruction set for playing the game,
den, N.J.
according to Robert Doyle, the 41The services' preferred 8- bit miyear-old inventor of the game who croprocessor has been the 8080, but
brought the idea to Parker in 1975.
"for many applications where both
A programmable logic array acts as
the high-speed and low- power rea binary- coded- decimal- to- sevenquirements exceed the capability of
segment decoder for driving the the 8080, we have no microprocessor
LEDs. In addition, a random-access
to turn to," says Randy Reitmeyer, a
memory with 64 4- bit words stores
project engineer in the Army's Elecchanging data, like ship positions,
tronics Technology and Devices
speeds, and compass headings, Doyle
Laboratory at Fort Monmouth, N. J.
says. One pair of the RAM'S 4- bit
But with Atmac, that situation is
words also holds a number that
about to change.
changes constantly at the unit's
Reitmeyer expects Atmac will be
clock rate of more than 100 kiloespecially effective in applications
hertz. It is this number that triggers
that include array or matrix maniputhe game's random actions.
lation and computation. Among the
More coming. "Code Name: Secapplications that the Army has in
tor" is just the first of asuccession of mind are electronic warfare and
electronic board games for Parker,
countermeasures and communicasays Edward A. Radding, Parker's
tions systems involving speech commarketing manager. " We've made a pression. Other uses could include
commitment, and we're hard at work sonar signal processing and navigaon next year's games," he says.
tion data processing.
"We've known for several years that
Expandable. With computation
electronic games were in our future,
capability on one chip and program
but we didn't feel the price was right control on the other, the sos micrountil inexpensive microprocessors computer is expandable in 8- bit units
came along."
to form computers with word lengths
Retail price of the game will be of 16, 24, 32 bits, and more. In what
somewhere between $ 30 and $ 45,
will probably be its most common
depending on the type of sales outlet,
implementation— a four- chip 16- bit
says Radding. Although Radding
microprocessor— the Atmac conwill not discuss his costs, TI'S Hartsumes less than 200 milliwatts per
nett gives some indication of what chip, or less than 750 mw total.
they could be. By next year, in
As an 8- bit slice, the microcomvolumes of more than 100,000, the puter has arepertoire of 189 instrucmicroprocessor could sell for under tions, or twice as many as the 8080.
$2, he says.
LI
Operating at adata rate of 3mega-
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Air Force, Navy also like sapphire
The Air Force and the Navy also have set their sights on RCA's silicon-onsapphire devices for even higher-speed processor applications. Under work
supported by the Air Force Avionics Laboratory at Wright Patterson AFB in
Ohio, engineers at RCA's Missile and Surface Radar operation in Moorestown, N. J., have designed, constructed, and tested a programmable pipeline
(fast-Fourier-transform) processor using C-MOS-on-sapphire technology.
These FFT processors are the key elements in a programmable waveform
processor that has been the vehicle for initial development of radar signalprocessing hardware. Six special SOS circuits were developed for the
program, including a 9- by- 9- bit multiplier, 9- bit adder, dual 8- bit scaler,
retiming register, floating-point logic control, and programmable shift register. Three of these circuits also have been used to develop an image
bandwidth-compression system for the Navy, which supported the development of the adder, says Lloyd Martinson of the RCA engineering staff.
The FFT devices are tailored in size for subarray handling of linear
frequency- modulated pulse-compression and synthetic- aperture processing.
"The SOS technology permits the application of LSI and 10- MHz operating
speed with low- power consumption," Martinson says. Real-time processing
speed as high as 20 MHz is achieved by halving an input sample and sending
the data to be processed by two parallel channels, each operating at a 10MHz clock rate.
The power consumed by using the SOS technology is much lower than
with other technologies, says Martinson. For example, the SOS circuits in the
programmable waveform processor are in five functional hybrid module
types. One module, called the complex multiplier, contains nine SOS circuits
and consumes 2.5 watts at 10 MHz. " We did the equivalent module in TTL,
and it took 130 circuits and 35 W at 10 MHz." In contrast, he adds, "C-MOS
would require about the same number of circuits as TTL. But it consumes
more power than SOS because of its lack of integration, while providing one
third the speed."

hertz, it can execute a typical
instruction ( composed of two machine cycles) in 280 to 350 nanoseconds, three to four times faster than
the 8080. Moreover, it executes
simple single- cycle instructions such
as add, subtract, and array computations, in 100 ns.
The data-execution chip contains
an 8- by- 8 register stack that serves
as eight general registers, each 8bits
wide. The chip also has ahigh-speed
arithmetic unit and an extensive
amount of logical processing circuits.
The 255- by- 260- mil chip has 4,561
devices.
Chip #2. The second chip, the
instruction and operand fetch unit,
controls instruction sequencing and
data- memory addressing. It includes
an indirect address register stack,
address update adder, instruction
program counter and counter stack,
interrupt control logic, direct memory access request logic and the
system clock. It contains 4,974
devices, the equivalent of 1,250
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gates, on achip area of 259 by 272
mils. Like its partner, it has 67
input/output pads, a nominal operating voltage of 10 volts, and is
housed in a 64- pin dual in- line
ceramic package.
Standard cells. A major contribution to the sos microcomputer's
development came from Armyfunded programs that produced aset
of standard logic cells and computeraided design programs for routing
logic automatically. Without these
tools, " we wouldn't have attempted
the Atmac design," says Paul
Wright, director of the RCA Labs.
"It would have cost us about three to
four times more if we had approached the design in the conventional handcrafted manner." Moreover, " the Atmac architecture
wouldn't fly if implemented in
another technology," Wright says.
"We can keep the number of chips
down with sos, thereby eliminating
delays from the interconnections
between packages that would be

present in a complementary metal
oxide semiconductor." The lower
power consumption of c-mos, he
adds, can be retained and even
reduced with sos.
The Atmac is now in two fully
operational systems at RCA, along
with associated software and test
tools, to demonstrate functional feasibility. By the end of this month,
RCA expects to begin qualifying it for
use in military hardware.
E

Minicomputers

HP uses 16-k chips
in megabyte memory
Reacting quickly to the latest semiconductor technology seems to be
characteristic of Hewlett-Packard
Co., the minicomputer and instrumentation maker. The firm was the
first to design in the 4,096- bit
random-access memories that bowed
in 1975 and is currently working the
budding silicon-on- sapphire technology into its systems [
Electronics,
May 26, p. 99]. Now HP is hustling
the new 16,384- bit RAMS into its
21 MX line of minicomputers.
As aresult, it is squeezing into the
12'/4- inch- high minicomputer over a
million bytes of main memory— the
largest built-in semiconductor memory for a minicomputer yet. Priced
at $ 59,800, the new machines will be
available next month.
Quadrupling the data capacity of
each memory board to 128 kilobytes
was almost as easy as substituting
16-k chips for the 4-k devices used
previously, since the two parts are
packaged identically. But anticipation of a higher probability of bit
errors in the expanded memory
array prompted HP to offer errorcorrecting circuitry as an option for
the enhanced- memory machine.
Applications. To pay almost
$60,000, users must have a strong
need for amillion bytes of solid-state
memory. Demand for it lies in
several areas: very fast processing,
where the time spent swapping data
to and from disk memory, for example, must be eliminated; and espe-
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cially where reliability is essential
and the mechanics of disk systems
cannot be tolerated.
Hewlett-Packard also expects the
21MX to go where main frames are
needed, but where the environment
is too harsh and the space too
limited. The 2IMX minicomputers
are built ruggedly, specified for
operation over a temperature range
of 0° to 55° Celsius and at a humidity
of up to 95% at 45 °C.
According to Richard W. Anderson, general manager of HP'S Data
Systems division in Cupertino, Calif., the

16-k chips are supplied by

Mostek Corp., with potential second
sources including Intel Corp. and
Texas Instruments Inc. Anderson
says he actually feels "safer with the
16-k chips than with the 4- k-chip
situation of a few years ago," when
many manufacturers each had different designs. He is confident not
only that other manufacturers will
line up behind Mostek's 4116, but
that the error correction will eliminate most chip- failure problems.
"The memory itself is reliable,"
explains Anderson. " But even with
16-k RAMS the component count is
getting larger— and a megabyte of
memory needs error correction."
Hamming code. The fault-control,
or error- correction technique, used
in the 21MX minicomputers is the
same Hamming code approach HP
uses

in

its

3000- series

general-

purpose computers. Basically, the
technique appends 5 bits to each
word to generate an error code. This
code is then checked against one
stored in memory during each
access, and any error is either
corrected or reported.
The additional 5 bits of error
correction required for each of the
512,000 16- bit words that make up
the 1,024,000 8- bit data bytes use up
a lot of additional 16-k RAms — 160
in

all. They are mounted on two

separate check- bit boards that fill up
two of the minicomputer's 10 available memory slots.
The fault- control system automatically corrects all single- bit errors,
and can detect all double- bit errors
and most errors of 3 or more bits.
Errors of greater than 3 bits are very
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News briefs
IBM develops integrated fiber-optic package
Scientists at International Business Machines Corp.'s Research division in
Yorktown Heights, N. Y., have developed an integrated package containing
all the electrooptical elements of a fiber-optic transmitter. The package
contains a semiconductor laser array, a cylindrical lens, and an array of
optical- fiber light guides mounted on a silicon wafer, which also contains
thin-film drive electrodes for the lasers. An anisotropic etch combined with
photolithographic techniques produces grooves having a shape controlled
precisely by crystalline planes in the silicon. These grooves automatically
align the optical elements to the optical axis of the package.
Time Computer divesting itself of Pulsar digital-watch business
HMW Industries Inc. of Stamford, Conn., is discontinuing its solid- state-watch
business, and its Time Computer Inc. subsidiary in Lancaster, Pa., has
agreed to sell the Pulsar and Time Computer brand names and all of its
digital-watch inventory to Rhapsody Inc. of Philadelphia on undisclosed
terms. Rhapsody, which sells watches and jewelry, will distribute the Pulsar
line and produce solid-state watches under Time Computer Inc.'s patents.
Lockheed to develop Air Force strike system
The Air Force Systems Command's Aeronautical Systems division at WrightPatterson Air Force Base in Ohio has selected Lockheed Missiles & Space
Co. of Sunnyvale, Calif., to begin full-scale development of the Precision
Location/Strike System. The PLSS is an electronic system designed to
detect and strike from standoff positions a wide variety of targets— emitters
like radars, as well as nonemitters— in all kinds of weather, day and night.
The contract authorized was only $ 200,000, but additional amounts could
total up to $ 120 million. Lockheed topped the Boeing Co. of Seattle, which
conducted aparallel investigation.
,i•
RCA wins Army battlefield sensors pact
RCA Corp.'s Government Communications Systems division in Camden,
N. J., has beaten American Electronic Laboratories Inc. and GTE Sylvania
Inc. to an $ 8.9 million contract to fabricate engineering development models
of the Army's Remotely Monitored Battlefield Sensor System. Rembass, as
the system is called, will use magnetic, seismic, seismic/acoustic, and
infrared sensors that can be put into place by artillery shells, as well as by
hand or high-speed aircraft [
Electronics, April 14, p.77]. The sensors will
detect disturbances caused by the passage of heavy objects and will report
by data link to a distant monitoring site. But unlike prior sensors, Rembass
"classifier" sensors will be able to determine the nature of the detected
object, whether personnel or a wheel or tracked vehicle. The Army
Electronics Command at Fort Monmouth, N. J., issued the award.
New tester organization formed on West Coast
A number of major manufacturers and users of automated test equipment
have banded together to form a new trade organization called the Automated Test Equipment Association. The members are instrument makers like
Hewlett-Packard, Fluke, Tektronix, and Systron-Donner, as well as
Burroughs, American Microsystems, and Rockwell International. Principal
aims are establishing standards, monitoring Government legislation, and
setting up a trade show for automatic test equipment. Cal Edmonds, sales
manager at Data Test Corp. of Concord, Calif., is president.
Unitrode aims at temperature-sensitive semiconductor switch
Unitrode Corp. of Watertown, Mass., a manufacturer of discrete power
semiconductors, is launching a development program for a temperaturesensitive semiconductor switch designed by Cutler- Hammer Inc. of Milwaukee. A two-state switching semiconductor that triggers at a threshold
temperature is an unusual device, with just about next to nothing like it being
offered in the marketplace. Unitrode declines to disclose details of the unit.
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Thin-Trim
capacitors
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unlikely, says product manager David Carver. " Each bit in a word is
read from a separate RAM," he
explains, "so an error of 3bits means
three RAMS failing at once."
The error correction allows HP to
claim an inordinately high mean
time before failure of about 6,000 to
8,000 hours— atenfold increase over
the system without fault control, as
well as over other manufacturers'
computers, according to Anderson. El

Military

Air Force wants
new bomb scorer

Tucked in the corner of this
%)
Pulsar Watch is a miniature
i pacitor which is used to trim the crystal.
us Thin-Trim capacitor is one of our
410 series, has an adjustment range of 7
i45 pf., and is . 200" x . 200" x . 050" thick.
he Thin-Trim concept provides avariable
'evice to replace fixed tuning techniques
t
i
nd cut-and-try methods of adjustment.
hin Trim capacitors are available in a
variety of lead configurations making
them very easy to mount.
A smaller version of the 9410 is
es,
the 9402 series with amaximum
capacitance value of 25 pf. These are perfect for applications in sub- miniature circuits such as ladies electronic wrist
watches and phased array MIC's.
Johanson Manufacturing Corporation,
Rockaway Valley Road., Boonton, N.J.
07005. Phone ( 201)334-2676, TWX 710987-8367.
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It's probably not widely known— but
it's no secret, either— that the Air
Force has 11 bombing ranges in the
U. S. over which bomber crews fly
simulated bombing runs. The sites
include Holbrook, Ariz.; Bayshore,
Mich.; and Bismarck, N. D.; and the
pretended targets include factories,
dams, reservoirs, and grain elevators.
But the equipment at the ranges —
radars, analog computers, displays
and communications equipment—
dates from World War II. To update
the sites and make the scoring more
accurate, the Air Force will issue a
request for proposals for a new
system in September.
Update. To be called Seek Score,
it will consist of precision-tracking
radars, minicomputers, displays, and
Government- furnished ultrahighfrequency radios as the communications links. The radars will also have
television trackers on the antenna to
provide azimuth and elevation information on bombers flying as low as
200 feet, while the radar provides
the range.
Capt. James Troutman, Seek
Score program manager at the Electronic Systems division, Hanscom
Air Force Base, Bedford, Mass., says
the RFP will be for one preproduction
system, with an option to buy 20
more. He stresses that the Air Force
wants off-the-shelf equipment.
For example, Army Nike- Hercules radars being turned over to the
Air Force might be used. Existing

ground-detection bombing radars
are also candidates. They include the
AN/TPD-1C, AN/TPQ-39 and the
Trail X radar. These are radars
operating at 9.3 to 9.5 gigahertz.
The computer will probably be a 16bit minicomputer with 24,000 bytes
of memory, and the displays will
show area maps that include the
targets, the intended and actual
course of the aircraft, plus the bombrelease and impact points.
Tone signal. As the bomber
approaches the tarket, Troutman
explains, it must stay within a
prescribed corridor. A crew member
flips a switch, initiating a radiofrequency tone received at the radar
site. The tone ends when the bombrelease switch is triggered.
With that data, plus the tracking
information, the computer will determine where the bombs would
have landed, showing if they would
have hit the target or by how much
they would have missed it. Data can
also be printed out for hard-copy
record keeping, important to strategic air command crews during
periodic operational checks.
Troutman says the radars will
have an accuracy of a tenth of a
milliradian, which is two to five
times better than the accuracy of
present ones. And, except for the
transmitters and displays, Seek
Score will be all solid-state.

Solid state

Marking process
tags semiconductors
The use of microscopic multicolored
particles to mark semiconductors is
being explored by the Joint Electron
Device Engineering Council as a
solution to the problem of counterfeit JAN military devices. Jedec,
the solid-state standards group sponsored jointly by the Electronic
Industries Association and the National Electrical Manufacturers Association, is scheduled to receive its
initial briefing on the technique at its
Aug. 30 — 31 meeting in Chicago,
according to Jedec's Jack Hessman.

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
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Introducing
the 16-bit
microprocessor
with an 8-bit
price tag!

GI has made the unbelievable., believable! /
You can buy our new powerful CP-1610 single
chip 16- bit microprocessor for only $8.00. f
Think what that means in terms of your product capabilities and features! Now, for the
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same price as an 8- bit MPU you can buy all
the computing power and designed- in- future of
a16- bit microprocessor.
With the new CP-1610 you get the most advanced features of a 16- bit architecture. After all,
General Instrument Microelectronics' experience
with a 16- bit MPU started more than four years
ago. We were first to introduce asingle chip 16- bit
MPU, the CP-1600.
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RAMs and EAROMs—for the CP-1610
system. Applications encompass telephone switching networks. Process
control systems. Intelligent terminals.
Programmable TVgames.Data acquisition and digital communications processors to name just afew. And the GIMINI
microcomputer hardware / software
system will help simplify your development time.
Whatever product you make, we
have or can create the circuits to make
it do its job better, more reliably, at lower cost.

The new 8- bit price is only the beginning of aseries of
important developments to be announced by GI in the CP-

After all, our business is creating and making microelectronic circuits—millions of them for all kinds of needs.
Write or call today and find out how our new CP-1610

1610 series. Powerful interface chipswill providedirect interconnection with the CP-1610 in many popular applications.
GI also makes a full line of memory circuits—ROMs,

16-3it microprocessor system can cut your design and production costs. General Instrument Microelectronics, 600
West John Street, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802, (516) 733-3107.
We help you compete.

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
MICROELECTRONICS
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Put up any resistance...

Model
with the 1705B plug-in is a
versatile, easy-to-operate unit for automatically measuring resistance accurately over awide range. Its capabilities
cover an exceptional number of applications, both on the production line
and the design bench.
Three measurement techniques are
offered: Switched dc, continuous dc
and single pulse measurement. Continuous dc allows measurement of inductive components such as transformers and motors. Single pulse is useful
for measuring thermistors or when prolonged application of current will cause
temperature drifting. Switched dc offers
error cancelling circuitry for low ohm
measurements.

ESE's Model 1700 series Digital Ohmmeter is available both with other lower
range plug- ins (down to 0.1 microhm
resolution) and with acompanion Digital Comparator for fast sorting. A 4- terminal parts handler is also available.

• switched dc mode dinfl• continuous dc J
• single pulse -rLr• 104 resolution
• autoranging up to 20 MQ
• 0.02% basic accuracy
• remote operation and BCD
output
• 4-terminal connection

Model 1700/1705B
Digital Ohmmeter
$2235 U.S.A. only

ELECTHO
SCJENT1HC
Science Park Dr.
Portland, OR 97229
Tel. 503/641-4141
13900 N.W.

m-,Ituttler
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CHECK OUT A MULTITUDE OF PARTS!

Motor

Circle 38 on reader service card

Switches

Trimmers

Inductors
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The patented product- identification process, developed by 3M Co.,
St. Paul, uses microscopic alkyd
melamine flakes called microtaggants, each containing seven distinct
colored layers. The layer colors and
sequence can be changed to provide
millions of possible identification
codes for manufacturer, product
type, and even the date and time of
manufacture. The particles can then
be mixed in apaint or other solution
and sprayed on a semiconductor's
cover when the device is assembled.
Invisible to the naked eye, the
microtaggants can be viewed with a
pocket microscope of 40 x to 100 x
magnification and are available with
ferromagnetic and/or fluorescent
properties. In the latter case, an
ultraviolet light causes the fluorescent layers to glow, making them
easy to locate, according to 3M. If
microtaggants were adopted for use
in semiconductors, their removal
from a device by a counterfeiter
would signal a questionable lot.
Proponents of the marking technique
also point out that a code or codes
unique to product lines or types
could be assigned to the individual
manufacturer, who would then be
sold only particles carrying those
codes.
Questions. The big "ifs" in the
semiconductor industry's adoption of
the 3M process now rest with both
its potential users and the supplier.
Jack Sargent of 3M's New Business
Ventures division emphasizes that
Jedec discussions are only preliminary, and he questions whether there
is sufficient volume in Mil Spec
semiconductors for microtaggants—
sold at $ 25 per lb— to warrant 3M
supplying it. Sargent points out that
the particles' initial use in the explosives industry— for tracing products
used in terrorist bombings— may run
to 300,000 pounds annually.
Most semiconductor makers are
not yet familiar with details of 3M's
development and reportedly themselves question the costs of additional manufacturing operations in a
highly price-competitive market.
Some also question whether as manufacturers, they have any legal obligation to mark product lines.
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OCTOBER 111-19 1977 OSAKA

JAPAN ELECTRONICS SHOW '
77
Place

.

Osaka International Trade Fair Grounds
" ( Minato-ku, Osaka)

Sponsor

Electronic Industries Association of Japan ( EIA-J)

Exhibit Hours:

10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Exhibits

Electronic equipment, parts and related products

Admission :

Free, Visitors will be registered at the entrance

For details of the Japan Electronics Shove 77 ( 16th). please write to

JAPAN ELECTRONICS SHOW ASSOCIATION
No. 24 Mori Bldg., 3-23-5, Nishi-Shimbashi,Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan
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TOPS 700 LATEST.
use

A revolutionary develoyment
by Tohritsu offers you improved
reliability as we utilized L.S.I.
in the control circuit to be said
complicated in order to reduce
agreat number of parts and also
you are able to save the cost

r"
-' This one piece is
a very important part
• in forming the whole

and the space.

e

The Important Role Given to Parts
The role of electric parts and components is to let the
whole fully perform its function. Alps Co.'s electronic
parts are being widely used in everything from items for
personal and industrial use to fields playing an important
role in the society, such as medicine, education, communications, etc. The major reason for this is that the parts
are highly dependable. In addition, this is a result of their
responding to the changes of an increasingly sophisticated
and advanced era while they're being brought to perfection
through progress in various fields of technology.
We want to make the name of " the world's Alps" even
more certain.

ALPS

ALPS ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

Head Office:

1-7 Yuk igayaotsuka-cho, 0 ta-ku, Tokyo 145 JAPAN
Phone: ( 031 726-1211 Telex: 246-6076

U.S. ( Eas1 coast):

Alps Electric Co., Ltd. New York Office
77 North Centre Av., Rockville Centre, N Y. 11570
Phone: ( 516) 766-3636 Telex: W/U 14-4508

U.S. ( Central area): Kanematsu-Gosho ( U.S.A.) Inc.
543 West Algonquin Rd., Arlington Heights, 111. 60005
Phone: 1312) 437-7010 Telex: W/U 28-2438
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U.S. ( West coast):

Electronic Components International, Inc.
121 Sheldon St., El Segundo, CA 90245
Phone: ( 213) 322-7205 Telex: 69-8362

Europe:

Alps Electric Co., Ltd. Düsseldorf Oftice
4000, Düsseldorf, Karl- Rudolf Str. 178 F.R. GERMANY
Phone: ( 0211) 38811 Telex: 08587994
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Specifications
•Input

A.C.120V±15%

•Reg. line

less than 0. 2%

•Reg. load

less than 1. 0%

•Efficiency
•Prot.
functions

more than 70%
over load and
over current

•M.T.B.F.

100, 000h

•Weight
•Dimension

2. I Ib
0. 95(W) X7. 9 ( L)
X 2. 17(H) inch

Table
Model

Out put

voltage (V)

Out put
current (A)

TOPS700- 4

4

15

TOPS700- 5

5

15

TOPS700- 6

6

12

TOPS700- 9

ç

3.5

TOPS700-I2

12

5.5

TOPS700 - 15

15

5.5

TOPS700-18

18

3.5

TOPS700-24

24

3.5

TOPS700 -28

28

3.0

TOPS700.36

36

1.8

TOPS700-48

48

18

Tohrltsu Tsushin Kogyo Co., LTD.
Head Office 5-20-8, Nishigotanda,
Shinagawa-ku Tokyo. JAPAN

Looking for agent.
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Maybe MO Converters will convert you!?
We think so. Otherwise we would not have bought space in this publication.
Below are some of the specifications of the new TOKO DC- DC converter Modules,
F • M • K Series and E ( floating type) Series. For complete details,
please circle on the reader service card.
FMK- Series
• 1- Channel PLUS

E-Series (
Floating

Output)
Input, Vin: 5V-1-105: 12V + 205: 24V± 205
Output, Vout: 5V+65,12V+55, 24V ± 55.
+12V-1-6% and 15V+65
Current, lo: 150-300mA, 25-125mA,
15-60mA, + 12 + 63mA and
+10 to + 50mA
Rated Output, Po: 1.5W
Conversion Efficiency: 60-655
Regulation:
VS Input Current, + 1.0 to + 1.55
VS Output Current, -4- 4.0 to + 8.0%

Output Input, Vin: + 5V± 105
Vout: + 6V+45 to + 24V-1-45 for different types
Current, lo: 7-13mA to 100-167mA, depending on type
Conversion Efficiency: 65-755
• 1-Channel MINUS Output Input: + 5V+ 105.
Output, Vout: - 5V±4% to — 20V±45 for different types
Current, lo: 7-13mA to 100-200mA depending on type
Conversion Efficiency: 55-755
• 2-Channel PLUS MINUS Output Input,IVin:+5V±105
Output, Vout: + 6V+ 55 to + 20V+ 55 for different types
Current, lo: + 3-25mA to + 12-84mA depending on type
Conversion Efficiency: 55-705

TOKO is known worldwide for precision electronic parts, highest quality and dependable performance.
TOKO sales offices in the U.S.A., West Germany, United Kingdom, and Hong Kong. Eleven other offices
and ten factories in Brazil, Korea, Taiwan, I-1ong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and Malta.

FoR youR NEEns
TOKO, INC.
Toko, Inc. Head Office
1-17, Higashiyukigaya, 2chame, Ohta-ku, Tokyo 145 Japan Tel: Tokyo 727-1161
Talio America Inc.
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10001 U.S.A. Tel: 212-736-0245-8
Toito America Inc. Chicago Branch
5520 West Touhy Avenue, Skokie Illinois 60076, U.S.A. Tel: 312-677-3640-43

• COILS FOR RADIO, TV & STEREO MPX • COIL BLOCKS
• CERAMIC FILTERS • MECHANICAL FILTERS • TUNERS
• POLYVARICONS • TOKO-SCHADOW MUATURE
PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES • KEYBOARD SWITCHES
• WIRE MEMORY SYSTEM • MICRO COMPUTERS
TOKOM-80 • IC MEMORY • SEMICONDUCTORS
• PULSE TRANSFORMERS • DELAY LINES
• DC- DC AC- DC CONVERTER MODULES

Circle 41 on reader service card

ULTRA FINE LINE
PRINTING

SUPER MINIATURE
Neon

Glow

Lamps

Rated VoItage•••AC 100V
Rated Current• • • AC 0.3mA
Total Flux- • 20mIm MIN.
Starting Voltage•••AC 75V MAX.
Externa' "; tance•••150K52

ULTRA- HIGH BRIGHTNESS
Neon

Glow

50-70,"

Lines & Spaces

NL-8S
ftiin

eitilliosseoe
by screen printing technique

Lamps

Rated Voltage••• AC
Rated Current'- • AC 5mA
Total Flux•••500 mlm MIN.
Starting Voltage•••AC 85V MAX
External Resista nce-8.2

CLEAR- GREEN
Fluorescent

Glow

[f
il) I
.
9mm

CceJeaot i
etoductioet
NE-2HU

Lamps

Rated Voltage— AC 100V
Rated Current•••AC1.5 mA
Total Flux•••90 mlm MIN.
Sterting Voltage••• AC 75V MAX.
External Resistance•••27IU

_26.0 hrnim

22min

Low cost

• MAIN PRODUCT
NEON GLOW LAMP, XENON FLASH LAMP,
RARE GAS, DISCHAGE LAMP.
MINIATURE : BLACK- LIGHT, UV- LIGHT,

E Mass production

Applications
NL-21 G

FLUORESCENT COLOR-LIGHT.

411111w

1. Plasma display panel
2. Thermal printer head
3. Multi layer HIC etc.

ELEVAM ELECTRON CTUBE CO., LTD.

=

NO. 17-8CHUO 2-CHOME OTA-KU, TOKYO JAPAN
TELEPHONE: 03(774)1231
5
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corp •

25-1, Minami-cho 6-chome, Fuchu,
Tokyo, 183 Japan

Tel. 0423-68-3341

Circle 175 on reader service card
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Introducing 4 MHz
microcomputing

the MIIWK: 16 can process this
many instructiiins in one second.

Meet the Plessey MIPROC 16, a16bit computer-on-a-card that's faster
than any other mini- or microcomputer made.
The MIPROC 16 is available
in three versions, with throughputs
of 2, 2.85 and 4million instructions
per second. With 82 powerful 16-bit
instructions that eliminate costly,
time consuming microprogramming
and hardware design and debugging.
With an optional 10 MHz DMA
channel.
And with all the software
and hardware support you need for
your high speed signal processing,
FFT analysis, process control and
communications systems, including
ruggedized versions for military
applications.
With all this, the Plessey
MIPROC 16 is available for as little
as $500 in quantity.
What are you waiting for?
Get the details today.
In the USA: Plessey Microsystems, 1641 Kaiser Ave., Irvine,
CA 92714, tel: ( 714) 540-9931.
In the UK: Plessey Microsystems, Water Lane, Towcester,
Northamptonshire, NN12 7EG,
tel: (0327) 50312.

Plessey

Microsystems

State-of-the-art brought down to earth
42

Circle 42 on reader service card
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We've lust
re-invented the FFT
And frankly, never has it looked so good.
Because now you can do your FFT spectrum analysis and
signal processing with new Plessey modules that are half the size
and less than half the cost of the software or hardware analyzers
you're paying for now
The new Plessey FFT modules are built around our highspeed 16-bit MIPROC 16 microcomputer, so you can add them to
your mini- or microcomputer-based systems, or use them as standalone processors. Either way, you get atransform characteristic
of 1024 complex points in 610 ms ( model SPM-01) and 237 ms
(model SPM-02); programmable analog and digital processing;
and an OEM-quantity
price of under $2,500.
This combination
of versatility, black
box simplicity and a
refreshingly low price
could be the best
thing that has ever
happened to the FFT.
For complete information, contact us today.
In the USA:
Plessey Microsystems,
1641 Kaiser Avenue,
Irvine, CA 92714, telephone ( 714) 540-9931.
In the UK: Plessey
Microsystems, Water
Lane, Towcester
Northamptonshire,
NN12 7EG, telephone
(0327) 50312.

Plessey

Microsystems

State-of-the-art brought down to earth
E ectronics/July 21, 1977
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BEST COST/PERFORMANCE
resin-coated SOLID-TANTALUM
i
f,f7
CAPACITORS
New Sprague Type 199D Capacitors
Give You the Most for Your Money
LOWEST COST, "" ""'.""" r%
rbrnreNnli.A.A

Prices competitive
with any other capacitors of this type,
domestic or offshore. Max. impedance
in ohms @ 10 kHz guaranteed for
every capacitor. Lower d- c leakage
currents, lower dissipation factor.
Mr'

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

Plus these additional advantages.
iner,r.es.,

nrt

1
:39r%1

r,

Flame-retardant, moisture- resistant resin will
not crack or chip under temperature extremes.
r

it-..e^uktrtct trtA

r.

I

e•

A I, A

•-• g-r."-,r-

From the pioneer in solid-electrolyte tantalum
capacitors.
RAptr nri irr?

Tte•tIOIC

Straight ( 2configurations), hockeystick, or lockin crimp with . 100", . 200", . 250" lead spacing.
cTnmnn DrN Tni rnnporrc.

Up to 999 pieces off- the- shelf from Sprague
Industrial Distributors. Larger quantities 4 to 8
weeks ARO.

±5% available on special order.
For price and availability information call your Sprague district office or sales representative. For complete technical data, write for Engineering Bulletin 3547B to:
Technical

Literature

Service,

Sprague

Electric

Company,

35

Marshall

Street,

North Adams, Mass. 01247.

THE BROAD- LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
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SPRAGUE'
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

Washington newsletter
Contractors hit
rules favoring agency
awards in house

FAA seeks better
taxi radar with
award to Cardion

Fall proposals set
for Navy- Air Force
airborne ECM

Three more
top posts filled
by White House

Electronics

July 21, 1977

Four Government aerospace and electronics contractors' groups are calling
for changes in recent Federal service contract rules on the grounds that
these rules encourage the bureaucracy to perform services in house at the
expense of competitive procurement. Joining forces to make their case
before the Senate in mid-July were the Aerospace Industries Association,
Electronic Industries Association, National Council of Technical Service
Industries, and the National Security Industrial Association.
The four associations told the Senate subcommittee on manpower and
personnel that the June ruling by the Office of Management and Budget
reducing the Government employee retirement cost factor, used to figure
services' costs, to 14.1% from 24.7% dealt "acrippling blow" to industry
bidders using higher cost figures. But they urged that the Defense Department be required to use the 14.1% factor in figuring service contract costs
instead of "the old, totally discounted 7% computation factor" called for in
the fiscal 1978 defense authorization bill that requires its use through
March 15, 1978. Unrealistically low factors for computing Federal
employee pension costs " have often tipped the scales in favor of in-house
performance," the associations said.

The Federal Aviation Administration has awarded $ 1.5 million to General
Signal Corp.'s Cardion Electronics division, Woodbury, N.Y., for an
engineering model of anew airport ground radar for tracking aircraft on
runways. Known as ASDE-3, the radar is the third model in the airport
surface detection equipment series and will be designed to remedy
deficiencies in the ASDE-2. It will have greater rainfall penetration,
present a clearer picture under all light conditions, and provide greater
reliability and maintainability than its predecessor. Following test and
evaluation at FAA'S New Jersey test center beginning in October 1978, the
ASDE-3 is planned as a replacement for 13 ASDE-2 systems now in
operation at 13 major airports.

Proposals to develop anew airborne self-protective jammer system for joint
use by the Navy and Air Force on tactical fighter and attack planes will be
sought in October by the Naval Air Systems Command. The ASPJ
countermeasures package is for use initially in the Navy's new F-18 and
A-18 aircraft, approximately 800 of which will be bought if the program
makes it unscathed through the fiscal 1979 R&D budget review now in
preparation. Retrofitting the Navy's F-14 fleet and other aircraft with thé
ASPJ is also proposed. The first teaming agreement to compete for the ECM
package was disclosed earlier this month by ITT Avionics division, Nutley,
N. J., and Westinghouse Electric's Defense and Electronic Systems
Center, Baltimore. But many other competitors are expected to bid on the
program.

The slow pace of filling key high-technology jobs in the Carter Administration picked up in July with the recruitment of one industry official by the
General Services Administration and two internal promotions at the
Department of Defense. Frank J. Carr, head of Westinghouse Electric
Corp.'s technology applications programs, was named commissioner of
GSA'S automated data and telecommunications service, which bought $ 700
million in data-processing equipment last year. At the Pentagon, Robert J.
45

Washington newsletter

Hermann was named to the new post of principal deputy assistant
secretary for communications, command, control, and intelligence, while
Robert A. Moore was named defense research and engineering deputy for
tactical warfare programs.
Hermann served last as special assistant for strategic warning and
combat information systems to NATO commander Gen. Alexander Haig Jr.
Moore had been tactical technology chief for the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency. Hermann and Moore join Ruth M. Davis,
DDR&E deputy for research and advanced technology, in filling the top
Pentagon management jobs [
Electronics, June 9, p. 50].

DARPA

challenges

materials engineers
on superconductors. . .

. . . Helimeler's ' wish list'
includes pushing
silicon to IR frequencies

46

Six engineering challenges have been laid before the Air Force Materials
Laboratory, Dayton, by George Heilmeier, Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency chief. They include looking " beyond silicon" to surface
passivation and ion implantation into ii 1-v compounds and development of
large-scale, thin-film superconducting Josephson junction devices.
Appearing at the lab at the end of last month, Heilmeier said the two
technologies will be required if the Pentagon is to achieve its goal of
processing information at subnanosecond rates.

Heilmeier also called for extension of ic circuit processing,
including silicon, to infrared frequencies to permit IR detection and signal
processing on the same chip. This could lead, he said, " to building block
DARPA'S

chips with 10,000 detectors for future million-element systems."
Heilmeier also expressed concern with Defense Department's high costs
for low-volume purchases of special-purpose Lsi circuits, calling on electronic materials engineers to develop lc circuit- processing models so
reliability can be achieved in small purchases without " the costly ' human
wave' approach to inspection" now required.
Heilmeier's other challenges:
• Materials-defect controls on amuch larger scale to achieve ics with 10
times the complexity of current devices.
• Better understanding of materials interactions with electron and ion
beams leading to data storage devices with 10' 4 bit capacities for rapid
access.
• Improved iii- v materials for higher power solid-state power sources
"from microwave to millimeter- wave frequencies" plus cheaper radomes
to handle both IR and RF radiation for use with " launch- and- leave"
missiles.
Electronics/July 21, 1977

Motorola Announces
NE592/SE592
Diff Amp

MOTOROLA

Here's alinear gem for magnetic memories, communications, display and video
recorder systems: the NE/SE592—a monolithic, two-stage, differential output, 90-MHz,
wideband video amplifier.
It has fixed gains of 100 and 400 without
external components and adjustable gains
from 400 to 0with one external resistor. The
input stage has been designed so the circuit
can function as a high-pass, low-pass or
band-pass filter with the addition of a few
external reactive elements between the gain
select terminals.
Available in plastic and ceramic DIPs or
metal can versions and in two temperature
ranges (0° to 70°C and -55° to 125°C) it's
particularly useful in magnetic tape or disk
file systems using phase or NRZ coding and
in high-speed thin-film or plated wire
memories.
Prices are good, $ 1.10 to $2.95, 100-up,
delivery's excellent. oB

Rollin' along the routes to right design
Superpower*
Schottkys
unprecedented
performance
at high temps.

Let's talk about

,.••••••
•
e M.O.D. Adventures •
••
e
in•
processing
•
•

with MECL 10800 LSI

•

••••••••••••••••••
Motorola's new
Nowhere is the number-crunching
state-of-the-art
power and flexibility of microprogramming
MBR7545 power
more aptly demonstrated than in this highSchottky rectifier
speed, bipolar LSI processor.
is rated for 150 A
Called M.O.D. for Microprogrammed
peak, 50% duty
On-Line Demonstrator, it's an 8-bit arithcycle square wave
metic processor built from the MECL 10800
output, 20 kHz
family.
150° junction ( 90°C case),
Slave to an M6800 MOS EXORciser*
AT RATED REVERSE VOLTAGE!
system, the M.O.D. has a1K x32-bit writable
The 20 to 40 V MBR7520 series of control store, extensive micro-instruction
Schottky barrier devices employs epitaxial set (including BCD), and 17 working regisconstruction with oxide passivation, and has ters. Operating with a10-MHz clock rate, a
AVALANCHE characteristics for transient single precision binary floating point multiply
immunity! Lower leakage current allows no requires 37.6 ,us. The M6800 system allows
derating for reverse power.
auser to read, load and dump WCS as well
Motorola offers the broadest line from as run microprograms.
0.5 A to 75 A and at highest VR-45 V—for
larger ranges of input Vfrom off-line supplies.
M.O.D. SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
Extremely low VF, as much as 0.1 V less, can
save you up to 20% in power at 100 A over
other types. Super-high case and junction
3
temperature capabilities ( 175°C peak) afford
smaller heat sinks, higher reliability. .. up to
twice the amount of heat dissipation than
also-rans.
Even dv/dt is upped . . . 1,000 V/ ei sfor
the '7545. And Ojc It's just 0.8°C/W instead of the usual 1.0 for more reliability and
efficiency.
And that's what Schottkys are all
about—efficiency in high-frequency switching. The new MBR7520-7545 units will be
There's anew handbook describing the
the new standards in those designs. Price for M.O.D. in detail and it's available only
the prime MBR7545 is $7.95, 100-up.
through your loca! Motorola Field ApplicaSend for data sheets and spec-by-spec, tions Engineer. It shows processor structure,
side-by-side comparison of this new standard gives microprogramming techniques and
with the SD51. A real eye-opener.
examples as well as lots of other nitty-gritty.
Also available are new 35 A DO-4s and Just call him on the phone and fork over
60 A DO-5s with similar capabilities. oA
$1.50. •Tradernark of Motorola Inc
NAN.
X0114 %be
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digitizing voice with I
2L Interface ICs

How'd you like an interface IC that
multiplexes many voice channels on asingle
pair of wires, switches telephone PBX and
scrambles for secure communications?
Try acontinuously variable slope delta
modulator, or CVSD. It's asimple alternative
to more complex conversion schemes in systems requiring digital communication of
analog signals.
S/N ratios of the recovered signal do not
vary with distance when using digital transmission; and multiplexing, switching and
repeating hardware is more economical and
easier to design. The CVSD A-to-D is wellsuited to digital communications and is an
economical, efficient means of digitizing
inputs for digital transmission.
The MC3417L military version and
MC3418L telephone-quality CVSDs are
firsts. They'll soon see use in telephone,
PBX, military and commercial security,
because they provide a breakthrough into
practical, mass-producible telephone codes.
Features include one-chip encode and
decode functions with digital input for
selection . . . comptible 1
2L-linear bipolar
technology . . . CMOS-compatible digital
output . . . input threshold selectable. The
'3417 has a3-bit algorithm for 16 kHz and
below clock rates and the '3418 4-bits for
32 kHz and higher.
The loop offset and current matching of
the '3418 have been laser-trimmed to allow
outstanding idle channel performance in
commercial telephony.
'3417, 100-up, $6.95; '3418, $7.95.
Send for an applications-oriented data
sheet and complete technical article, oc
47

The lowest- cost

MPS6172
complements
MPS5172

for

11.5e

The lowest-priced industry-standard
plastic transistor now has a PNP compleOf all the 4K dynamic RAMs that have ment . . . and it's equally low-cost!
The MPS6172 is a true, spec-for-spec
achieved popularity, our 4027 is the industry
standard. And priced better than 40% below matchup with the '5172 ... hFE range of 100
competitive types at current prices. The to 500 at 10 mils . . . 0.25 volts VE (sat)
challenge for 4K memory leadership is on. max ... one-piece, injection-molded Unibloc*
Motorola's highly reliable N-channel package . . . etc.
Use it for general-purpose, low-level
silicon gate technology results in a4096 x1
organized RAM designed for high- amplifier applications where you don't want
performance, lowest-cost applications in to spend much more than athin dime or so,
mainframe memories, buffer memories, and 100-up. For either one. DF
peripheral storage. It's asecond source for
the MK4027.
Three speeds are presently offered,
each in plastic and hermetic 16-pin dual inline packages. The first has a maximum
access time of 150 ns, and the second and
third are 200 ns and 250 ns versions. The
first has maximum Read and Write cycle
times of 320 ns, and the others are 375 ns.
The low-power dissipation is 27 mW max,
standby, and 470 mW typical, active.
Each of the 64-row addresses is refreshed every 2.0 ms in this one-cell design.
All inputs are ITL-compatible, and the output is three-state TTL-compatible. Power
supply pins are at the corners of the standard
16-pin packages for optimized board layout.
Our 100-up prices for the fast, faster, and
fastest MCM4027Ps are $6.60, $6.90, and with 1,400 V Horizontal Darlington
$8.20. D
Wide-screen advantages are here with
the 8A MJ10011—brilliantly conceived to
combine output transistor with damper
diode, provide an order of magnitude increase in gain and equal the performance of
discretes, such as the BU208, in all critical
parameters such as tf, SOA, VE (sat) and
thermal stability.
It does all that plus furnishing betterthan-discrete cost effectiveness.
This new unit allows options never before available. The transistor has nominal
hFE of 40 at 5A compared to 3for the disnewest ROM character generator
crete BU208. This allows sat V typically less
The MCM6670 is mask-programmable, than 2Vat 4Awith only 200 rnA of base drive
a horizontal scan (row select) character whereas adiscrete needs 2A drive for comgenerator with 128 characters in a 5 x 7 parable sat V. This modest demand greatly
matrix. It complements our broad line of simplifies drive circuitry and is well within IC
128c x7x9and 128c x9x7character gen- technology needed to produce an integrated
driver plus oscillator which would directerator ROMs.
A static 8K ROM in an 18-pin pack- drive the MJ10011.
The integrated diode section functions
age, with diagonal corner supply pins, it
operates at a max access time of 500 ns as well as existing discrete damper diodes
from asingle +5V power supply. It's TTL- and provides a path for the yoke current
during negative swing of the scan cycle with
compatible.
You specify the content of the 6670 by about 1.2 V drop at 4A.
And an ac coupling capacitor from the
programming a single photomask. Photomask encoding is computer-aided for quick, driver to the Darlington input offers built-in
economical, and efficient implementation of protection from excessive current flow
which otherwise destroys the output if the
the bit pattern.
horizontal oscillator locks up.
In operating the 6670, aseven-bit adThermal stability is ensured through
dress code selects one of the available characters, and athree-bit row select chooses the proprietary glass passivation and speciallycorrect row to appear at the outputs. The constructed TO-3packaging providing high
rows can be sequentially selected to provide voltage and low thermal resistance capabila seven-word sequence of five parallel bits ities. Large glass insulators around B-Epins
maximize creepage paths and resist arcing.
per word for each selected character.
In plastic, the MCM6670 is $8.15, 250- Header thickness is optimized for typically
up (minimum quantity), after a one-time 0.6°C/W 0jc without sacrificing strength.
100 up is just $3.50. oG
mask charge. oE

M10800 IS
MECL LSI!

challenges the 4K RAM field

Get abetter picture

Recently introduced is one of the bestconceived, high-performance bipolar processor functions available today . . . the
MC10803 memory interface. It's the communication or interface link between main
system processor and main memory or
peripheral section.
It controls bidirectional flow of data to
and from the main processor and, in parallel
with data transfer, it generates or formats
memory addresses The latter is accomplished with an on-chip ALU. By placing an
ALU at the processor, peripheral port memory addressing can be done in parallel with
the main ALU complex operations.
Introductory price for the '10803 is $40
in quantities of 100. Of course, it's in the new
48-lead quad in-line QUIL* package.
ALU to you
If you haven't heard of the MC10800M
4-bit ALU, listen up.
Fully characterized over the MIL range
of -55° ambient to 150°C TJ, you can use it in
applications from space satellites to the
Alaskan oil field. Or, if you're not into stuff
that heavy, use the standard MC 10800 ALU
characterized from -30° to +85°C ambient
just like the standard MECL 10K series logic
family.
Whichever you do, you've got the
MECL heritage behind you, developed over
years to its present level of LSI sophistication
and performance. Speed—performance—
system density. MECL LSI.
And militarily speaking
. . . we're the only ones with JAN MECL!
The six units found on MIL-M-38510/60 are
now available from Motorola . . . the first and
only source to be drafted!
IM38510/06001BEB
1M38510/06002BEB
JM38510/06003BEB
.1M38510/06004BEB
.16138510/06005BER
4M38510/06006BEB

10501
10502
10505
10506
10507
10509

Quad NOR Gate
Quad NOR Gate
Triple OR/NOR
Triple NOR Gate
Triple EXOR/EXNOR
Dual OR/NOR

MECL Memory magic . . .
Memories complete MECL's magnificent story. There's anew 256 x1-bit memory
with amax access time of 15 ns available in
sample quantities—the MCM10152 RAM.
Pinouts and function are the same as the
popular MCM10144. And the MCM 10139 is
anew 32 x8programmable ROM. It too is
accessed in 15 ns and is sample-availableOthers in the MECL memory production
bag are:
MCM10143
MCM10134
MCM10145
MCM10136
MCM10147
MCM10149

8 x 2 Multiport Register
256 x IRAM
16 x 4 Register File
1024 x IRAM
128 x 1RAM
256 x 4 PROM

Do it with MECL. It's quicker! DH

10
26
15
29
12
25

es
ea
as
se
Da
as

Standard add-in, add-on and microcomputer
memory systems expand the capability of
146800- based
popular mini's
systems
and micro's
benefit, too
MMS68100—This 16K x 8 memory was
designed to provide a fast, low-cost, highdensity board to simplify the design of
M6800-based systems. "Hidden Refresh"
relieves the MPU from time wasting refresh
cycles. Refresh is transparent to the system.
Address select jumpers on the card permit
user defined addressing. Cost of the 16K x8
system is only $465 in quantities of 25, and
there's an 8K x8version for just $285.

Board and cabinet level memory sysems are relatively new in the product mix
if the Motorola Semiconductor Group but
4otorola's memory system people are old
lands in the field. It's not so surprising then,
hat in ashort time our line of add-in, add-on,
nd microcomputer memory systems has
:
rown to nine standard board-level systems,
selection of chassis, and acreative custom
apability.

MMS68102—Non-volatility is the key to
this 16K x8EXORciser* compatible memory. Battery backup circuitry consumes only
0.3 W @ + 12 V in the backup mode. A multilayer card makes the MMS68102 very compact. Access time is only 350 ns. Prices are
surprisingly low; $735 for the 16K x8and
$465 for the 8K x8, in quantities of 25.

MMS68103—Here is a 16K x 8 memory
with edge connector pin assignments just
like both EXORciser and Micromodules.
MMS80810—Here's ahigh density 32K x8 On-board refresh makes the system look
static and improves throughput by reducn
-16K x8memory that's designed for 8080A
ystems, so it's SBC80/10-compatible. It's ing MPU overhead. It, too is fast, yet
ast, with amax access time of 450 ns. A re- inexpensive.
resh cycle is generated by on-board logic,
MMS68104—Call this one the kit com¡synchronous to the MPU, and it has on- panion. It's an ultra low cost, $395 each,
ioard address select jumpers for locating 16K x8memory design to provide the maxi'.2K words in a64K word memory map in mum amount of memory at the least expenidependent 8K segments. Even the SBC80/ sive price for hobbyists and users of the
O's originators don't have this one.
MEK6800DII kit. DI
tTrademark of DEC
MMS it to—This one's a16K x16 LSI-111'
ompatible memory that mounts directly
'Ito the H9270 backplane slot. All timing,
ontrol and bus interface logic are included.
t's compatible with the DEC Q Bust It's
ast, low power, and at $790 in the 25
ivantity, low cost. An 8K x 16 version is
420 and a 12K x 16 board is $650 in the
ame 25 lots.
MIMS 1116—A high speed, fully expandable
6K x 16 PDP-11 add-in memory. The
4MS1116 mounts directly into the MF11
.ackplane used with PDP-11/05, 11/10,
1/35, 11/40, and 11/45. Complete hardware
nd software compatibility. With DEC's 50A, 500 V Switchmode*Darlingtons
lemory management, this system can proide up to 124K words of main memory.
laximum access time is 400 ns. At $1,100
1quantities of 25, it's very economical, too.

Save Blood,
Sweat, Tears St $ $

MMS1118—Another PDP-11 add-in memHow about saving at least 25% in bucks
ry, this one 16K x 18. It's designed for the and an infinite amount of wear and tear
'DP- 11/04 and PDP-11/34, and plugs into on yourself in switching regulator design?
le modified UNIBUSt. The MMS1118 is The fastest, highest-current, highest-voltage
1st, with amax access time of 550 ns, cornpower switching transistor around can do it
.act, and low cost, with a25 quantity $890 for you!
lice tag. It has short circuit memory proThe MJ10015-16 SuperPower* Darlingzction, too.
tons are designed for high-voltage, highMMS3400—The 3400 is a64K x9or 32K x speed power switching in inductive circuits
8building block memory for large systems. where fall time is critical . . . regulators, incombines high-speed access time of 450 ns verters, solenoid/relay drivers and motor
lax, low PD of only 30.6 W contin- controls.
ous DMA operation and modular expandWhere they really shine is in large
bility—configuration for up to 256K words switching regulators by eliminating, or draser system is practical. Asynchronous or tically reducing, paralleling. With these, the
Iandshake refresh modes are options and paralleling and matching is already done—all
ither word or byte mode may be selected you do is plug 'em in and watch 'em go: 180 ns
sith use of an on-board jumper. The 3400 typical fall time . . . 1 'is inductive storage
Is° provides short circuit memory time . . . 25 min gain at 20 A. .. 450 and 500 V
rotection.
'Iradurnark ot Moturola Ir,t
BVC.F0!

Lock in your
frequencies
r-

with
these PLL frequency synthesizers
Motorola has taken the industry standard phase-locked loop frequency synthesizers and made them for operation over a
wider voltage range and to higher temperatures. They are the MC145104, 06, 07, 09,
and MC145112.
The MC145106 is the full pinout star
performer in this family of monolithic CMOS
devices designed for applications in equipment such as CB and FM transceivers. The
other units are all limited pinout versions.
The operating temperature range is -40°
to +85°C, the full standard industrial range.
A single supply in the +4.5 to +12 Vrange is all
that's required.
The device includes an oscillator/
amplifier, a210 or 211 divider chain for the
oscillator signal, a programmable divider
chain up to 29 for the input signal, and a
phase detector. The phase detector controls
avoltage-controlled oscillator.
Our replacement chart works this way:
MC145104
MCI45106
MC145107
MC145109
MC145112

for
for
for
for
for

SM104, MM55104, MM55114
MM55105, MM55116
SM5107
SM5109
SM5106

K

—in every mainstream technology.
Technology in ECL. Technology in
TTL. Technology in MOS.
That's what we've got, and in every
processor, logic and memory category.
We've been around along time in ECL
and MOS logic, we've innovated with 6800
and 10800 processors and we've intro'd
some great RAMs, ROMs and PROMs.
Last, but not least: 54/74LS . . . we've
turned raw silicon into fine-tuned LS TTL
product in just 2 months. The circle (or
square matrix) is now complete. Motorola
is aleader in every mainstream technology.
Put it all together with our overwhelming discrete capability and our leadership
in linear interface and you've got what
Motorola is all about—the most complete
semiconductor technology from here to
there. And no other can make that claim.
LINEAR INTERFACE AND DISCRETES
ECL

TTL

MPU

10800

2900

LOGIC

10K

MEMORY 1K RAMS
PROMs

Ls

MOS
6800

CMOS

4K, 8K PROMs 4K Static RAMs
1K RAMs ' 4K, 16K Dynamic
EAROMs - ROMs

Peace ià quiet return
to amplifier designs

'77's new 8K EPROMs provide two different speeds: 450 ns for the MCM68708/
MCM2708 and a faster 300 ns for the
with 0.5 dB NF 2N6428-29A TO-92
MCM68A708/ MCM27A08. All are pinIf you're familiar with audio devices, you
compatible with our MCM65308 and
MCM68308 mask-programmable 8K ROMs, know you can't get much below 1dB NF at
and
upward compatible with the 16K about 100 µA without creating an uproar
in design compromise.
MCM65317 and MCM68316E maskprogrammable ROMs, for low cost and high
volume applications. The 68708 and 68A708
are bus compatible with the M6800 microprocessor family.
They are organized as 1024 bytes of 8
Offer
bits and use three power supplies. These
Ultra-Linearity
highly reliable 8K EPROMs are available now
& Response
in 24-pin ceramic packages specified for a0°
to +70°C temperature range. The 450 ns
Flatness
68708 and 2708 are $32.00, 100-up; $37.50,
100-up, for the 300 ns parts. oL

Wideband
RF Amps

Alterable
Automotive
Speed Controller
Resumes Speed

SPEED
LIMIT

A series of 4 wideband RF modules
covering 1to 250 MHz and 10 to 400 MHz
ranges provides state-of-the-art linearity.
Designed for radio and cable communication systems plus RF instrumentation
and operating from either 13.6- or 24-volt
power supplies, the MHW590-93 amps offer
Sophisticated vehicular highway speed ±1.0 dB gain flatness over their bandwidth.
control is now as simple as designing in a Typical GpE is 36 dB and the units are spec'd
new CMOS LSI component with a speed for high-performance systems with asource
sensor and throttle servo.
and load impedance range from 50 to 100n .
Motorola's MC14460 is an automotive
Performance and reliability is due to
speed control processor which continually hybrid, high-rel type construction of gold
trims athrottle positioning servo for main- metallization on alumina substrate, fluxless
tenance of an alterable stored reference solder reflow process for component attacheed. The stored reference speed is ment to the substrate, and laser-trimmed
trimmed up or down by ACCEL or DECEL resistors. oo
commands from the driver.
A brake input interrupts the processor's
0 Ina,.
moo
control, but a simple RESUME command
from the driver returns the vehicle to the
most recent stored speed.
The MC14460 has both master oscillator and pulse oscillator on the chip, and all with aMaster Semi
inputs are diode protected. It features in- Selector Guide
ternal redundant brake and minimum speed
Here's the new-edition cornerstone of
checks, and uses low frequency speed
sensors. No throttle position feedback is our exclusive Update System . . . 250 pages
of up-to-date perspective on all available
required.
Motorola components—from Micro-Ts to
memories.
TYPICAL AUTOMOTIVE CRUISE CONTROL APPLICATION
It lists, in alpha-numeric sequence,
every standard product in the vast Motorola
inventory and divides this total offering into
avariety of major product categories, with
sufficient technical info to permit an intelligent, first-order evaluation. Preferred devices are highlighted.
Master your semi selections now . . .
find out the most suitable device for your
specific application.
Check the proper box on the coupon...
then check your local OEM sales rep or dis-=
tributor for the very best of semiconductors.
M
Motorola's. ID P

On
Simple
Driver
Command
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Master
Semi
Selection
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Well, we've got the new '6428 series and
it offers 0.5 dB typ at 100 Ad A and 5V. It's
quietly taking over the low-level, low-noise
amplifier world.
A major technological breakthrough
made it possible. Without shooting off our
mouth on too many secrets, we use virtually
defect-free material—no voids or displaced
lattice. Then we employ nitride-passivated
die with improved designs. Then we use
epoxy-packaging with greater moisture resistance which also affords long-term reliability.
And we'll sell it to you for just 404-55¢,
100-up.
They've just been JEDEC-registered
and are available in any quantity from the
Quiet Zone of your Motorola distributor or
sales office. Ahhhhh . . . oN

Beep
Beep
for HV Ignition
Darlington

Make way for MJ10012 400 V silicon
power . . . it's designed specifically for the
high-voltage, high-current, harsh environmental needs of automotive applications.
With a rated operating temperature
range from -65°C to +200°C, the 10 A metal
TO-3extends by 50°C the limits of previous
high-SOA Darlingtons for demanding auto
markets. Nobody else can touch that. It's
also useful in switching regulators and
motor control.
Nobody else can touch the SOA either3.5 A at 50 V; or the power dissipation100 W; or the hFE-300 at 3A. Even PD is
double the competition- 100 W at 100°C.
Or the price-just $2.75, 100-999. That's
just HALF what others ask. Oh, there is a
similarly-priced unit . . . in plastic. But with
only HALF our specs. oQ
ele l.-- 1
e1"
...'":"el

TTL RAM
has the speed
you need
to write/read.

Bipolar, has intro'd another fastaccess RAM with all the features you
need for high-performance applications. You can get to it in 30 ns, typical.
The MCM93415 and MCM93425
are 1024- bit read/write RAMs orgaganized 1024 words by 1bit.
They're made with full decoding onchip, separate data input and data output
lines and an active filter chip select. Both are
fully compatible with standard DTL and TTL
logic families and the '425 has athree-state
output to drive bus-oriented systems and/or
highly capacitive loads. The '415 is opencollector.
Both provide non-inverting data output,
15 ns typical chip select, 500 mW typical PD
and replacement of F-troop's 93415 and
93425.
You'll want 'em for buffer control
storage, high-performance main memory,
bipolar bit slice and high-speed microprogram control memory storage applications.
Just $9.75 for the plastic DIP and
$11.00 for the ceramic, 100-up. Send
for the data sheet. oR
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Keeping Time

We've even got Switchmode* units
ready to take over your high-voltage needs
from 350 to 400 V. Included are all the specs
you need to design and characterize highfrequency, 100°C inductive applications.
2N-, TIP- and MJE-types are available
now from distributor or factory from 1A to
15 A, EpiBase* and diffused mesa with more
types arriving constantly. A special brochure
can be had including rel-report, data sheets,
selector guide and . . . the lowest prices
around. D r
*Trademark of Motorola Inc

LED or LCD
Whichever way the digital timepiece
market eventually goes, Motorola has the
standard CMOS circuits and custom capability to match.
The better established LED timepieces
are ideally served by the fully integrated
6- function, 4-digit MC14470 circuit. It's
fabricated with our low threshold metal- gate
technology and designed to interface easily
with LED alphanumeric displays of 9segment first and second digits. Display
segment and digit drivers are on- chip. Other
chip features include a four-year calendar,
interdigit
blanking and switch- contact
debouncing. Functions include hours with
minutes and seconds, day- date and monthdate.

TO-3, TO-66
DE-fiat ion

—

LCD displays have been steadily claiming greater support in the marketplace, and
Motorola has kept pace with the trend with
araft of new offerings. Of these the MC14482
is the most versatile. It's a fully integrated
6- function, 4-digit circuit with 5- function
options. Because the versatility of the circuit
allows operation with four different function
options, it can be areal inventory reducer.
The different display formats are 6- function,
Slant- R, 6-function Bar- a ,5-function standard U.S., and 5- function European.
Other LCD timepiece circuits available
include the MC14480, a 5-function, 4- digit
circuit that replaces the S1424A, TP0232/
0233, MM58118/58120, and the MM58117/
58119. Our MC14479 is amirror image of the
MC14480. The standard 6- function, 4-digit
circuits are rounded off with the MC14481,
which interfaces with a3-1/2- or 4-digit display with an additional segment above and
one below the colon.
Motorola's keeping time with the way
the world keeps time. Ds

and
the
prices
come
tumblin'
of the month!
down
Our TO-220 vs Anybody's.

We tested. We compared. We documented. We published.
We know, for instance, we had no failures at all after 750,000 device- cycles of
1 minute on/1 minute off at . Tj = 75°C.
Try that with others.
We know we had less than 1% failure
after 8-1/2 million device- cycles at
Tj =100°C. The best of our " competitors" had
twice that many failures.
We know Motorola TO-220s have
orders of magnitude less failures than others
in temp cycling, pressure cooker, high-temp
reverse bias and thermal shock. Because we
tested and compared.
Our new TO-220s have the nitty-gritty.
2-1/2 times stronger, lead-free, die-attach
solder. Cross- hatched die bond areas that
control solder thickness and minimize bond
degradation. Moisture barrier moats around
bond area. Ultrasonic wire bonding. Glass
passivation. Heavier, rugged, flat copper
leads.
Industry-proven mold compound.
In- process QA controls at all critical points.
Etc., etc., etc.
Motorola TO-220 is designed better
than anyone else's to last longer.
Prices are lower, too. Series- by-series
and quantity- by-quantity. And even though
we 100% test all spec'd e:ectrical parameters
INCLUDING SOA, they're still lower than
others. (continued)

An average 12-1/2% price cut on seven
commodity power transistors now brings
Motorola prices about 10% lower than others!
We've cut the 2N3055 and it's PNP complement MJ2955 61:r apiece . . the 2N6569
and its complement 2N6594 6Ç apiece and
the 2N3054 driver and its complement
2N3740 7(t apiece.
And you'll notice we price NPNs and
PNPs equally.
We're the first and only
source to give you this advantage!
Close on the heels of this cost-saving are
decreases in 40 other TO-66 prices—at an
average of 45%!
75 additional TO-3standards have been
cut an average of 35%, too. You can now get
all the quality, reliability and delivery you
want in a TO-66 and TO-3 at the lowest
prices in town:
100- Up
Part
253738
253441
2N5430
2N5052
2N3442
2N6228
2N6338

Description
225
160
100
200
140
140
100

Old

V/2 A Power Switch
V/3 A Amplifier
V/7 A Amplifier
V/2 A Power Switch
V/10 A Gen'l Purpose
V/6 A Gen'l Purpose
V/25 A Switch

New

$1.25 $ 1.14
2.50
0.75
6.65
2.10
3.35
2.50
1.75
1.10
4.28
1.10
7.15
3.75

Move up to Motorola quality—and low
price!

All Aboard! Motorola Omnibus • Rollin' along the routes to right design.
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For complete product itineraries, fill in and send to:
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, Arizona 85036
El Please have salesman call ( )
(Coupon Missing?) Send inquiries to:
Department LDC, Motorola Semiconductor
Products Inc., PO. Box 20912
Phoenix, AZ 85036
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WHY ARE MORE LEADING COMPANIES
AND UNIVERSITIES BUYING DEC FROM
FiiiST CUIRITEFI?
1.

DISCOUNTs
Everyone can qualify for
discounts, which range up

4.

CUSTOM
CONFIGURATIONS
We will custom build sys.

to 20%. Special discount plans for

tems

qualified educational and
organizations are available.

ments, with no resulting delays in
delivery. We can package your

2

DELIVERY

• Prompt delivery

of

OEM

fac-

tory- fresh DEC'' components and products is provided
off- the- shelf. Plus, we also stock
DEC 11V03, DECLAlP' equivalent, and 11/03 Computing Systems, and can rapidly deliver both
standard and customized

to

your

specific

require-

system in a functional yet attractive desk, and provide additional
memory, interfaces, terminals, and
peripherals.

5

ADDED VALUE
Valuable software enhancements for each DEC

7.

WARRANTY
We provide the same warranty as DEC", plus, ask

us about our
plan.

8

priority exchange

RENTAL/LEASING

We offer short-term rental or long-term leasing of
complete systems. Ask about how
these programs can help you meet
your system acquisition and budget requirements.

11V03S, DECi_ABe- equivalent, or
11;03 Computing System de
ered by First Computer are
OMPLETE
andard or
CLAB« e
mputing Systems with a $

International newsletter
Bipolar version of
2708 PROM said to be

A Japanese bipolar replacement for the 2708 8,192- bit programmable
read-only memory uses only half the power to achieve twice the speed of
the mos part. Fujitsu Ltd. engineers say they developed the new device

faster, more reliable

because they needed apin-compatible part with higher reliability than the
2708. They say other advantages of its two versions, the three- state
MB7055 and the open-collector M B7060, include operation from asingle
5- volt power supply and faster programming ( 200 milliseconds or less).
Power for the 4.3- by- S- millimeter chip is 525 milliwatts maximum,
350 mw typical. Access time is 450 nanoseconds maximum, 280 ns
typical. The sense current for reading is only about 500 microamperes. The
writing power supply has a constant current of 200 milliamperes and is
clamped at amaximum voltage of 28 v.

Gas laser sales

This year's sales of gas lasers and their power supplies for commercial
applications will reach $225 million and will grow by about 20% ayear in
the future, says Otmar Hintringer, a sales director in the Components

to reach $225 million
worldwide

division of West Germany's Siemens AG. His worldwide forecast excludes
the Eastern Bloc countries. Hintringer puts the 1977 U. S. market at
nearly $ 160 million and Japan's at something under $ 30 million. Western
Europe takes the remaining $ 37 million or so, with West Germany
accounting for almost aquarter of that amount. The gas laser market is
between 70% and 80% of the total laser systems market, he says.

Synthesizer gives

Computer-controlled speech that actually sounds like ahuman's will come
from systems equipped with a speech synthesizer developed by West
Germany's Heinrich- Hertz Institute and the post office's research center.

computers voices
that sound human

Distinguishing the synthesizer from others is the virtually unlimited
vocabulary from a small amount of hardware, the developers say. With
only 250 sound elements stored in various configurations in a65,536-byte
memory, the unit combines, chops, mixes, and otherwise manipulates them
to produce almost any word in the cadence and inflections typical of the
human voice. The portable synthesizer can be used with as many as 200
voice-output channels, because fast multiplexing techniques are employed.
It is intended primarily for the automatic information systems German
postal authorities may adopt.

Japanese firm

What its manufacturer calls the world's smallest and lightest video-tape
recorder is in production in Japan, with Funai Electric Ltd. hoping to offer
the unit in the U. S. early next year. A 60-by- 162- by- 120- millimeter

launches smallest
video-tape recorder
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camera weighs 1.5 kilograms, including its l'/2- inch picture- tube monitor.
The 213-by- 254-by- 105- mm recording unit weighs 4.3 kg, with its two 6volt storage batteries.
A Funai executive points out that the VTR is completely self-contained,
because the camera monitor can be used for playback and because one
charge of the batteries is sufficient to record, rewind, and play back an
entire tape. Price, including camera, recorder, acombination power supply
and charger, and miscellaneous equipment is 298,000 yen, or about
$1,110. Japanese VTR makers generally agree that the 300,000 yen barrier
must be cracked for asystem to sell well.
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"Wdve cut up to 80%
of our negative costs and
reduced our lab labor
time by half thanks to
reprographic techniques:
Bill Williams, manager,
Still Photo Services lab,
General Dynamics Corporation,
Fort Worth, Texas.
"The F-16 Air Combat Fighter that General Dynamics is manufacturing for the U.S.
Air Force and five allied nations is based
upon thousands of engineering drawings—
many eight-foot Jsize. And most of them
have funneled through our Still Photo
Services Lab for reproduction.
"When you're creating anew airplane,
designs and specifications are often
changed— until you're sure you're producing
the finest aircraft for the mission defined by
the Air Force. So, new drawings are needed.
It's much easier to use reprographic techniques and make small changes photographically than it is to redraw everything.
"Before we installed our new Kodak
Supermatic processor and process camera,
we shot everything same- size and tray- processed. We'd shoot our J- size drawings in
sections and then splice the whole thing together. Iclaimed my technician used afourinch brush to opaque pinholes in negatives.
"Now we shoot the drawings down five to
seven times, opaque the reduced- size negative, and come back to afull-size second
original with absolute accuracy. All the
Kodagraph products go through the processor— so do alot of our publicity photos. One
person processes the same number of line
drawings that two technicians did when we
were using awet line. And our savings on
negative material alone ru.n between 50 and
80 percent."

Reprographics can help you, too.
Send for more details about General Dynamics' use of reprographic techniques. plus,
acomplete listing of Kodak products and
other applications. Write: Eastman Kodak
Company, Graphics Markets Division, Dept.
Rochester.
,N.Y. 14650.

VERSATILITY In
REPROGRAPHICS
Circle 54 on reader service card
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bigniticant developments in technology and business

Data-entry terminal also serves to marry
remote computer and instruments
There are probably more than 200
measurement and control products
that meet the interface standards for
programmable instrumentation. So
Hewlett-Packard Co. was cautious
about promoting the role of its
French-developed 3070A real- timeapplications terminal, introduced
last fall, in managing such equipment— until it was sure that the software and available support were
adequate to cope with any one of
these devices.
Hewlett-Packard at Grenoble,
France, the center of the company's
efforts in data- entry systems, is now
confident it has just that. With the
3070A selling well as a real-time
data- entry terminal in countries like
Japan, the company is beginning to
disclose just what the unit can do as
part of what is called the HP- Link.
The firm argues that with the
advent of the standard interface bus,
the measurement- and- control- device
engineers need concern themselves
less and less with interconnection
and interfacing problems. The HPLink, aconceptual term to represent
the hardware and software involved,
allows single instruments or clusters
of instruments to be connected
through the 3070A to a remote
HP1000 computer system.
The link is made up of acomputer
interface board, a shielded twistedpair cable as long as 4 kilometers,
and as many as 56 3070A terminals.
Terminals may be plugged and
unplugged without disturbing the
others on the line, and the system
has avery high noise tolerance. Data
is passed between terminals and the
HP- Link via photocoupling devices— an approach that is especially
suited to industrial environments in
which intractable noise problems
often arise.
The communications module in
the 3070A converts serial messages
from the computer to standard
parallel bus commands before trans-
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ferring them to the keyboard- display
module in the 3070A or any of the
instruments attached to the system.
It also converts parallel data to serial
for transmission to the computer.
P-channel chips. At the heart of
the communications module is a pchannel metal- oxide- semiconductor
chip supplied by Efcis, the Grenoblebased semiconductor firm belonging
to the French atomic energy agency.
The chip— the first such device
Hewlett-Packard has bought out of
house— is equivalent to 3,400 transistors. It carries out arange of functions including the message conversion, the decoding of device addresses by synchronizing time windows in the time- division multiplexing system, and automatic error
detection and retransmission. The
error-detecting code is included in
the serial- link protocol.
The chip samples each bit eight

times, deciding by majority vote
what the bit value is. It then
performs a redundancy check, based
on the properties of polynomial divisions, with a formula that gives
100% protection on all errors of
single bits, 2 bits, odd number of
bits, or bursts of less than 6bits.
A typical use, says the company, is
the automatic measurement of the
transfer characteristic of a voltagecontrolled oscillator— frequency out
as a function of voltage in. Results
can be printed locally on aticket for
attachment to the tested unit.
The measurement setup consists
of a digital- to- analog converter to
generate 10 digitally controlled analog inputs to the oscillator under
test. Each converter output voltage is
measured with a digital voltmeter,
while each output frequency is
measured with acounter.
Control signals to the instruments

LEDs sending TV signals
Light-emitting diodes are providing the infrared propagation of television
signals in a Tokyo test of a setup that may serve as the prototype of a
transmission system for TV broadcasts and high-speed data signals. The
Japanese do not have the microwave channels available for such transmissions, as do the U. S. and other countries. Turning to infrared transmission
avoids the licensing required for radio, while eliminating the need to secure a
route for passage of acable.
Engineers from Yagi Antenna Ltd. are using gallium-arsenide LEDs from
Hitachi Ltd. These units have much longer lives than do semiconductor lasers
or gas lasers. They also are smaller, less expensive, and less dangerous to
the eye than gas lasers.
Erection of the prototype system about a year ago was simple and
inexpensive. Transmitting and receiving antennas are on top of two buildings
about 70 meters apart with aheavily traveled street in between. Tests have
shown that the system is not bothered by heavy rain or light snow.
The 8,400-angstrom LED has an output of about 30 milliwatts with a
driving current of 150 milliamperes. The current is amplitude- modulated by
about 50% to intensify and modulate the light output. The receiver uses a
pi
n photodiode followed by preamplifier, automatic-gain-control, and
video-amplifier circuits.
In the tests, the modulating signal is a single-baseband video signal.
However, the LED has a frequency bandwidth of about 40 megahertz, so
three multiplexed video signals can be amplitude- modulated on the diode
output for increased capacity, or a single frequency- modulated subcarrier
can be transmitted for increased range.
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and the measurement results are
connected to the system through the
3070A terminal. Results are printed
on the local printer. Using a typical

HP1000 system configuration— with
little other activity in progress— the
measurement can be completed in
less than 10 seconds.

ply, and the evaluating circuitry. It
is mounted on the locomotive's
undercarriage (see photograph). In
the cab is the adapter unit containing the monitoring circuitry and the
system interfaces.
West Germany
The sensor's slotted-waveguide
antenna, which was developed especially for close- range measurements,
radiates high- frequency energy
downward onto the ground. By using
well-known radar-doppler principles,
Measuring the progress of a train
The radar-doppler system pro- the system then determines incretrip by radar- based techniques invides that accuracy. It measures mental distances from a reference
stead of by tried and tested mechandistances to within 0.1%—a value point. From these, it derives speed
ical methods sounds a bit like electhat cannot be obtained by a and acceleration data by differentiatronic overkill. But a train- mounted
mechanical system connected to a tion processes.
radar-doppler system is just what
rotating wheel. Only a contactless
Designed to withstand the rough
engineers at West Germany's AEGmethod can give reliable data, main- railroad environment, the vsb-radar
Telefunken have developed for train
tains Hans-Joachim Peters, asection also measures speed and acceleration
speed and distance measurements.
chief at AEG-Telefunken.
to within an accuracy of ± 1%. The
Why such an elaborate technique
Two-part system. Developed at the
range over which this accuracy can
for ajob that can easily be handled
company's laboratories in Ulm, the
be maintained extends from 0.2
by mechanical means? The country's
system is called the vsb-radar (v, s,
kilometer per hour to 300 km/h.
Federal Railways is investigating a and b are the German symbols for
Good reflection. The AEG-Telescheme in which the location of velocity, distance, and acceleration, funken designers chose an operating
moving trains can be continuously
respectively). The system consists of frequency around 35 gigahertz. At
monitored by radio, and it wants to two parts: the sensor and an adapter.
that high a frequency, good reflecbe able to pinpoint the train posiThe sensor is a 3.5-by-4-by- 18- tion characteristics are obtained
tions at any instant with a high
inch unit housing the antenna, even from rusty steel, concrete,
degree of accuracy.
microwave portion, the power sup- asphalt, sand, or snow-covered surfaces. Also, the high frequency
makes possible ahighly concentrated
beam from a compact antenna.
Further, good resolution is achieved
at 35 GHz. Depending on the radiation angle, distance increments from
4 to 6 millimeters can be distinguished by the radar.
The energy source in the system is
a temperature-stabilized self- mixing
35GHz Gunn oscillator. Its frequency drifts by no more than 5 x
10 -6 /°C. The radiated power is from
5 to 15 milliwatts. The energy
reflected into the antenna enters the
oscillator, and the resulting dopplerfrequency signals are amplified and
filtered. The doppler-frequency oscillation is then converted into
digital signals. These signals are
applied to the evaluation circuitry
for the necessary processing.
The speed information is shown on
an indicator in the driver's cabin.
Signals representing distance increments are sent by radio to acentral
Accurate fix. Using radar-doppler principles, sensor unit above measures railway train's
control station. There, other data
speed with ± 1% accuracy and distance from starting point with ± 0.1% accuracy.
that the railway needs is derived. El

Radar begins riding the rails

to keep track of train's progress
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A"Special" reminder.
We don't stock this one.
We put it together to demonstrate Cutler- Hammer's unique
capability to produce custom—and even proprietary—switch
"specials" to satisfy virtually any end-product requirement.
We offer " specials". . . toggle, rocker, paddle, rotary, slide,
key, lever-lock or pushbutton. Both illuminated and nonilluminated.
. . . ac or ac/dc. For one-hole, flush, sub-panel, snap-in or
nest mounting. In all sizes. With special circuits that can be
ampere or horsepower rated . . . or both.
. . . with screw, spade, pc, solder lug, wire wrap, wire lead
and integrated wire terminations.
For " special" assistance on commercial, industrial and MILSpec applications, call your Cutler- Hammer sales office or
distributor.
And for the many " non-specials" we do stock—write Milwaukee for your copy of our new 144-page catalog.

aft.

Switch to No.1

CUTLER- HAMMER
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS DIVISION 44evai/kee.

532D1

Circle 57 on reader service card
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Higher performance.
Lower cost.
Immediate availability.
Features:
• 2K x 8 ROM
• 64 x 8 RAM
• 32 bits I/O + Strobe
• Programmable timer
• On- chip OSC/clock
• 5V -±- 10% power
supply
• Multi- chip expandability
• Low power
(typ 300 mW)
F8 Software Compatibility.
Mostek's new MK 3870 is the first
single- chip microcomputer designed with
complete system capability and offering full
compatibility with a multi-chip processor family.
It features twice the program storage of other
single- chip devices- 2048 bytes of ROM, 64
bytes of scratchpad RAM, four 8- bit I/O ports,
and asingle + 5volt power supply requirement.
The device can execute the complete F8
instruction set of more than 70 commands,
providing complete software compatibility with
the versatile F8 multi-chip family.
Development Aids
Simplify Design
The SDB/AIM
provides the user with
the ability to create and
edit Source Listings
using the Resident
Text Editor and
assemble into Object
Code using the
Resident Assembler.
Object Code may

then be copied to
AIM- 70 for execution.
This is atrue
in-circuit- emulation
configuration. Real
time execution of the
target system code,
breakpoint insertion,
and single-step
operation are afew of
the features available
with this system.
With completion of software development
and debugging, prototypes may be emulated
for field testing and evaluation using the
compact PROM- based EMU- 70. This
capability allows exact verification of code
before committing to mask programmed
MK 3870's.
The MK 3870- based VAB-2: atypical
example of logic replacement.
For customers desiring to evaluate
the MK 3870 In an actual application, apreprogrammed version is available for $ 50. This
particular device has been designed to replace much of the
logic normally required for
sophisticated video terminal applications. The
complete Video
Adaptor Board
(VAB-2), is available through
our distributors fo
$195. Call or write
MK 3870- based video
today for adata sheet.
adapter board (VA8-2)

MOSTEK
1215 West Crosby Road • Carrollton, Texas
75006 • ( 214) 242-0444 • MOSTEK GmbH • West
Germany • Telephone: ( 0711) 701096 • MOSTEK
ASIA • Hong Kong • Telex: 85148MKA HX
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FAIRC HRD TAKES
BACKWARDS.

Hard on the
heels of our
successful Sentry VII tester ( recognized as the
most advanced LSI tester in the industry),
Fairchild introduces Sentry V: smaller and less
sophisticated than its predecessor, but also aheck
of alot less expensive.
Where Sentry VII was designed for precise
characterization of the most advanced LSI devices,
Sentry V is designed for high-volume, highaccuracy, low-cost parametric measurements on
the production line or in receiving inspection.
Sentry V can routinely handle microprocessors,
peripheral chips, bit slices, RAMs, ROMs, shift
registers, UARTS and digital hybrids in technologies such as NMOS, PMOS, CMOS, SOS, ECL,
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TTL and 1
2 L. It is source program compatible
with Sentry VII, 600 and 610 to minimize programing
costs and is hardware compatible with Sentry VII
to end correlation problems between engineering
and production systems. It also provides support
to the IEEE 488 bus, which solves the sticky
subnanosecond or analog test problems.
To provide lower operating costs, Sentry V
offers many features of Sentry VII plus multi-task
(foreground/background) software for simultaneous compiling, editing and testing; acentral
processor that provides 50 to 200% faster throughput; asequence processor to handle high complexity devises; apattern processor to tackle the
largest memory systems; and, high performance
test stations for fast, accurate testing of TTL,

Electronics/July 21, 1977
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A GIANT STEP...
ECL and TTL compatible NMOS devices.
Come to think of it, you might call Sentry V an
advancement in the state-of-the-art if you're looking
for acost effective production tester. Sometimes
you take agiant step forward by simply
putting your foot down on costs. FAIRCHILD
SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, A division of
Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Corporation, 1725 Technology Drive
San Jose, California 95110 (408) 998-0123.

FICH
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EC IS BULL SH 01
1. WE'RE THE COMPANY WITH ALL FOUR KINDS.
Now with the introduction of these four new families, we're the company with
every kind of dynamic RAM you could need:
The iiPD414 Series — 4K, 16-pin, 200-35Ons.
The ii.PD418 Series — 4K, 18-pin, 150-300ns.
The ii,PD411A Series — 4K, 22-pin, 200-35Ons.
The ii,PD416 Series — 16K, 16-pin, 150-300ns.

2. WE GIVE YOU Ar100/0 OPERATING MARGIN.
In all four families. Compare that with other people's margins of I= 5% .
Imagine the manufacturing care that takes. And the added flexibility you get.

3. WE DESIGN THEM TO USE LESS POWER.
Our ,uPD414's and 416's have as low apower dissipation as any comparable
product in the industry.
And our ,uPD418's and 411A's actually use less power than any other
standard 18- or 22-pin 4K RAMs on the market. In fact, our 18-pin
uses 60% less power.
And with this kind of power dissipation,we can offer all our RAMs
in plastic, as well as cerdip, packages.

4. WE'LL EVEN PUT THEM
ON ABOARD. If you want any of our
products on aboard, we'll gladly design and
build it for you. However you like. In whatever
quantity you need.
So next time you're in the market for
dynamic RAMs, why not contact one of our
reps or distributors. They've got everything
you need. And that's no bull.
NEC Microcomputers, Inc., Five Militia Dr.
Lexington, MA 02173, 617-862-6410.

NEC microcomputers, loe.
REPS: East — C&I)Sales 301-296-4306. Contact Saks 617-273-1520. Ham,Nash Assoc. 215-657-2213. Tech-Mark 607-748-7473. 716-223-1252.
315-652-6229, Trionk-:\
516-466-23(h): South— Perron Assoc. 305-792-2211, 813-585-3327, 305-275-1132, Wolffs Sales Serv. Co.
919-781-0161: Midwest - Electronic huxwators 612-884-7471, W. Pat Fralia Co. 817-640-9101. 817-649-8981. 713-772-1572. K-MAR Eng. & Sales
816-763-53K5. R.C. Nordstrom& Co. 313-559-7373, 616-429-K560. Technology Sales 312-438-3300: West — Mace Duffy Assoc. 303-934-7392.
Electronic Component Marketing 714-524-9899. 213-649-5374. Spedden Assoc. 714-295-6122. Summit Sales 602-994-4587. Trident Assoc.
408-734-5900. Tri Tronix 206-232-4993, 505-265-8409; Canada — R. F.Q. Ltd. 416-626-1445. 514-626-K324.
I
nsTRlim -r( IRS: Century Electronics (Albuquerque. Salt Lake City. Wheatridge CO). I )iplomat (Chicopee Falls MA, Clearwater FL. Elk Grove Village
IL. Farmington MI. Minneapolis. Mt. Laurel NJ. Salt Like City, St. Louis. SUIlllyVale..fotowa NJ, Woodbury NY). Future Electronics (Montreal. Ottawa.
Rexdale. Can:tat). Harvey Electronics (Fait-6(1(1Ni. Lexington MA, Norwalk CT. Woc xibury NY). Intermark Electronics (San Diego. Santa Ana. Sunnyvale),
links (Burlington MA). E.S. Marshall (Sunnyvale). Mino Electronics (Phoenix). Resco ( Raleigh). R-M Electronic (Kentwood MI. Madison Ilgts M1), Sernicornp
(Newport Beach CA). Semiconductor Specialists (Burlington MA, Chicago. I ) illas, Dayton. Famington MI. 11:velwood MO. Indianapolis. Kansas City. Milwaukee.
Nlinneapolis. Pittsburgh. St. Louis; Mahon Canada). Sterling Electronics (Albuquerque. Dallas. Houston. New Orleans. Phoenix. San Diego, Seattle. Sun Valley CA.
Watertown MA). Technic() (Columbia MD, Roanoke VA), Zeus Components ( Ehnsford NY).

Quite frankly,
we're going to be#1
in memory testing till
the cows come home.

Four years of matching the memory industry breakthrough for breakthrough have made Teradyne
the leader in memory testing.
We started back in 1973
with the J384, adedicated
memory test system. It tested
RAMs and ROMs efficiently and
economically. But things were
changing fast.
1974 saw the advent of dynamic devices like the 4k 2107.
And we added the M385 microprogrammable pattern

generator to keep pace.
In 1975 our answer to increasingly complex memory
technology was anew system,
the J387.
In 1976, when 16k and
page-mode parts went into production, we responded with
the H712 test deck.
Today, Teradyne has an
installed base of well over 100
J380-series memory test systems working for more than

20 companies. At probe,
at final test, and at incoming inspection. That's alarger
dollar base than our two nearest competitors combined.
Four years of experience
have made us the most capable
source of memory test equipment in the world.
If you test semiconductor
memories, call us today. You'll
call us eventually. Because no
matter where memory technology goes from here, Teradyne
will be there.

laiteeül3

Semiconductor Test Division
Boston, Mass.— Chatsworth, Calif.
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Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

Bulgaria: not just yogurt
Country claims title in per-capita export of calculating and computing gear
plus the second spot in the proportion of electronic shipments
by Arthur Erikson, Managing Editor, International

If they search hard enough, astute
players of numbers games find some
product category where they rank as
the world leader— if you take into
account size. So no one would be
particularly surprised if Bulgarian
officials proclaimed that their land
with its 8.7 million people produces
more yogurt per inhabitant than any
other. They also claim the per-capita
championship in quite another category— exports of electronic calculating and computing equipment.
What's more, they rank Bulgaria
second only to Japan in the proportion of electronic and electrotechnical hardware in total exports.
Because the country's currency,
the lev, is not freely convertible, it is
hard to check out these claims, made
late last year in an economic analysis
by the official press agency, Sofia
Press. But the mere fact that Bulgarian officials went on record with
them says a lot. The country
undoubtedly stepped up output of
electronics hardware substantially
during the five-year plan that ended
with 1975 and figures to mark
another strong advance during the
seventh such plan, which runs
through 1980.
All told, output of electronics and
electrical equipment spurted about
20% a year during the sixth plan,
pushing the level for 1975 up to
nearly 21
/ times what it was in 1970.
2
Although Bulgarian officials do not
release the absolute figures, they do
say that the sector accounted for
10% of total industrial output in
1975, the latest year for which statistics are available. With some 2.4
billion leva listed as the contribution
This article is the second in a series examining the electronics industries of the nations of the Eastern European
Bloc, or Comecon.
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by industry to the gross national
product for that year, the output can
be pegged very roughly at somewhere around $ 2 billion at the official exchange rate of 0.97 lev to the
dollar.
Much the same sort of growth has
been set for the plan now under way.
In an article published last year in
the Bulgarian magazine El, the
journal for the electrotechnical and
precision- instruments industries,
Jordan Mladenov, minister of electronics and electrotechnics, spelled
out some of the ambitious targets
that Bulgarian electronics industries
will be shooting for. For computerrelated equipment, the 1980 output
is slated to be up by 225% over the
1975 level. For telecommunications
equipment, the rise planned is 230%.
For semiconductors, it's 240%, and
for automation equipment, 327%.
At the same time, there will be a
thorough reworking of the product
mix. Some 600 new items, ranging
from capacitors to computer peripherals, will go into the catalogs of the
three associations that produce practically all of the country's electronics
hardware — Resprom, Izot, and Elektronni Elementi.
Automation drive. One main overall goal for the seventh plan is to
boost Bulgaria's industrial output by
between 55% and 60%. That cannot
be done by brute force— the days
have long since past when massive
shifts of workers from farms to
factory were possible— and so it is no
surprise that automation is very
much in the planners' minds. In fact,
there is a special program, Automation VII, to speed the introduction of computers and automatic
controls into basic industries, like
steel and chemicals, and into crea-

Technologists. Peter Konakchiev, above,
heads

computer-assisted-design

program

while Ivan Tenev, below, runs R&D unit at
electronics ministry.
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ture-comfort sectors as well.
The Bulgarian state committee for
science and technical progress has
Automation VII under its wing.
Broadly sketched, it calls for some
30 regional computer centers to
service nearby state-owned enterprises and for the heavy use of minicomputers in plants. Most of the
regional centers have started up
already, and eventually all of them
will be interconnected by a datatransmission network, so that facet
of the program seems well in hand.
There is also a drive, led by Peter
Konakchiev, to foster computeraided design.
For Automation VII, the hardware mostly comes from Izot, says
Michael Kitov, an automation expert. The mainstay machine for
general-purpose use is the EC 1022,
Bulgaria's major contribution to the
RJAD series of compatible computers produced by the Comecon countries, Rumania excepted. It is an
improved version of the EC 1020
that Izot first started producing five
years ago. The new machine can
have as much as 512 kilobytes of
main memory and processes data at
arate of 80,000 short operations per
second, It can handle as many as
eight magnetic- tape units and eight
disk files.
In minicomputers, the mainstay
machine will be the Izot 310, just
getting into production. " It's a
control computer similar to the
PDP-8," Kitov says. Unfortunately,
the disk operating system of the Izot
310 differs from that of the PDP-8,
so Bulgarian users cannot tap the
extensive software developed for the
pioneering American machine. But
they do have active exchange of
programs with the Soviets and other
Comecon countries.
To come. There will be more. " By
the end of the plan we will have a
computer in the category of the
PDP-11," Kitov predicts. Although
the EC 1022 has only been in
production for about ayear, there is
a follow-on computer on the schedule: the EC 1035. It will roughly
match the IBM 370/145.
Meanwhile, Izot continues to
grind out substantial quantities of
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desk calculators and pocket calculators. Exports of calculators alone
totalled more than 113,000 units in
1975. The desk calculators, which
include programmable types, are
built around a set of four metaloxide-semiconductor chips produced
in Bulgaria. As for pocket calculators, sold under the tradename Elka,
they range from simple four- function types to scientific models. " We
buy the chips from all over, wherever
we get the best price," says Ivan
Tenev, head of the research and
development division at Bulgaria's
ministry of electronics and electrotechnics. The displays— light-emitting diodes— are imported as well.
Along with computers, communications equipment is coming in for
considerable attention during the
seventh plan. The job of meeting the

To increase production. Micheal Kitov, an
automation expert, spearheads state's drive
to speed automation in Bulgaria.

targets here goes to Resprom, the
state association for enterprises that
turn out telecommunications equipment, consumer electronics, and
medical electronics. In his article for
the El journal last year, Resprom
deputy general Ivan Dimitrov reported that the association planned
to boost output 215% by 1980.
Much higher rises are in store for
some categories of telecommunications equipment, Dimitrov's figures
show. Output of automatic telephone-exchange equipment, for example, will climb to 2.4 times the
1975 level. Microwave- link equipment will multiply more than sevenfold. Although they tend to stick
with the Bloc for computer know-

how, the Bulgarians have ventured
onto Western turf for some telecommunications equipment. They have a
license from West Germany's Siemens, for example, for their quasielectronic crosspoint telephone exchanges. For microwave links, they
bought the know-how from NERA of
Norway.
Less TV. Because of the emphasis
on telecommunications, the relative
importance of consumer goods will
continue to dwindle. Radios and
television sets accounted for about
half Resprom's output five years
ago. By 1980, the fraction will drop
to alittle more than one fourth. All
the same, there will be enough sets
to meet consumers' demands, according to Dimitrov.
The showrooms of radio-Tv outlets
in downtown Sofia, the country's
capital, bear Dimitrov out. In midJune, they appeared well stocked,
albeit with a limited selection ( by
Western standards) of black-andwhite sets. At the bottom of the line,
a22- inch set with arotary tuner was
ticketed at 150 leva, amarkdown of
nearly one third from the original
230 leva. At the top of the line, was a
black- and- white 26- in, set with
push-button tuning, selling for 300
leva. Some shops carry a small,
slickly designed Russian- made portable: it goes for 215 leva.
Output of TV sets in 1975, at
123,600 units, was actually lower
than the 1970 figure, but penetration by the end of the sixth plan was
58 households out of each 100,
pointing to adrop-off in demand for
the receivers.
Although Izot and Resprom have
to go outside for things like largescale- integrated calculator chips and
for the chips they need for their
recently- begun digital- watch production, they can count on the
components- producing group Elektronni Elementi for most of their
needs. The components association
currently produces a wide range of
silicon bipolar transistors including
power types, mos chips for desk
calculators, and quartz crystals, for
example. During the seventh plan,
there will be a drive to get into
production on linear bipolar integrated circuits, optoelectronics, and
new types of ferrites, among many
other things.
0
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One company can cut keyboard costs.
Even when their keyboards cost more.
The most expensive
mistake you'll ever make
selecting akeyboard could
be spending too little. In the
long run, that adds up to
cuffing corners, not costs.
So to make sure you
get the keyboard that really
meets your needs,
MICRO SWITCH uses Value
Engineering.
Through Value
Engineering, we look at your
particular product needs to
design acost-effective
solution to your problems.
That means designing a
keyboard that interfaces with
your total system and meets
your needs. Precisely.
It also means we can
often lower your total system
cost. For example, we might
be able to incorporate into a
keyboard several levels of
codes that you had been
paying for separately. And at
amuch higher cost.
Or maybe customize

integrated circuits to provide
you more logic for less
money.
Besides giving you costefficiency, MICRO SWITCH
keyboards out- feature
practically every other
in the industry.
You can choose LED or
incandescent lighting.
Tactile or linear feel. Sealed
versions for military and
industrial uses. Alternate or
momentary action. Encoding
techniques that'll meet any
code requirement.
There are also wiredonly assemblies or separate
modules available. And you
can pick from the industry's
largest legend library.
Standard, solid state
Hall-effect technology
throughout the line delivers
reliability no mechanical
keyboard can offer. Plus, we
back up every keyboard we
make with a1% Acceptable
Quality Level and atwo-year

warranty.
It all adds up to quality
you can put your fingers
on every time.
For more information,
call 815/235-6600.
With MICRO SWITCH,
you'll be paying for
keyboards instead of
mistakes.
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MICRO SWITCH
FREE PORT. ILLINOIS 61032

A DIVISION

OF

MICRO SWITCH products are available worldwide through Honeywell International.
Circle 67 on reader service card
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HONEYWELL

For Greater Production Efficiency
And Higher Yield, Start
With aDependable Base.
To maintain your yields and product quality,
you need adependable foundation for your
thick- or thin-film circuits. On your production line and in service, Coors alumina
ceramic substrates provide that measure of
dependability.
Remarkable mechanical strength enables
them to survive the rigors of high-speed,
automated processing. Coors quality assurance program constantly monitors composition, dimension, and surface of substrates
for greater yield. Our substrates' superior
electrical, mechanical and chemical properties provide reliable operation in the field.
A choice of materials, backed with facil-

ities for laser scoring, green scoring and
metallizing, means Coors can match asubstrate to your circuit specifications and finishing requirements. With tooling on hand for
more than 1000 shapes, we can speed your
designs and save you tooling charges.
The final elements of Coors dependability
are aspecial substrate service group to give
you personal follow-through on your substrate orders, and an additional plant that
will provide faster delivery in late summer, 1977.
For complete details on Coors substrates,
write for our Electronic Ceramic Handbook,
or call your local Coors representative.

For fast service, call Coors Substrate Hotline: (303) 279-8320.

tvue
Circle 68 on reader service card

Coors Porcelain Company
600 Ninth Street/Golden, Colorado 80401
(303) 279-6565/Telex 45-593
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Military electronics

Cruise's electronics help kill B-1
Successful tests of Tercom guidance and navigation subsystem,
combined with missile's low price, help end manned bomber era
by Ray Connolly, Senior Editor

Now that the manned bomber has
slipped a notch closer to joining the
battleship as a weapon of the past,
Washington representatives of military avionics contractors are anxiously awaiting the Pentagon's bid to
Congress for funds to accelerate
development of cruise missiles and
related programs. They hope to
recover some of the $ 1.4 billion that
the Air Force proposed for purchase
of five B-1 bombers in fiscal 1978.
But few Air Force officials were
able to recover fast following President Carter's unexpected cancellation of Rockwell International
Corp.'s costly program: nearly $ 25
billion for as many as 244 B- 1s at an
estimated $ 102 million a copy.
"Now Iknow how the Navy must
have felt after Pearl Harbor," mused
one Air Force general. "The President took us completely by surprise."
[See "Avionics job losses less severe," p. 70.]
If the destruction of the B-1
program can be attributed to asingle
weapon other than its own escalating
costs, defense officials agree it is the
test performance of the common
guidance and navigation system for
the air- and sea- launched cruise
missile. Known as Tercom — for terrain correlation matching— the
system is produced by McDonnell
Douglas Corp., St. Louis, using a
principle developed by E-Systems
Inc. of Dallas.
Tercom uses digitally programmed data acquired from satellite photographs and stored in the
missile's minicomputer memory to
determine its course and flight path.
The real-time computer compares
inputs from its radar altimeter and a
reference altitude sensor with its
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stored terrain profiles until it finds a
match. Any course corrections required for the missile to proceed to
its set target are made by the
computer. The missile then drops
under enemy ground- based radar to
fly a map-of- the-earth pattern at
between 100 and 180 feet. The B-1
has flown as low as 200 ft.
Successful. In flight tests,
Tercom works very accurately, says
Defense Secretary Harold Brown,
and has permitted missiles "to fly
lower and have a lower infrared
signature than we thought possible."
So far the Navy/General Dynamics
sea- launched Tomahawk is further
along with 22 tests, while the Air

Force/Boeing AGM- 86 has completed six, Brown says. But he wants
to accelerate the Boeing program so
that the AGM- 86 may become operational with late model B- 52G and
B- 52H model bombers by 1980 and
even sooner.
Air Force missile requirements
could eventually lead to a total
purchase of 5,000 plus another 1,000
spares— if all 240 B- 52G and H
models are modified to carry 20
missiles each, 8from wing pods and
12 internally. "That's about $ 3.6
billion for missiles alone, figuring
$600,000 ashot," says one Air Force
official. Added is another $ 700,000
per plane to adapt the B-52 fleet,

Tercom. Contour over which missile flies is matched against digitized terrain signatures in
computer. When best match is made. Tercom updates navigation system.
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Hi-Vacuum
Feedthrus
with Standard
Connectors
COAX
TRIAX
BSHV
MHV
BNC
UHF 9
MS
N

counter-countermeasures as well as
"by programming evasive action."
Cost growth. Adding ECM and
ECCM hardware to cruise missiles, as
plus $ 1million for improved avionwell as programming evasive tactics
ics systems.
into their flight-control computers,
A Navy purchase of as many as
"could run their cost by up as much
2,000 of the $ 750,000 Tomahawk
as 50%," says one Air Force
cruise missiles for launching from
program source. If correct, this
submarine torpedo tubes could genwould escalate the unit production
erate another $ 1.5 billion program.
price of the Boeing AGM- 86 to
In addition, the Air Force is exploring the option of developing a $900,000 from the present estimate
ground- launched version of the of $600,000. Other officials contend
that 50% figure is too high, because
cruise missile for possible use in
it is based on the cost of outfitting
tactical situations with either conthe Air Force missile. " You can't
ventional or nuclear warheads.
validly use apercentage figure since
Both services also were scheduled
the air- launched and sea- launched
to get atotal of nearly $403 million
missiles have different price tags,"
for their separate research and
one Pentagon source explains. The
development programs in the fiscal
1978 budget that begins Oct. 1 peculiar aerodynamic requirements
of the submarine- launched Toma[Electronics, Feb. 17, p. 36]. But
hawk push its unit production cost
these requests are expected to
estimates up nearly one third above
increase sharply.
that of its air- launched cousin— even
Nevertheless, Brown anticipates
though both missiles have much in
that the cruise missile option will
cost $ 5billion to $ 10 billion less than common.
But cruise missile advocates argue
a full B-1 production run. How
much cheaper will "depend on what that the addition of expensive penetration aids to the new systems
we do in other areas," he says. President Carter and Brown have already would still make them cost-effective
committed themselves to improving compared to other strategic weapons
tactical field forces using conven- such as intercontinental missiles.
tional weapons and increasing main- Says one: " Even if cruise missile
tenance and the availability of spares costs rise to around $ 1 million
for weapons already in the field. But apiece— and they probably will evenBrown also hints that cruise missile tually— they will still cost only half
capabilities can also be enhanced as much as a Minuteman Ill in
terms of 'cost- kill' ratio.'
with electronic countermeasures and
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Avionics job losses less severe
With B-1 bomber technology research and development programs to
continue in lieu of production, all is not lost with the Air Force effort—
although that is no solace to prime contractor Rockwell International Corp.
Its Southern California B-1 division is in the process of laying off more than
8,000 of its 13,000 workers. All told, the B-1 program directly accounted for
24,000 jobs last year around the country at plants of Rockwell, engine
supplier General Electric Co., avionics aircraft integrator Boeing Co., and
subcontractors. About 70% of these are expected to be lost.
But avionics suppliers like Cutler-Hammer's AIL division in Deer Park,
N. Y., are not expected to suffer as severely as airframe suppliers, since R&D
on their efforts probably will continue if it is potentially useful in upgrading the
B-52 or other aircraft. Texas Instruments Inc., too, loses more potential
business than work in hand as supplier of the B-1 terrain-following radar. Air
Force officials also say the radar could be picked up for other applications
after TI delivers the third and last B-1 unit.
As Defense Secretary Harold Brown put it, the B-1 program was responsible for advances in technology, particularly in navigation, radar, and
electronic countermeasures. Development, test, and evaluation of B-1
subsystems in these and other areas will continue, he explains, since much of
this will be applicable to other programs, like the B-52.

NEW LEBANON CENTER, NEW YORK 12128
(518) 794-7800 • TELEX 145442
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SORENSEN
IS THE SOURCE:

FOR RELIABLE OPENFRAME POWER SUPPLIES.
SOC, our new line of open-frame power supplies:
•Standard voltages and package sizes
•115/208/230 Vac input standard
•Made in U.S.A with quality components
•No overshoot with turn- on, turn-off or power
failure
Output

•Stocked for immediate delivery
•Conservatively designed and rated
•Low heat dissipation, high temperature stability
•One-year warranty, worldwide service organization
•UL recognized

Ou put Current (Adc)*
--@ 50°C
@ 60°C

___

Model No.

Series

(Vdcr•

@ 40°C

SOC 2-3
SOC 2-6
SOC 2-10

A
B

2
2
2

3.0
6.0
10:0

2.4
4.9
8.0

1.8
3.8
6.5

SOC 5-3
SOC 5-6
SOC 5-10

A
B

5
5
5

3.0
6.0
10.0

2.4
4.9
8.0

1.8
3.8
6.5

c
c

.

•

S35
58
72
35
58
72

SOC 12-1.6
SOC 12-4.0
SOC 12-6.0

A
B

12
12
12

1.6
4.0
6.0

1.3
3.0
5.0

1.0
2.5
4.2

35
58
72

SOC 15-1.5
SOC 15-3.0
SOC 15-5.0

A
B

c

15
15
15

1.5
3.0
5.0

1.2
2.6
4.2

1.0
2.2
3.5

35
58
72

SOC 24-1.0
SOC 24-2.2
SOC 24-3.5

A
B
C

24
24
24

1.0
2.2
3.5

.75
1.9
2.9

.55
1.6
2.4

35
58
12

SOC 28-0.8
SOC 28-2.0
SOC 28-3.1

A
B

28
28
28

0.8
2.0
3.1

.64

.45
1.4
2.0

35
58
72

c

c

Free-air rating - no external heatsink.

••

1.7
2.6

Common Specifications:
AC Input Power ( VAC): 105-125, (190-226, 210 250 available by using taps on transformer.)
Frequency 50 to 63Hz. ( Derate I. 10% at 50Hz.)
Voltage Regulation (
comb line and load):
±0.15°/0 • 6mV for 105 to 125 Vac and 100%
load change.
Voltage Ripple and Noise: 1.5mVrms, 5mVpp.
Temperature Coefficient: 0.03%/°C.
Drift (24 hours): 0.2% after 1- hour warm-up.
Remote Sensing: 100mV maximum drop in
each leg.
Operating Temperature: 0° to 60°C.
Storage Temperature: -20° to +85°C.

Price

-

Overvoltage Protection: Available on all models except 2volt. Specify by adding " VP'' suffix
to model number and add $8to unit price.
Current Foldback: Automatic, factory- set to approx.
14C% of rated (40°C) output current.
Cooling: Convection.
Finish: Black anodize.

adjustable.

Call us for OEM discounts:
(603) 668-4500.
Sorensen
676 Island Pond Rd.,
Manchester, N.H. 03103.

A Raytheon Company
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Companies

Hamilton-Avnet does what works
Sometimes unorthodox procedures, along with ' war room' and personal touch
with its employees, keep components distributor on top of the heap

by Larry Waller, Los Angeles bureau manager
Call him Tony. Hamilton emphasizes that
he really runs a series of small businesses
and strives to keep apersonal touch.

clerks alike— proudly shows off his
"war room," where line-by-line results of his 35 locations are charted.
Also he discusses his "S.W.A.T.
team," troubleshooters who close in
on any company problem anywhere
in the country. Similarly, senior vice
president for operations William C.
Cacciatore proclaims: " Harmony
and coordination win ball games,"
and " We're all in this together, and
management is astrong chain."
While such terminology might be
dismissed as business cliches, Hamilton-Avnet results speak for themselves. For its 1977 fiscal year ended
June 30, Avnet's electronics marketing group ( largely the Hamilton
subsidiary) will report nearly $ 290
million in sales and expects to maintain its 1976 4.9% profit margin.
Furthermore, Hamilton-Avnet has
grown more than fivefold and stayed
solidly in the black since the early
1970s despite two recessions that
How Hamilton-Avnet became— and
stays— kingpin of electronic compo- nearly pushed some major distribunent distributors " would make a tors under. As often noted, the distriHarvard Business School professor bution business is one where highturn over in his grave." That opinion leverage companies do very well in
comes not from arival in the heavily good times, but slide further when
competitive distribution field, but things get tough.
Think small. Hamilton is not
from an officer of this Avnet Inc.
subsidiary who adds: " We do things loathe to share his operating formuthat work, not because a book says las, offering a voluminous explanation to everyone. Basic is the concept
we have to."
At their brand-new Culver City, that " I hope I never forget we
Calif., headquarters, president and operate aseries of small businesses."
founder Anthony R. Hamilton and Since each location is close to the
his officials often use athletic and customer, " providing perfect service
military jargon to describe their every day" becomes the goal.
While most distribution executives
company. Hamilton— called Tony
by vice presidents and shipping agree with these unexceptional prin-
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ciples, Hamilton maintains that he
spares nothing to make them work.
For example, he keeps his own door
open and his phone ready to advise
any of the 12 regional or 35 local
managers. "They can expect quick
and specific decisions on all problems," he promises. Also, Hamilton,
Cacciatore, and the executive committee meet all day each Monday to
catch and solve problems early.
"We're close to our business," says
Hamilton, "and there's quick communication from top to bottom."
The small-business nature of distribution shows up in the firm's
average order size of $ 150— yet sales
are running at a $ 1.15 million daily
rate.
Rewards. But it is motivation of
his 2,000 employees at which Hamilton works the hardest. There are
money awards for warehouse people
and shippers who keep error rates
down, and prizes for assemblers who
are neither late nor tardy. Quarterly
lunches for up to 150 workers at a
time give each a chance at "Tony's
pot of gold." Here, bills from $ 1to
$100 are put in a gilded fishbowl,
and each gets to draw. " Iget the
chance to look each one in the eye,"
Hamilton says, "and they know that
Iappreciate them." The incentives
appear to pay off with astable group
of motivated workers.
Another place where the firm has
gone its separate way is in inventory,
warehousing, and shipping. It has
stuck with a largely manual system
based on old-time Cardex files,
which proved more reliable and flexible than computer- driven automated networks that competitors
rushed to install. With this 10-yearold system, Hamilton/Avnet prom-
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Simple,
inexpensive ways to
eliminate RF noise and
high-frequency
transients.
Ferrite beads
and wide band chokes
from the Cube
you need an inexpensive, effective means of
eliminating RF noise and high-frequency transients
from a circuit without power loss at low frequencies,
call on the Cube.
The problem:

The solution:

Adjacent supply leads and circuit conductors offer
convenient paths for the transfer of RF energy from
one circuit to another. Capacitive decoupling,
and ,or series inductance to minimize the problem
is seldom completely successful.

By simply stringing ferrite shielding beads on a supply lead or circuit conductor,
you get excellent high-frequency isolation without a loss of DC or low-frequency
power. You can even use the beads with small ceramic capacitors in attenuation
circuits to provide additional rejection because of the self- resonant frequency of the
capacitor. And Ferroxcube wide-band chokes offer even better performance.
The conclusion: Call on the Cube
Our shielding beads and wide- band chokes are made of medium-permeability ferrite
in a variety of material grades and sizes. They can save you design time, "real estate,"
and money. More important, they can eliminate RF noise. Complete specifications and
design information is included in the new Ferroxcube Linear Ferrite Catalog. For a free
copy write or call:

FEWIFICINCLII3E

Division of Amperex Electronics Corporation, Saugerties, N.Y. 12477 (914) 246-2811

A North American Philips Company
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Tickets-Labels-Multiple Forms
VICTOR

Probing the news

has the printer for you.

Applications:
Pharmacy Systems
Inventory Control
Hospital Systems
Ticket Printing
Label Printing
••.,1u•w ut'ets .;

•e

> k•kt•

y • • e• sfor print:ni

tickets pre-printed forms or any other application requiring prec i
se
o' heavy duty paper feed

The 5000-463 see , of ,er ,
RS232C or TTY c
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,
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• ' nbe

Connected direct , • tc • ,.•_••••:•-• tet ••••• 0;••,•:cessors

Tire printer prints 64 ASCII aipnanumeric and symbolic characters
By sending the proper cotnmand code. Characters can be
expanded, printed in red or both for highlighting or headlining
There are no r
, • : : ,'• ...• ,-- the unit is not punting which keeps
the noise leve

•:•

: • ••• •• sreliability since the printer is not

wearing itseit out wru •• • : : •

The dot matrik nr,rVir1,;; •
r : Pe SprOcket feed printer is
similar to those used in almost 500.000 Victor print mechanisms in
use today

John Tullio
Victor Comptometer Corporation
390,, N Pu.:•e S7ree1
• - C.161 ,
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1
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The 5000 series allows interfacing with RS232C, 8- bit parallel or TTY
current loop. Options include sprocket feed and 230 volt operation.
Circle 74 on reader service card

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
NOW IS THE TIME TO THINK ABOUT
COMPULSORY RETIREMENT...
NOT WHEN YOU ARE OVER 50!
We believe compulsory retirement is unjust and offer challenging opportunities based on
your capabilities rather than on your age. Candidates should have heavy R&D experience.

FOR DETAILS CALL: ( 914) 946-9500

SAFE FLIGHT INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. 10602
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ises one-day service to anywhere in
the country —"and routinely delivers
it," a competitor admits. Now,
however, the company is slowly
developing its own real-time system,
based on distributed processing.
On the management level, too, the
company has had the same group
intact for seven years with most
executives having 10 years or more
service with the company. In distribution, where executives shift often,
continuity ranks as abig plus for the
firm.
Perspective. These are principles
that Hamilton brought with him
when he left Lear Inc. in 1957 to
found his own business. " A lot of the
majors in those days lacked perspective of what they were or wanted to
be," he recalls. What he had in mind
was a "specialty distributor, with a
limited number of lines but spread
over awide area." Also, avery large
inventory was necessary, since a
customer almost never would come
back if a component was not
stocked. Keeping this perspective has
been the lodestar of the company's
growth, Hamilton says. He merged
his firm into Avnet in 1962.
Assessing Hamilton's success, a
rival executive says, " It combines
classic ingredients. They have an
abundance of financial resources for
cash requirements. They have built a
very effective service • system, and
Tony has identified and trained
outstanding people."
For the years ahead, Hamilton
sees "change coming into the business and we're trying to recognize it
and keep up." Principally, this
means going all out in selling microcomputers, peripherals, and even
software. In this, the firm is aleader,
having invested "close to $ 5 million
on anational basis," he says.
As recently as two years ago,
Hamilton says, " I wouldn't have
thought this business would move so
fast," but his firm saw a vacuum it
decided to fill. " Intel, for one, didn't
believe we could do it, but now
they're happy." Hamilton/Avnet
passed break-even on microcomputers in December 1976, and although
profits are not up to those of components, they are improving.
E
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['Check your system's output.
If it's anything like one of these, investigate the HP display
that makes your system look its best.

Spectrum Analysis

Computer Graphics

Vibration Analysis

Weather Radar •

Non-destructive Metal Testing

Frequency/Amplitude/
Time Analysis of Speech

Medical Thermography

Automatic Test Systems

Mine is different, try this

Eit

Check your system's outpUt Then clip your
business card or other identification
to this ad and mail to Hewlett-Packard. We'll
\
\

\
\
1

se nd display d
pertinent to your OEM
system
needs...largeata
screen
or small. HP's displays,
with avariety of CRT and electronic
options, can meet your need for CLL. listings,

fast hi
writing
sp
eed, storage,
persistence,
ghresolution,
and movariable
re. And HP provides worldwide after-sal
es support tail ored to your \I
needs. Mail this ad today, or call your local
I
HP field engineer. \

HEWLETT h

PACKARD

Box 2197, Colorado Springs, CO 80901. Dept 233
087,

For asslstance call WasnIngton ( 301) 948.6370. ChIcago ( 312)
255-9800. Atlanta 1404) 955-1500, Los Angeles ( 213) 877-1282

LARGE SCREEN RS

180

SMALL SCREEN RS
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Consumer electronics

IC makers leery about air bags
Federal Government's mandate that all cars have passive restraints
by 1984 conjures up memories of short-lived seatbelt interlock

by Gerald M. Walker, Consumer Electronics Editor

Passive safety restraints in automobiles, including the controversial air
bags, will be installed in large cars
sold in the U. S. in the 1982 model
year and in all new cars by the 1984
model year — unless Congress overrides Secretary of Transportation
Brock's July decision. But semiconductor makers are unenthusiastic.
Should the air bag come out of
limbo and become the favored safety
feature, sales of electronic devices
for these systems will obviously
increase significantly. As presently
designed, the air bag requires a
controller and acceleration-deceleration sensors. Likely to be included, at
least in the early models, is an onboard recorder to register the performance of the bag in an accident.
And chances are that the auto
companies will want a diagnostic
function as well.
But despite the potential sales
gain in the offing, semiconductor
firms presently supplying largescale- integrated devices to the car
makers for other functions are not
too excited. One reason: the Government's safety mandates have a way
of stalling before they are out of the
garage. Semiconductor firms still
wince at the memory of being stuck
with large inventories of seatbeltinterlock circuits when that requirement was scrapped by Congress in
response to complaints from consumers about being inconvenienced.
Perhaps the real reason that the
electronics suppliers are not elated
by the air bag requirement is that
the electronics does not provide
much of a challenge— that is, the
technical problems to meet the
requirements have been solved. To
most, the issue is political.
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Cushioned. Demonstration shows one air-

Typical is the response of Jerry
Crowley, director of National Semiconductor Corp.'s Automotive Electronics group in Santa Clara, Calif.
"We have supported the air bag
development with discrete circuits,
but we won't commit funds beyond
that until we hear from Detroit," he
says. "The air bag system would
probably take acustom complementary- metal- oxide- semiconductor
package. With some of the large cars
coming out with dashboard- mounted
microprocessor trip computers, it
might be possible to put the air bag
control into the processor with a
little added input/output."
For their part, the auto companies
quickly bristle at any safety device
that would be required on all cars,
particularly if it might affect sales.
Their complaint is that the air bag
will add $ 250 to $ 300 to the cost of

bag emerging from steering wheel, second
coming from dashboard for passengers.

the car. Besides, they are not
completely convinced of the air bag's
reliability and performance in the
field. Even General Motors, which
has the most experience with air
bags in actual use, says it has not
had enough accident information—
actual deployments of the bags— to
be sure how many lives they will
save.
Chrysler Corp., which has pioneered electronics innovations, has
been the most outspoken of the auto
makers against air bags. Nevertheless, the company is investigating to
see which type of restraint would
best suit each car. At Ford, the
feeling is that buyers will get a
choice of an air bag or a passiverestraint seatbelt.
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Priced under 90011
TOC -1002J
TDC -1001J

1000 ns
400 ns

in 100's
$175 in 100's
$75

Two performance ranges- 400 and 1000 ns conversion
times: two price ranges for a wide variety of high-speed
AID applications.
Linearity is ± 1/2 of LSB. Nine clock periods per conversion. All output bits are ready one clock period after the
status signal indicates " ready to convert: There are no
missing codes — ever!

TRW LSI Products
E2/9085 • Orte Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Please send
A/D

data

sheets on

your

8

-

Bit

Converters.

NAME

COMPANY

DIV/DEPT

MAIL CODE

TDC-1001J and TDC-1002J are supplied in an 18- pin ceramic DIP package designed to operate at a commercial
temperature range of 0° to 70° C.
For more information and complete specifications, call
(213) 535-1831, or use this coupon.

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

TRWLSI PRODUCTS

ZIP

E-7

AMP research discovered
Bonded Lubrication 5years ago.
It's now today's better way to
extend contact life without
compromising performance.

Through the electron microscope, the
Dramatic difference in wear between contacts utilizing the
dramatic improvement AMP Bonded
unique AMP Bonded Lubrication Process and ordinary contacts
is shown by these scanning electron microscope images.
Lubrication makes in contact life and
performance is clearly evident.
With the popular DUALATCH connectors, Bonded
Lubrication has reduced plating thickness requirements
and more than doubled the previously accepted
cycle life of 10,000 insertions and withdrawals.
For example, look at the effect on the connector
contact shown. Not only is wear to the plated surface
greatly reduced by the permanent lubrication but it
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significantly lowers the insertion forces when mating
high- pin count connectors. Now Bonded Lubrication
can be applied to a variety of contact geometries
without compromising electrical performance.
Or consider what AMP lubrication leadership has
done for contacts used in our tin-plated products
like surface mount ZIF connector and Bifurcated
Leaf types. Their lubricated contact surfaces are
protected from the detrimental effects of oxidation
and fretting corrosion. Indeed, there are now
applications where high performance tin-plating, with
the correct contact design and Bonded Lubrication,
can be used in place of noble metals.

MUM
•

,

•

•re

•

A MP's Materials Research Laboratory pictures
of surface oxidation and fretting corrosion on
non- lubricated contacts.

10K

Flat, stable resistance of contacts
with AMP lubrication compared
to dry contacts.

II CYCLES/MIN

I
K

AMP lubricated contacts are
today's answer to extended
contact life and performance, and
together we can search out
better ways to assist your designs.
For more information on the
products mentioned, circle the
reader service number. For more
technical information on
lubrication just call Customer
Service at ( 717) 564-0100, extension
8400. Or write on your Company
letterhead to AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105.
AMP has a better way.

DRY

E 100
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CONTACT RESISTANCE VS FRETTING TIME

et.
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INCORPORATED

AMP & DUALATCH are trademarks of AMP Incorporated.
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If you know signal generators, you
know they're typically high-dollar
items. You can pay $6,000 or more
for aphase-locked unit, and a
programmable with all the goodies
can go for $ 10K and up. But our
Model 3001 is the exception.
First of all, the 3001's base price is
just $ 2,750. That buys you full
frequency programmability, 0.001%
accuracy, 1to 520 MHz frequency
range, stability of 0.2 ppm per hour,
built-in AM-FM capability, and afront

that it's still alot cheaper to buy two
panel that was actually designed for
loaded Wavetek 3001s than one
the user.
Brand X.
Now let's talk options. One lets
At any rate, ask for aModel 3001
you lock the 3001 to either an external
demonstration. If the economy alone
frequency standard via rear panel
isn't enough to get you, the performBNC input or an internal reference
ance will. WAVETEK INDIANA,
frequency standard with 5x 10
per day stability. And there are others PO. Box 190, Beech Grove, Indiana
46107, Telephone ( 317) 783-3221,
like reverse power protection and
TWX 810-341-3226.
auxiliary RF output. But eye.'
you
took all these options, you
couldn't spend more tha..
$3,650. Simple arithmetic sayW

TEK
AVE0

Get two Waveteks
for the price of
one Brand X.
Circle 80 on reader service card

Technical articles

Demands of liSI are turning
chip makers towards automation,
production innovations

by Jerry Lyman,

Packaging & Production Editor

The fight for acompetitive edge in the semiconductor
industry is taking place as much on the production line
as in the design-and-development laboratory. Spurred by
the explosion of applications brought on by the tsi
revolution, the semi houses are making huge investments
in automatic equipment in order to expand capacity and
upgrade yield. What's more, increased circuit densities
and higher performance are straining the limits of
conventional production technology, so that integratedcircuit makers must adopt new procedures to keep up.
To meet the demands of large-scale integration, lc
makers must make bigger chips and put more on them,
while increasing throughput and yield. These rules tend
to work against one another, because the number of
defects on a wafer goes up as it gets bigger or as more
components are crowded on.
As well as bigger wafers, smaller geometries are an
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answer. But traditional production methods are rapidly
reaching their limits in both directions.
While there are significant improvements under way
in the chip- layout and wafer- production processes
outlined in Fig. 1, the most radical advances are taking
place in the process that turns araw wafer into finished
lc chips. There are four major changes occurring in the
loop that makes up steps 14 through 20 of Fig. I:
• The beginning of microprocessor-controlled conveyorbelt operation of the lithographic steps.
• Replacement of contact pattern printing by projection
printing and even more advanced methods.
• Substitution of plasma dry etching for acid wet
etching when removing protective layers.
• Automation by minicomputer and microprocessor of
the diffusion process and related activities.
Even the prosaic steps of probe testing and scribing and
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Wafers get bigger and bigger
Today production lines of most U. S. semiconductor
houses are in transition from 3-inch to 4-in. wafers.
Already however, many of the firms are looking down the
line at the 5-in. wafer.
For instance, General Instrument Corp. uses mainly
3-in, wafers but is beginning production with 4-in. ones.
The transition has been relatively smooth, since 85% to
90% of the firm's 3-in, wafer processing equipment was
purchased with convertibility to 4-in, production in mind.
The firm's new plant in Chandler, Ariz., will have a basic
4-in, line that will be convertible to 5-in. wafers.
Texas Instruments Inc., Fairchild Semiconductor, and
Plessey Semiconductors Ltd. are other IC firms setting up
4-in, lines convertible to 5-in. wafers. But the majority of
the IC firms are content to be conservative and stop at
4-in, wafers for now.
Why are the IC companies going over to the larger
wafers? "There are basically two reasons," says David
Peterman of TI's semiconductor research-and-development laboratories. "One is to increase the equipment
capacity for agiven space and number of people, and the
other is simply to get more output per person per hour. In
short, productivity is the motivating force."
Marshall Wilder, manager of the 4-in, wafer line at

breaking are becoming semiautomated and automated
under microprocessor control.
Turning 3- and 4- inch silicon wafers into semiconductor chips begins with a coat of silicon dioxide that
protects the wafer from unwanted processing effects.
Then wafers undergo lithography to print circuit
patterns onto them. They are coated with a photoresist
that acts as aselective mask for or against etching ( for a
fuller explanation of the technical terms, see "An integrated-circuit processing glossary," p. 87). The wafers
are baked to harden the resist, then aligned to aphotomask and exposed to ultraviolet light to print the mask
patterns on. After the patterns are developed, the wafer
undergoes etching and diffusion. The entire process can
be repeated anumber of times to build different circuits
on the dice.
Moving wafers
These lithographic steps take place in awork area that
has come to be known as the yellow room, from the use
of yellow lights that do not affect uv-sensitive photoresists. At first, yellow- room workers moved the wafers
from one step to another with tweezers or vacuum pickups. But these inherently slow modes of transportation
result in wafer contamination, damage, and breakage.
Today, most yellow rooms are composed of modular
stations, each with independent analog or digital control.
The wafers are in cassettes, which feed into the modules'
conveyor belts or tracks. The wafers move serially
through a module where part of the printing process
takes place and feed into an output cassette. After about
25 wafers have been processed, a worker carries the
output cassette to the next station.
Although the cassette-to-cassette flow reduces contamination, damage, and breakage, it has deficiencies—
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Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., puts it
another way "A 4-in, wafer has 1.8 times the dice of a
3-in, unit and the labor cost is the same— making the dice
from a4-in, wafer cheaper."
However as many IC firms' process people point out,
there are two disadvantages of larger wafers. First, wafer
lithography becomes more critical with increased size.
Second, breakage of a 4-in. or 5-in, wafer of complex
large-scale integration can be an extremely costly loss.
These two factors, plus the equipment limitations, will
probably slow the general move into 5-in. wafers.
As the wafers get larger, equipment makers will either
have to retrofit or completely redesign their machines.
Practically all the critical machinery for IC processing can
handle 4-in. wafers. But there is no projection aligner, for
instance, that can expose a 4-in, wafer, and many
planned 4-in, facilities will use projection lithography.
For 5-in, wafers, there are even more holes in the vital
lineup of equipment. Henry Styskal president of Teledyne
TAC points out, " Equipment makers can only afford to
keep one jump ahead of the IC industry. We designed our
4-in, probers when IC people were making 3-in. wafers.
We can't afford to go ahead too far on our own until we
are sure the entire industry is changing its wafer size."

some of them carried over from the earlier methods. One
is a lack of uniformity in the processing caused by
worker control of the process parameters. Another is the
time and labor it takes to transfer the cassettes from one
station to another. Also, the individual process modules
take up alot of floor space.
So equipment manufacturers have developed a new
type of wafer- processing equipment for the yellow room.
Using an in- line approach, the modules are mechanically
linked with wafer transports. Moreover, acentral microprocessor or a hard- wired digital device controls all
process variables. The equipment is more compact than
the separate modular stations. This compactness makes
possible as many as four processing tracks where only
one track of the older equipment fits. The equipment is
designed for 3-, 4-, and even 5- in. wafers.
Now there are only single input and output cassettes
for the worker to handle. The wafer wends its way
through the various connected modules on an air track or
on fully mechanized tracks. The tracks may branch,
switch, and even make acomplete U turn.
Down the tracks
Four California companies are supplying in- line
equipment: the Sunnyvale division of GCA Corp., Kasper
Instruments Inc., and Macronetics, both also in Sunnyvale, and the Cobilt division of Computervision Corp. in
Santa Clara. GCA uses an air transport, which works on
the principle shown in Fig. 2. Macronetics' wafer transport ( Fig. 3) uses pneumatically driven Teflon supports
to gently move the wafers through the modules. The
Kasper and Cobilt systems move the wafers from module
to module on belt drives.
A typical GCA Wafertrack system ( Fig. 4) links spinners, ovens, scrubbers, and developers under micropro-
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IC PROCESSING, STEPS
DESIGN AND ARTWORK
2
DESIGN
CIRCUIT
LOGIC

IDEA

3
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CIRCUIT

DIGITIZE
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CUT
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INSPECT

WAFER PROCESSING
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15
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.
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AND REMOVE
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INSPECT
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ION IMPLANTATION

21
PROBE TESTING

1. Circuits from sand. Fabricating a wafer of ICs involves many techniques: circuit design, photoreduction, photolithography, wet and dry
chemistry, materials handling, metal deposition, and gaseous diffusion. Last steps in the process are inspection and electrical probing.

cessor control. These modules ( which may be used independently) are linked by a standard communications
bus. Modules from other companies, such as semiautomatic or automatic mask aligners or probers, can be
interfaced to this control bus.

the entire system. GCA's Loveless says that systems
incorporating many of the automated steps have already
been ordered by some ic firms.
Even greater automation is found in a Kasper Instruments' double- track system that is available now. This
processing line takes a wafer through a cycle of scrub,
Many tasks
bake, spin, bake, align and print, develop, and bake. It
The processor monitors the status of each module has a fully automatic contact mask aligner, unlike the
more than 10 times a minute. It also monitors and proposed Macronetics and OCA systems, which would
displays process parameters, controls the wafer trans- require operators in place at each semiautomatic projecport, computes batch statistics, and generates alarms. In tion aligner.
addition, it can control peripheral devices and can
Many ic makers are using the components of in- line
communicate with larger management computers, a systems in the stand-alone mode, with each module's
feature that will expedite full-scale computer control of resident memory programmed to set repeatable, consistseveral Wafertrack lines ( Fig. 5).
ent process parameters. Advanced Micro Devices Corp.,
In general, amicroprocessor-controlled in- line system Sunnyvale, Calif., operates a Wafertrack in a cassettehas much finer control of process variables than does the to-cassette mode. However, the modules for spinning and
independent- module setup. There is better application of baking are in- line, and they are controlled by a single
photoresist and better control of baking temperatures, microprocessor.
for example. The tight tolerances maintained on process
While it is possible to move easily from the indepenvariables can raise wafer yield at least 5% over the dent to the in- line mode with the components of these
cassette-to-cassette approach, according to William new systems, ic firms are approaching in-line production
Loveless, vice president of marketing for GCA.
with caution. " I don't believe in a fully automatic
An in- line system can do one batch of wafers to one yellow- room concept," says Robert Fink, director of
microprocessor program and the next batch to another. industrial engineering at General Instrument Corp.,
Use of the modules also has adegree of flexibility. For Hicksville, N. Y. " Iwill automate a coat- bake section,
example, a two- track system can temporarily split into and I like the idea of a scrub- bake controlled by a
three tracks to make use of three ovens. Also, one microprocessor. But Idon't want my automation chain
operator often can run two or three independent lines.
too long, because then I'll run into down- time problems."
Eventually, in- line systems will change the yellow
room to a fully automatic operation. Both Macronetics Different approaches
and OCA have proposed automated photomasking
Different circumstances call for different automation
systems composed of one or two identical three- track approaches, says David Peterman of Texas Instruments
lines. While each track would operate independently, a Inc.'s semiconductor research and development laboratocentral microprocessor or minicomputer would control ries in Dallas. Volume production is suited for a highly
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automated line, he says, while ahigh-technology product
that may require periodic process changes is more suited
to the semiautomated approach.
Peterman sees the in- line approach attaining higher
yields and throughputs, but he agrees with ors Fink that
one breakdown could stop an entire line. He also points
out that the in- line process is relatively inflexible, in that
special new machines cannot be added once the production line has been set up.
With product lines all of complex large-scale-integrated ics, Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., is committed
to the cassette- to-cassette approach. Its production lines
must be capable of quick changes for new products or
modifications of existing parts. " In- line's lack of flexibility has stopped us from full automation," says Willard

2. Jet transport. In GCA's Wafertrac, an air transport system gives
gentle touchless wafer handling. The mechanism provides a rolling
vortex of air that surrounds, moves, and supports the wafer.

Kauffman, director of component production. " Intel
won't go in- line until this type of equipment is fully
proved out and reliable."
Unfamiliarity also slows the move to full automation,
points out David Turcotte, Motorola Semiconductor
Group's manager of n-channel mos wafer fabrication in
Austin, Texas. " We end up going through a 11
/2
to- 2year learning curve on almost any new piece of equipment we buy. There is ageneral reluctance to put new
equipment in a manufacturing area until this learning
process is over." All in all, fully automated yellow rooms
are probably at least two years away.
Projection printing
Perhaps the greatest changes in wafer processing are
taking place in the pattern- printing step. The wellestablished contact printing is being replaced by projection printing, and coming up fast are such new techniques as exposure of the pattern onto the wafer with
electron beams.
In contact printing ( Fig. 6), an emulsion or hardsurfaced pattern mask is aligned with reference points on
a resist-coated wafer, then pressed directly to the wafer
and exposed to uy light. Projection printing uses a
complex refractive or reflective lens system to project the
mask's image onto the wafer. Because mask and wafer
do not touch, it has two obvious advantages over the
contact procedure: extended mask life and elimination of
damage or contamination to the wafer.
Most contact printing uses high-quality emulsion
masks that cost between $ 5and $ 10. These masks must
be discarded after about 15 exposures. A hard-surfaced
(chrome) mask, which costs about $ 25, can last for
perhaps 150 contact printings— but it must be cleaned
and inspected after every 15 exposures, so its actual cost
is almost $ 50. With projection printing, the chrome
masks can be used for at least a year before being
discarded.

3. Untouched by human hands. Pneumatically driven teflon supports transport wafers in Macronetic's in-line wafer- processing equipment.
Wafers move from the left cassette to the transport, through ascrubber, to the right transport, and back to acassette.
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The leading supplier of projection-printing equipment,
Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk, Conn., says that one of its
customers, operating around the clock, reports mask
savings of about $ 200,000 a year for each projection
system. Other suppliers of the projection equipment are
Canon Inc., Tokyo, and Kasper Instruments, with Cobilt
reportedly aiming to make its first gear available by
year's end.
Substantial increases in device yields are an equally
important selling point for projection printing. The
procedure uses chrome master masks ordinarily used to
contact-print production masks. Since these masters are
the nearest thing to a perfect mask, imperfections are
held down. Projection printing also eliminates yield
losses from such factors as stripping of mask emulsion
onto the wafer, sticking of the photoresist to the emulsion, and pressing onto the emulsion of epitaxial spikes,
silicon pieces, and dust particles ( which then print onto
succeeding wafers).

over $ 100,000, compared to $ 17,000 to $ 20,000 for a
good semiautomatic contact printer. Moreover, there are
fully automatic contact printers, but none yet for projection printing.
No commercially available projection printer can
expose the entire surface of a 4-in, wafer— a shortcoming that makes them poor candidates for future
production lines with even bigger wafers. As well as
better coverage, lc houses want simpler maintenance of
the complex optics of the equipment and less sensitivity
to temperature change.
Nevertheless, semiconductor makers are using projection equipment. Jim Day, manager of mask- making
engineering for National Semiconductor Corp., Santa
Clara, Calif., says his company uses projection for very

Raising yield
Typically, projection printing is applied to such Lsi
devices as memories, microprocessors, and calculators.
These chips are large dice with low yields, so even small
yield increases offer big savings. The graph of Fig. 7
shows estimated yield vs die area for a typical contact
procedure and a typical projection procedure. In addition, Perkin-Elmer data indicates that projection equipment can give as much as 50% yield improvement.
The table summarizes the theoretical advantages of
replacing contact printing with printing for an n-channel
metal- oxide- semiconductor 4,096- bit random-access
memory. Taken from a report by Perkin-Elmer and
consultants Ruddel Associates of Sunnyvale, Calif., it
shows that for this complex lc, projection printing results
in ahigher wafer yield along with lower mask expenses.
The projection procedure does, of course, have some
disadvantages. For one thing, current printers cost well
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5. Dial-a-wafer. The Wafertrac system can be linked over a standard communication bus to other process modules and peripherals. With a
modem, the system's microprocessor can communicate over phone lines with a master computer, other Wafertracs, or a remote test station.
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6. In contact. Contact printing of IC patterns consists of shining
UV light through a chrome or film-emulsion mask that is pressed
directly against a resist-coated wafer. Despite the method's deficiencies, it is still the dominant method of IC lithography.

complex large-area devices, especially those sensitive to
surface damage. National uses semiautomatic equipment to expose 5- micrometer geometries. " With projection, we are getting between one and two years' mask
life, and wafer yields are substantially higher," he says.
Day sees two reasons for the increased yield. Alignment registration from layer to layer is tighter— in a
contact printer, alignment has agap that causes ashift
when the wafer and mask actually touch. Mask stability
is assured, simplifying the finding of process problems.
The widely used Perkin-Elmer machines are 1:1
projection systems built around a reflecting optic
.
system. The latest version, the model 140 ( Fig. 8), has a
high-performance condenser for shorter exposure times.
tcan expose 90% of a 4- in, wafer and can be loaded
with acassette of wafers. Earlier models must be handloaded. All the Perkin-Elmer machines can expose lines
and spaces 2gm wide with an alignment to 1gm.
Industry sources report that Cobilt is developing a 1:1
machine that will automatically align wafers as large as
5 in. The machine reportedly will be interfaceable with
either cassette-to-cassette or in- line equipment.
Stepping down
Besides the 1:1 equipment, there are systems available
that project areticle on to awafer with a4:1 to 5:1 ratio.
Moving the reticle with a step-and- repeat mechanism
exposes the entire wafer surface and gives significantly
finer resolutions. Such amachine is the Canon 4:1 FPA141 ( Fig. 9) that costs $ 150,000 and can print 0.89-gm
lines in a positive resist and 1-gm lines in a negative
resist. Alignment accuracy is ± 0.125 gm, and throughput is 30 wafers an hour. Maximum wafer size is 3in.
The Dutch firm, Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken, has
TABLE

THEORETICAL ADVANTAGES OF PROJECTION
LITHOGRAPHY FOR N MOS RAM
Contact

Projection

Difference

Rework rate

12%

6%

6%

Finished wafers/year

81,432

87,672

6,240

Finished dice/year

3,909,000

6,312,000

2,403,000

Annual mask cost

$332,000

'-,-- S15,000

."--, $ 317,000

Product manufacturing cost

S4.17

S3.55

$0.62*

•Wlthout
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adjustment in chreet overhead rate for savIngs In masks.

7. Big chips. As chip area increases, probe yield goes down. For a
usable yield on LSI waters, many IC firms are switching from contact
lithography to projection alignment and printing.

developed a5:1 projection machine with 2-tam line resolution but with automatic alignment accurate to 0.1 gm
[Electronics, May 12, p. 32]. Maximum wafer size is 4in.
In the U. S., GCA'S Burlington, Mass., division and
Ultratech Corp., Santa Clara, Calif. are developing
reduction projection systems. Improved versions of such
systems with 1-gm line resolution, automatic alignment,
and 4-to- 5- in, wafer capability could rival the existing
examples of the electron- beam pattern- exposure
systems— while doing the job at less cost and with higher
throughputs, says Warren Moore, project marketing
manager of Kasper Instruments. He predicts such
machines before the end of 1977.
Electron- beam lithography
Optical projection methods just about reach their
resolution limit around 1 gm. For geometries smaller
than this, ic makers must look to either direct electronbeam exposure or X-ray exposure through a contact
mask manufactured with an electron beam.
In the direct-exposure method, an electron beam
under computer control exposes patterns onto awafer or
mask coated with an electron-sensitive resist. The
computer determines the pattern [
Electronics, May 12,
p. 89]. The technology can hardly be said to have
emerged from the laboratory. IBM's East Fishkill, N. Y.,
laboratory has produced wafers at the rate of 22 21
/4
in.
units an hour, and Japan's Cooperative Laboratory has a
system [
Electronics, June 9, p. 33] with about the same
throughput for 3- in. wafers. Those U. S. semiconductor
firms that have an electron-beam capability are concentrating on making high-resolution, low-defect masks for
use with optical projection systems. In Europe, firms like
France's Sescosem division of Thomson-csF, Germany's
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An integrated-circuit processing glossary
Alignment: a technique in the fabrication process by
which a series of six to eight masks are successively
registered to build up the various layers of a monolithic
device. Each mask pattern must be accurately referenced
to or aligned to all preceding mask patterns.
Boat: awafer holder used in adiffusion furnace.
Cassette: an open metal or plastic carrier used on IC
production lines for moving groups of wafers.
Die: a portion of awafer bearing an individual IC, which is
eventually cut or broken from the wafer.
Diffusion: ahigh-temperature process involving the movement of controlled densities of n-type or p-type impurity
atoms into the solid silicon slice in order to change its
electrical properties.
Emulsion: a suspension of finely divided photosensitive
chemicals in a viscous medium, used in semiconductor
processing for coating glass masks.
Etching: a process using either acids or a gas plasma to
remove unwanted material from the surface of awafer.
Mask: a chrome or glass plate having the transparent
circuit patterns of asingle layer of awafer. Masks are used
in the defining of patterns on the surface of a resistcovered wafer.
Master mask: a chrome mask of a complete wafer's
multiple images. It is used either in projection printing on a
wafer or to contact-print additional masks.

Siemens AG, and Holland's Elcoma division of Philips
have purchased or are building electron- beam equipment
for mask making. Sescosem's equipment was developed
by Masktechnique, also part of Thomson-csF, to make
the 10:1 reticles that are required in the fabrication of
master masks.
The leader
Texas Instruments Inc. most probably leads the other
semi houses in electron-beam technology and application. The Dallas-based firm is using its EBMIls for mask
making, machine development, and experimental direct
wafer exposure. " By 1978, all masks for new designs will
be electron- beam produced," says Turner Hasty,
manager of semiconductor research and engineering
laboratories for the company. " By 1980, sample quantities of la directly exposed by electron beams will be
available."
Most U. S. 1c firms are considering buying the
machines of Etec Corp., Hayward, Calif.; Varian Associates' Extrion division, Gloucester, Mass., and Cambridge Instruments Ltd., Melbourne, Royston, North
Hertford, Great Britain. Also, GCA Burlington has
started development of an electron- beam system.
The machines available all can expose patterns on
either masks or wafers, but their limited throughput
makes them cost-effective only for mask making. Etec's
$1,600,000 MEBES and Extrion's $ 1,000,000 EBMG20, both improved versions of Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc.'s EBES, are intended for mask making. They
can expose patterns on masks for 5- in, wafers in about
an hour.
Extrion recently sold its first system to mask maker
Ultratech, while Etec has already delivered MEBES
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Photoresist: amaterial that selectively allows etching of a
wafer when photographically exposed. With a negative
resist, the resist film beneath the clear area of a photomask undergoes physical and chemical changes that
render it insoluble in a developing solution. In a positive
resist, the same areas after exposure are soluble in the
developing solution, so they disappear, permitting development of the exposed pattern underneath.
Plasma etching: an etching process using a cloud of
ionized gas as the etchant.
Probing: a testing technique that uses finely tipped
probes to make electrical connections to asample chip.
Reticle: a glass-emulsion or chrome plate having an
enlarged image of asingle IC pattern. The reticle is usually
stepped and repeated across a chrome plate to form the
master mask.
Step and repeat: amethod of positioning multiples of the
same pattern on amask or wafer.
Stripping: a process using either acids or plasma to
remove the resist coating of a wafer after the exposure,
development, and etching steps.
Yield: the number of usable IC dice coming off a production line divided by the total number of dice going in. Yield
tends to be reduced at every step in the manufacturing
process by wafer breakage, contamination, mask defects,
and processing variations.

units to Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp. and two
other lc makers. In about a year or so, about a dozer
MEBES will be in the field, predicts Nelson Yew, tech
nical director of Etec.
Fairchild has already used its machine to make a
master mask for a 65,536-bit charge-coupled-device
memory. The Mountain View, Calif., firm bought the
expensive system because of "the low mask-defect rate
and quick turnaround time," says Donald Brettner, vice
president of manufacturing. "Also, it can be used for
larger chip sizes than can optical pattern generators,
which are limited to achip size of 400 square mils."
A major impetus for development of electron- beam
machines is their effortless handling of a big problem
with bigger wafers. All lithographic systems require an
optically flat wafer; yet the larger the wafer, the more
vulnerable to distortion it is. For instance, the hightemperature processing steps can distort a3- in, wafer to
the extent of several micrometers by growth or shrinkage
along its planar surface or by bowing. For tsi devices
with 1- to- 2-µm geometry, any one-step masking process
will register properly over only asmall percentage of the
total wafer area.
Since the beam of electrons is infinitely and minutely
adjustable, exposure can be tailored to the shape of the
wafer. No rival production technology can do this.
However, wide-scale use of electron beams awaits the
development of machines with throughputs of at least 30
wafers an hour.
X-ray lithography
Another lithography possibility is X-ray exposure of a
wafer in contact with a mask produced by electron
beams. It is asimple and inexpensive approach, although
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8. Projection alicaer. Perkin-Elmer's Micralign model 140 directprojection ma3k , ligner can expose 9C% of a 4-inch wafer and is

p

9. Reduction projection. Canon's FPA-141 step and repeats a 4:1

equipped with automatic wafer loading. Older versions of this unit are

mask image onto a resist-covered silicon wafer. The unit can print

used for much of the current projection lithography.

0.89-pm lines in positive resists and 1-pm lines in negative resists.

the masks are costly and alignment is difficult with a
3-gm- thick mask which no commercial mask aligner is
equipped to handle. Also early systems had excessively
il long exposure times- 20 wafers aday.
General Instrument Corp. is working with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to develop a system of
-ray lithography. Submicrometer lines have routinely
een exposed on prototype la, the firm says.
An early example of a GI system uses gold-on-Mylar
pnotomasks in contact with wafers coated with aspecial
positive photoresist. X-ray exposure is from a source
generated by a 20-kiloelectronvolt electron beam of 1.5
kilowatts. A modified Cobilt contact aligner is used to
align successive mask levels. Exposure times are less
than an hour, comparable to those of commercial electron- beam machines.
Plasma processing
After lithography comes a step equally critical for
yield: removing the photoresist and etching off the
protective layers of silicon dioxide or silicon nitride
(which prevents unwanted passivation). Almost from the
beginning of the lc industry, the standard method of
stripping and etching has been with sulphuric, hydrochloric, or phosphoric acids, which have given the procedure its name of wet etching. Now lc firms are switching
almost completely to a dry procedure that is called
plasma etching.
A plasma essentially is avolume of ionized gas atoms
capable of supporting a current. Some fraction of the
atoms are ionized; positive and negative ions are present
in roughly equal numbers. The plasma contains a
substantial group of free radicals— electrically neutral
atoms that can form chemical bonds. The free radicals
react with the photoresists and the protective layers for
an etching effect.
Figure 10 is a simplified representation of a plasma
etching system. The plasma is generated in a gas
contained in acylindrical reactor by energy supplied by
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a radio- frequency generator. Free radicals ( CF 3 and F)
reach awafer also in the reactor. The radicals react with
the wafer's surface layer of SiO 2 to produce Si F4 and
oxygen.
There are anumber of reasons for the turn to plasma
etching. Its reagent gases, such as freon, oxygen, and
argon, are safer to handle and are less expensive than
wet etching's corrosive chemicals, which also produce
dangerous fumes and wastes. It provides finer resolution,
sharper etching, and less undercutting of that part of the
protective layers that is to remain.
Plasma etching makes possible secpential etching and
stripping operations on the same machine. Most important, it raises yields because of its inherent cleanliness,
few process steps, and elimination of wafer handling.
The flow chart of Fig. 11 illustrates the steps in
etching asilicon- nitride layer on awafer with the plasma
process. Wet processes require an added layer of silicon
dioxide on top of the nitride layer to make the resist
adhere, and they need six or seven rinse and dry steps.
Plasma throughput
One serious drawback that must be solved before the
plasma procedure takes over completely from the wet
process is the relatively slow throughput of 40 to 50
wafers an hour. The semiconducter makers want a rate
of 150 wafers an hour.
Another problem is unwanted etching of the underlying silicon substrate when the protective layers are
etched. Varying gas pressure and rf power makes it
possible to create free radicals that will favor the silicondioxide/- nitride layers. The principle is found in plasma
etchers from LFE Corp., Waltham, Mass., and DW Industries, Sunnyvale, Calif.
The cylindrical reactors that have been used present
problems also. The plasmas they produce cannot etch
aluminum, which is the interconnection material evaporated onto the wafer in one of the final processing steps.
Thus this layer has had to be chemically etched. The
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10. Plasma. In a plasma reactor during an etching process, plasma is generated in the space between two electrodes. The wafer to be
processed lies outside the plasma region, but free radicals survive to reach the wafer and react chemically with the silicon dioxide.

nonuniform nature of these plasma fields leads to uneven
etching, which can cause across-wafer variations and
wafer- to- wafer variations in the same run. Differences in
temperature between runs can cause run-to- run variations. These three etching variations can cumulatively
make a difference of 10% to 20% in the depth of the
material etched.
The solution to these etching problems appears to lie
with a new type of reactor, the parallel- plate machine.
The cylindrical reactor generates plasma remote from
the wafer to be etched, while the parallel- plate models
generate it directly over the wafer. This location permits
the relatively%unstable free radicals to spend more of
their lifetime on the wafer. Among other benefits, this
permits the etching of aluminum.
Minimizing plasma variations
The uniform plasma field produced by these reactors
minimizes most of the across-wafer and wafer- to-wafer
variations. The parallel plates can be water-cooled to
keep wafer temperatures constant, thus minimizing
many run- to- run variations and eliminating a preheat
operation necessary in the cylindrical reactor.
All the major U. S. makers of plasma-etch machines
are working on parallel- plate models. Two such
machines [
Electronics, June 9, p. 42], from DW Industries
and International Plasma Corp. Hayward Calif., can
etch into aluminum at the rate of 2,000 angstroms a
minute. The DW machine can process 35 3in, wafers et a
time, while the International Plasma machine can do 10
3in, wafers at atime.
A third new machine from Applied Materials Inc.,
Santa Clara, Calif. is used for low-temperature plasma
deposition of siliconnitride films for device passivation
(Fig. 12). Tegal Corp., Richmond, Calif., also has anew
parallel- plate reactor for depositing silicon nitride on a
processed wafer to act as a moisture- inhibiting passivation layer.
Parallel- plate reactors still are relatively small
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machines, but much larger models are on the way. They
will be able to handle bigger wafers and to interface with
cassettes or with in- line production systems.
Ion- beam milling
Another dry-etch method to which lc manufacturers
may turn is ion- beam milling. In this technique, acollimated beam of ions is focused onto a resistcovered
wafer in avacuum chamber. The beam selectively mills
out unmasked material by displacing ions of the wafer.
Unlike plasma etching, milling will etch any material.
including garnet and nickel iron. Therefore it has been
extensively used with magnetic- bubble memories, which
are built on substrates of these materials.
Right now, ion milling machines from Veeco Instruments Inc., Plainview, N. Y., and Technics, Alexandria.
Va., are mostly confined to laboratory use, since their
wafer holder is a plate only 3 to 5 in. in diameter.
However, anew Veeco system has awafer holder 10 in.
in diameter that can hold 38 2-in. or 14 3in. wafers.
This unit could move ion- beam milling out of the lab,
especially if bubble memories take off.
Automated diffusion
Among the various procedures wafers undergo after
the yellow room, the most common and most important
is diffusion of impurities onto the wafer to provide the
semiconductor properties. To raise product yields and
cut operation costs, considerable automation of this
procedure is taking place.
In the diffusion process, abatch of wafers is placed in
a furnace and subjected to specified conditions of
temperature and gas flow for a set period of time. A
typical cycle is plotted in Fig. 13. To get uniform results,
each load of wafers must experience the same environmental conditions for the same length of time. The
critical process parameters are time, temperature, and
gas composition.
The original control approach was simple analog elec-
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11. Plasma processes. A typical process for a silicon wafer shows
that plasma processes may be applied for wafer cleaning, oxide

etching, resist stripping, and silicon-nitride deposition ( passivation).

tromechanical systems, many of which are still in place.
However, this semiautomatic instrumentation does not
give the required uniformity, so the minicomputer
approach in Fig. 14 has been tried successfully.
One minicomputer can control as many as 64 of the
tubes in which diffusion takes place. As well as accurately monitoring and controlling time, temperature, and
gas flow, the computer can control insertion into the
furnace of the boat ( the fixture holding the wafer), can
provide more than one mix of parameters, and can
record data for easier alarm monitoring and compilation
of product history.
The advent of the microprocessor made it possible to
have the equivalent of minicomputer control at less than
the price of some of the older semiautomatic electromechanical units. It also is leading to a solution for
excessive down time when the minicomputer or multiplexer fails, putting all the tubes out of business.
Using the microprocessor
Single microprocessors control eight- tube diffusion
furnaces built by Thermco Products Corp., Orange,
Calif., and Sola Basic Industries Inc.'s Tempress Microelectronics division, Los Gatos, Calif. Thermco's furnace
control is built around National Semiconductor's
1MP-16C/400, while Tempress uses an Intel 8080.
Both furnaces are hybrid systems. The microprocessor
controls the time sequences, but the temperature and
gas- flow controllers are analog. However, the microprocessor does control the set points (desired temperature
and gas flow) through digital- to-analog converters. If the
microprocessor fails, either of these furnaces may be run
manually with each tube's analog controller.
To overcome the down- time problem, Bruce Industrial
Controls Inc., North Billerica, Mass., has developed a

12. Parallel plate. A new type of reactor using parallel-plate construction, rather than the older barrel method, is appearing for both etching
and deposition. Applied Materials uses the parallel-plate reactor, shown in cross section, in its Plasma 1Silicon- nitride deposition unit.
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furnace with a microprocessor assigned to each tube.
Again, the tubes have analog controllers for temperature
and gas flow.
Since each mos Technology Inc. 6502 is dedicated to
only one tube, its failure affects only that tube, which
can be operated in a manual backup mode. As well as
performing the functions performed by the Thermco and
Tempress furnace controls, the Bruce unit scans analog
outputs, comparing them against values in memory and
identifying discrepancies. It also can link with digital
peripherals and has provision for expansion to direct
digital control of gas flow and temperature.
This versatility does have an obvious drawback. At
least for the time being, the processor- per- tube approach
is more expensive than the time-shared processor
method.

Thermco's system ( Fig. 15) uses three Computer
Automation Inc. LSI 2/20 minicomputers: two to maintain direct digital control over two modules of four tubes
each, and one to interface with the user and to serve a
supervisory role over the two tube computers.
The Thermco . setup does have one disadvantage.
Failure of a tube computer disables the four tubes it
controls, and there is no analog backup. However, the
DIFFUSION FU RNACE
TUBE 1

MINICOMPUTER

TUBE 2

Direct digital control

STANDBY

RAMP UP

SOAK

SLOW COOL

Even more precise than the hybrid fully automatic
approach is direct digital control of all three critical
parameters. It gives freedom from the long-term drift,
overshooting, and low resolution of analog controllers
and has the computing capacity to provide more control
functions at asubstantial reduction in initial cost. Such
an eight- tube diffusion furnace has been available for
the past 31
/ years from Thermco.
2
"We went to DDC primarily for very tight control of
temperature gas flow and boat speed," says Dick Dunn,
marketing manager of Thermco. "In this type of system,
we are not limited byb the performance of analog
controllers. Now we can calibrate an entire system —
every one of the eight tubes is exactly alike. With analog
controllers, recovery rates from tube to tube aren't
necessarily identical. With DDC, all tubes have identical
recovery rates and identical reactions."
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15

MULTIPLEXER
TUBE 64

14. Minicomputer control. One of the first approaches to automating multiple diffusion tubes was to let a minicomputer with a
multiplexer act as the master controller. However, failure of either of
these components disables all the diffusion tubes.
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15. Direct control. Thermco's direct digital control system for an
8-tube diffusion furnace uses three LSI 2/20 minicomputers — one

13. Diffusion. Time, temperature, and gas flow are controlled in the

bank computer and two tube computers.

diffusion process. Note that temperature vs time functions use ramps

controls four diffusion tubes and eliminates all analog controllers. The

rather than step functions to maintain process control.

bank computer supervises the other two computers.
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Each tube computer
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17. Microprocessor control. The Electroglas Model 1038 reflects the improvements
that IC firms wanted in probers. It is microprocessor-controlled and has a cassette-tocassette mechanical

interface and Z-axis

compensation for wafer warpage.

of the wafer at each die and compensating by moving the
wafer platform up or down. This feature is available on
probers that are being field-tested: the Cobilt CP-4400,
the Tac PR- 100 from Teledyne Inc.'s Teledyne TAC
division, Woburn, Mass., and the model 1038 from Electroglas Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.
In the Teledyne and Electroglas units, Z-axis sensing
and compensation takes place with each die. The Cobilt
prober maps wafer topography with capacitive sensors
and then applies to each die aZ correction generated by
an algorithm in an on- board microprocessor.
Only the CP-4400 has fully automatic wafer alignment, but Electroglas expects to have this important
feature fairly soon. All three machines have cassette-tocassette interfaces for wafer handling, and the ElectroProbing the future
glas machine can be interfaced with GCA'S in- line
Most ic producers are committed to probers that are Wafertrac.
The 1038 ( Fig. 16) uses a Motorola 6800 to store 10
manually loaded and semiautomatically aligned. An
operator makes an initial alignment, and then the separate test programs that can be loaded by ateletypewriter or an RS- 232 communications interface. Coordimachine probes rows of dice sequentially.
This semiautomatic probing does increase yield by nates of bad chips can be stored in the 6800's memory to
reducing operator error, but lc makers would prefer a help in discarding unusable dice. Cobilt also uses a
cassette- to-cassette or in- line feed to the prober to microprocessor, but the Teledyne unit has hardwired
further reduce damage. In fact, they would prefer to logic for its programming. All three units can be
eliminate the operator, or at least to to reduce staffing to controlled by an external computer.
Automation may eventually bring about a complete
one person supervising as many as five machines. Such
automation calls for microprocessor control of the hands-off operation, all the way from sand to packaged
chip. The manufacturers of the production equipment
aligning and probing steps.
Above all, prober users want Z-axis control. This feel that advance will come soon, but lc firms are more
feature is needed to compensate for the surface warpage conservative.
Certainly the yellow room's steps and the probing
of large processed wafers— which can be as much as 5
mils. With warped wafers, the prober can either damage stations are approaching full conveyor- belt automation.
dice or fail to contact them. Some semiconductor houses But it is a fairly safe guess that it will take some years
find that dice at the edge of wafers are rejected need- before the etching diffusion, ion implantation, and
metalization procedures catch up, which leaves many
lessly because of this effect.
D
The solution is Z-axis control, which senses the height steps still to be automated.

minicomputers have proved extremely reliable in use,
Dunn maintains.
The next step is to introduce microprocessors. Bruce
Industrial Controls has already demonstrated in adevelopmental model that it can adapt its processor- per- tube
approach to direct digital control, and Thermco says that
its next generation will use microprocessors.
After a wafer takes five to eight trips through the
wafer- processing steps, it emerges for its first electrical
tests at aprobe station interfaced with alarge automatic
device tester. It is placed on aspecial staging plate and
aligned with the tester. Then tungsten-tipped probes on a
card fixed to aring are placed in contact with each die's
input/output pads.
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MIL/NASA
QUALIFIED
RECTIFIERS

WE HELPED WRITE THE " BOOK"!

What's in aNumber ?
For over adecade Military Specifications
have been written around Semtech E.I.A.
registered medium power rectifiers.
Many suppliers can provide parts with the
same JAN, JANTX or JANTXV label. Although
these devices may comply with the
appropriate military specification, there can be
significant differences in the design and
manufacture that may affect the reliability;
such as, different lead materials, pin materials,
body materials, junction types and junction
areas. Devices of one manufacturer are not
necessarily the same as those of another,
even though they are labeled with the
same part number.
Semtech Corporation is one of the few
manufacturers in the industry that has its own
government approved Qualification Test
Facilities equipped to perform tests that meet
the requirements of Military and Space
programs. ANASA approved Radiographic
Inspection (X-Ray) facility rounds out the total
capability of Semtech's environmental and
test facilities.
We have earned the confidence
of the Military establishment by
supplying reliable devices to
government specifications
throughout our history.

Military Specifications
MIL-S-19500/2400
JAN, JANTX. JANTXV 1N645-1
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6-47'-1
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6-49•-1

MIL-S-19500/494(EL)
JAN. JANTX
1N5835
JAN. JANTX
1N5836
MIL-S-19500/503(EL)
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6073
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6074
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6075
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6076
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6077
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6078
JAN. JANTX, JANTXV 1N6079
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6080
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6081

MIL-S-19500/279C ( NAVY)
JAN. JANTX
1N3644*
JAN, JANTX
1N3645.•
JAN, JANTX
1N3646*
JAN, JANTX
1N364?*
MIL-S-19500/2186C
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JAN1XV
MIL-S-19500/359B
JAN, JANTX, JAN1XV
JAN, JANTX, JAN1XV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
MIL-S-19500/411C
JAN. JANTX, JANTXV
JAN. JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX. JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
MIL-S-19500/120A
JAN. JANTX, JANTXV
JAN. JANTX. JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX. JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
MIL-S-19500/427B
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN, JANTX. JANTXV
JAN, JANTX. JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
MIL-S-19500/429B
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN. JANTX, JANTXV
JAN. JANTX. JANTXV
JAN, JANTX. JANTXV
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV

1N4245
1N4246
1N4247
1N4248
1N4249
1N4942
1N4944
1N4946
1N4947
1N4948

NEW!

Transient Voltage Suppressors
MIL-S-19500/516(EL)
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6102 thru 1N6137
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6102A thru 1N6137A
JAN, JANTX, JANTXV 1N6138 thru 1N6173
JAN. JANTX JANTXV 1N6138A thru 1N6173A

NASA (IPASFC) Approvals

1N5415
1N5416
1N5417
1N5418.
1N5419'

85M01645 ( NASA) S1N645S & S1N649S

1N5550
1N5551
1N5552'
1N5553
1N5554

RELIABILITY COSTS LESS!

1N5614
1N5616
1N5618
1N5620
1N5622
1N5615
1N5617
1N5ii19
1N5621
1N5623

Not El A. registered e'Semtecti Corporation.

85M03895 ( NASA) S1N4245.1. S1N4247 1, S1N4249 1,
S1N4942 1. S1N4946.1 & S1N4948 1
35M03896 ( NASA) S1N5199. S1N5201, S1N5417.1 &
S1N5419 1
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CORPORATION

652 Mitchell Road, Newbury Park, California 91320
(805) 498-2111 e (213) 628-5392 • TWX: 910-336-1264
CHICAGO: ( 312)352-3227e DALLAS: ( 214)234.6523
FLORIDA: ( 305)644-5404 eMARYLAND: ( 301)937-0070
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Meet the first Serial Data
Generator with 2048-bit memory
and broad pattern
generation flexibility
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In MIXED MODE, HP's 8018A
alternately generates PRBS and word
information, simulating preamble-data
message-postamble patterns.

HP's new 8018A,
for faster, easier serial
system testing.
This new 50 Hz to 50 MHz Serial Data Generator greatly
simplifies simulation of complex serial data such as disc
and telecommunications patterns. You can easily program
the 8018A with up to 2048 bits to design and troubleshoot serial interfaces and bus systems. The number of
words, word length and PRBS length are conveniently set
with thumbwheel switches letting you program the 8018A
to generate aframe of words with selectable word length;
a data stream with bit-by-bit variable length; a WORDPRBS-WORD sequence; or aPRBS only. And you can
select from AUTO, BIT, WORD and FRAME cycle modes.
Pushbutton selection of amplitude up to 15V (including
fixed ECL) and bit rate also speeds setups. And data can
either be programmed manually, or, with the HP-IB**
option ($425*), under calculator or computer control or
with HP's 15263 Card Reader ($600*).
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Instrument is shown with optional handles.

A look at the front panel shows that you can choose
between asingle 2048-bit channel or dual 1024-bit channels that are clocked simultaneously. You can also select
either NRZ or RZ formats; internal or external clocking.
You have outputs for word trigger, first and last bit,
and clock.
Priced at $3475*, the 8018A gives you simulated serial
data that used to require acomputer. But it has the flexibility and high quality output needed for avariety of lab
or production serial data-testing needs. Ask your local HP
field engineer for all the details.
'Domestic US A price only
"HP's implernvnton, )nof IF F
.
F titandard 488-1975.

HEWLETT hPACKARD
1507 Page MA Road

Pal()

Alto Calltornla 94304

For assistance caM Washington ( 301) 948-6370. Chicago ( 312)
255-9800. Atlanta ( 404) 955-1500, Los Angeles ( 213) 877-1282

Part 2: EEs feel
impact of
microprocessors
Poll, interviews say engineering
education often lacks relevance
by Gerald M. Walker,

Senior Editor

D What gives electronics engineers the greatest satisfaction
on the job? Apparently, it's being creative— solving aproblem, coming up with a successful design that is put into
production and on the market. But the means available for
solving design problems and the nature of the problems
themselves change with each major advance in technology.
Today, it is the understanding and use of the microprocessor that is occupying a growing number of EES in just
about every sector of the electronics industries, as well as in
enterprises previously untouched by electronics technology.
Like the transistor and the integrated circuit before it, the
microprocessor has forced engineers to seek additional
education. In this case, however, many have had to learn
about software to fully appreciate the microprocessor's
capabilities. The expansion of their knowledge has in turn
caused most EEs to think in terms of systems, to use
functional modules rather than individual components, and
to exercise their imaginations far more than was required a
decade ago.
To find out how pervasive the effect of the microprocessor has been on EES, Electronics included questions about
its impact in asurvey of readers conducted by the McGrawHill Research department. To augment the survey, Electronics also conducted interviews with EES across the country
for their views on the topics covered in the questionnaire.
Their comments follow the survey results closely.
Microprocessors change the game
Not surprisingly, almost three quarters of the respondents, 72.9%, said that the introduction of advanced semiconductor technology has directly affected the way they do
their job or the way their company's products are designed
(Table 1). Almost the same percentage of respondents also
believes that the application of large-scale integration and
microprocessors will significantly alter their engineering
Career series: With this issue, Electronics continues athreepart series of articles about electronics engineering as acareer.
Part I [July 7, p. 87] reviewed results of asurvey of readers
concerning attitudes toward their career, its satisfactions and
frustrations. Part 2, in this issue, covers another vital section of
the survey: the impact of microprocessors on the way EES do
their job. It includes comments culled from interviews with
engineers around the country. Part 3, in the next issue, will
conclude the series with personal statements by EES on future
career trends, both professional and technical.
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"

ma big change with microprocessors Is in the hardware-software interaction. Firmware

Is becoming more and more Important. What used to be done strictly with hardware now
uses a microprocessor. To do the Job, people are going to get involved in software."
Paul Severino,

Data Translation

always alter our lives" were common. A typical comment
by those unaffected was "just another new component."
Although some older EES complain that they are left out
of assignments involving the application of new technologies
in favor of younger engineers and therefore find it all the
more difficult to keep up, results of the survey do not
support that contention. The percentage of middle-aged EES
who reported that microprocessors have directly affected
their job or their company's products is almost the same as
the percentages of those in all the other age groups. But on
the question of altering the course of their careers only the
50-and-over EES show an appreciable difference- a lower
percentage- from the under- 30 group (Table 2).
Also, there is no major difference between engineers with
advanced degrees and those with only aBS in the impact of
semiconductor technology on their jobs. Of the former,
77.6% said microprocessors have directly affected their job,
whereas 70.5% of the latter said their jobs were affected.
Continuing education- is it?

career. Within the electronic-systems and -equipment
group, the highest percentage, 78.5%, was from electronics
engineers for computer companies, as might be expected.
But even 60.6% of those from consumer products manufacturers have felt the impact of large-scale integration and
microprocessors.
Those who consider that the microprocessor has altered
their job were impressed by the magnitude of the change,
while those who have had little to do with the microprocessor tended to downgrade its significance. Thus comments
such as " unlimited potential," " impact will be large," "will
have to specialize to learn programming," and "advances

Some 58% of the respondents said they have had to learn
about microprocessor applications and software for their
job assignments (Table 3). Once again, there was no major
variation by age or degree. There was, however, a fairly
wide variation in the breakdown by company products. For
example, 70.9% of EES for computer and data-processing
firms have had to learn about microprocessor applications,
while less than half of the consumer products engineers
have had to do so. In the subassemblies and components
group, 74.1% of respondents from hardware and materials
companies have had to learn microprocessor applications,
compared with 50% from components producers. Among
engineers for industrial and other users of electronics,
55.2% stated that they have had to learn microprocessor
applications for their job assignments.
As for how they do it, a whopping majority - 97.9% -

TABLE 1 HAS INTRODUCTION OF MICROPROCESSORS DIRECTLY AFFECTED THE WAY YOU DO YOUR JOB
OR THE WAY YOUR COMPANY'S PRODUCTS ARE DESIGNED ? ( PERCENTAGES)
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Yes

72.9

75.3

86.2

74.7

77.1

68.7

84.3

66.0

75.5

73.0

73.9

69.7

76.8

66.7

61.0

65.3

58.0

No

24.2

21.7

11.5

21.4

18.6

26.2

13.6

29.8

21.9

23.8

22.7

28.8

20.5

18.5

34.4

29.2

38.6

Don't know

1.8

1.9

2.3

2.6

1.7

3.0

2.1

3.2

2.0

1.6

1.7

1.8

11.1

3.2

2.8

3.4

No response

1.2

1.0

1.3

2.5

2.1

1.1

0.7

1.6

1.7

0.9

3.7

1.3

2.8

1.5
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The Industry will grow faster and the engineer will be even more vulnerable to being
cast aside. There will be pressure on the designer to keep his company in the forefront,
because it the company cannot keep up with changing technology, it will cost the EE his job."
Edward Rodriguez,
said that they use technical magazines and journals to keep
up with the introduction of new technology (Table 4).
College and company training courses were also mentioned
by 61.9% of the respondents.
Although semiconductor technology has forced many EES
to keep up to date, some respondents doubt that engineering
schools can keep up. Just under half, 49.7%, think that
schools are capable of staying abreast of the latest technologies, 27.4% think not, and most of the remainder do not
know. Among the comments concerning engineering schools
were " hard to get qualified teachers for new material,"
"schools have time for basic theory only," "the field is
moving too fast," and "textbooks are not coming out as fast
as new design developments."
One of the most revealing results regarding an engineering education is that, asked whether they find their
schoolwork relevant to the work they are now doing, only
44% of the respondents said yes. Almost 7% gave adefinite
no, and less than half, 47.7%, find their school studies
partly relevant.
The responses to this question were broken down by
career satisfaction, highest degree obtained, and age, with
interesting results ( Table 5). For instance, over half of the
very satisfied, 54.4%, said their schooling is relevant to their
job assignment. By contrast, two thirds of those dissatisfied
with their careers are in jobs either not relevant or only
partly relevant to their engineering schoolwork. EES with
advanced degrees are benefitting somewhat more from their
school courses than are holders of bachelor degrees- 49.4%
to 41.3%, respectively- in terms of relevance.
The breakdown by age groups produced an unexpected
finding. More than half of the ees 50 years old and over
said their schooling is relevant to their present work, but
only 44.2% of the most recent graduates ( those under 30)
and even fewer of those in their thirties, just 38.3%, feel
that way.
The breakdown by company products also turned up
interesting differences (Table 6). Within the firms that
make up the electronic-systems and -equipment group, over
half the engineers for navigation and guidance systems
makers find their education relevant to their work,
compared with only 39.5% of those involved in computers.
TABLE 2 DO YOU BELIEVE THAT APPLICATION OF LARGESCALE INTEGRATION AND MICROPROCESSORS WILL ALTER
YOUR ENGINEERING CAREER SIGNIFICANTLY ? ( PERCENTAGESI
Highest degree
Total

El

Age

Advanced
degree

Under
30

30-39 40-49

50 and
over

Yes

71.7

72.8

71.4

74.4

74.7

70.4

61.5

No

21.0

20.6

21.4

17.6

17.9

23.1

32.4

Don't know

5.9

5.7

5.6

7.1

6.2

5.4

3.9

No response

1.4

0.9

1.7

1.0

1.1

1.1

2.2
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Theia-J Relays

A relatively new discipline, medical electronics, had 49.2%
in assignments relevant to their school studies. Yet for the
well-established test and measurement equipment group,
fewer, 44.3%, said their school courses were relevant to
their present work. Within the subassemblies and components group, the figures are 50.9% and 40.7%, respectively,
for EES in components and those in hardware and materials.
(The latter had the highest percentage of " not- relevant"
responses, as well.)
EEs comment on the career
The Electronics survey provides afresh look at electronics
engineering as a career and the views of EES as they
approach the 1980s. To flesh out the statistics of the
Electronics survey, engineers across the country were interviewed at length. Their comments add avaluable perspective, bringing to life some of the results of the poll. The
interviews emphasize the impact of the microprocessor,
although not everyone agrees on how electronics engineers
should handle the changes.
For instance, from a major supplier of microprocessors,
Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., executive vice president
Andrew S. Grove states, "The spectrum of jobs is shifting.
Sophisticated logic and computer functions will be available
in the same package, and the engineer will need to know
what to do with those blocks." Grove believes that by 1980
four fifths of the EES will be working with design blocks and
the other fifth will be building those blocks. There will be a
strong interdisciplinary bent. In other words, Grove
predicts, " the EE of the 1980s has to be adigital Renais-
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44

Engineering schools are out of touch with the real world. Icame out with no gut feeling for

a device, what characteristics to expect and how to analyze it in nonideal performance
situations. My most valuable experience was apart-time job unrelated to my studies."
Mark Halverson,

Ltton Industries

products and a partner in Data Translation Inc., Natick,
Mass., adds, "The big change with microprocessors is in the
hardware-software interaction. Firmware is becoming more
and more important. What used to be done strictly with
hardware now uses amicroprocessor. To do the whole job,
people are going to get involved in software, and that's
going to require achange in education."
Edward T. Rodriguez, chairman and technical director of
Theta-J Relays Inc., Bedford, Mass., believes that microprocessors will mean professional life or death for EES. He
sees an industry in the next 10 years in which every EE will
have to be computer-oriented and will be under great
pressure to keep up with new trends in technology. "The
industry will grow faster and the engineer will be even more
vulnerable to being cast aside. There will be pressure on a
product designer to keep his company in the forefront of the
art, because if the company cannot keep up with changing
technology, it will cost the EE his job and the company its
market position. If an engineer doesn't come up with new
answers, he may have no place to work."
Reactions to engineering education mixed
While the microprocessor is changing the way EEs view
their jobs, as well as the way they work, unchanged is the
question of whether engineering schools adequately prepare
engineers for today's demands. Questioning of the educational system goes back to the transistor and has continued
through the development of integrated circuits right up to
the era of large-scale integration.
Speaking for many recent graduates, one BSEE of the
1970s, Mark Halverson, judges his training as "in general
not all that great." Now a rising senior systems engineer
with three and ahalf years on the job at the Guidance and
Control Systems division of Litton Industries, Woodland
Hills, Calif., Halverson voices acharge often leveled against
engineering schools: "They're out of touch with the real

sance man" to handle the variety of tasks.
Les Vadasz, Intel's vice president of engineering, agrees
with Grove that engineers in the 1980s will have to have
much broader knowledge than did engineers in the 1950s.
He thinks they will need a good cross section of knowledge- not just of systems but of devices- as the traditional
boundaries disappear. " If the EE of the next generation
understands only devices or only systems, he's at adisadvantage," Vadasz explains, "because with the microprocessor you're essentially relating the total system capability
back to the device."
Paul J. Severino, director of engineering for computer
TABLE 3.

HAVE YOU HAD TO LEARN ABOUT MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS AND MICROPROCESSOR SOFTWARE
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60.8

70.9

55.5

60.2

54.1

67.1

46.8

68.9

60.3

54.0

62.1

50.0

74.1

55.2

58.3

53.4

No

39.6

37.8

26.8

43.2

36.4

43.3

32.1

50.0

29.8

36.5

43.8

37.9

47.3

22.2

42.2

38.9

44.3

1.9

1.4

2.3

1.3

3.4

2.6

0.7

3.2

1.3

3.2

2.3

2.7

3.7

2.6

2.8

2.3

No response
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Schools and industry have to do some soul-searching about how better to prepare
students for a fast-changing industry. But the universities can't keep up with new
technologies. The emphasis should be on how the person uses materials to solve problems."
Andrew Varadi,

National Semiconductor

world." Specifically, he believes, "the curriculum was weak
in the applied aspects of the field," which was reflected in
poor laboratory courses and training in statistical analyses
of devices.
The teaching of theory was fine, in Halverson's view, but
the courses failed to relate it to practical applications. " I
came out with no gut feeling for adevice, what characteristics to expect, and how to analyze its performance in nonideal situations. My most valuable experience in school, in
fact, was a part-time job in the university's radiation lab,
which was unrelated to my studies, but was actual engineering work experience."
His biggest surprise when he went to work for Litton was
the amount of independence permitted on the job. "They
gave you the problem to solve, and it was up to you. The
situation is professional and rewarding."
Because large-scale- integrated devices and microprocessors are absorbing more and more systems functions, significant changes in the education of engineers entering the
semiconductor sector will be necessary, according to
Andrew Varadi, director of memory components operations
at National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif. The
industry needs people with specific abilities, but also with a
broad overview, says Varadi. "The schools are not
preparing people with the background. It takes about two bottom line of acompany." Schools and industry, he continyears before a college graduate is contributing to the ues, have to do some "soul-searching about how better to
prepare students for a fast-changing industry. But the
TABLE 4: HOW DO YOU KEEP UP WITH THE INTRODUCTION
universities
can't keep up with the new technologies."
OF NEW TECHNOLOGY ? (
PERCENTAGES)
Varadi underlines the importance of courses that stress
Highest degree
Age
problem solving. "Some test problems are reduced to yes
Total
Advanced Under
and no answers and regurgitating what was taught in class.
3040- 50 and
BS
degree
30
39
49
over
Instead, the emphasis should be on how the person uses
Technical
materials
to solve problems."
magazines and
97.9
98.6
97.0
98.4
97.5
97.8
98.3
journals
Many academics, however, do not agree with these
Company
complaints. They point out that there is and always has
training
30.5
31.8
29.5
32.7
27.7
35.4
28.5
been afairly wide gap between the good, up-to-date engicourses
College
neering
schools and the mediocre ones, for which the
31.4
30.5
31.4
40.4
32.6
25.3
22.3
courses
complaints may be true. In addition, they argue, the
Home study
3.6
4.1
4.5
3.8
4.7
4.7
1.7
purpose of engineering training is to teach the basic.
Books, library
4.4
3.6
5.1
2.9
5.5
2.9
6.1
unchanging principles of engineering even at the risk of
Experimen
tation, self appearing
to be out of step with current technology.
3.2
2.3
0.9
2.6
2.8
0.7
2.8
assigned
Speaking for one of the prestigous schools, John G.
projects
Vendor
Linvill, chairman of the department of electrical engi3.4
3.6
2.9
3.4
3.5
4.3
3.4
product data
neering at Stanford University, Palo Alto, Calif., says that
Miscellaneous
electronics engineering students at Stanford are getting the
and correspon1.8
1.6
1.7
0.6
1.7
2.9
2.8
dence school
kind of education they need to enter the rapidly changing
courses
electronics industries. However, he admits that Stanford
Seminars
5.0
4.2
7.3
3.2
5.3
7.2
3.9
may be unique in its proximity to the Silicon Valley semiInterchange
with
3'
1
2.3
conductor
complex, as well as to other electronics equip5.1
3.2
2.6
4.3
2.8
knowledgeable
associates
ment firms, including Hewlett-Packard.
Other methods
1.0
0.9
1.1
1.0
0.6
1.8
1.1
Linvill notes that Stanford has a cooperative program
See no need
with
semiconductor companies involving the use of closed0.4
0.3
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.6
to keep up
circuit
television transmitted from the company plants to
No response
0.6
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.4
0.7
1.7
the school's classrooms. "That made the university and
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I'd like to see the IEEE take a more active part in promoting our health and welfare. The

AMA and the ABA do agood job, whereas the IEEE doesn't do anything. Working engineers
might take a bigger hand in the IEEE, but it takes time that they devote to their jobs."
Paul Groner,

Varian Data Machines

In a talk at the recent Electro77 conference, Pleshko
pointed out that although the reasons given by the group for
getting an MBA were both job advancement and job enrichment, the degree seems to provide more enrichment than
advancement. " It is not clear that employee graduate
education in this area brings any direct benefit," he stated.
"Little data exist which describe the benefits of the MBA for
scientific and engineering personnel." Pleshko believes that,
since companies usually foot all or part of the tuition for
advanced degrees, management should take more interest in
advising MBA candidates from engineering departments on
the potential career value, if any, of such studies.
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•

Professionalism: go it alone or unite?

;

Engineering as aprofession has usually been enhanced by
operating individually- as aresult of either atechnical
breakthrough or an important promotion. Only in the last
five to six years has there been thought given to what
engineers can gain for themselves by uniting. During this
period, for example the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers has turned some of its attention and dues
dollars from supplying technical information to advancing
electronics engineering as a profession. How effective the
IEEE has been in this pursuit is still amatter of debate, but
it is symptomatic of a change in engineers' traditional
industry in this area really grow together."
According to Linvill, there will be fewer Ph.D.s as the attitudes of self-reliance.
Indeed, the Electronics survey reviewed in Part 1of this
electronics industries begin to de-emphasize basic research
in favor of product applications. As aresult, he expects that series found that 70.3% of the respondents want their
companies to take a direct part in advancing engineers'
more and more EEs will find amaster's degree adequate.
careers. Moreover, a large majority of those belonging to
How useful is an MBA?
the IEEE, 72.4%, support the institute's efforts to improve
For some time now, anumber of engineers have pursued the professional status of EEs. However, a majority of the
agraduate degree in business administration rather than in respondents are not even members of the IEEE. Less than a
engineering, assuming that such adegree would help them third, 29.4%, think that the Federal Government should
shift to management. However, a recent study of such sponsor training programs to help EEs cope with layoffs.
engineers raises questions about whether the decision to And unchanged is the negative response toward forming an
pursue management studies is well-advised or part of a EEs' union. Thus, although there has been growing concern
well- planned effort for career advancement. Peter Pleshko for aunited effort to achieve certain professional goals, it
of IBM Systems Communications division, Kingston, N. Y., appears that in some ways EEs still prefer to go it alone.
Addressing the conflict between individual versus group
himself an EE with an MBA, queried 45 engineers who were
effort, Paul Groner, manager of circuit design at Varian
MBA candidates. Pleshko found that most had not discussed
their decision with their manager before enrolling in the Data Machines, Irvine, Calif., asubsidiary of Varian Associates, points to alist of needs that only anational organizaMBA program.
EEs

TABLE 5:

DO YOU FIND YOUR ENGINEERING SCHOOLING RELEVANT TO THE WORK YOU ARE NOW DOING ?
(PERCENTAGES. BY CAREER SATISFACTION, HIGHEST DEGREE OBTAINED, AND AGE)
Satisfaction with engineering career

Total

Age

Highest degree

Very
satisfied

Moderately
satisfied

Dissatified

BS

Advanced
degree

Under 30

30 - 39

40 - 49

50 and

over

54.2

Yes

44.0

54.4

41.1

31.3

41.3

49.4

44.2

38.3

48.0

No

6.7

4.2

6.6

11.8

8.0

4.9

7.7

6.0

7.2

6.1

47.7

40.0

50.5

55.9

49.7

44.9

47.4

53.4

43.7

37.4

1.6

1.4

1.8

1.0

1.0

0.9

0.6

2.3

1.1

2.2

Partly
No response
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4 4 The microprocessor is forcing logic designers to become more aware of software,
to become computer designers. Overall, the microprocessor will expand the opportunities
for EEs because electronics engineers will be the prime motivators behind using these things."
Christopher Witt,
tion can tackle. Among the goals, he includes tax benefits
for salaried professionals, sabbatical leaves, and portable
pensions. " I'd like to see the IEEE take amore active part in
promoting our health and welfare," he says.
But Groner would not like the institute to turn into a
union. "A union is a mixed blessing: on the one hand
abhorrent to an engineer, but on the other agood thing. The
American Medical Association and the American Bar
Association do a good job, whereas the IEEE doesn't do
anything. Then again, no engineer wants to get to the point
where ashop steward tells hims not to pick up asoldering
iron. Working engineers might take a bigger hand in the
IEEE, but it takes time that they would rather devote to their
jobs."
Another EE who feels no need for aunion is Christopher
Witt, manager of systems engineering at Grumman Aerospace Corp., Bethpage, N. Y. A member of the IEEE and, as
alicensed professional engineer in the State of New York,
of the National Society of Professional Engineers, Witt
says, " Iconsider these two organizations to be more than
adequate representation." Nonetheless, Witt would like to
see the institute work to advance EES professionally. He
mentions pensions and age discrimination. Equally important, he adds, " Iwould like to see amore powerful lobby,
one that understands the industry and is asource of information to legislators. It's amust."
But if anything is going to be done for engineers, it is
going to have to be done by the engineers themselves, says
Faith Lee, an engineer at RCA Corp.'s Solid State division in
Somerville, N. J. " Because of the tremendous competitive
situation in the Uniteçl States, companies generally can't
afford to do anything about the engineer who does not have
a pension, who doesn't have decent working conditions, or
who is being discriminated against. If an engineer wants to
see something done about these issues, then the engineer
will have to get off his or her duff," she asserts. "The
TABLE 6:

Grumman Aerospace

average employed engineer will have to take over the IEEE.
They'll have to start voting, running for office, and in other
ways make their desires clearly known, or they'll be no
better off."
Coming down on the side of individual effort, Diana
Hendry, section head for memory software at National
Semiconductor, says, " If Ihadn't put forth the extra effort
on my own to gain the extra background, Iwouldn't be
where I am today." However, she adds that, once an
engineer demonstrates eagerness to move up, a company
should help. ( National reimburses employees for job- related
outside education in which they get a B or better). " It's

DO YOU FIND YOUR ENGINEERING SCHOOLING RELEVANT TO THE WORK YOU ARE NOW DOING
(PERCENTAGES, BY TYPE OF COMPANY)
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43.9

39.5

46.7

51.7

47.6

44.3

46.8

41.1

49.2

48.3

47.0

50.9

40.7

47.4

47.2

45.5

No

6.7

6.6

7.7

6.1

5.9

5.2

5.0

9.6

7.3

9.5

6.8

6.1

5.4

18.5

3.9

2.8

5.7

47.7

47.8

52.1

45.4

41.5

46.8

47.9

41.5

49.0

38.1

43.8

47.0

42.0

37.0

48.1

48.6

48.9

1.8

0.8

1.7

0.8

0.4

2.9

2.1

2.6

3.2

1.1

1.8

3.7

0.6

1.4

Partly
No response
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4 If Ihadn't put forth the extra effort on my own to gain the extra background, Iwouldn't
be where lam today. But once an engineer demonstrates eagerness to move up, a
company should help, because it's tough going to school and working at the same time."
Diana Hendry,

National Semiconductor

tough going to school and working," she admits. " You see
people doing homework during their lunch break."
To Paul Severino of Data Translation, because the EE is
tied to demand over which he has no control, he is the one
who gets hurt when demand drops, not the employer. The
solution, he thinks, would be to limit the number of EES,
starting by making it tougher to get into graduate schools.
"If the supply were regulated, then the employer would
have to be concerned more with how he treats his people.
Put the onus on the other side instead of leaving the

engineer open to being chopped down in midcareer."
Severino maintains that "the whole idea of acareer is to be
able to grow. If the profession were controlled, engineers
would have to do that."
He also thinks that corporate salary structures are unfair.
"There's no reason why the top engineering guy shouldn't
make as much money as the top sales guy. The sales
response is that their jobs are riskier, but Idisagree. The
engineer puts his career on the line every time he designs a
product. In atechnical company, products come from the
designers. If I'm going to work, Idon't want someone else
to reap the benefits— and that's what happens to engineers."
"Many people get out of school, see an open road, and
assume they'll arrive at their destination," observes Edward
Rodriguez of Theta-JRelays. "What they don't realize is
that the road changes along the way. Every engineer with
half a brain should look at his first seven years after
graduation as training. He should pick the brains of
everyone he works for so that if anything happens, if he
loses his job, at least he's made good use of his time."
Further, says Rodriguez, "if an engineer wants to make
money, he should know that he's not going to do it in abig
company. Large companies don't train people, they just
keep moving them up and then ask why they're not doing a
good job."
In dealing with changing technology and enhancing the
profession, it is likely that the combination of individual
effort and group activism will continue as EES enter the
1980s. Part 3of this series, which will appear in the next
issue, expands this analysis of electronics engineering as a
career by presenting the views of several engineers who
have thought very seriously about where electronics engineering is headed.
D

Motivating engineers
Today's electronics engineers are often frustrated, dissatisfied, and alienated by the bureaucratic controls and
excessive focus on organizational efficiency of traditional
management methods. That is the conclusion of M. K.
Badawy of Cleveland State University, who has conducted
research on motivating engineers.
To overcome these problems, he suggests these rules,
based on his study of working engineers:
• Treat engineers as professionals. They should be given
the information and tools to do their job and the opportunity to review, appraise, and judge their own performance.
• Enhance the managerial competency of engineering
managers. Do not promote the technically competent to
management jobs simply for their technical know-how.
Identify potential engineering managers early and develop
their potential. Include management training in the engineering educational system.
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• Establish the right climate. Companies should design a
more decentralized and less formal organizational structure, with a variety of opportunities for communication,
interaction, and participation.
• Improve career planning for older engineers. Diversity in
assignments is a vital ingredient in maintaining a productive and satisfying career for older professionals. Pushing
technical personnel into new fields will broaden their interests and have a significant effect on their motivation and
productivity.
Badawy points out that, while it is the responsibility of
the engineering manager to create the conditions that will
motivate engineers, it is the responsibility of the individual
engineer to take advantage of the situation and promote
his personal as well as the organization's goals— in other
words, what's good for the individual may be good for the
company.
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Individually Excellent.

Together...Superb!
like instrumentation with the
Individual HP measuring instruments
and computers are excellent soloists.
You'll get amuch more powerful performance, however, when you combine
their capabilities interactively via the
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus ( HP113).*
Thanks to HP-IB, you can orchestrate asystem for making faster and
more accurate measurements. A system
that can process data and provide

HEWLETT â

PACKARD

For assistance call Washington ( 301) 948-6370, Chicago ( 312)
255-9800, Atlanta ( 404) 434-4000. Los Angeles ( 213) 877-1282

interface

answers, on your terms, in printed or
plotted form. A very flexible system,
so you can easily change the compo,ition and size of your measuremen:
ensemble. All at acost-effective price.
Why not assemble an HP-IB
solution tuned to your measurement
problem, small or large? HP has more
than 60 instruments and computing
controllers available with HP-IB—right
now—and the list is growing rapidly.
To learn more, send for our new
HP-IB brochure. It covers interface
standards applications, and available
HP-IB products.
The widely- accepted HP-IB is our implementation of
the IEEE-188 Interface Standard. Internationally, HP-IB
is in concert with the IEC main interface document.
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Designer's casebook
Nonmaskable interrupt saves
processor register contents
by Ivars P. Breikss
Honeywell Inc., Test Instruments Division, Denver, Cok

Linking a battery- powered random-access memory to
the nonmaskable interrupt input available on many
microprocessors will save the contents of the memory
registers in a microprocessor system during power loss.
The NMI input is used to initiate asoftware routine that,
when alerted to apower loss by such means as apowerline relay, stores the contents of the registers in the
RAM and then disables the RAM'S inputs. These registers
require such protection of their status if the microprocessor is to continue execution of the program at the
point at which it left off when power failure occurred.
The data-save circuit may be implemented as shown in
the figure, using two 5101 complementary- metal-oxidesemiconductor RAMS in conjunction with the 6800/6820
combination of microprocessor and peripheral interface
adapter. Since each RAM iS organized as a256- word- by4- bit array, this 8- bit system requires two of them,
configured as a 256- word- by- 8- bit device. A set- reset
flip-flop, built by cross-connecting two c-mos two- input
NAND gates, controls the data-enable port of the RAMS.
The flip-flop and the RAMS are powered by a 4.5-volt
battery if the main power is lost.
During system startup, a pulsed logic 1 signal is

generated at the A output of the PIA through software
control. The negative-going edge of this pulse sets the
flip-flop and drives the control-enable lead (CE) of the
RAMS. This allows desired system parameters, which may
have taken hours to determine initially, to be stored in
the RAM for protection from power failure.
During apower-down cycle, the address and data lines
of the RAM will usually assume random logic states for
several milliseconds. This condition is likely to destroy or
modify the contents of the RAM unless alogic 0is applied
to the CE input at least a few microseconds before the
main power is lost.
A loss of line voltage causes the relay to open; once
the operating voltage drops below 4.5 y the battery
immediately assumes the power-delivery chores to the
RAM and flip-flop. Loss of voltage to the microprocessor
and PIA occurs approximately 25 ms later; apulse must
be delivered to the CE port of the RAM before that time.
Relay dropout initiates the NMI sequence. The NMI
input, which was at 5 NI, drops rapidly. The negativegoing transition terminates normal program execution
and initiates the interrupt sequence. During this time, an
output pulse is generated at port B or the PIA. Its
negative edge clears the flip-flop, disabling the RAM by
removing its CE signal. This occurs before operating
power collapses; thus the RAM'S content is not upset.
Capacitive coupling between the PIA and the flip-flop is
employed to prevent false triggering which may occur
during power loss.
This circuit is exceptionally reliable and consumes
little power. A small 4.5-v battery will store 256 8- bit
words for more than ayear if necessary.
D

1

5v MAIN

OPERATING
POWER

1N34A

10 kS2

10 kS?.

1N34A

II

6820
PERIPHERAL
INTERFACE
ADAPTER

CE

1,000 pF

DATA

II

1,000 pF

6800
MICROPROCESSOR
NMI

L.__

CD4011

TWO
5101
RANDOMACCESS
MEMORIES

ADDRESS

1
3.3 kS2

110-V LINE

SIGMA 78RE 120AC

To the rescue. Should power to microprocessor or PIA fail, data in their registers is stored in battery- powered RAMs tor protection. Controlenable line of RAMs is enabled during normal operation, disabled on power-down to prevent modification of RAM contents.
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Digital normalizer derives
ratio of two analog signals
by James H. McQuaid
University of California, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, Calif.

The absolute value of a voltage or current at a circuit
point is frequently less important than the ratio of that
quantity to areference. This circuit compares two analog
signals by using a high-accuracy digital technique for
normalizing the reference voltage, thus simplifying
circuitry and avoiding the use of analog dividers or
microprocessors. It is invaluable in many light-chopping
applications, such as lasers, where the measurement of
light intensity at a specific frequency must take into
account total source- intensity variations. It is also useful
in atmospheric physics when measuring the concentration of aspecific gas in amixture by infrared techniques
in which the intensity of the beam is subject to drift.
As shown in the block diagram ( Fig. 1), the reference
and sample signals are each introduced to asample-andhold circuit. Peak-detection circuitry in this device, in

conjunction with track-and- hold logic, which controls
the sample rate, produces a voltage output that is
presented to their respective voltage-to- frequency converters. Each converter's output is a pulse train with a
frequency directly proportional to the input voltage.
The track-and- hold logic and associated gating
circuits simultaneously initialize both scalar circuits and
allow the output pulse train of both converters to be
counted. When the count in the reference scaler exceeds
its capacity, an overflow pulse is generated that closes
the gating circuit; at this time, the contents of the sample
scaler are clocked into the holding register and then sent
to the display. The contents of the reference scaler are
regarded as a unit voltage, and the reference scaler
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The economic SPM
answer toFFT
spectrum analysis

At remarkably low cost, Plessey SPM fast Fourier
transform spectrum analysers provide the spectral
content of analogue or digital input signals of up to
1024 complex points in 237 milliseconds.
To an RMS accuracy better than 0.1%.
These modular, compact self-contained units
offer instant plug-in, black-box simplicity with
excellent processing performance. sPm-01 transforms
1024 complex points in 610 milliseconds; the higher
performance sPm-02 achieves this in only 237
milliseconds.
If you think FFT is way out of your reach, think
again. OEM quantities of 100 srm-01 in the UK cost
£1,700 apiece, depending on specification and design
options. One-offs £2,300 each.
Neat. Small. Controlled by asimple T-ri_
interface. SPMs can be added-on to mini- or
David Tarrant
Plessey Microsystems
Water Lane, Towcester Northants,
United Kingdom NN12 7JN
Tel: Towcester (0327) 50312
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Alan Senior
Plessey GmbH,
Motorstrasse 56, 8Munchen 40
West Germany
Tel: ( 089) 351-60-21

to
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microcomputers, or used as stand-alone modules.
Ideal for production of instrumentation, scientific
applications, volume OEM products. They could
transform your ideas, your products and their
performance—in such fields as speech analysis,
engine health monitoring, geophysics, spectrometry,
bio-medical analysis, optical transfer function
measurement, signal processing, oceanography,
education and ECG analysis.

Something special for you?
These SPMs are standard products of our
highly specialised engineering group based at
Towcester, developing high performance signal
processing equipment to meet customer specifications.
Can we discuss your special needs ?
Jay Jhu
Plessey Microsystems
1641 Kaiser Avenue
Irvine, California 92714; USA
Tel: ( 714) 540 9931

PLESSEY
MICROSYSTEMS

David Garrison
Plessey Microsystems
Suite 408,11141 Georgia Avenue
Wheaton, Maryland 20902, USA
Tel: ( 301) 949 1664

654 PF036

controls the gating time to the sample scaler. Thus the
contents of the holding register will normally be some
fraction of the unity-set voltage. The sample scaler and
sampling circuits are then reset, ready to process the
next sample.
As shown in Fig. 2, the sample-and- hold devices are
Hybrid Systems 725LH devices, which are accurate to
within 0.01% and have adroop rate of 15 millivolts per
second using their internal holding capacitor. The sync
input used to control the sampling period is a 5-volt,
1
to- 100- hertz pulsed voltage. The converters are Teledyne Philbrick 470501 devices with an upper limiting
frequency of about 1 megahertz. This frequency is
produced at an input of 10 NI, and the device's voltagefrequency characteristic is linear to 0.005%. The
converter may be easily calibrated with its 50-kilohm
trimmer potentiometer and the 200-ohm rheostat at the
output of the 725LH device.
The 4040 reference scaler is a 12- bit binary counter.

Differentiator and latch form
synchronous one-shot
by Chacko C Neroth
Amdahl Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.

Many logic circuits require all operations to be synchronized with the systenl clock, including the firing of
monostable multivibrators, even though the input signals
to the one-shot are time-independent. However, a synchronous one-shot may be implemented using a D flipflop and adifferentiator network. In essence, the circuit
substitutes a differentiator at the D input for a timing
network in the one-shot in order to provide either immediate or time-delayed synchronous operation upon the
arrival of asuitable trigger.
As shown in the figure, apositive-going input signal is
applied to the D input of the 74C74 complementarymetal-oxide-semiconductor device through the resistance-capacitance network RIC1.The state of the flip-

After reaching its counting capacity ( 1,024) during a
given sampling period, it clocks the contents of the
Signetics 4518B into the 174C174 c-mos holding register
while resetting the gating circuits. The sample scaler
capacity ( 16 bits) and the large reference scaler capacity
(12 bits) ensure a high counting accuracy, typically to
within 0.1%. In addition, the larger capacity of the
sample scaler allows the signal amplitude to exceed the
reference amplitude while the correct ratio is still
displayed.
The AT function in the block diagram is a small but
important part of the circuit. It is implemented as shown
in Fig. 2 with a number of one shots to achieve correct
timing and edge triggering for data transfer. The digitizing time for the circuit shown is 4 milliseconds.
Greater speed ( with less accuracy) can be easily
achieved by reducing the number of bits in the reference
scaler. For instance, a digitizing time of 250 microseconds may be achieved with an 8- bit reference scaler.D

flop, which depends on the logic level at the D input
during aclock pulse at the C input, assumes a 1value at
the arrival of the first clock. The output remains high
until the voltage across the resistor has decayed below
the 1 threshold of the D input ( because of capacitor
discharge), and the next clock occurs at the C input.
Thus, assuming the clock period is high compared with
the RIC, period, the approximate pulse width, or on
time, of the flip-flop is equal to 0.69 RIC1;the exact
width of the pulse is an integral number of clock periods
during which the D input is high.
The logic threshold of the c-mos device at the D input
is almost proportional to the supply voltage; therefore
the pulse width output is relatively insensitive to supply
voltage variations. For best results, the resistance-capacitance network should be selected to ensure that adecay
in voltage across the resistor reaches the threshold level
at the D input halfway between clock periods. Operation
with negative-edge triggers is possible if Ri is connected
to the positive supply line instead of ground.
D
Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly
the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $ 50 for each item published.

Monostable controller. Synchronous multivibrator is formed by differentiator and flip-flop, permitting initialization of clocked system by
asynchronous data. Pulse width of multivibrator is determined by time constant of differentiator and clock rate.
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Fast emulator
debugs 8085-based
microcomputers
in real time
New module even checks contents
of intelligent peripheral chips
and monitors activity at other
critical circuit locations
by Michael Yaotung Yen,
Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.

Spurred on by the frantic pace of semiconductor
technology, microprocessors are faster than ever, and
peripheral chips are so smart that some of them are more
complex even than the processors they serve. To keep up
with these advances, the Intellec Microcomputer Development System has been updated with the ICE- 85 incircuit emulator.
In-circuit emulation in effect extends the debugging
capabilities of a software development system to the
prototype microcomputer system (see "The ICE module
reviewed," p. 110). By enabling the hardware and the
software to be developed concurrently, the first generation of such development systems improved significantly
on earlier methods of prototyping microcomputers. But
the high speed of new microprocessors like the 8085 and
the complexity of prototyping with smart peripheral
chips required redesign of the plug-in ICE module, and
the first of this second generation ( pictured below) now
allows much more rapid development of systems based
on the 8085 microprocessor.
A series of hardware and software innovations
provides the second-generation ICE-85 module with the
following capabilities:
• Real-time emulation of the operation of the highspeed 8085 processor.
• User- tailored in-system diagnostics for use on peripheral chips.
• Significantly increased logic-analysis capability compared with previous ICE modules.
• Enhanced symbolic debugging.
• Display of the contents of the trace buffer in assembler mnemonics.
The problem of speed
One of the most important features of an ICE is realtime emulation of the processor, which allows the prototype system to operate at its full speed when using ICE.
As the speed of microprocessors increases, this feature
becomes difficult to achieve, primarily because of delays
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in the signal cable. Previous emulators, typified by the multiplexing circuitry that directs data flows between
ICE- 80 developed for the 8080A, can operate only up to the microprocessor chip, the prototype system, and the
about a 2- megahertz clock rate, whereas the ICE- 85 ICE cable box.
emulation module can run at the 8085's 3- MHz rate or
Peripheral chips are becoming highly integrated and
even at higher speeds.
also now require ICE-like diagnostic tools. Although an
The first-generation ICE is shown in Fig. I. The ICE ICE could be developed for each peripheral chip, such a
cable plugs into the microprocessor socket in the user's move is rather impractical. An ICE is a sophisticated
prototype system, and there is about 6 feet of cable product, and procurement of multiple development
between it and the emulating microprocessor chip. systems to house multiple ICE modules would be expenBecause of the length of this cable, the associated signal sive. Also, synchronization of the multiple ICES would be
propagation delays to and from the emulating processor a difficult task, and controlling several modules from
must be compensated for by a faster central processing separate Intellec consoles would be confusing to agood
unit in the emulated hardware. The ICE- 80 module uses many designers.
this technique to accomplish real-time emulation.
Another problem is the protocol that is used by
However, in the case of high-speed processors such as peripheral chips to communicate with the central
the 3- MHz 8085, the propagation delays in the processor and which may require multiple input/output
connecting cable are so significant that they can no or memory accesses or both. With earlier ICE designs, a
longer be compensated for simply by installing a faster designer had no convenient way of executing the protoprocessing unit.
cols for interrogating and changing the internal status of
peripheral chips. The ICE- 85 module, however, extends
Close to the action
its diagnostic capabilities beyond the 8085 processor chip
The K.2E-85 module solves this problem by locating to include coverage of the peripheral chips, allowing
the emulating microprocessor chip on the plug at the end total system diagnostics.
of the ICE cable, rather than inside the development
system ( Fig. 2), and it also has a significant portion of Handling the peripherals
the emulator circuitry in a nearby cable box built into
First, ICE- 85 software provides a "user macrocomthe cable assembly ( Fig. 3). Thus, time-critical signals to mand" capability to cover the processor routine required
and from the prototype memory and peripheral circuits to change the peripheral chip's operation mode, change
reach the microprocessor chip without traveling through the chip's data-output ports, read the chip's status, or
any cable. Only those signals requiring data multiplexing read the chip's data- input ports. The user defines this
will incur a 1- foot cable delay to the cable box. However, command routine and furthermore can assign it a
since no real-time emulation signals travel on the 5- foot symbolic macroname. Under this name, the macrocomcable and buffer, these critical delays are essentially mand will be accepted at the ICE console and then
eliminated.
executed in amanner transparent to the execution of the
Mounting the microprocessor on the plug provides user development program.
another important feature. The clock crystal circuitry of
This concept of symbolic control of peripheral chips
the 8085 processor chip is sensitive to an external capaci- can be further expanded. Since one macroroutine may be
tive load, and cable connections should be avoided. Since defined by adesigner to access other macroroutines, it is
the processor chip is mounted on the cable plug, no cable enough to enter one simple high-level macrocommand at
connection is necessary to these crystal pins, and thus the the console to display the contents of one or more
ICE-85 module can operate from the crystal in the peripheral chips.
prototype system, which aids in checking out that
A designer thus can type asimple macrocommand and
circuitry. Also in the cable plug assembly is some simple cause ICE to interrogate and display the status of the
1. First generation. The ICE-80 module, for development of systems based on the 8080 microprocessor, has the emulating microprocessor
inside the Intellec mainframe and linked to the prototype by 6 feet of cable. But cable delays limit emulation speed.
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The ICE module reviewed
An in-circuit emulator creates a complete microcomputer
development system by operating in conjunction with a
host system generally used for software development. The
ICE module connects to the user's prototype, extending
the host system's capabilities to the hardware prototyping
and software-hardware integration of the microcomputer.
With ICE, the prototype can be debugged through the
development system while it is trying out developmental
programs that may reside either in the host system
memory or in program memory on the prototype board.
The operation of the prototype's microprocessor is
emulated by asimilar microprocessor in the emulator. The
module's support circuitry and software add diagnostic
capabilities that would be impractical or impossible to add
to the prototype itself. With an ICE module installed, the
designer can run his developmental program in real time
on the prototype.
An ICE generally operates in three modes: interrogation,
run emulation, and single-step.
The interrogation mode occurs whenever user code is
not being executed. In this mode, the user can investigate
the results of the last operation and prepare the prototype
system for anew operation by:
• Displaying or altering the internal registers, program
counter, and stack pointer of the microprocessor and the
memory locations or input/output ports of the prototype
microcomputer system.
• Specifying an emulation breakpoint for a number of
different conditions, such as memory read, memory write,
instruction fetch, or I/O operation at a selected address,
or any access to a user-defined nonexistent memory
space, and examining the condition that causes abreak in
emulation at that point.
• Displaying the trace data that a high-speed trace
memory has stored for anumber of instruction cycles.
• Displaying the execution time measurement.
The run emulation mode executes the user's program
and traces and compares information about each instruction. When a break condition is encountered or atime-out
condition is met, emulation stops, and ICE returns to the
interrogation mode.
The single-step mode runs the user's program and
traces and compares information, but does so one cycle

at a time. The emulated processor no longer runs at full
speed; however, the emulator can gather much more
detailed information about the program flow in this mode.
In-circuit emulation also allows the user to assign the
development system resources to his prototype system.
That is, he can use the random-access memory and I/O
capabilities resident in the development system as though
they were local memory and I/O in his prototype system.
This feature allows the user to run his program in his
prototype system, even before his prototype memory is
built. In addition, it saves development time spent in
temporary programming of aprogrammable ROM.
The host development system uses ICE software to load
the object code of the user's program from an external
mass-storage medium, such as a floppy disk, into either
the development system memory or the user's prototype
system RAM. The code is executed, debugged, and then
returned to the development system's mass-storage
device for later debugging sessions, PROM programming,
or generation of ROM bit-patterns.
The memory emulation and program load/save capabilities allow the user to start running and debugging his
prototype at the eárliest stage of the hardware development cycle. As a result, design errors are quickly located
and corrected, both hardware and software are debugged
concurrently on the same prototype system, and the task
of integrating hardware and software as a complete
system is thus simplified.
The emulator also does extensive self-diagnostics.
During a run emulation, it checks for the absence of
clocks, and it verifies data written to user memory ( by
reading it back after writing). Errors detected will cause a
disruption in the operation, followed by the output of the
corresponding error message to the user.
Although ICE offers many valuable features, the
physical connection from ICE to the user prototype system
remains very simple— one cable plug to the microprocessor socket in the prototype system. No temporary
jumpers, trace cuts, or circuit modifications are required to
run the prototype system with ICE. This simple interface
connection serves as asignificant attraction to the design
engineer looking for ahighly efficient as well as convenient
developmental debugging tool.
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module. The in-circuit emulator for the 8085 microprocessor has the emulating microprocessor mounted directly on the cable
in the prototype. This eliminates signal delays in the cable. ADIP clip holds 18 leads for extra debugging capability.

plug, which is inserted
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3. Plug

in.

The

ICE- 85

module has its emulating
microprocessor

mounted

on the cable plug. and 18
trace probes can pick up
other signals directly from
the prototype circuitry.

entire prototype system, giving information on the:
• Current instruction address.
• Current instruction.
• Data transferred during the instruction cycle.
• Current operation mode of all peripheral chips.
• Current contents of internal registers on all peripheral
chips.
Further, when ICE is operated in a single-step mode,
the designer can see how the peripheral chips change
their internal status at the execution of each instruction.
In this manner, he can quickly verify the peripheral
control routines in his program.
In addition to its on-line trace memory for logic-state
analysis of the 8085, ICE- 85 also has an external trace
module with 18 probes. The data captured by the probes
synchronously with the clock can be used to break
emulation under conditions specified by the user. These
probes may either be used individually or be connected
to a dual in- line package clip, which can be moved
around the system to clip onto any integrated-circuit
package. This feature allows ICE to monitor those signals
that are of interest but not accessible through the user
program alone.
As an example of the ICE- 85 module's peripheral
control, consider the 8253 programmable- interval- timer
chip, one of the peripheral chips that may be used with
the 8085 microprocessor. It consists of three independent, general-purpose, multimode 16- bit timers. Writing
acontrol word to the chip selects one of the three timers
in the chip and selects one of the six possible modes in
which the timer may operate. After a control word is
written to select an operation mode, aconsecutive twobyte write operation specifies the initial count of the 16bit timer. In such cases, the designer will want to know if
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the initial count is correctly set and will want to verify
and reference the timer operation during his program's
execution.
With the ICE- 85 software, the design engineer can
define macroroutines to control the timer. For example,
he may symbolically initialize the timer, with a simple
macrocommand, such as ": wrimERo 32168". ICE then
executes the macroroutine called WTIMERO, which
initializes the 16- bit content of timer zero in the peripheral chip to be 32,168. He then directs the ICE to execute
a segment of the development program until it
encounters a breakpoint. At that point he may interrogate the current contents of timer zero by the simple
command: "RTIMERO," which reads and displays the
current content of the timer.
It should be noted that since the execution of peripheral routines is transparent to the execution of the user
developmental program, the user program can resume
execution after a break as if these routines were not
inserted. Also note that control of the peripheral activity
includes the transistor-transistor- logic circuits surrounding the processor in addition to the complex peripheral
chips. Thus, the designer can obtain atotal picture of his
system's operation.
Logic analysis
The ICE- 85 module combines in-circuit emulation
with an enhanced logic state analysis. The earlier ICE80 module has an on-line trace memory of 44 32- bit
words. Figure 4shows ICE- 85's 1,024- word on-line trace
memory, where each word, or frame, is 42 bits, or
channels, wide.
Of the 42 channels of memory, 24 channels are
assigned to the 8085 processor signals ( such as 8bits for
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4. Trace memory. For logic analysis, the ICE-85 trace memory holds 1,023 frames of 42 bits each. Since the 8085 works on the basis of two
frames per cycle, with low-order addresses and data multiplexed in alternate frames, the memory can store up to 511 machine cycles.

high-order addresses, 8bits for either data or low-order signals captured in trace memory, ICE- 85 converts the
addresses, and 1bit for each of various functions such as operation codes of the executed instructions back to
status, read, and write and for serial data input and assembler mnemonics for display. This feature allows
output) while the remaining 18 channels sample data the designer to verify the actual instructions, in comparfrom the external trace probes. The user can specify the ison with the assembly listing of his program.
To illustrate these points, the symbolic labels in the
grouping and formatting of trace data displays. This
feature gives an in-depth and total picture of how an ICE commands make it easy to reference the instruction
addresses in a development program. Without this
8085-based prototype system operates.
In addition, there are two 42-bit breakpoint registers, feature, the designer would have to keep continual track
plus two 42- bit clock qualifier registers that set up of absolute addresses of subroutines as they change
conditions for ending and advancing a trace operation. during the design process when new instructions are
In the breakpoint and qualifier registers, each bit can be inserted. For example, asingle command statement "GO
set, from the console, as either 0, 1, or "don't care." FROM . LABELI TILL . LABEL2 EXECUTED" will cause the ICE
Thus, with 42 bits, awide variety of conditions from the to do all the following tasks:
8085 program and any other chip in the prototype can be • Set the program counter of the microprocessor to the
absolute address symbolically labeled as LABEL I .
used to perform breakpointing and tracing.
• Set ahardware breakpoint register to be the absolute
Symbolic debugging and mnemonics
address symbolically denoted as LABEL2.
Symbolic debugging was introduced in the ICE- 80 • Run the processor in real time.
software package, and it is also incorporated in an When the instruction at LABEL2 is executed, ICE will stop
enhanced form in ICE85 software. It allows the user to the processor, display abreakpoint message to the user,
make symbolic references to the instruction and data and return to the interrogation mode.
To sum up, the ICE-85 module can quickly debug
addresses in his program. As the following example
indicates, this feature greatly facilitates the use of relo- systems built around the 8085 microprocessor. In the
eatable object modules of code by the user during the world of increasing peripheral- chip complexity, it
program development cycle. Users need not be reaches into the user's entire prototype system, providing
concerned about address changes during each reas- active control and interrogation of the internal registers
sembly and corresponding linkage of code modules. They of the peripheral chips. Finally, with the 18 external
need only reference symbolic labels initially attached to probes, it allows monitoring and breakpointing capabilities to be extended to the lc external pin signals observed
instructions in programming source code.
On the basis of the processor's address and data in the user's prototype system.
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MIL-M-38510
QUALIFICATION:
ANEW SIDE TO
SSS CMOS
For years, Solid State Scientific
has been aleader in high reliability
CMOS devices. Our Solid Plus
grade of commercial hi-rel devices
provided an industry first.
Featuring complete factory screening and 168- hour burn- in at
125 0 C and 10V bias, Solid Plus
is still the standard others are
measured against.
Now, production line certification per MIL- M-38510 is an
accomplished fact at Solid State
Scientific. And, we're rapidly
qualifying individual device
types to 38510 detail
specification—with two approvals
scheduled per month, starting
in August.
But our hi-rel capability is only
one side of Solid State Scientific.
We can also supply high volumes of
standard 4000-type devices at
prices competitive with anyone in
the industry. And the kind of
specialized service you'll only get
from acompany our size.
For specific details on any
of our many sides, call or write
today. Solid State Scientific Inc.,
Montgomeryville, Pa. 18936.
Phone: ( 215) 855-8400.
TWX: 510-661-7267.

SOLID STATE SCIENTIFIC INC.
All sides of CMOS technology
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HP 9830A/B* USERS.
You're closer to the
world's best desk top computer
than you think!
NEW! The FD-30S low cost Slave Drive
for the FD-30A. Multiple slaves can be
used with asingle FD-30A so you can
increase on-line capacity in blocks of
305K bytes. Also, the FD-30S provides
one minute disk duplication under
program control or stand-alone.

By adding INFOTEK's
field proven accessories,
your 9830A/B will outperform any other general
purpose desk top system.
Completely compatible
with all 9830A/B conventions, our units give your
system acombination of
speed and versatility
superior to any other desk
top computer... any make...
any model.

NEW! BP-30 automatic buffered printing. Your ' 30 will continue program
execution while driving aprinter as a
background task under interrupt control.

Save $ 2,100
In our Word Processing Package
you get the EM-30, FD-30A,
FAST BASIC Iand Ill ROMS,
and the CP-30, including
software, for aspecial
package price of $ 10,850.

The cost is afraction of what
you'd pay for any other approach
offering similar capabilities.

32,192- Byte Memory
Where more memory is important, the
user area may be increased to 32K bytes
with our EM-30... the first and only
16,096-word memory for the 9830A/B!
Compared to newly introduced models
equipped with commonly used ROM
options, the 9830A/B with the EM-30
provides 8.192 bytes more user memory.
A truly significant increase in capacity!
With the 9830A/B, the EM-30 provides
2,048 more bytes of memory, is
priced right, and is fully warranted
for ayear.

FAST BASIC ROMS
lnfotek's FAST BASIC ROMS add to
the machine instruction set where HP
left off. These ROMS provide spectacular increases in the work throughput of
your 9830A/B. For example, you can
process arrays at speeds of 40,000 words
per second, attain an I/O capability of
10,000 bytes per second, greatly
increase the power of a9880A/B disk
system, and print from abuffer while
computing.
By providing 46 additional functions,
statements, and commands, the FAST
BASIC ROMS give your 9830A/B the
most powerful BASIC language repertoir
short of $200,000 systems.
If you need FAST BASIC but don't have
enough unused ROM slots, don't give
up! You can install our FAST BASIC
ROMS without losing any present capability. Contact us, we'll show you!

HP 9830A/B with the Infotek FD-30 Mass Memory

Floppy Disk Memory
System
The FD-30A provides 305K bytes of
on-line data that can be searched 50
times faster than your present cassette
system. Data throughput is actually
four times faster than the 9880A/B
Mass Memory. Best of all, no software
modifications are required since the
FD-30A obeys all cassette syntax.
The FD-30A is the optimum magnetic
memory for the 9830A/B. It has the
right capacity, speed, and price.
Prices that you'll appreciate
EM-30 Memory. 16K Words $4,600 t ,t1
Less trade-in of HP 8K Words 1,100 1
net
675
FAST BASIC I
ROM
525
FAST BASIC II ROM
1,050
FAST BASIC I & II as aset
525
FAST BASIC Ill ROM
3,895
FD-30A Mass Memory
1.780
FD-30S Slave Drive
4.900
FD-30D Dual Drive System
750
RS-30 High Speed RS 232C Interface
825
IC-3D Real Time Clock
6.850
LP-30 Heavy Duty Line Printer
3,400
CP-30 Character Printer
3,850
PS-30 Paper Tape Punch/Reader
525
BP-30 Interrupt Service Printer I/O
395
FI30 10K Byte/Sec TTL I/O

*A Product of Hewlett-Packard Company
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Other 9830A/B
Accessory Equipment
RS-30 High Speed RS 232C Interface.
Provides seven crystal controlled Baud
rates from 150 to 9600/sec.
TC-30 Real Time Clock. Provides time
in 10-millisecond increments, is set or
read via the OUTPUT and ENTER
statements.
LP-30 Heavy Duty Line Printer. A 200
line-per- minute, 132- column printer
(128 character set is standard). Comparable in every way to the 9881A, except
the LP-30 is lower in price.
CP-30 Correspondence-Quality
Character Printer. Provides 14 easily
changeable fonts including scientific
symbols, UK, German, Scandia, and
Cyrillic. Prints and plots at 45 cps.
Contact us direct or through our
representatives. Infotek products are
sold and serviced through 33 offices in
the U.S. and 11 in other countries.
Let us show you how to make your ' 30
the best desk top computer in the world.

Irefotic
Systems
1400 N. BAXTER STREET • ANAHEIM. CALIF. 92806
(714) 956-9300 • TWX 910-591-2711 •

U.S. and Worldwide Distributor Inquiries Are Invited.
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The right gyrator trims
the fat off active filters
Replacing inductors with gyrators
creates almost perfect filters
by Thomas H. Lynch,

BunkerRamo Corp., Electronic Systems Division, Westlake, Calif.

D Analog filters exhibiting nearly ideal performance
can be built around agyrator— if the right configuration
of this active circuit is used. In effect, the gyrator makes
acapacitance behave like an inductor, freeing the filter
of the problems plaguing conventional inductors, like
large size, low Q, winding capacitance, nonlinearity, and
magnetic susceptibility.
Yet most designers look upon the gyrator as an idealistic circuit with a "peculiar" behavior that puts it out of
touch with practical applications. This attitude completely ignores its power. Unlike other active- filter
circuits, the gyrator permits the designer to take advaniage of the large body of data and techniques already
developed for passive LC filters. He can start with a
passive prototype circuit and then replace each inductor
with a gyrator, substantially reducing filter size and
weight for frequencies up to about 50 kilohertz.
Fortunately, too, there is one gyrator realization that
works superbly. Not all of them do— in the past,
different versions have suffered from drawbacks like
instability, poor control of loss, sensitivity to component
matching, and even excessive complexity. But the
preferred version is simple and stable and simulates a
high-quality inductor, permitting very high-performance
filters to be realized. In addition, this gyrator, unlike
other active- filter circuits, preserves the most significant
advantage of coupled LC networks— their inherently low
sensitivity to changes in component values ( see "The
strength of LC filters," p. 116).

At first glance, this gyrator's need for two amplifiers
may seem adisadvantage. However, consider the major
drawback of most single-amplifier resonators. They
generally require an amplifier having again in excess of
Q2;and those that do not usually are extremely sensitive
to passive-element variations. On the other hand, the
gyrator does not require a high-gain amplifier— in fact,
stable Qs of better than 1,000 may be obtained with only
40 decibels of gain. Furthermore, unlike other activefilter circuits, the gyrator is remarkably insensitive to
any amplifier parameter, so it may be built with gardenvariety devices, even quad chips, as long as they are
unity-gain-stable amplifiers.
Additionally, with the gyrator, amplifier phase shift
enhances Q, rather than diminishing it as in other active-

Understanding the gyrator
Basically, the gyrator is a lossless two- port circuit
(Fig. la) that inverts aload impedance. When used with
a high-Q capacitor ( Fig. lb), it simulates the virtual
characteristics of ahigh-Q inductor. The preferred realization for the gyrator requires only two amplifiers and
five impedances, as shown in Fig. 2for both the general
impedance representation ( a) and the practical RC
implementation ( b). In the latter case, the circuit simulates an inductor having a value of KC, where K is a
constant determined by the resistors:
K = RIR3R5/R 2
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1. Ideally. Coupled LC filters simulated with gyrators have characteristics approaching the ideal. In effect, the gyrator is a lossless twoport circuit ( a) that inverts a load impedance. With acapacitive load
impedance, the circuit ( b) simulates ahigh-quality inductor.
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The strength of LC filters
In theory, coupled LC filters have the lowest sensitivity to
component variations. These doubly terminated reactive
two-ports produce a frequency response by reflecting
power back to the source in the stopbands.ln the passband, power transfer is maximum at natural modes (a)
determined by the filter's transfer function.
In the real world, a change in any inductor or capacitor
making up the filter can only cause a loss in the load
power — down from the maximum. This power loss at one
of the natural modes (f1) increases monotonically ( b),
while at frequencies other than the natural modes, such as
f
2,a small loss exists because of the ripple caused by
reflected power. At any point within the passband, then,
the change in loss has a well-behaved and slowly varying
characteristic that follows the changes of any inductor or
capacitor in the network.
Since no one inductor or capacitor determines anatural
mode, a change in any single inductance or capacitance
can only partially affect the shift in a natural-mode
frequency. It follows that coupled LC filters are inherently
insensitive to changes in component values. Similarly, if all
of the inductors in the filter are replaced by gyrators, this
insensitivity to component variations does not change,

since the gyrator is an active circuit and adds no dissipative elements to the filter.
Other active-filter circuits, however, like the biquad and
state-variable or universal active filters, are developed
from the state equations describing a second-order
transfer function. Since these circuits duplicate the properties of asecond-order (one complex pole pair) LC filter,
their component sensitivity is still the same as for coupled
second-order networks. On the other hand, extension to
higher orders requires factorization of the transfer function
into biquadratic (second-order plus lower-order) factors,
each of which specifies a separate Q and natural-mode
frequency. The desired transfer function is then realized by
cascading biquadratic stages. Since these stages are
uncoupled, changes can easily occur in the amplitude or
frequency of the simulated modes, making the high-order
filters built this way sensitive to component variations.
An alternative is the design approach called leap-frog. It
implements the state equations of the prototype LC filter
directly, using integrators and summing amplifiers. But
though the resulting filter does have about the same low
sensitivity as the equivalent coupled LC network, the final
circuit can become very complex for high-order functions.

NATURAL MODES
o
LOSS
LOSS
o
(b)

(al

o
AL OR AC

filter circuits. At the ideal phase shift of 90°, the Q of the
simulated inductor is approximately equal to that of the
capacitor being used. If the phase shift is greater than

ZIN

90°— which is usually the case— the Q becomes even
higher.
Needless to say, the inductor the gyrator simulates is
not perfect— the gyrator can be no better than the
resistors and capacitors with which it is built. Of the two,
resistors are less worrisome, for tin-oxide, metal-film,
and thin-film types all perform acceptably. Capacitors,
on the other hand, are the weakest link in the gyrator
circuit, and there are usually two or more of them per
4

5
(al

EQUIVALENT
TO

EQUIVALENT
TO

1P

lb)

by temperature, whereas polypropylene units achieve the
highest Q.
Creating a floating gyrator

GYRATOR

2. Realistically. Preferred gyrator realization (a) requires two amplifiers and five impedances. In practical RC implementation ( b), impedance Z.is acapacitor, and the other impedances are resistors. The
gyrator may also be represented by the special symbol shown here.
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complex pole pair. They impose the first limitation—
maximum Q — in any realization, and their capacitance
may change a lot with temperature. The table reviews
the important characteristics of a variety of capacitor
types. Generally, NPO ceramic devices are least affected

One seeming limitation of the gyrator is that it is
grounded at one end. But the floating inductor often
needed in a filter can be simulated successfully— for
example, by connecting two grounded gyrators. However, this does not necessarily mean that an extra gyrator
is required for every floating inductor in a passive LC
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filter. Figure 3a shows two gyrators sharing the bottom
resistor, R5, at opposite ends, so as to simulate asingle
floating inductor. This resistor is described in the gyration constant:
L —

CAPACITOR CHARACTERISTICS

RIR3R5
R2

Mica

The equation may be rewritten as:
L —

0
(at 1kHz)

Type

RIR3C
R2

R5

which says that the simulated inductance is directly
proportional to the value of R5. Therefore, if R5 in fact
becomes a loaded port for the gyrator, the simulated
inductance will depend on the value of resistance
connected to that port.
A cursory examination of the preferred gyrator realization ( in Fig. 2b) will reveal a corollary to the above
relationship. Between the top of R ( the input port) and
the bottom of C, a voltage null exists because of the
amplifiers' input connections. Therefore, the port to
which R5 is connected has the same voltage as the input
port ( although the currents are not the same, otherwise
an apparent inductance could not exist). As aresult, the
input impedance, Z1N ,is also proportional to resistor R5.
This resistor could even be a network of resistors to
describe the topological connections, of, say, a T or pi
network of inductors, as indicated in Fig. 3b.

600

Temperature
coefficient
(ppm/°C)

Temperature
range (° C)

1to + 70

—55 to + 125

Polystyrene

2,000

—150 ± 50

—55 to +85

NPO ceramic

1,500

±30

—

Polypropylene

3,000

—115

—55 to + 125

Glass

1,500

+140 ± 25

—55 to + 125

500

k
-50*

—40 to + 100

Mylar**

100

large

—55 to +85

Polyester*"

100

—

Polycarbonate**

Porcelain

'0°C

2,500

to 50°C

•

•

0 and

160*

55 to + 125

—40 to + 100

t25

—55 to + 125

C nonlinear functions of fiequency and function

RiRe
R
L_.- 1
1P
—\
ARcq l1 ±.- L
1
12
R2

R2

L = R2R5

Designing another floating gyrator
Indirectly, a floating inductor may be achieved in
another way— one that opens up other possibilities for
converting a passive LC filter to its active equivalent.
When asecond capacitor is added to the gyrator and one
resistor removed, the circuit becomes a functionally
dependent negative resistor ( FDNR) — an element that
appears to be a negative resistance that decreases in
value with frequency.
Consider the transfer function for the basic impedance
converter of Fig. 2a:

IS
EQUIVALENT
TO
L R5

)

L. R5

lb)

Zur.i = ( Z1Z3Z5)/(Z2Z4)

If Z, and Z3 are capacitors and the other impedances are
resistors, then:
Z1 =

Z3 =

1 /sC

where s = jw. The input impedance can then be written
as:
ZIN

= FDNR —

1

R5

52 C2R2R4

1
R5
w2 C2R2R4

This element may be used to solve the problem of
simulating floating inductors in low-pass filters. The
technique is simple— just divide all elements by s, which
is the complex variable, and then replace the Us' terms
with an FDNR, as shown in Fig. 3c. The floating inductors become resistors having a value of L. Resistor RA
and resistor RB simply provide bias and response for the
circuit at dc.
Although the gyrator is not the easiest circuit to
understand, designing with it is really not that hard.
Suppose the requirement is for adouble- tuned bandpass
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RA

L,
1
s/R s

s2c,

FDNR

1

sT
1

—

2C

3. Floating. Lower terminal of basic gyrator ( Fig. 2b) is grounded. To
float the circuit, two gyrators may share the same resistor ( a), or a
network of resistors ( b). Floating inductors may also be simulated (c)
with functionally dependent negative resistors ( FDNRs).
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= Rsr

LM

Lm —

woq
eIn

R

c,
L,, = L,—

LM
wo2C LM — 1

(a)

Go —

r

I
g--]
/2 [--4.
q 2

where Go is the midband gain.
X '
BW(3 dB) = -7 f
r
where BW(3 dB) is the 3-dB bandwidth.
Building adouble- tuned filter
Two gyrators replace the pi network of inductors, as
shown in Fig. 4b. Now assign the same capacitance value
for C as that chosen for C. and C,. The amplifiers may
be a quad-type 4136, since choosing such a device
ensures a good match between the amplifiers for
optimum gyrator performance. Next, determine the
gyrator resistances from:
L,, = ( R1R3RL,C)/R2
RL,

It is good practice to maintain the resistances at about
the same value, so assume:
=

4. Bandpass filter. Double-tuned bandpass filter of ( a) may be built
with two gyrators, as in ( b). Sharing resistor RLµ ,the grounded
gyrators simulate the pi network of inductors in the passive version.
All of the amplifiers may be general-purpose devices.

filter, like the one drawn in Fig. 4a. The procedure is
straightforward. First compile the design data required:
e„ the desired passband ripple, expressed in peak-topeak decibels;
f., the center frequency in hertz;
f„ the ripple bandwidth in HZ ;
C, the capacitance value for both C. and C, in farads;
r, the termination ratio of Rp/R s.
Next, calculate these variables:
A = ( 10c 2°) -'

Q' = f
o/f,
a = 2(1 — A2)'n
X = [
a ( 1 + q2)]" 2
Q = Q'X
o

[
a2

4006/2o_ oi
2

Then compute the design results:
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R3

=

RLp

=

R

Then:
R2 = L/C
The value of R should be large enough to minimize
amplifier loading and slightly smaller than the amplifier
differential input impedance. For convenience, choose
the closest standard value for R and let:
R = RI =

R2

=

R3

Then compute:
RL„ =
Again select a nearby standard value for RI.,, and scale
RLm /R L. = Lm/L.

Tuning the filter

a

R, — --Q-woCru 2

=

This ratio must be maintained, since it determines the
coupling in the circuit. All of the component values are
now known. The tolerances for C may be ± 5% and
± 1% for R, although the tolerances for R, 6 could be
looser as long as the devices' environmental characteristics are acceptable.

F2(1 — A2)" 2 + r + ( 1/11/2
2 — 2(1 — A2)u 2

X' =

R2

I/2 D

in

Tuning is simple. Overall Q has already been determined by the value of RLm. Using point A as the output,
the primary ( left-hand) gyrator is set by shorting point B
to ground and adjusting Rior R2 to achieve resonance at
the center frequency. Reducing RI (
by shunting it) will
decrease L., raising the resonant frequency. The reverse
holds for R2. Tune for 0° phase shift relative to the
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15576 H

1.6588 H

1,0550 H

0.2225 H
EiN

17988 F

13972 F

06560 F

1,653 12

1,700 S2

1,119 S
2

236 f2

EOUT
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(a)
1,653 62
•
v v

1,700 fl

1,119 52

A.Aev-

1

FONRFDNR

19.086
x10 14

w

FDNR

C
12 k:

n

236.1 S
2

AA

03
14.825
x10 -14 fl

e

0.01 pF
•

0.01p F

16.960
x10 -14 52

(b)

IDENTICAL
TO

CI
0.01 HF

R2

C3

1kS
2

0.01 pF

R4

R5

1k12

(o)
5. Ali/mind filter. Number of floating inductors in low-pass aliasing filter (a) makes implementation with grounded gyrators difficult. Instead
FDNRs may be used ( b), each of which requires two capacitors (c). The final circuit ( d) employs only three of these FDNRs.

source. Next, disconnect point B from ground, and tune
R4 or R5 for 90 ° phase shift (at the center frequency) at
the output, or point A, which is equivalent. (Tuning with
a Lissajous circle can provide accuracy to better than
2°.)
A second example demonstrates how to design with
FDNRS. The requirement is for a low-pass aliasing
filter— a seventh-order Butterworth circuit having a 1dB corner at 15 kilohertz.
Using functionally dependent negative resistors
A prototype circuit ( Fig. 5a) is first obtained from one
of the standard tables in existing literature. Here, the
number of floating inductors prevents easy implementation with the grounded gyrators, and the best approach is
to use their close relative— the FDNR.
To convert the LC prototype circuit to an FDNR realization, first normalize the corner frequency to 1radian
per second. Next scale the circuit for frequency by
dividing the inductors and capacitors by 271115 kHz), and
then scale the impedances for a convenient capacitor
value, say 0.01 microfarad or 1/(0.01 x 10 -6)ohms, in
which case multiply the inductances by 10 8 and divide
the capacitances by 10 8. Finally, dividing all of the
network impedances by the complex variable, s, results
in the FDNR realization of Fig. 51).
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Each FDNR is actually the basic gyrator configuration,
but with two capacitors ( Fig. Sc) instead of just one. In
this example, all of the resistors, except R5,are set equal
to 1kilohm, and the two capacitors to 0.01 microfarad
each. Then R5 may be computed from:
R5 = ( R2R4C1C3)/D
where D is the impedance value of the FDNR. Therefore,
for DI,R5 = 524 ohms; for D2,R5 = 674 ohms, and for
D3,R5 = 1.437 kilohms.
Figure 5d shows the final circuit, in which all seven
capacitors have the same value, an essential point in lowcost design. The circuit may be built with 1% resistors
having values closest to those computed and with NPO
ceramic capacitors screened to tolerances of ± 1%.
Again, garden-variety amplifiers, like the 4136 quad,
perform well enough for the purpose.
IJ
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Need a31
2 digit DPM?
/
Build your own LED or LCD
panel meter and tailor it
to fit your system.
No external active components.
Only 7passive components needed
for an operating DPM.
Internal reference.

Floating
differential inputs.

V-é-

Built-in clock.
Precision auto-zeroi
auto-polarity circuitry.

Drives LCD or LED
display directly.

Part
5000+ Price
ICL7107
$5.95
3.00
LED displays
.58
Capacitors
.12
Resistors
60
Potentiometer
1.00
PC board
.75
Misc.
Total parts cost$12.00

Part
5000+ Price
ICL7106
$6.50
LCD display
6.50
Capacitors . 58
Resistors . 12
Potentiometer . 60
PC board
1.00
Misc.
. 75
Total parts cost$16.05

Intersil stocking distributors: Advent Electronics,
Inc., ( Indianapolis); Arrow Electronics; Century Electronics; ElmariLiberty Electronics; Harvey ( Upper N.Y.);
Intermark ( San Fran.); Kierulff Electronics ( Mass.);
R.A.E. Ind. Elect. Ltd. ( Van. B.C.); RESCO ( Raleigh,
N.C.); Schweber Electronics; Sheridan Assoc.; Diplomat
(Fla., N.J.); Weatherford; Zentronics ( Canada).
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Put it all together
for as little as $12:'
Intersirs new single chip 31
/
2digit
7106 and 7107 A/D converters
for LCD or LED displays.
Meet the latest in A/D converters: Intersil s7106, the first single-chip CMOS A/D for driving
LCD displays—including backplane—directly.
And the 7107, first single-chip CMOS A/D for driving instrument-size LED displays directly
without buffering.
Each provides parallel seven segment outputs, ideal for DVMs, DPMs and anywhere modern
digital displays are needed.
Both new devices provide cost advantages over multi-chip designs, because they require no
additional active components. Both have internal reference and clock, and both are CMOS so you get
low noise ( 12 to 15µV) comparable with the finest bipolar devices, and low power ( 10mW max.@ 10V).
A few more features:
•±1-count accuracy over the entire ±2000-count range.
• Guaranteed to read Zero for 0Volts input.
• Provides true polarity at Zero count for precise null detection.
• Differential input from 200mV to 2.000V full scale.
Get additional technical information, including detailed data sheet and application notes. from
Intersil, 10710 North Tantau Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014.

Build aworking DPM in 1
/
2 hour with
these complete evaluation kits.

-...11114/M1

Test these new parts for yourself with Intersil's low-cost prototyping kits,
complete with A/D converter and LCD display (for the 7106) or LED display (for
the 7107). Kits provide all materials, including PC board, for afunctioning
panel meter. Available from Intersil stocking distributors.
Kit No. ICL7106EV/KIT ( LCD), $29.95 complete.
Kit No. ICL7107EV/KIT (LED), $24.95 complete.

Intersil sales offices: Boston (617)861-6220;
Chicago (312)986-5303; Dallas ( 214)387-0539;
Dayton ( 513)278-4837; Denver (303)750-7004;
Los Angeles (213)532-3544; Ft. Lauderdale ( 305)
772-4122; Minneapolis (612)925-1844; New York
(201)567-5585; San Francisco Bay Area ( 408)
996-5000.
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Engineer's notebook
Fixed-voltage regulator pair
forms bipolar power supply
by S. K. Wong
Torrance, Calif.

Two fixed-voltage regulators and suitable feedback
circuitry can form abipolar power supply that combines
the excellent voltage regulation, trackability, and high
current capacity of the three- terminal integrated-circuit
voltage regulator with the voltage adjustability of more
expensive supplies. This unit provides bipolar voltage
from 8to 20 volts at 1ampere. The trackability, defined
for an adjustable power supply as the voltage difference
remaining between the bipolar ports at the desired
output voltage, is 1%. Regulation for both line and load
is about 100 millivolts.
Many lc bipolar regulators are available, but they
provide only 100 milliamperes or so and their output
voltages are essentially nonadjustable. Other popular
regulators provide high current ( up to 3A) but are fixedvoltage devices. Although ic bipolar regulators can be
modified with high- power transistors to boost the output
current capability, and separate positive and negative
voltage regulators can be connected directly to meet
special voltage and power requirements, both designs
still lack both adjustability and trackability. These

features are often needed in many applications.
Figure 1shows the regulated supply that employs two
popular three-terminal regulators and a three- transistor
feedback circuit. A 115-v, 60- hertz alternating current
input is transformed to approximately 40 y across its
center- tapped winding, and is rectified and filtered to
generate ± 27 yto the input of the respective regulators.
The positive voltage output is:
Vp = [ 1+(R 2+R 3)/RI] V.+ ( R2+ R3)1 0
where V. may nominally range from 5.75 to 6.25 y for
the fixed-voltage LM340-06 device and l
Q is the quiescent regulator current, which is 10 milliamperes
maximum and is fairly independent of input voltage and
load current. Adjustment of R7 will change the output
voltage, and accordingly, the negative voltage output VN.
The negative output is:
VN = + R4/R3)Vi

+ R4(

1 C+IR)

where I
R is the quiescent regulator current, l
c is the
collector current of transistor Q3, and VI is the output
voltage of the negative regulator.
The LM320-05, which is a — 5-v regulator, and transistors Q 1 through Q3 form a slaved configuration. A
differential amplifier composed of transistors Q 1 and Q
monitors the difference in magnitude between Vpand
VN through a precision voltage divider R6 and R7 and
compares it to azero reference. Normally, the voltage at
this junction is zero, because Vp = — VN. Any error
voltage is amplified to cause a change in the collector

Bipolar-tracking power supply. Adjustable voltage output is obtained with fixed-voltage regulators if each regulator is connected back to
back through current-varied networks. Circuit retains regulation properties, has high current capability, excellent trackability.
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current of Q3, which in turn changes the voltage across
and consequently VN.
The high output current that can be produced by the
supply generates several points where power dissipation
is great. Components must be selected to ensure that
those levels can be adequately handled. The maximum
current through Q3 is 78 m. The maximum power
consumption is about 500 mw. The 2N2219A transistor
R4

Time-shared DVM displays
two inputs simultaneously
by Barry Harvey
Slliconix Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.

Two voltages can be measured and displayed simultaneously with one voltmeter if the voltmeter is built
around atime-sharing circuit containing afast-sampling
analog- to-digital converter. The converter is united with
an input-signal multiplexing network, and the system
elicits a normally flicker- free response from a lightemitting-diode display, while saving the cost of the additional voltmeter and other parts that would be needed for
two separate measuring units.
As implied by the figure, this circuit accomplishes two
major tasks; it controls the rates at which analog signals
and two banks of LEDs are sampled, and it determines
the strobe rate of each LED in the banks.
The LD130 ± 3-digit a-dconverter was selected for its
relatively fast sampling speed of up to 60 samples per

is used for this application. Both regulators should be
mounted on suitable heat sinks. Resistor R3 prevents
excessive current through R2 when its value is low.
Heavy common- mode loads may cause difficulty in
the operation of the feedback network during start-up
unless diodes DI and D2 are used to clamp the circuit
outputs. C, and C2 are tantalum capacitors for improved
transient response.
D

second. The sampling rate of this complementary- metaloxide-semiconductor device is controlled by external
capacitor Cos,in conjunction with the internal oscillator
circuitry of the device. Its output drives transistor pair
Q, and Q2, which in turn drive the sampling and multiplexing circuits through the 74C74 D flip-flop. The
output of the flip-flop switches 30 times per second; the
analog input signals are multiplexed at this rate through
the DG301 analog switch, and one of two banks of LEDs
is selected through the CA3083 transistor array. Each
bank contains three MAN3640 displays.
The LD130 periodically samples each signal input and
converts it into a digital output. Each display and its
segments are driven through astrobe sequence; DI— D,
determine which digit in each bank is enabled, lines
Bo — B3 of the converter supply binary-coded-decimal
information to the seven segments of each LED through
the 74C48 decoder/driver, and the 74C74 determines
which bank is chosen. The strobe rate for the LEDs is 384
times per sampling period.
Although the measurements are performed 30 times
per second per channel, fast enough so that flickering
would not usually be detectable, flutter of the least
significant digit may occur when the LD130 is sampling

Two voltmeters in one. If the input signals can be sampled at rates of 60 times per second or greater, they can be measured, then observed
simultaneously at acceptable flicker rates. Key to circuit operation is use of fast-sampling analog-to-digital converter.
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30- amp relays with aquarter-million cycles: smallest for the price
We invite you to compare the
high technology advantages of
Bosch Mini-Giants to the relays
you're now using. We're confident
you'll find Mini- Giants hard to
beat on all the important criteria.
Versatility. Bosch has engineered the Mini-Giants to be at
home in any 12- or 24-volt application— remote controls, generators,
automotive systems, construction
machinery, marine applications,
agricultural equipment, hospitals,
storage systems and more.
The same Mini-Giant that can
switch the low current of an alarm
can also control the high 30-amp
load of aheating system.
Size. Bosch technologists
have designed a PC board type
relay that is 1" x . 8" x .7" or just
over half (. 56) a cubic inch. The
plug-in type ( not including the plug
prongs) is 1"x 1" x still less than
acubic inch.
124

Capacity. Bosch plug-in Mini- asurprisingly low price. You really
should compare.
Giants cover the entire power
For more information. Fill out
range up to 30 amps, with apeak
the coupon below and we will concurrent capacity of 60 amps. Even
tact you to discuss your specific
the standard 15- amp PC type is
needs and answer your questions.
available in a 30-amp version on
Or call ( 312) 865-5200 and ask
special order.
about relays. Either way, do it now.
With one group of relays covering such arange of applications.
you can cut down substantially on
Robert Bosch Corporation.
part numbers and simplify your
Department
0/ESL
stocking operations.
2800
South
25th
Avenue.
Reliability. All Mini-Giants
Broadview. Illinois 60153
are good for aminimum of 250,000
cycles at the rated current. This
compares with 100,000 cycles in
Name
many comparable relays from
other manufacturers.
Address__
And Bosch uses the finest
materials for long life ( at least 10
million cycles at no load). For exTelephone
E7 77
ample. we buikl the leaf springs of
our plug-in relays from high-grade
silver and bronze.
Cost. Bosch Mini-Giants give
ROBERT BOSCH
you all these benefits combined at

MINI-GIANTS
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the input signals, because of the ± 1-count effect
inherent in counter operation. However, in applications
where the output is observed only occasionally, it will not
bother the eye, and in any case, afull three-digit reading
is discernible.

D-aconverter controls
programmable power source
by C. Viswanath
Indian Institute of Science. Bangalore, India

The output of an integrated-circuit regulator can be
digitally controlled to generate any number of voltages
for use in testing components or equipment. A digital- toanalog converter transforms the digital value into a
current, and the current is converted to a linearly
proportional voltage.
As shown in the figure, the Analog Devices' MDA10Z-110 converter generates an output current of 0to 2
milliamperes with a resolution determined by its 10- bit
digital input. This current is transformed to an output
voltage of 0 to 6volts by the following 741 operational
amplifier. The 723 is adjustable over a wide voltage
range ( 7 — 37 volts), and for use as a2- to- 22-v regulator
it requires alinear controlling voltage.
The 2N4351 field-effect transistor operates as a voltage-controlled resistor to produce voltage V REF, which is
essentially equal to the voltage across resistor R6 and
is linearly proportional to the digital input to the d-a
converter.
The 723 was designed so that its output voltage is
equal to an input voltage times a factor determined by
gain-controlling resistors placed in a feedback loop.
Thus, its characteristic equation may be expressed by:
v.

=

KV REF

where K is equal to 1 + RI/R2.

To calibrate the converter, a reference of approximately 2volts is required at the \ re( terminal, and this is
easily furnished by the 330- microampere constantcurrent diode CR033 and resistors RI and R2. R2 is
adjusted to null the output for no-signal conditions.
Ell
i

The 723 yields a load regulation of 0.02% and a line
voltage regulation of 0.01% at output currents of up to
150 milliamperes. This excellent performance is made
possible by the error-control amplifier in the 723, which
compares V REF to the scaled-down voltage derived by the
resistor feedback network RIand R2. Resistor Rs,is used
in acurrent- limiting capacity. A value of Rsc = 30 ohms
will limit the output current to 20 milliamperes; avalue
of R„ = 4 ohms limits the output current to its rated
maximum of 150 milliamperes. External transistor
circuitry can be added to easily extend the load current
capacity.
Engineers notebook is a regular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
design shortcuts, calculation aids, measurement and test techniques, and other ideas for
saving engineering time or cost. We'll pay $50 for each item published.

2

4

VGs, INPUT TO FET IV/

2. Characteristic equation. Relationship of scale factor K to Vo„„
VG,s Is

linear as shown by curves. Scale factor is controlled by resistor

feedback

network

at

regulator

output.

FET,

used

as voltage-

controlled resistor, assures output voltage is proportional to K.

1. Controlled voltage generator. Digital-to-analog converter determines output voltage of regulator when FET is used as a voltage- variable
resistor. If digital source is computer, specified voltages may be generated for automatic testing of components.
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Engineer's newsletter
Electron- beam wafers
are closer
than you may think

Detecting failures of
seven- segment displays

Sticky tape
reels up
unpackaged chips

Learn to evaluate
the dynamic response
of XY recorders

1»b

It's a mistake to believe that the use of electron beams to write circuit
patterns directly on wafers is still years away from the production stage,
for it already looks like aviable alternative to photolithography. In-housedesigned prototype electron-beam fabricating stations now in operation at
semiconductor laboratories in the U. S. and abroad can complete aonemask pass on a fully populated 4-inch wafer in as little as 8 minutes—
tantalizingly close to the 6 minutes per mask that specialists agree will
make electron-beam wafer fabrication aproduction feasibility.
But even at the present throughput rate, ics fabricated with electron
beams can be cheaper than those made twice or three times as fast with
photolithographic methods. That's because the wafer can contain from 4to
16 times more bits or gates, so that simply by transferring the 8- minute
electron-beam machines to production, semiconductor manufacturers will
immediately halve or quarter their chip fabrication costs. And that's too
much of an advantage for them to hold back for very long.

An incorrect reading off amalfunctioning seven-segment display is all too
easy to come by, so agood many countries reject equipment containing
such a display unless it incorporates a failure-check system. For gasdischarge seven-segment displays, Philips in the Netherlands has come up
with asimple failure-check circuit that can easily be put together from just
a few components. Upon request, the Dutch company will supply alowcost kit containing two bipolar display drivers, acomplementary-mos gate,
a number of resistors, an alarm device, and— of course— instructions on
how to build the circuit. For details, write to: Michael Crawley, Philips
Gloeilampcnfabrieken, Elcoma division, Building BAE-2, Eindhoven, the
Netherlands.

As arule, unpackaged integrated circuits for use in hybrids come in wafflelike carriers that do not permit the chips to be handled automatically. But
there is abetter way — it's called Di-Tape, and both IBM Corp. and Delco
have been using it for some time. With Di-Tape, chips may be stored on
reels of tape that readily lend themselves to automated techniques. Available from Teledyne Tac of Woburn, Mass., the polyester tape has
punched-through sprocket and die-cavity holds, plus athin strip of adhesive, laminated to its under side, to create asticky floor in the cavities for
holding the chips in place. The latest version of the tape has awindow slit
in the adhesive floor to ease chip removal— and for mos chips, the
underside of the tape is metalized.

XY recorders are commonly believed limited to low- frequency applications ranging from de to several hertz, yet some models may be useful at
the higher frequencies associated with direct-writing oscillograph recorders. It all depends on the recorder's dynamic response, which is determined
by its acceleration and stewing speed, companion specifications that are
often difficult to relate for aspecific application. To find out how, write to
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, Calif., 94304,
asking for " XY Recorder Dynamic Performance," afour-page application note, No. 214-2.
Lucinda Mattera
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OUR TRIDENTS
ARE SO WELL MADE
THEY'LL COME APART
M10 MINUTES.
We've made it very easy
for you to get to all the parts
and components of every
Trident disk drive.
You can remove all subassemblies without using asoldering iron. They all either slide
right out, or fold out on hinges.
You can connect an exerciser to troubleshoot without
removing any system cables.
The degate switch on every
Trident lets you take out one
drive for repairs without
interrupting the others.
And since all critical subassemblies are enclosed to prevent
contamination, they stay clean
when the skins are off.

micro/minicomputer systems designers
importan'. features previously
available only in large disk
controller subsystems.
Features like ECC, RPS,
and overlapped seek.
It can control and format
any mix of up to eight Trident
drives—for atotal storage
capacity of up to 2.4 billion
bytes online. And it can be
attached to virtually any
micro/minicomputer.

STATE OF THE ART

MAINTENANCE

All this means that when you
need to maintain aTrident, you don't
have to pamper it.
You can take it apart fast. Get the work done simply.
And get it back together fast.
But design excellence is only part of the Trident story.
Capacities range from 27 to 312 megabytes, and each Trident
model is fully compatible with every other Trident model.
Each gives you track-following servo technology—plus
me of the lowest cost-per-byte ratios in the industry.
In addition, Tridents now come with two interfaces: The
standard_ And the new differential.

If features like these are important
to your growing systems business, you'll
want more data on the state-of-the-art
Trident family. Just call us at
(714) 821-2011, or fill out the coupon.
We'll do the rest_
MI Ma Ma UM Ma MI
EM- M7-7711111

To: California Computer Products. Inc. MS3
2411 West La Palma Avenue
Anaheim, California 92801
Please tell me all about your Trident Disk Drives.
0I am interested. EtI am serious.

TRIDENT FORMATTER

Our 1150A Formatter is also easy to maintain. It offers

0@
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Rockwell
one-chip computers
give you the right fit
at the right price.
Right now.
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If you're designing asystem or subsystem
requiring as few as 10 TTL circuits, cost alone is
reason enough to consider aRockwell one-chip
computer.
A wide choice of Rockwell one-chip computers is available right now. And the line-up of
compatible one-chips is growing fast.
From Rockwell's PPS- 4/1 family, you select
the most cost-effective computer for your
application.

More on-chip I/0 eliminates extra
interface devices.
All of Rockwell's one- chip computers offer
powerful, user- oriented I/O ports that eliminate
costly interface circuitry in overall systems.
I/O features, including bidirectional ports,
flexibly designed drivers and receivers, and
serial input/output ports, provide you with
powerful system options.
Many types of displays can be driven directly.
Analog-digital conversion is easy. And serial
I/O ports offer anew dimension of capability
by giving you simple, ' no-cost" interfacing for
multi-computer systems.

Rockwell flexibility assures costeffective design.
Rockwell's one-chip computers give you
design options you couldn't afford with other
logic approaches.
During the design stage you can add or
reduce functions, allocate I/O differently and
make dozens of other changes by simple
reprogramming or by moving to another
software-compatible chip within the family.

Powerful instruction sets increase
efficiency.
Rockwell's instruction sets provide ROM
efficiencies of typically 2to 1over other
microcomputers. For example, some one- byte
multi-function Rockwell instructions perform
operations requiring five instructions in
other systems.
More than 80% of Rockwell's instruction

types can be executed in one byte and in a
single cycle. Special ROM instructions allow
many subroutine calls to be handled in one
byte. Table look- up instructions for MM77 and
MM78 chips provide easy look up of stored
data and easy keyboard decoding with minimal
programming.

The PPS 4/1 family of one-chip
computers.
MM76

MM77

MMUS

MM75

Description

Basle

Basle

Jumbo

Economy

76

77

77

76

640

1344

2048

640

RAM ( x4)

48

96

128

48

Total I/0 lines

31

31

31

22

Cond. Interrupt

2

2

2

1

2

2

Parallel Input

2

8

8

8

4

8

8

8

ROM ( x8)

MM76C

MM76D

HIgh

I
2bd

speed

AID

rounier* conyertel

640

Expand rd 76

640

1024

48

48

48

39

37

31

Bidirectional
Parallel

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

Discrete

10

10

10

9

10

10

10

Serial

3

3

3

—

3

3

3

42 pin
quad

42 pin
quad

42 pin
quad

28 pin
dual

52 pin 52 pin 42 pin
quad
quad
quad

Now

Now

Now

2Q 77

2Q/77 3Q 77

In- line package
Availability

16 wk
ARO

Power supply is 15v except low voltage version of Basic 76 available 3Q 77.
Typical power dissipation is 70mw.
Two 8bit or one 16- bit presetable up/down counter with 8control lines.

Rockwell design aids also help
lower your system cost.
To help control development costs, Rockwell
makes available auniversal Assemulator that
lets you assemble, edit, develop and debug
programs, as well as load PROMs. Special
development circuits enable prototyping.
Your Assemulator can also handle incoming
inspection and factory testing. And the same
Assemulator can be used to develop systems
based on all Rockwell one-chip and multi-chip
microprocessors.
For the full story on Rockwell one-chip
computers, and how quickly they can be apart
of your new product, write on your company
letterhead to: Marketing Services, D/727- E,
Microelectronic Device Division,
Rockwell International, P.O. Box 3669,
Anaheim, CA 92803, U.S.A. or phone
(714) 632-3729.
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MM76E

Model

Rockwell International
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ST ART

Announcing anew standard in
scope timing measurements.
For A-time measurements
to 0.002% accuracy*
and 100 psec resolution...
HP's the Answer.
Here's abrand new concept in scopes.
HP's revolutionary 1743A. It has an
internal crystal-oscillator time-base reference for high 0.002% accuracy*...
second-generation à-time capability
for added measurement flexibility and
convenience...and a5-digit LED readout for resolution to 1part in 150,000.
Priced at just $3300**, this 100 MHz
scope provides up to 200 times greater
timing accuracy than previous A-time
scopes. And the combination of crystaloscillator and second-generation
.1-time capability means easier timing
measurements:
Triggered delay measurements.
Now, .X- time measurements can be
made automatically by positioning
markers on the waveform. This means
greater speed and convenience in measuring pulse widths and periods. Plus,
direct readouts of changing time intervals without touching scope controls.
Delay functions to zero. Now you
can measure .1time from the first pulse
leading edge to any place on screen.
That means greater resolution and accuracy, plus easy à-time measurements
with respect to noncyclical pulses such
as flags and handshake signals.
Continuously variable sweep
that remains calibrated. Now you
can use the sweep vernier without
changing the LED time-display calibration. Make one major division equal
to aclock period, compress along data
train to keep it
within the display window, or
increase readout
resolution up to

afactor of three and still read
time
directly and accurately.
Trigger to channel A and B. Now
you can measure _Itime between the
trigger signal and events on both channels. This allows you to measure à time
between aflag and the start of adata
train, to make phase measurements on
dual clocks, or to measure skew between
data channels.
And there's much more. Your local
HP field engineer has the details.

And here's something NEW for scopes.
HP's Easy- IC Probes. A new idea
for probing high-density IC circuits that
eliminates shorting hazards, simplifies
probe connection to DIP's and generally
speeds IC trouble- shooting. Ask your
HP field engineer
about them.
*15°C to 35°C
specification.
** Domestic U.S.A.
price only.

08410

HEWLETT
1507 Page

hp

PACKARD

Road. Palo Alto. Califorrna 94304

WaShInglon ( 301) 948-6370, Chicago ( 312)
255-9800. Atlanta ( 404) 955-1500. Los Angeles ( 213) 877-1282
For ass ,stance call
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Allen-Bradley
Variable Resistors:
We have what you need.
Our distributors have
them when your
need is now.

ALLEN- BRADLEY VARIABLE RESISTORS
Type J: 1%2" diameter. Hot- molded carbon composition.
50 ohms to 5.0 megs. 2.25W at 70°C. 100M cycle rota,- ti tional life. Single, dual, triple sections. SPST switch
optional. Many other options. Publication 5200.
500 piece price $ 1.27 (single).

Type G: 2 diameter. Hot- molded composition. 100 ohms
to 5.0 megs. 0.5W at 70°C. 50M cycle rotational life.
SPST switch optional. Many other options. Publication
5201. 500 piece price $ 1.72.
Type GD: Dual section version of Type G. Well suited for
attenuator applications. Publications 5213 and 5221.
500 piece price $ 3.67.

Type EJ: 1% 2"diameter. Hot- molded carbon composition.
50 ohms to 5.0 megs. 2.25W at 70°C. 1MILLION cycle
rotational life. Single and dual sections. Slip clutch
optional. Many other options. Publication 5230.
500 piece price $ 1.50 (single).

Type W: A lower priced version of Type G. Publication
5212 500 piece price $ 1.19.

Series 70: %" square MOD POT.' Hot- molded composition 1
cermet, conductive plastic. 50 ohms to 10.0 megs. 100M
cycle rotational life. Single, dual, triple sections. Switches
optional. Many other options. Publication 5217.
500 piece price $ 1.19 (single).

Type WR: Radial lead version of Type W. SPST switch
optional. Publication 5220. 500 piece price $ 1.30.
Type SP: %" diameter. Cermet element. 50 ohms to 1.0
megs. 1.0W at 70°C. 25M cycle rotational life. Publication
5216. 500 piece price $ 2.00.

4
,

Series 72: Case bushing and shaft are non-metallic ( for
-1 double
duai
l
n
ss
n
un
laly
tior
:nu). Oth rwnis5e
2,
1s
7ame as Series 70. Singles
' 1and
Publication
- i 500 piece price S0.90 ( single).

Type M: 10,0 MM (. 394") cube. Conductive plastic element.
100 ohms to 1.0 megs. 25M cycle rotational life. Single
-and dual sections. Switches optional. Other options. Case,
bushing and shaft are non-metallic. Publication 5239.
500 piece price $ 2.12 (single).

07

Series 73: A lower priced version of Series 70. Singles
and duals only. Publication 5217.
500 piece price $ 1.04 (single).

Quality in the best tradition.
ALLEN-BRADLEY
Milwaukee Wisconsin 53204
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PRODUCT UPDATE

Price cuts, IC compatibility
entice more users to
solid-state relays
by Larry Armstrong,

Midwest bureau manager

D For the first time in their 10 years
of existence, optically isolated solidstate relays look ready for the big
time. The newest no- frills models
have a broader appeal than do the
familiar feature- loaded premium designs, packages are shrinking to fit in
better with integrated circuits, and
prices are tumbling.
In hopes of a market boom,
several makers are turning to thickfilm hybrid techniques ( Fig. 1),
which lend themselves better to lowcost mass production than the traditional component- laden printed-cir-

CLARE

cuit boards. Some also look forward
to the spread of the microprocessor,
particularly into industrial process
control, and have begun packaging
solid-state relays specially as input/output modules that convert an
ac or dc voltage to a logic-compatible signal and vice versa.
But what has popularized the
relays most is their falling price,
touched off by the advent two years
ago of the photocell-coupled relay.
Pioneered by Sigma Instruments
Inc. and Theta-J Relays Inc., the
low-cost photocell- based devices

•
Bi

203A05A2A

have put heavy price pressures on
their silicon-photodetector counterparts, which often require additional circuitry to trigger the output
semiconductor device.
The result of the intense price
competition has been a solid-state
relay market that in terms of units
shipped is growing at about 20% per
year but in dollar terms has
remained level, at $ 20 million for the
last several years. About $ 14 million
is now optocoupled "all solid-state"
models; the remainder is mostly
reed-coupled, or " hybrid," solidstate relays.
The photocell types manage to
eliminate more than just the fullwave bridge generally used to interface a photodetector with an output
thyristor. They also drop the conventional solid-state relay's output snubber— an RC network needed when
working into inductive loads— and
the newer models are dropping the
input zero-voltage crossover network
into the bargain.
Zero-crossover circuitry delays the
relay's firing in order to apply the
load at or near the zero-voltage point
of the ac line, thus reducing the
1. Thick film catching on. Relay manufacturers like C. P. Clare are looking to thick-film
hybrid technology to meet low-cost goals in
high-volume markets.
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2. Single in- line. To build this low-cost relay. Hamlin assembles pretested packaged
components on asubstrate containing screened resistors and conductors.

radio- frequency interference that
can cause false triggering. Sigma
claims that the reduction is not often
needed, as the equipment in which
the relay is located is most likely
shielded from rfi. " And we have
studies to show that any solid-state
relay reduces rfi by a factor of
between 4 and 20 versus electromechanical relays, with their inherent
bounce and arcing problems," says
Robert E. Cullen, marketing services
manager for the Braintree, Mass.,
firm. Sigma also questions whether
the additional rfi protection bought
by azero-crossover network is worth
the additional expense.
Further, "there are 3to 5milliamperes of leakage [ in the off state]
with a zero-voltage firing network,
where our units have leakage of only
1microampere— the leakage of the
triac," Cullen adds. "That's particularly important in medical applications where a person may be in
contact with the load."
Sigma's 226 series devices are
built around only four components: a
light-emitting diode and its currentlimiting resistor, an output triac, and
a photocell— in effect a light-sensitive resistor that controls the triac's
gate current. The photocell is particularly innovative, Cullen believes,
because it is a light-sensitive cadmium- sulfide material that is
screened onto the same substrate on
which the triac chip is mounted. The
circuit's simplicity and ease of
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assembly are reflected in Sigma's
prices: $4.83 each in lots of 100 and
$3.85 each for 1,000- piece lots, for a
unit that will switch 1.5 amperes at
up to 140 volts root mean square.
Input control is either 4.3 to 10 yor
10.3 to 16 v dc, and the firm has a
280-v ac output model. Input-tooutput isolation is 2,500 v, higher
than the industry's standard 1,500 v.
But the firm that has competitors
grunbling about price cutting is
Theta-JRelays Inc., Bedford, Mass.,
which has the broadest line of lowcost ac and de relays available [
Electronics, Aug. 5, 1976, p. 120]. ThetaJ, like Sigma, specializes in easily
assembled, four-component relays
using cadmium- sulfide photocells.
But it does not mount the triac on
the same substrate, because it wants
thermal isolation between the two.
Nor is it copying the Sigma
approach; Edward T. Rodriguez,
Theta-J's chairman and technical
director, has been granted a patent
on his photocell technology.
The company recently extended
its J- Tab series ac relay from
current-carrying capabilities of 5,
10, and 15 A [
Electronics, Nov. 11,
1976, p. 129] to 25 and 40 A by
slightly modifying the package, beefing up the leads, and adding a
second tab. "Also," Rodriguez adds,
"we found that by making these
modifications, we could secondsource Sigma Instruments [ 226 series], so we took advantage of that,

microprocessors.

Solid-state

in-

put/output modules from Electronic Relays
translate high-level ac or dc voltages into
logic-compatible signals or vice versa.

too." The devices are available in 90to 140-v dc and 90- to 280-v ac
versions, with nominal input control
signals of 5, 12, or 125 v.
A few of Theta-J's more recent
entries are designed to be mounted
on pc boards, following a noticeable
trend in solid-state relays. But nothing illustrates that trend better than
five new series of relays that
Gordos/Grigsby-Barton Inc. put
into production in February. All the
products use similar circuitry and
sport identical specifications but are
housed in five different packages.
"All are zero-voltage turn-on types,"
says Paul E. Bachman, sales manager for the Rogers, Ark., Gordos
subsidiary, "but we've had to design
five package types in order to
second-source the most popular pcmounted solid-state relays on the
market today."
The pull of printed circuits. Depending on the package, the Grigsby- Barton line features 0.5-, 1-, 1.5-,
3-, and 5-A switching at 25°C; at
least two different current-switching
capabilities are available in all package styles, and one package can
handle all five. Control inputs are 5,
12, 24, and sometimes anywhere
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from 3 to 30 y dc. The firm can
provide up to 3,750-v isolation in
some packages, although 1,500 y is
standard. Snubber networks are optional, as are internal metal-oxide
varistors, which further suppress
load transients. In lots of 1,000
pieces, the 3-A pc version is priced at
$5.57, with a 5-v dc control input
range and output snubber network.
The Crydom division of International Rectifier Corp., El Segundo,
Calif., has also recognized the move
toward pc-board relays. Last fall, it
introduced its Challenger series 3, a
0.4- inch- high (by-0.8-by- 1.2- in.) device rated at 2A at 40°C. The series
3 deviated from the boxy, chassismountable package that its competitors call the "hockey puck" and
have almost universally copied.
The more recent Crydom chassismountable Challenger series 2 is
smaller, measuring 0.85 by 1.75 by
0.6 in. and will switch up to 8 A at
40°C with appropriate heat sinking.
Like the pc-board mounting series 3,
both 120- and 240-v ac models are
available, and input signal voltage
ranges from 3.5 to 8ydc.
Specsmanship. The three California firms that control most of the
solid-state relay market — Teledyne,
Crydom, and Opto 22, probably in
that order— are currently engaged in
ahealthy game of specsmanship that
is being felt by other relay manufacturers as well. Upset by the bad
name solid-state relays were getting
because of failures caused by improper use, Opto 22 of Huntington
Beach, Calif., by its own account
kicked off the move to more comprehensive data sheets by publishing
dissipation curves and thermalresistance data. Teledyne says it has
always provided enough power-dissipation data for the equipment
designer to work with, but Crydom's
just- published bulletins show plotted
thermal characteristics, maximum
surge current, and intermittent dutycycle ratings. Particularly important,
it says, are the thermal curves, which
graphically display allowable load
current, ambient temperature, required heat sink, allowable packagebase temperature, and resultant
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ayear," Prieto adds, including parts
without the zero-crossing feature,
alternate pinouts to match the footprints of competitors' products, and
two dc-output versions that will
power dissipation.
There are also signs of a move handle 400 MA at up to 250 y dc
away from stuffing pc boards with without heat sinking.
While Clare and Teledyne are
discrete components and toward
thick- film hybridization, which re- using chips on their substrates,
quires high-volume production to Hamlin Inc. has taken a similar
give it acost advantage. " Discretes, thick- film approach, but it uses
Ithink, have had their day," says conventionally packaged and leadAnthony Bishop, solid-state product frame- mounted discretes on an alumanager at Teledyne Relays, Haw- mina substrate that also carries the
thorne, Calif. In Bishop's view, this screened conductive and resistive
is especially true for the military patterns. The Lake Mills, Wis., firm
market. Earlier this year, the firm figures that it can pare yield losses
introduced its model 683, a thick- by using pretested components that
film, optocoupled relay enclosed in a in addition need not be wire- bonded
metal hermetic dual in-line package during assembly.
The new Hamlin relay [
Electronand aimed at military and aerospace
users. But it is also planning asimi- ics, April 14, p. 155] is also offered
larly built version for the commer- in one of the solid-state relay induscial temperature range, and Bishop try's first single in-line packages
says that it may be an alternate (Fig. 2). " It's less than a half cubic
source for Clare's thick- film 203 inch in volume, but more importantly, it takes up only ahalf square
series.
inch of board space," says W. Forbes
Hybrids at hand. C. P. Clare &
Barton, solid-state relay product
Co., aChicago subsidiary of General
Instrument Corp., pioneered the use manager for Hamlin. Still, the ac
of thick film in solid-state relays device will switch afull 2A at 25°C,
with this series, first introduced at and the firm plans aversion with an
the 1973 National Computer Con- integral heat sink on the back of the
ference. That device, slow in winning substrate that will give the relay a4acceptance, is now being upgraded Arating.
At only $4.95 in 1,000-piece lots,
from its original 0.75-A rating to
handle a full 1.5 A at 45°C with the 7850 series zero-crossing relay
minimal heat sinking— nothing but a does require a snubber network
conductive rubber pad affixed to the across the output triac when the
relay is working into inductive loads.
bottom of the relay.
The new version will come in the "And we're working on another
same oversize DIP package as its version without the triac," Barton
predecessor — 0.88 by 0.5 in.— but adds. Customers, of course, will have
to add their own output power semithe package footprint will conform
to that used by integrated circuits, conductor, but " the device will allow
points out Rick L. Prieto, Clare's them abroad current-switching flexproduct planning manager. This ibility with only asingle front end in
the inventory," he points out.
allows the use of standard extrudedMaking up to microprocessors.
aluminum tc heat sinks to take the
But recognizing that the big future
package above 45°C operation. Other specs are the same as the earlier demand for solid-state relays fits
part: input control voltage starts at 4 hand in glove with the increasing
industrial use of microprocessors,
and can go above 6.5 y with an
several relay manufacturers have
external current- limiting resistor.
The device will handle loads from started configuring their products
into panel- mounted versions called
6.3 to 240 y ac, with a dielectric
input/output converters or inwithstanding voltage of 2,000 v.
Clare has not changed the price of
the 203. It is still $ 7.20 each in lots 4. More I/0 devices. Midtex will shortly be
offering an extensive line of input/output
of 1,000 and slightly under $ 10 each
for 100 parts. "We'll have four to six microprocessor-interface modules comprising both analog and digital models.
catalog variations of the 203 within
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put/output modules. Available in
both ac and dc models, the input
versions of these modules convert an
ac or dc voltage to a logic signal,
whereas the output versions convert
alogic signal to an ac or dc voltage.
Teledyne has had much of this uo
market to itself since it introduced
its 671 series some three years ago;
in addition, it has packaged the same
circuits into pc- mountable 1.5- by2.0- by-0.5- in. boxes as its 675 series.
"They close aswitch on the output,
so we've always considered them
relays," says Teledyne's Anthony
Bishop, " but the rest of the world
hasn't." Well, the rest of the world
appears to be catching on.
"The market for these ho packages will be bigger than the solidstate relay market is now," predicts
Joseph E. Pascente, president of
Electronic Relays Inc., Niles, Ill. His
firm is on the verge of bringing out a
line of uo modules that match the
Teledyne three- pin footprint but
take up about half the space, he says.
Like Teledyne's, the modules ( Fig.
3) are simply optocoupled ac and dc
solid-state relays in a panel- mountable package that includes a lightemitting diode to indicate the presence of an input or output signal.

MICR011,111F.RF,11
A C INPUT MODUL
w £ 81 Ac A000
101,,

OutPui

The specs of the first four modules
in Electronic Relays's 71 series
approximate Teledyne's specs, but
instead of using a heat sink inside
the package, ERI brings the tab of
the internal thyristor out to one of
the modules screw terminals and
relies on the gauge of the hookup
wire for heat sinking. The ac output
type will handle 2.75 A at up to 280
ac and works over an input voltage
range of 3 to 7 y de, while the dc
output module can switch 2.75 A at
55 y dc over a 4- to- 10-v dc control
input. The ac input device operates
from 95 to 132 v ac, the de input
device from 10 to 32 ydc. Prices are
higher than for solid-state relays in
more conventional packages.
But perhaps the broadest effort in
lio modules will be seen from
Midtex Inc. in the next few months.
The North Mankato, Minn., firm
has already tooled 24 of its projected
line of 36 Microinterface analog and
digital modules. Twenty are digital,
including such functions as thermistor and thermocouple set- point
input modules, and 10 are merely acand dc-optocoupled solid-state relays. They are all housed in the same
physical enclosure ( Fig. 4) as Midtex's 157 series three- pole double-

throw electromechanical relay, 1.5
in. square and 2.2 in. high, with / 6in. quick-disconnect/plug-in terminals and ared indicator light on the
top of the housing.
"We think the big growth in the
solid-state relay business will occur
because of the microprocessor," says
Robert K. Else, president, "and
we're aiming these products at the
interface
to
microprocessor
systems." Typical applications include machine tools, process controls, elevator controls, and — since
the Midtex parts are available in
normally closed versions as well as
the conventional normally open —
energy management and security
systems, where it is important that
the system continue to operate even
when the processor does not.
Input modules all feature a transistor- transistor- logic- compatible
open-collector output circuit rated
up to 30 y dc and include nominal
input levels of 24 vac, 117 Vac, 28 v
dc, and 130 vdc. Ac output modules
switch 3 A at 117 V ac, with input
control voltages of either 7 or 18 v
dc nominal, and are available with or
without snubber networks and zerocrossover switching. Dc output modules can handle 130 vdc at the same
input control voltages. Prices are
competitive. An ac output device, to
give one example, with zero crossover and snubber, sells for $9.10
each in lots of 1,000.
To enhance the life of the triac,
Midtex puts filters on the front end
in addition to a snubber network at
the output triac. This filter technique, which uses resistors, capacitors, and an inductor in api network,
provides complete immunity from
any transients that may exist on the
power line or be generated when the
module is unplugged under power.
In the device's specs, the additional
filter shows up as improved transient- withstanding capability. In the
device's price, it is a 15% premium.
Theta-J, too, has made, tentative
moves into the uo module end of the
solid-state relay market with a line
of miniature high-voltage-to-TTL
photocell- isolated converters. Designated the HL series, the firm's input
modules are packaged in ahalf- inchhigh 16- pin DIP and provide outputs
that will switch 5- or 12-v logic
levels at 25-mA currents.
D
3 1
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14 new line circuits
from the leader.
lèxas Instruments.
To the most comprehensive line of
interface circuits come 14 new line
drivers, receivers and transceivers
offering the same performance, reliability and economy that have made
Texas Instruments the world leader in
line circuits with atotal of 43 products.
And they're available now, from your
local TI distributor.

Line receivers for IBM 360/
370 1/0 applications.
The SN75125 and SN75127 are monolithic
seven-channel line receivers in a 16- pin
package that meet the IBM 360/370 I/O
specification. Special low- power design and
Schottky-clamped transistors allow for low
supply-current requirements while maintaining fast switching speeds and highcurrent TTL outputs. Both operate from a
single 5V power supply. The SN75127 has
standard V, , positioning.
The SN75128 and SN75129 are eightchannel line receivers with many of the features of the 125 and 127 plus common strobes
for each group of four receivers. The
SN75128 has an active-high strobe while the
SN75129 has an active-low strobe.

operations, TTL and DTL input compatibility, short-circuit protection and high output
impedance in the power-off condition. Typical
propagation delay times are 16 ns. Input
clamp diodes provide transient voltage
protection.
The SN75159 offers all of the features of
the SN75158 driver plus 3-state outputs for
bus-organized systems.

Dual line receivers.
To the SN55/75140 Series are added the 141,
142 and 143 dual single-ended line receivers
with TTL-compatible strobes and outputs.
Each features single 5V supply requirements, -±- 100 mV sensitivity, reference voltage adjustable from 1.5 to 3.5V for maximum
noise immunity, and ahigh input impedance
for data-bus applications.
Like the existing SN55/75140, the new 141
offets a common reference pin and common
strobe but adds an input- protected diode for
the power-off mode. The 142 and 143 line
receivers have individual reference pins,
individual strobes and an internal 2.5V reference available. The 143 receiver has a
diode- protected input stage.

General-purpose line drivers
with 3- state outputs.
The DS78/8831 and DS78/8832 can be used as
either single-ended or dual differential drivers. They operate on asingle 5V power supply
and are ideal for party- line applications. All
offer very low output impedance with high
drive capability, also 40-mA sink and source
capability. Typical propagation delay times

RS-422 dual
differential drivers.
The SN55/75158 and SN75159 are dual differential line drivers designed to meet EIA
Standard RS-422. They require only asingle
5V power supply and offer balanced- line

E

FREE!

- The
Line Drive
'Line ra
lnd
r

Line Driver and
Line Receiver Data Book

Date refer

are 15 ns. The drivers are differentiated by
the output clamp diode to V, , on DS78/8831.

Single- ended transceiver.
The SN75136, a functional pin- for- pin replacement for the Signetics N8T26, is aquad
transceiver using Schottky-clamped transistors and a single 5V power supply. Both the
driver and transceiver have 3-state outputs
for data- bus operations. PNP inputs minimize input loading ( 200 I.LA max.).

Differential transceivers.
The SN75118 and SN75119 are single differential transceivers similar to Ti's SN75116
and SN75117 with the added feature of
3- state receiver outputs. Both devices operate from asingle 5V power supply.

Free Data Book.
Mail the coupon below for afree copy of the
new 206 page Line Driver and Line Receiver
Data Book. You'll find complete specifications on all of these new products plus selection guides, future products, ordering and
applications information for the complete
line of Ti drivers, receivers and transceivers.
Included are the popular SN75107, 108, 109,
110 and 112 dual line drivers, the SN75121 and
123 dual line drivers and the SN75122 and
124 triple line receivers. You'll also find the
SN75150 dual line driver and the SN75154
quad receivers along with the SN75188 quad
line driver and SN75189 and 189A
quad line receivers. All of these
and other widely used line circuits
are yours for the asking.

E

Texas Instruments Incorporated
Inquiry Answering Service
P. O. Box 5012, M/S 308
Dallas, Texas 75222
Please send me afree copy of the Line Driver and Line Receiver
Data Book.
Name _

Title

Company

Selection guides • Interchangeability guides • Thermal information •
Ordering instructions and mechanical data • Individual data sheets •
Typical applications • Selection
guide for other interface circuits •

Address
City

State_ -

-

Zip _

Check here for other interface circuits data books.
Memory Interface Data Book
Peripheral Driver Data Book
Ei Display Driver Data Book

Future products.

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
INCORPORAI ED
. 1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated
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Chip converter settles in 2 /Is
Self-contained 8-bit d-aunit, first in aseries of large-scale linears,
includes input latches for microprocessor compatibility
by Bernard Cole, San Francisco bureau manager
Using a slightly modified version of
its standard process for bipolar operational amplifiers, Signetics Corp.
has moved into production with the
first device in an upcoming series of
what the company calls " large-scale
linears." The new chip is the first
monolithic 8- bit digital- to- analog
converter to be both self-contained
and microprocesor-compatible,
and it is fast, having a settling time
of only 2microseconds.

NE 5018
DATA BIT INPUTS
LATCH
ENABLE

With a 200- to- 400- nanosecond
latch-enable pulse width, the latches
appear transparent when the enable
input is in the low state. When it
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DIGITAL
GROUND

LATCHES AND
SWITCH DRIVERS

BIPOLAR
OFFSET

SUM
- NODE

o Vow-

Most 8- bit d-a chips require an
external output amplifier and sometimes even an external voltage reference. Also, until now, none has
included the input latches needed in
a microprocessor- based system to
capture and hold the digital data
long enough to be acted upon by the
converter without tying up the
microprocessor.
With the new NE5018, Signetics
engineers have squeezed— on a
24,000- square- mil chip— a stable
reference, a high-speed amplifier, a
d- a converter made up of an R-2
ladder of current sources and digital
switches, and an 8- bit input latch.
"For only $ 7to $ 8," says Derek Bell,
data converter marketing manager,
"a system designer can replace three
to six components costing a total of
$11 to $ 12 with asingle NE5018."
Compatible with microprocessor
systems that have data buses of 8
bits or wider, the NE5018 has datainput latches controlled by a latchenable pin. The data and latchenable inputs are ultralow-loading
types for easy interfacing with all
logic systems.

11111111

AMPLIFIER
o
COMPENSATION
o
ANALOG
GROUND

DA CONVERTER SWITCHES

VREF
0
IN

W.

VCC

goes high, the input data present at
the moment of transition is latched
and retained until the enable input
again goes low.
The chip combines a stable voltage reference ( 5volts nominal) with
a high- slew- rate buffer amplifier.
The voltage reference may be externally trimmed with a potentiometer
for easy adjustment of full scale,
while maintaining alow temperature
coefficient. The output buffer may
be offset, says Bell, so as to provide
bipolar as well as unipolar operation.

Monotonic to 8 bits, the NE5018
is accurate to within ± 1
2
/
least
significant bit. Requiring power supplies of ± 18 v and — 18 v for
optimum performance, the NE5018
incorporates short-circuit protection
on-chip for both the amplifier and
the voltage referehce. Power dissipation is 800 milliwatts.
In quantities of 100, the NE5018
is available off the shelf for $ 7.95
each.
Signetics Corp., 811 E. Argues Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [ 338]
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Digital I/O boards work with LSI-11
Family of four half-quad cards provides flexible interfacing
with TTL levels, contact closures, and loads of up to 300 mA
by Michael J. Riezenman, New Products Editor

data is read onto the bus of the
Following its success in designing input lines is filtered and sets aflipmicrocomputer.
flop
when
a
contact
closure
to
analog input/output boards for some
The 1616-CCI interfaces with the
of the more popular minicomputers ground occurs. A common reset line
LSI-11
in either the program-control
and microcomputers, Adac Corp., resets all of the flip-flops when the
Woburn, Mass., has developed a
series of four digital Po cards for the Interfaces. Two of the cards in Adac's digital I/O family demonstrate that 32 channels can
be accommodated on a half-quad card. At the top is the 1632 parallel I/O card, and on the
Digital Equipment Corp. LSI-11
bottom is the 1632-HCO high-current lamp driver, which provides 32 outputs.
microcomputer. Contained on what
DEC calls a half-quad card, which
measures 8.5 by 5inches, each of the
new boards is noteworthy for a high
degree of flexibility.
The model 1632 parallel 1/0 card,
for example, is a unit with 32 lines
that can be used in groups of eight,
as either inputs or outputs. The transistor-transistor-logic-comPati ble
system contains a 16- bit status register and operates either under program control or program interrupt.
The status register contains two
interrupt-enable bits, two flag registers, and four uncommitted read/
write registers that can be used to
provide control signals external to
the board. The register addresses can
be configured, by means of jumpers,
to correspond to any address in the
DEC field of peripheral addresses,
according to Adac.
Control signals are provided in the
vo connectors to signal that new
data is ready when either of the two
output latches is updated. Two datatransferred pulses indicate that the
data formerly present on the input
lines has been transferred to the bus.
In addition, two initializing pulses
reset external devices. In quantities
of one to four pieces, the model 1632
sells for $ 195.
For detecting contact closures,
Adac has developed the 1616-CCI —
a 16- line card that is supplied with a
header and cable to carry individual
input lines to the board. Each of its
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Magnecraft adds the Class 78...
to make the most complete line of
General Purpose Relays. Anywhere.
Class 78 type relays are widely used, general
purpose relays. Slightly larger than one cubic
inch, these relays provide the most switching
capability per cubic inch that your money can

Designed with great flexibility, and in a wide

Barriered contacts available on some versions
for opposite polarity switching. All relays are
available with either solder, or P.C. terminals.
The 4PDT version is also available with
bifurcated contacts. A full range of sockets
are also available. This includes screw
terminals, solder and printed circuit types.

range of AC and DC coil voltages, the Class 78
standard contact combinations are 4PDT for 1,
3 and 5 amps, and DPDT for 5 and 10 amp
switching.

For complete information and specifications,
WRITE FOR OUR CLASS 78 BULLETIN.
Magnecraft Electric Company, 5575 N. Lynch
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60630.

buy. And they're interchangeable with all
comparable types.

CLASS 78
WITH SOCK ET

4PDT

DPDT

3 AMP

DPDT

10 AMP

SO _ DER

10 AMP

P.C. TERMINALS

TE 3MINALS

QUICK- CONNECT

4PDT
3 AMP

TERMINALS

P.C. TERMINALS
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KEEPTHE
HORSE
BEFORE
THE
CART!
You've probably known design
engineers who are half-way through
a project before they realize the
power supply that could have come
from astandard line must all of a
sudden be acustomized design.
And you also know what that means
in the way of extra costs. It's the old
cart before the horse theory.
Call us when you are in the
embryonic stages of your design
and we'll work with you in your
primary important stages. And not
only will you like the fact that our
standard lines will both fit your
supply and keep you in budget...
you'll like the idea of our already
field-tested dependability.
Our power supplies are available for
OEM computer, point of sale, EDP,
bank telling and
telecommunications use:
•Switching regulator and linear
designs • 11 models —
single/multi-output • Voltage
ranges, from 2to 30V • 50 current
levels from . 01 to 225 amps •
Overcurrent/overvoltage protection
•Filtering to meet world-wide EMI
requirements • Designed and built
to UL, CSA and European safety
requirements.

New products
ating system called Debug, one of
the most powerful debugging tools
yet developed for 6800- based
systems, the company says.
The DE68DT is also useful in
such applications as microprocessor
software development and microprocessor education. It can be used, too,
Portable system can control
for small-business accounting with
the addition of appropriate software.
instruments or perform
A dual floppy-disk drive or other
data-reduction tasks
user peripherals may be coupled
easily to the input/output bus to
A fully self-contained microcom- provide customization to fit any user
puter, based on the Motorola 6800 requirement.
The extensive Debug command
microprocessor family, has been deset
includes: memory examine and
veloped by Digital Electronics Corp.
change,
search, move memory block,
for such applications as instrumentation control, data acquisition and various tape and disk commands,
reduction, and transaction logging. multiple breakpoints with loop
Designated the DE68DT microcom- counters, register examine and modiputer, this fully integrated system fy, single-step, trace, various printer
contains a keyboard, a 20-column commands, and hexadecimal calalphanumeric display, a 40-column culator functions. A mnemonic
impact printer, single or dual mini- translator permits software debugcassette tape drives, and a mini- ging in assembly language. Enature floppy disk. RS232C ports try/display, search, and print modes
for optional printers or modems, a are selectable, offering assembly
numeric keypad, and anine-slot card mnemonics and hexadecimal or
cage all fit into the case with the ASCII characters.
Two versions of the DE68DT are
6800 central processing unit and
available.
The standard DE68DT is
power supplies. Read-only memory
expansion to 65 kilobytes and 16- adesk-top unit that weighs less than
kilobyte programmable ROM cards 30 pounds, depending on options.
Dimensions are 22 1
/ inches wide by
4
are available for easy installation.
/ in. deep by 71/2 in. high. The
2
Software available includes as- 17 1
sembler, Basic, and Fortran IV, as DE68C is a compact unit without
well as a6-kilobyte ROM/PROM oper- integral miniature floppy disk, but

Microprocessors

Computer is built
around the 6800

Dependability. That's aword we
define as quality and reliability. It's
also what design engineers define
as our reputation!

NC
NCR POWER SYSTEMS DIVISION
formerly Scott Electronics
584 S. Lake Emma Road. RO. Box 898
Lake Mary. Florida 32748

Telephone ( 305) 323-9250
144
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Monolithic Capacitors have been
our business for nearly three decades.
(We build them better.)

We build SIP Capacitor Networks
to your specifications
Our single in- line package ( SI?) capacitor network has 10 leads — nine capacitor
sections and one ground.
But you can re- design it to your needs —
we're very flexible.

costs ( compared with individual leaded
components) and provide higher reliability,
especially for high-volume production.
As important, it's backed by the monolithic capac tor technology that has given

In fact, we'll supply it with fewer leads...
with NPO, X7R and BX dielectrics . . . with

us a high- quality reputation for nearly three
decades.

combinations of capacitance values . . . all
ir the same package.

If you're interested in aSIP network, send
us your drawing or your requirements. We'll
design it for you.

What will it do? Reduce your assembly

Vitramon North America
Division of Vitramon, Incorporated
Box 544, Biclgeport, Conn. 06601
Tel: ( 203) 268-6261
Subsidiaries: Vitramon Limited ( London) • Vitramon GrrbH ( Stuttgart) • Vitramon France
S.A.R.L. ( Paris) • Vitramon Pty. Limited ( Sydney) • Vitramon Japan Limited ( Tokyo)
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New products
otherwise similar to the DT. Its
weight is under 25 lb., and it
measures 19 1/2 in. wide by 20 in.
deep by 51
/
2 in. high. Both units are
fully portable. The microcomputers
are priced from $ 2,200. Delivery
time is normally 30 days from
receipt of order. Quantity discounts
and leasing programs are available.
Digital Electronics Corp., 415 Peterson St.,
Oakland, Calif. 94601 [4011

Math board boosts
computer system speed

Coils
where you need them,
when you need them.
Specify Delevan inductors and transformers and relax. Our coast-tocoast distribution network guarantees reliable, on-time delivery, no
matter where you are. In Europe, too, our distributors have coils
in stock for immediate, off-the-shelf service. Components are also
available direct from the factory for OEM production or prototype
design evaluation.
Our no-fault production record, plus sophisticated quality control and
testing, have made Delevan components the standard of excellence
throughout industry. In the long run, Delevan subassemblies can cost
you less than "cheaper" ones. Delevan's proven dependability is your
assurance of avoiding premature malfunction ... amajor cost to pay
for afew cents' savings in parts.
Our lineup of RF inductors and transformers have been developed to
keep pace with the growing needs of the electronics industry. So we're
not going to let you down when you need them, wherever you need
them. When your reputation is on the line, Delevan delivers.

Delevan
Division

AMERICAN
PRECISION
INDUSTRIES INC

270 QUAKER RD./EAST AURORA, N.Y. 14052
TELEPHONE 716/652-3600 TELEX 91-293

For the first time, equipment manufacturers will be able to use low-cost,
microprocessor- based computer
systems, such as Intel Corp.'s SBC
80 family, in applications requiring
high-speed, high- precision arithmetic computations. Making this possible is the Schottky bipolar SBC 310
mathematics unit developed by Intel.
The new unit enables SBC 80
computers to perform mathematical
operations an order of magnitude
faster than has previously been
possible with microprocessor software. Major applications will include process-control systems where
speed is critical, such as flow- type
processes, instrumentation systems
requiring high-speed data reduction
and logging, off-line and on-line
numerical controls, and aircraft navigation.
Besides high speed, the SBC 310
adds anew dimension to the SBC 80
family's processing and control capabilities. It is a parallel processor
implemented with Intel's powerful
series 3000 bipolar microcomputer
set. A microprogram, stored in the
unit's nonvolatile memory, implements 14 new instructions. These
include 32- bit floating-point arithmetic, 16- bit and 32- bit fixed-point
integer arithmetic, compare and test
operations relative to zero or to
floating-point constants, and floatto- fix or fix- to-float conversions.
The unit operates as aconcurrent
processor; that is, the SBC 80
computers can continue executing
their main programs while the math
board processes arithmetic data in

OTHER DIVISIONS INCLUDE BASCO. DUSTEX. AMERICAN
PRECISION INDUSTRIES ( U K LTD . DUSTEX OF CANADA INC
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parallel. It carries out simple commands transmitted via the standard
SBC 80 bus.
Intel's Multibus allows as many as
16 SBC 80 computers to share a
single SBC 310 math board. As a
result, the math unit can be used in
complex applications such as multiprocessors, as well as in distributed
processing and in stand-alone computer systems.
The SBC 310 is designed to
operate as an intelligent slave on the
SBC 80 system bus. Memorymapped input/output addressing is
used; in other words, the SBC 310
board is addressed like memory, and
data generated by the unit can be
manipulated like data accessed in
memory. Also, the board can operate
in an interrupt- driven or polled
mode, like the 1/o ports on SBC 80
computer boards.
To communicate with the math
board, the SBC 80 computer controlling the bus uses standard 8080
microcomputer memory instructions.
Each math function is selected by a
simple operation code. Data to be
processed is entered into registers on
the SBC 310 as a memory-write
operation. Results are obtained by a
read operation. Between the two
accesses, the unit executes the
command concurrently with the
main SBC 80 computer program.
The SBC 310 is immediately
available at the single- unit price of
$595 and can also be ordered in
volume at discount prices. A printedcircuit board assembly measuring
6.75 by 12 inches, it interfaces
directly with the SBC 80 system bus
and operates on asingle 5-volt power
supply.
Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara,
Calif. 95051 [402]

S-100 memory board
holds 16 8-k erasable PROMs
Designed to plug into microcomputers that use the popular S-100
bus, a memory-board kit holds as
many as 16 model 2708 erasable
programmable read-only memories.
If the board is not fully loaded with
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Pay less, get more.

Lots more. In fact, the new 8020A
digital multimeter has more features
and capability than any other DMM
at any price.
Once again, it pays to think small.
Costing only $ 169,* the 8020A is big
on features and value.
You get unbelievable field versatility with the 8020A, and it's sized to
slip easily into your pocket or service
kit. Compact, wit h big features—like
0.25% dc accuracy and 26 ranges. Conductance ranges for measuring leakage to 10,000 Mil, or transistor beta.
Ten megohm input resistance, ac and
dc. Battery powered, with alarge liquid crystal display.

For reliability, we've shrunk the
number of total parts to only 47, including the world's first custom LS!
CMOS multimeter chip.
On-the-job reliability you can't be
without. A full-year guarantee. Worldwide parts and service. And more, including the traditional Fluke quality
you depend on.
Call (800) 426-0361, toll free. Give
us your chargecard number and we'll
put an 8020A in your hand immediately. (Or a ten-pack of 8020As for only
$1521*.) Call now for the location of
the closest Fluke office or distributor.
*U.S. price only.

Fluke 8020A DMM for Field Service:$169.
18D7 7006

FLU K1
For literature only circle 147
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We know your needs.
Electronics Magazine
Book Series.
Zero-risk trial offer.
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applications

LaRge scale
IntegRançn
LSI
LSI
LSI
LSI
Electronics
Book Series

Bectronics

e760k series
1. Microprocessors
What you must know about
available microprocessor
téchnology, devices, information, 4th printing. $ 8.95

3. Large Scale Integration
Covers the basic technology,
new LSI devices, LSI testing
procedures, plus system
design and applications. $ 9.95

2. Applying
Microprocessors
2nd and 3rd generation technology. 26 detailed applications from data networks to
video games. $9.95

4. Basics of Data
Communications
Includes 47 articles from Data
Communications magazine
covering more than 11 key
areas. $ 12.95

Electronics Book Series
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
1. Send me
2. Send me
per copy.
3. Send me
per copy.
4. Send me
$12.95 per copy.
5. Send me

whit

copies of " Microprocessors" at $8.95 per copy.
copies of " Applying Microprocessors" at $9.95
copies of " Large Scale Integratior" at $9.95
copies of " Basics of Data Communications" at
copies of " circuits for Electronics Engineers"

at $ 15.95 per copy.
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more
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5. Circuits for Electronics
Engineers
Contains 306 circuits arranged
by 51 functions from Amplifiers to Voltage Regulating
Circuits. Saves design
drudgery. $ 15.95
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Smaller
makes sense.

New products

the 8,192- bit memories, the unused
sections can be disabled so that a
read/write memory can be accommodated within their address space.
The board also has provision for a
wait state so that it can run in a
Z-80 system. Supplied with afull set
of integrated- circuit sockets, but
without the PROMS, the kit has a
small-quantity price of $85. Delivery
is from stock.
Ibex, 1010 Morse Ave., Suite 5, Sunnyvale,
Calif. 94086. Phone ( 408) 739-3770 [ 403]

Punched-tape reader runs at
150 characters per second
Designed for use in microcomputer
development systems and PROM programmers, the model 2001-2 reader
reads any standard punched paper
tape at 150 characters per second.
The transistor-transistor- logic disccompatible unit contains aread head
that minimizes errors caused by

skewed or otherwise imperfect tape.
The head, which is made of a highly
wear-resistant material, will not accumulate static charges— another
way in which it tends to lower the
reader's error rate.

In the tradition of mini-computers
and mini-skirts, great small products
usually evolve from larger packages.
The new 8020A digital multimeter
carries on the Fluke tradition of precision bench-top instrumentation, with
this handheld, 13- oz. DMM. Saine
quality and value, smaller package.
And only $ 169.*
Your 8020A goes on call with you
in your pocket, briefcase, or tool kit.
Wherever your job takes you and your
8020A. you can count on bench-instrument performance.
Small in size, but big in capability,
with features like 2000-count resolution, transient protection to 6000V,

six resistance ranges to 20 MO. Plus,
an exclusive conductance capability
for leakage measurements to MOO
Mt/!
And. traditional Fluke quality and
accuracy are guaranteed for afull year.
Parts and service available worldwide.
And that's meaningful when it's from
the recognized leader in DMMs.
Get your hands on one. Call ( 800)
426-0361, toll free. Give us your
chargecard number for same-day shipment. Or, well tell you the location of
the nearest Fluke office cr distributor.
(Where you can save by buying atenpack of 8020As for only $ 152P')
price only.

Fluke 8020A DMM for Field Service: $169.
1807 70 DE

I
FLUKE1

EECO, 1441 East Chestnut, Santa Ana, Calif.
92701.

Phone "Tape Readers" at ( 714)

835-6000 [ 405]
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DIP Reed

Proximity Switches
FPS600 Series
Highest reliability and longest service life!!

New products
Subassemblies

Eight isolators
share oscillator
Multichannel isolation
amplifiers designed for
industrial, medical systems

•Molded epoxy- low- profile Dip package
•Fully compatible with standard ICs for
printed circuit board
•Contamination-free contacts
•Suitability for flow- soldering assembly
•10W ( resistive load) contact rating
• 10 6 operations at rated load
•1Form A

FUJITSU LIMITED
Comnzunications and electronicJ

Circle 184 on reader service card

Reed Float
Switches
FFS-500 Series

Following up the success achieved by
their model 284J single-channel isolation amplifier [
Electronics, Oct. 28,
1976, p. 144], engineers at Analog
Devices Inc. have developed a multichannel unit with even better performance. The new one, called the
286J, is intended for multichannel
ground- loop elimination and highvoltage protection in industrial and
medical applications.
James Maxwell, marketing manager for analog modules, says that
by employing an inexpensive external oscillator, users can make the
286J work in data- acquisition
systems handling 1,000 channels or
more. The external oscillator consists of an integrated circuit, a
capacitor, and two resistors, and it
costs about $ 2, Maxwell says. The
oscillator's common frequency can

be shared by up to eight 286J units
in order to provide the multichannel
capability.
The 286J itself has an attractive
price —$ 37 each in hundreds and
$59 each in quantities of one to
nine— which Maxwell believes will
open new industrial applcations especially. The module delivers an
isolated output of ± 15 volts dc at
± 15 milliamperes minimum and fits
in the same package as the 284J,
measuring 1.5 by 1.5 by 0.62 inches.
It also has the same guarded floating
front end, including the internal
power supply.
The new module can withstand
common- mode voltages of 2,500
continuously or a maximum 10millisecond pulse of ± 6,500 y peak.
At ± 10 y minimum, it betters the
dynamic range of the 284J by 5 v,
and its nonlinearity of no more than
±0.05% is well ahead of the earlier
model's ± 0.03%. Maxwell stresses,
though, that the 284J is still the
company's recommendation to customers who have single-channel
applications.
Like its predecessor, the 286J has
a transformer- isolated design that
exceeds the patient- safety requirements of Underwriters Laboratories'
(ut.) Standard 544. Gain is resistorprogrammable from 1to 100, guar-

Perfect choices for control of fluid
levels!!

•Usable as either an upper or lower
limit float switch, even in explosive
environments
•Non- explosive construction
•Up to 100VA AC contact rating
•Application includes:
oil level guage and automatic vending
machines, etc.

FUJITSU LIMITED
Conununicalions and electrazici

*For contact information see page 154
nirrip 150 on reader service card
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anteed common- mode rejection is
110 decibels minimum at 60 hertz,
and gain stability is specified at
0.001% per 1,000 hours, or 0.01%°C.
Small quantities are available
from stock; delivery time for production quantities is 3 to 4 weeks.

You have your own
calculator.
Why not aDMM?

Analog Devices Inc., Route One Industrial
Park. P. 0. Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02060.
Phone James Maxwell at ( 617) 329-4700
[381)

D-aconverter has 14-bit
monotonicity from 0to 70°C
Although it sells for only $ 175 in
small quantities ($ 135 each for 100
to 249), the MN3310 digital- toanalog converter combines high
speed and high linearity over abroad
temperature range. The 16-bit converter will settle to within half a
least significant bit for a 10-volt
step, in no more than 35 microseconds. Its maximum nonlinearity
is 0.003% of full scale over the
temperature range from 0°C to 70°C.
And it is guaranteed monotonic to
within 14 bits over that same
temperature range.
Applications for the new device
include high-accuracy instrumentation, precision control systems, and
high-performance function generation. The compact unit is housed in a
24- pin hermetic dual in- line package
and has a maximum no-load power
consumption of 420 milliwatts.
Supply requirements are ± 15 ydc.
The hybrid circuit is a complete
converter, containing both a reference supply and an output operational amplifier. Active laser trimming allows it to meet all of its specifications without any external adjustments. However, for increased
flexibility, gain and offset adjustments are provided.
The converter's transistor- transistor- logic-compatible digital inputs
are coded in straight binary. Its
output has a typical impedance of
0.25 ohm. Maximum output voltage
is 10 volts and maximum load
current is 5 milliamperes. Samples
of the MN3310 are available for
prototyping now. Production quanti-
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Finally, adigital multimeter that's
yours, just like your pocket calculator,
and more useful. Only $ 169!'
You pack only 13 ozs. in your pocket
or service kit, but size is deceptive. The
8020A has more useful features than
any other multimeter available--at
any price! Features like 26 ranges and
seven functions, including conductance. 2000-count resolution. Hi/lo power ohms.
And it's rugged. The high-impact
case protects a minimum number of
component parts (47 in all), and they're
all readily available from any of the
worldwide Fluke service centers. Your
8020A is factory calibrated by NBS
traceable equipment. And we guaran-

tee it'll live up to published specs for a
full year.
The 8020A is atrue field instrument,
designed with ahighly readable LCD
display, and inexpensive 9V transistor
battery power for continuous use up
to 200 hours. Reliability, quality and
value: that's Fluke tradition.
To get your hands on one, call (800)
426-0361, toll free. Give us your chargecard number and we'll ship an 8020A
the same day. Or, we'll tell you the location of the closest Fluke office or distributor ( where you can save by buying a ten- pack of 8020As for only
$1521*).
* U.S.

price only.

Fluke 8020A DMM for Field Service:$169.
1307 7004

1FLU K El
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FES-9 Series
Best choice today in meeting demanding keyboard applications!!

HIGH

New products
ties would have adelivery time of six
to 10 weeks.
Micro

Networks Corp.,

Worcester, Mass. 01606.

324

Clark

St.,

Phone John F.

Munn at ( 617) 852-5400 [ 382]

LED display interfaces
directly with computers

•Available in either " light touch" (snapaction) or " regular touch" models
•Choice of momentary or alternate action
•Wide range of keyf ace style and mounting ( including sloped, stepped and
sculptured)

FUJITSU LIMITED
Conunanicationi and Dectronici
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Reed Precision
Switches
FPS- 300 Series
Highest dependability of operation!!

ronics Inc.

•

Reed Low- Profile
Keyswitches

An intelligent alphanumeric lightemitting-diode display offers full
buffering, a built-in ASCII decoder,
multiplexer, memory, and lightemitting-diode drivers. The device is
thus able to interface with microcomputers and other logic circuits
exactly as a random-access memory
does. Any character position may be
accessed independently and asynchronously. Characters remain lit
until anew one is entered.
The DL- 1416 display generates all
64 ASCII characters 0.16 inch high.
It is actuated entirely by TTL levels
and requires only a single 5-volt
supply. Each module displays four
characters and is so designed that
any number of modules may be
butted end- to-end to create long
displays with equal spacing between
all characters. The modules measure
1by 1.2 inches.
In quantities of 1,000, price is
$5.50 per character ($ 22 per fourcharacter module). Delivery is from
stock.

leumr
SUPPUES
AND
POWER
PACKS

Standard supplies from
kW to 50 kW
1kW supply
provides
120 kV (e 8mA

Power Supplies
Complete range of unregulated high
voltage dc supplies with voltage outputs from 1kV to 1000 kV and current
outputs from 10 mA to 50 Amps available in standard designs at economical prices. Fully instrumented and
protected, these supplies are
ideal for:
•Laboratory use
•Capacitor charging
•Laser supplies
•CRT supplies
5, 7.5 F. 10 kV
•Marx generators
•Many more

Litronix, 19000 Homestead Road, Cupertino,

@ 5mA OEM
Power Packs

Calif. 95014. Phone ( 408) 257-7910 [ 384]

Compact 12-bit d-aconverter
includes an input buffer

•Longer and more uniform service life
for improved cost- performance
•1Form A or 1Form B
•30W DC contact rating available
•Wide choice of actuator with positive
snap-action
•10 6 operations min.
•Wide range of ambient atmospheric
conditions (- 100^-60°C, -30 °^-70°C)

FUJITSU LIMITED

Designed to help engineers solve the
interfacing problem with minicomputers and microcomputers, the
DAC-HK12B series of 12- bit digital- to-analog converters includes a
12- bit input storage register. A
control input determines the state of
the d-a converter, having it either
store or transfer the input data.
The thin-film hybrid device incorporates a zener reference circuit, a
reference-control circuit, three quad
current switches, a fast output

Power Packs
Miniaturized, oil-filled steel cans to
OEM use. Voltages from 2.5 kV to
100 kV at 2, 5 & 10 mA. Low cost,
high reliability.
Metered Power Packs
Same miniature power packs available with simplified or deluxe controls
for rack- mounting. Short circuit current limit option makes these ideal for
cap charging applications.
Write or call for complete details
I---1
I1
=> CDT F2.01I
NT ICS
1

HIPOTRONICS, INC.
P 0 Drawer A Brewster NY 10509
(914) 279 -8031 Twx 710-574-2420
Amex Symbol HIP

Comptanications and electronici

* For contact information see page 154
Circle 152 on reader service card
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Converting Force to mV's?
That Takes . Interface...

F/A113R11---Pe\IKT

The Integrated
Backpanel
System

1

Here's an all- in- one backpanel featuring
edgecard circuit connectors integrated with the
p.c. backpanel for single and multiple board
sandwiching.

.Interface, Inc.,Idesigner Ind builder of a full line of precision
strain gage load cells for force measurement and test systems.
This low range Minibeam cell offers a guaranteed error band of
less than ± 0.04%, is thermally compensated to within 8 ppmrF,
yet is priced as low as $160 in unit quantities. Like all leterface load
cells, it's warranteed for 2years.

U Versatile, reliable, economical la P.C.
backplane design U Up to 8 layers of circuitry
with sandwiched construction U Also available
in multi- layer board la No external wiring or
soldering IN Press- fit, gas tight interfaces

For specifications on 5 to 150 pound capacity Minibeams that
operate in tension or compression—for details on load cells with
capacities to 100 tons, contact Interface, Inc., 74011E. Butherus
Dr., Scottsdale, AZ 85260 USA. (602) 948-5555. Telexi668-394,

between contact and plated- through hole.

Low Profile

Sealed Super- Mini

Super- Mini

Incerface
ADVANCED FORCE MEASUREMENT

COMMERCIAL
VERSION:
Unlimited choice
of PC edgecard
terminations.
.100, . 125, . 150.
.156 grid.

Circle 181 on reader service card

From Electronics
Magazine Book Series.
Zero- risk trial offer.
Circuits for
Electronics

MILITARY
VERSION:

Engineers

blade & tuning
fork; . 100 grid:
snap- in polarizing
bushing: easy
removing of

Contains 306 circuits
arranged by 51
functions from
Amplifiers to Voltage
Regulating Circuits.
Saves design
drudgery. $^ 5.95

housing and pins.

Electronics Book Series.
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
Send me
copies of " Circuits for Elect
ronics Engineers" at $ 15.95 pee corn.
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies.

I must be fully satisfied or you will reft.nd
full payment if the book is returned after tenday trial examination.
0 Payment enclosed

D Bill firm

1F9

D Bill me

LtU

Charge to my credit card:
American Express

O BankAmericard
Aoo't No

D Diners Club

9210 Science CI,

D Master Charge

MN 5`,42t5

61: 533 3533

I'm interested in FABRI-PAK LII Commercial H Military

nate exp.

Send literature El Call me LI

Interbank No
On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name
Name

FA DR 11;-- -WEIK INC.
NATIONAL CONNECTOR DIVISION

NAME AND TITLE

Title

COMPANY

Company

ADDRESS

Street
City
Signature
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State

Zip

CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE
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PC Board- Mount
Reed Relays

Electronics
Magazine
Book Series.
Zero-risk
trial offer.

New products

FR L-640/710 Series
High dependability and solid performance reed relays for today's demanding switching requirements!!

• Wide reed relay lineup available for your
requirements
FRL-640 Series
Contact Form
Contact Rating
Rated Coil
Voltage

1 Form A/B
2 Form A/B
Type K

30W DC

Type S

10W DC.

5 — 24V DC
0.354"

Height
Terminal
Spacing

Dip terminal on 0.1"
grid spacing

1. Microprocessors
What you must know about
available microprocessor
technology, devices,
information. 4th printing. $8.95

amplifier, and the input register. The
quad current switches, combined
with alaser- trimmed nichrome resistor network, give the converter its
differential linearity temperature
coefficient of 2ppm/°C.
Five output voltage ranges can be
achieved by simple external pin
connection: 0 to + 5v , 0to + 1
0v,
±2.5 v, ± 5v, and ± 10 v. Output
settling time is 3 microseconds to
within half aleast significant bit for
a 10-volt change. Pricing on the
DAC-HK12B, in quantities of 1to
24, ranges from $99 to $ 179 each
depending upon packaging and temperature range.
Datel

FRL-710 Series

Contact Form

Standard
Dip Type

Latching
Dip Type

1 Form A
2 Form A

Latching type

4W DC

Contact Rating
Rated Coil
Voltage

Inc.,

1020

Turnpike

St,

0.20"
Dip terminal on 0.1"
grid spacing

Fujitsu Reed Products offer you the high
dependability and long service life that
makes for higher cost performance. Each
and every item in our reed product lineup
features aFujitsu-built reed switch of unbeatable quality: you get features like
Rhodium-plated contacts, infrared sealing
for contamination-free packaging, and of
course the Fujitsu dedication to excellence.
Contact Fujitsu directly for additional information about our full lineup of highquality reed products.

FUJITSU LIMITED
C0111.111WliCali0111 wui

é;lectrotuts

FUJITSU AMERICA INC./Los Angeles Office: 1251 West
Redondo Beach Blvd., Suite 304, Gardena, Calif.
90247, U.S.A. phone 213.538.3397 twx : 910 346
6724 Chicago Office: R.O. Box 694. Lake Forest,
IL. 60045, U.S.A. phone: 312-295-2610 twx: 910
651 2259
FUJITSU LIMITED / Components Group ( Head Office):
Syuwa Onarimon Bldg., 1-1, Shinbashi 6-chorne,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan phone: 03-437-2111
cable: FUJITSULIMITED TOKYO telex : 2424511
FT SIN J London Office: Norman House, 105/
109 Strand. London W.C. 2, England phone:2400461/0462 telex:51 22305
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Newhorchmare
seworecixl
applcoWns

Mt=

Synchro-digital converters
accept both 60 and 400 Hz
A series of transformer- isolated
synchro-to-digital converters accepts
both 60- and 400- hertz inputs with
no need for any external components. Housed in standard modules,
the new converters are offered with
resolutions of 12, 14, and 16 bits.
Called the 632, 634, and 636, respectively, the units accept either threewire synchro plus reference or
resolver plus reference inputs.
The 12- bit model 632, which
measures 2.6 by 2.6 by 0.82 inches,
sells for $ 249 each for small quantities. The higher-performance devices
are housed in modules that measure
2.6 by 3.1 by 0.82 in. The 634 sells
for $495, and the 636 is priced at
$595. All three units weigh less than
8ounces. They are all also available
from stock to six weeks.

4. Basics of Data
Communications
Includes 47 articles from Data
Communications magazine
covering more than 11 key

r

areas. $ 12.95.

5. Circuits for Electronics
Engineers
Contains 306 circuits arranged
by 51 functions from Amplifiers
to Voltage Regulating Circuits.
Saves design drudgery. $15.95
Electronics Book Series —
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, N.J. 08520
1. Send me
copies of " Microprocessors"
at $ 8.95 per copy.
2. Send me
copies of " Applying Microprocessors" at $9.95 per copy.
3. Send me
copies of " Large Scale Integration" at $9.95 per copy.
4. Send me
copies of " Basics of Data
Communications" at $ 12.50 per copy.
5. Send me
copies of " Circuits for Electronics Engineers" at $ 15.95 per copy.
Discounts of 40% on orders of 10 or more copies.
Imust be fully satisfied or you will refund
full payment if the book is returned after tenday trial examination.
O Payment enclosed
D Bill firm
0 Bill me
Charge to my credit card:
American Express D Diners Club
BankAmericard n Master Charge
Acc't No

Name

Natel Engineering Co., 8954 Mason Ave.,

Street

Calif.

91306.

Phone ( 213)

Date exp.

Interbank No
On Master Charge only,
first numbers above name

Canoga

Park,

$9.95

3. Large Scale Integration
Covers the basic technology,
new LSI devices, LSI testing
procedures, plus system design
and applications. $9.95

Company

882-9620 [ 3861

2. Applying Microprocessors
2nd and 3rd generation
technology. 26 detailed
applications from data
networks to video games.

Eoc.Seles
ee'nl'

Canton, Mass. 02021 ( 3851

5 — 12V DC

Height
Terminal
Spacing

Systems

AMONG
mICROMOCEMS

City

Title

State

Zip

Signature
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New products
Data handling

Acquisition unit
runs at 250 kHz
Subsystem offers 12- bit
resolution and handles
16 single-ended channels
Data-acquisition subsystems that operate at high speed often sacrifice
data-conversion resolution. Not so
with the model DAS250, says Datel
Systems Inc.'s Lawrence Copeland,
product marketing manager for
computer peripheral products. He
claims the new subsystem does
250,000 samples per second ( 250kilohertz throughput) and still delivers full 12- bit resolution. The
nearest competitive unit offers
100- kHz throughput, he says, and
many others near that speed have
only 8- bit resolution.
The DAS250 combines several of
Datel's high-speed data-acquisition
modules into a subsystem that
handles 16 single-ended data channels. It is two 4.25- by- 5- inch printed
circuit boards joined by 1- in.- high
standoffs. Two of the components
that contribute to its high speed,
Copeland says, are the 12- bit ana-

Electronics/July 21, 1977

log- to- digital converter with 2microsecond performance and the
fast- settling sample-and- hold amplifier that has a 20- nanosecond aperture time and a350-ns settling time.
Another feature that contributes
to the subsystem's speed is the use of
three quad latches at the output of
the a-dconverter. For operation with
mini- and microcomputers, this is an
attractive feature, says Copeland,
because the output data does not
have to be held in the converter until
the computer asks for it. The output
data can be gated out to the latches
in 4- bit groups so that the buses of
4-, 8-, 12-, and 16- bit computers
may be used. In this manner, the a-d
converter can immediately start another conversion without waiting for
an earlier output to be fetched.
Furthermore, those outputs are
three-state for easy use with opencollector or three- state computer
buses.
The DAS250 also includes an
internal 16-channel address counter
and analog multiplexer, which is
incremented with each a-d conversion for automatic sequential multichannel scanning. But the counter
may be used in a random-select
mode. In this case, it is a jammed
register loaded with a 4- bit address
from an external processor. Copeland points out that this capability is
important to users who have amix of

inputs. For example, signals from
slow transducers such as thermocouples can be sampled on arandom
basis, but high-activity channels can
also be sampled more often under
program control.
The subsystem has an overall
accuracy of ( ± 0.025% of measured
value ± 1least significant bit). Input
impedance is 100 megohms, and the
single-ended input ranges are 0 to
+10 volts or — 5vto + 5v.
Copeland looks for the subsystem
to be used in analog instrumentation
for fast-changing physical events
such as shock or impulse studies and
fast chemical reactions. Unit price is
$595, and delivery time is 4 to 6
weeks.
Datel Systems

Inc.,

Canton,

02121.

Mass.

1020 Turnpike St.,
Phone

Lawrence

Copeland at ( 617) 828-8000 [ 361]

Intelligent cable obviates
need for interface logic
A general-purpose intelligent cable
developed by General Automation
gives users a low-priced method for
interfacing many byte-wide devices
to any minicomputer in the company's LSI series. It is designed to
interface directly with most low-tomedium-speed devices, eliminating
the need for the user to develop
special interface logic. The cable's
word width is selectable in 8- bit
increments up to 32 bits.
Data is stored in a 32- bit buffer,
controlled by what Computer Automation calls aPicoprocessor. This is
a fast, miniature digital processor
that is microprogrammed to provide
protocol sequencing and status and
error checking with all modes of
input/output programming. Imbedded in a 12.5- foot intelligent cable,
the Picoprocessor can be mounted to
any flat surface by screws or by an
adhesive fastener.
With the cable, which sells for
$300, data is transferred by using
two-wire strobed or handshake protocols. Other intelligent cables are
available for interfacing with card
readers, line printers, paper- tape
readers and punches, modems, mag-

155

Introdu
Cobaloy P-212.
Acompletely new
development in
EMIIRFI shielding.
Cobaloy P-212 is an environmentally stabile
magnetic and conductive coating, with a
"Q" number of 7compared to 25 for silver.
The lower the "Q" number, the better the shielding. "Q"
number is the calculation for loss of electromagnetic energy.
You can prove Cobaloy P-212's effectiveness on your own
Q- meter. Check its stability and see if it isn't everything we say
it is.

Cobaloy P-212 is the answer to many of the
forthcoming microwave exposure restrictions.
Cobaloy P-212 is an outstandingly conductive acrylic paint
system which will adhere to glass, plastic, metal and many
other commercial substrates. With the expected tightening of
regulations in EMI/RFI shielding, it is an excellent solution.

Cobaloy P-212's cost? About 10% of the cost
of silver paint.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES
Surface Resistivity
(a. 0.002" Thick
Coverage 0.001"
Thick Dry Film
Density (wet)
Color
Type Binder
Solvent
Application

New products
netic tapes, alphanumeric displays,
cathode-ray tubes, and teletypewriters.
Computer Automation, 18651 Von Karman,
Irvine, Calif. 927131363]

Unit cleans and tests
computer tape
The SLT-80 is a fully automatic
cleaner-tester for computer tape that
removes accumulated dirt, dust, and
oxide debris that adhere to the tape
and cause signal dropouts and
read/write errors. It also reports the
exact condition of the tape, computer correlated at subcritical, nominal,
or hypercritical levels.
To use the machine, the operator
places reels ( with autoload bands in
place) on the self-seating hub and
presses one button. The system automatically opens the band, threads
the tape, cleans, tests, and stacks it
back onto the reel. The full cycle
takes 3.75 minutes.
Three models are available for
testing nine- channel formats at
1,600 bits per inch, 6,250 bits per
inch, or both densities in combination. The machines sell for $ 12,100
and have an average delivery time of
30 days.
Kybe Corp.,

132 Calvary St.,

Waltham,

Mass. 02154. Phone Richard Hurley at ( 617)
899-0012 [ 367]

CRT- display interface

0.9 ohms/sq.
250 sq. ft./gal.
11.37 lbs./gal.
Gray
Acrylic
Butyl Acetate
Brush, spray
or dip

ru

shares memory with PDP-8

COILUAK
cnimme?

To order call Wes Tyler at
(817) 640-8888. Or write The
Cobaloy Company, Dept. E, 626
Great Southwest Parkway, Arlington, Texas 76011.

A product from the development laboratories of

COBALOY

P-212

u
k
l
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Designed as ashared- memory interface between aPDP-8 minicomputer
and a cathode- ray- tube display, the
Viuram-8 ( video interface unit random-access memory) plugs directly
into the computer's Omnibus and
gives the computer program direct
access to the display. This means the
full capability of the computer can
be used to format and update the
display, says Computer Technology,
the company that developed the
Viuram-8.
Use of the CRT interface also eliminates the conventional bit- serial,

Arlington, Texas

156
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character-serial asynchronous line
between the CRT and the computer,
the company points out. In the
Viuram approach, the CRT memory
and all the video-generation circuitry
fit on a single board that plugs
directly into the minicomputer's
backplane. In this configuration, the
host computer itself provides the
intelligence for the CRT display.
The Viuram-8 sells for $ 765 in
quantities of 10 to 24. An optional
keyboard interface is priced at $ 70.
Delivery time is three weeks. A
Viuram also is available for use with
the LSI-11 computer.
Computer Technology, 6043 Lawton Ave.,
Oakland, Calif. 94618. Phone ( 415) 4517145 [ 366]

16- channel data logger
requires little power
Using standard Philips cassettes as
the storage medium, a low- power,
16channel data logger will accept
up to 16 channels of analog data at a
0-to- 10-volt level, convert the data to
digital form, format the bits into the
proper-size words and files, and
write the bits on cassette tape in
ANSI-acceptable, phase-encoded recordings with a density of 800 bits
per inch. Designated the model
2821, the logger uses about 100
milliamperes when recording. It goes
into an automatic standby mode in
which it draws less than 50 microamperes when there is no data to be
recorded.
The 2821 has a data rate of 50
bits per second and can store up to 1
million bits on a standard 300- foot
cassette. The formatting is done
while the logger is writing the data.
The 2821 is suited for remote
recording of environmental data or
long-term unattended field measurements. Measuring 10 inches wide by
6 in. high by 11 in. deep, it weighs
5 pounds. Standard operation is at
110 or 220 volts. The logger sells for
$2,030 and has a delivery time of
three weeks after receipt of order.

We're
first
on the
Buse
(488)
... with programmable D.C. currents
and voltages!
Our 501J meets the IEEE 488/1975* interface
specs to let your computer, gp's or programmable
calculator call up voltages from 0.1e to
200Vdc or current from 10nA to 100mAdc at
speeds to 50kt seconds with accuracy to ±0.005%.
Put these NBS traceable values to work checking
A/D converters and other voltage or current
sensitive function modules — Prices from $1595.
Contact Bob Ross at (617) 268-9696.

Memodyne Corp., 385 Elliot St., Newton
Upper Falls, Mass. 02164. Phone Kevin M.
Corbett at ( 617) 527-6600 [ 364]

Electronic Development Corp.
11 Hamlin Street, Boston, Mass. 02127
(617) 268-9696
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New products
Semiconductors

MOS chips
drive displays
P- channel circuits designed
for use with larger
liquid-crystal readouts

«

With liquid-crystal displays gaining
popularity, several device makers
have developed monolithic circuits
that replace arrays of discrete parts
for driving small ( typically 0.4- inch)
field-effect LCDS. Such displays are
used, for example, in portable instruments, panel meters, and calculators.
Designed for compatibility with
complementary- metal- oxide- semi conductor and transistor- transistorlogic systems, the circuits generally
operate in the 5- to- 15-volt range and
thus cannot drive the much larger
(up to 8- inch) message- board type of
dynamic- scattering LCDS, which
need upwards of 30 y in most applications.
Now, tsi Computer Systems Inc.
of Melville, N. Y., offers two alternatives for equipment manufacturers
who have had to use discretes or
often costly custom integrated circuits to drive the larger LCDS. Two
new p- channel mos chips, the
LS7100 and LS7110, are designed
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for driving dynamic- scattering Leos
and are available off the shelf in
large quantities. "They make the
large, dynamic- scattering Lcps even
more attractive for use in message
boards, large signs, wall clocks, and
automobile and aircraft instrument
panels," among other applications,
says LSI Computer Systems president Attila Tetik.
The LS7100 is a combination
latch, binary- coded- to- seven- segment decoder, and driver that
operates at 5to 80 v. The LS7110 is
a combination binary-addressable,
latched, eight-channel multiplexer,
demultiplexer, and driver operating
at 5to 70 v. Both chips, says Tetik,
"can transmit up to a maximum of
60 y without distortion," from the
common input to the outputs. All
the inputs are both TTL- and
c-mos-compatible, and both chips
are housed in 16- pin dual in- line
ceramic packages. They consume
less than 400 microamperes at 50 to
60 v, with leakage to the LCD less
than 50 millivolts.
The LSI 7100 has the same pin
configuration
as
Motorola's
MC14543 and RCA'S CD4056,
e-mos-compatible parts that, with
their 5- to- 15-v operating range, "are
useful for driving field-effect LCDS,
but not the large, dynamic- scattering type," Tetik says. What is
more, he adds, the LS7100 " is pricecompetitive." In lots of 1, 1,000 and
100,000, it sells for $ 2.62, $ 1.19, and

$0.66,respectively,thecompany says.
Perhaps equally important, when
compared with discretes, the LS7100
"requires a minimal amount of
circuitry to interface with a 120-v ac
line and drive aliquid-crystal or gasdischarge display," Tetik says. For
example, to drive an LCD, the
LS7100 needs a bridge rectifier
consisting of four diodes, one capacitor for the bridge and another for
high- frequency noise suppression,
one zener diode for the chip voltage
and a second to control the amplitude of the LCD's driving voltage,
five resistors, and two diodes for
clipping the sine wave. The device's
repertoire includes the digits from
zero to nine, as well as —, L, U, P,
A, and H.
Conceived initially to be an LCD
driver for alphanumerics, " the
LS7110 turned out to be a generalpurpose multiplexer-demultiplexer-driver. Its application isn't limited to
displays. It can also be used as a
switching matrix— such as in telephone cross- bar- type applications—
or to gather and dispatch information, as well as in communications
and process-control applications,"
among others, Tetik adds.
More importantly, he continues,
"the LS7110 can perform all these
functions at very high voltage levels.
It readily interfaces with 28-v or
50-v signals commonly used in laboratory or telephone work." Previously, telephone companies have used
electromechanical switches for crossbar applications, and others have
used individual field-effect-transistor
switches or miniature relays to
switch high-voltage analog signals.
"Now we have a vehicle," says
Tetik, "that, presented in different
formats, can integrate a large number of these functions." The LS7110
lists for $ 3, $ 1.39 and $0.77 when it
is ordered in lots of 1, 1,000 and
100,000, respectively.
The LS7110 has eight analog
switches with a common source
brought in to act as an analog
ground. There also are eight channel
outputs. The switches are controlled
by eight parallel independent logic
latches, which means that the user
can have any number of combina-
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RLEOGINITCHe
WORLD'S SMALLEST SWITCHES
FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

A truly subminiature switch family designed
specifically for printed circuit applications.
Fully meets today's subminiaturization standards. These switches contain the mostasked-for features as outlined below.
• LOWER DENSITY
Allows clearance on PC boards spaced on 1/2" centers.

• COMPLEMENTARY

PUSHBUTTON
Soon available in many styles and configurations.

XYZUs)l " tte•U ,
E.,EF CiH IJKLMtiOPQRSTuvw

• CLOSER SPACING ON PANELS
Allows 3 single pole switches per linear inch.
• CASE MATERIAL

;
"#$%1
44'r
.HIJKLMNOPORSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
,

Flame retardant Diallyl Phthalate.
• UNIFORM 0.1" SPACING
Between all terminals and anchor pins.
• GOLD PLATED CONTACTS
Most needed for logic circuitry.

ty.
k+;.-771n2.
LMNOPORSTUVWXYZEMt
89 , ;<=>?@ABŒEFGHIJK
*%&'()*+ ,- ./0124567
PQRSTUVWXYZE\lt
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• HIGH TORQUE BUSHING
Withstands mechanical abuse.
• SLIDE SWITCH DESIGN
Utilizes toggle action design.
•

DIP SWITCHES TOO!
We may be late in
DIPS, but, we've got
one of the largest
variety includinç;
rockers, slides and
pianos too! All with
high quality features,
excellent tactile feel
and off- the- shelf delivery.
• Ask Customer Service for details
and acopy of our 76 page catalog.

RILCCI
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Name one other
printer this small
that prints
multiple_oopies using
stanaara per

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
1531 OSGOOD STREET

mf
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NORTH ANDOVER
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Circle 187 on reader service cara

BI-DIRECTIONAL
CODE SWITCH

Ir

PICO
SERIES

The industry's smallest
BI-DIRECTIONAL CODE
switch. Less than 0.6" in
height, with large easy to
read numerals and mating

accessories. Ideal for hand-held
instruments subject to field
abuse. Heavy gold plating on
wiping contacts affords a low
contact resistance.
Call ( 617) 685-4371

today for

your "dummy" switch, prices,
specifications and catalog.

Circe 182 on reader service card

INCANDESCENT
PILOT LAMPS

Our sub- miniature

LAMP

ASSEMBLIES have 5V —
60 ma. rating and 100,000
hour life. Two basic styles
available, dome or cylin

drical shaped in four colors. The
sealed plastic housing contains a
T-1 lamp. Choice of 6" insulated

Don't even bother trying; only our DMPT-3
Miniature Alphanumeric Printer puts it all
together like this. Granted. our 20-column
workhorse is the industry's smallest alphanumeric impact printer. Granted, it packs the
versatility of both "first line up" text and "first
line down" print formats. Even so, that's just
the beginning for the DMPT-3.
The truth is, you not only get multiple- copy
capabilities, but you can use ordinary adding
machine rolls instead of the special paper
thermal printers require. You not only get a
full alphanumeric capability, but enhanced
characters and high 120 cps speeds as well.
You'll graduate from messy ribbons to a
drop- in ink platen with a75,000- line life.
And you can move up to microprocessor
compatibility by putting our
programmable control
j
option between the
DMPT-3 and the
outside world.You
get it all, but only
in the DMPT-3.
For more details,
call or write today.

leads or pin contacts. Mounting
ring is included.
Call today for more information
and samples on this and other
ALCOLITE products.

A
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RLCCI
Tel: ( 617

685 4371

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC.
,SOI OSGOOD STREET, NORTH ANDOVER, MA 01.5 USA
TWX

710 342-0552

• ...JAI.

AUGAT'„

PRACTICAL
AUTOMATION, INC.
Trap Falls Road
Shelton, Connecticut 06484
Tel.: ( 203) 929-5381

Circle 159 on reader service card
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Our attenuators will
always level with you.

New products
tions at one time that is required.
The latches are strobed and addressed by a 3- bit binary address,
with asingle data line to load in a 1
or a0 and open or close the respective switches. Both chips have open
drain outputs so that when aswitch
is open, the output is floating and the
segment is turned off, with the
device's internal impedance discharging the output. The inputs have
internal pull-down resistors so they
may be left floating for logic O.
LSI Computer Systems

Inc.,

1235 Walt

Whitman Road, Melville, N. Y., 11746 [ 411]

High-voltage rectifiers
recover in 250 nanoseconds
A series of fast- recovery, glass-passivated rectifiers offers peak- reversevoltage ratings to 16 kilovolts with a
maximum reverse recovery time of
250 nanoseconds. Designated the
S093-4044 series, the rectifiers have
a maximum average half- wave current of 10 milliamperes. The maximum forward-voltage drop is 12
volts for units from 4kv to 8kv and

Honest attenuation.
In your equipment or on the
bench, Telonic Attenuators
provide reliable " specs or better"
performance. We make sure,
because we use them in our own
instruments.
Our thick film resistive
elements are made in-house to
assure you of top quality.
Their operating parameters
enable us to guarantee
accuracies in some
models to ± . 02 dB,
frequency coverage
to 4GHz and powerhandling capabilities up to 25
watts. Here's the selection, in 50or 75-ohm versions:
Variable ( Rotary) Types
1, 10, 69, 100, or 110 dB ranges
0.1, 1.0, and 10 dB steps.
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Fixed Value Types
3, 6, 10, 20,30, 40, 50, or 60 dB
SMA,TNC, BNC, or N
connectors.
Telonic also supplies benchtop versions incorporating
sequenced rotary models, and
special versions to fit your
requirements. Call us TOLL
FREE (except in Calif.) for
further specs, prices,
more information, or
our new Attenuator
Catalog. Telonic Altair,
2825 Laguna Canyon Road,
Box 277, Laguna Beach, CA
92652. Phone: 714/494-9401
TOLL FREE: 800-854-2436.

Circle 160 on reader service card

24 y for the rectifiers with PRV
ratings from 10 kv to 16 kv.
Usable in air, in Freon, and in oil
baths, the hermetic devices are
designed to meet a wide variety of
military, industrial, and consumer
requirements. Units in the series are
priced from 49 cents each to $ 1.98
each, in unit quantity, depending
upon PRV. Delivery of the rectifiers is
from stock.
Solid State Devices Inc., 14830 Valley View
Ave., La Mirada, Calif. 90638. Phone ( 213)
921-9660 [ 413]

Telonic
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CLASSIFIED SECTION

Analyzers

EVERY'THING
IS COMING UP
"GROWTH"
AT TEKTRONIX

Graphic
Computer
Terminals
Automated
Test Systems
Digital Test
Instruments

Our vigorous growth spans the electronics field from Oscilloscopes and instrumentation to RF
Systems, Graphic Computing Systems, and Microprocessor Design Systems. Opportunity at Tektronix
is definitely growing.To further advance the pace of new product development, and marketing activity,
we need more highly skilled professionals.

Programmable
Calculators

DESIGN
ENGINEERS

Microprocessor
Design Systems
Medical
Instrumentation
Oscilloscopes
Spectrum
Analyzers
raphic
mputer
erminals

Opportunities exist from
design to project
responsibility. Experience in
analog and/or digital circuit
design, mini- computers or
microprocessors is necessary.
Knowledge of machine
assembly or high level
programming languages
would be helpful.

SOFTWARE/
FIRMWARE
Opportunities exist from
design to project
responsibilities. Background
in design of compilers,
assemblers, linkers or
microprocessor/disc-based
operating systems is desirable.

APPLICATIONS/
MARKETING
You will provide
applications and product
support. New product
planning, development and
introduction and market
research for assigned
products. Design/applications
of these products is necessary.
Microprocessor and
programming experience is
highly desirable.

A BS or MSEE or CS or the equivalent is required. We offer competitive salaries and benefits and
relocation to one of the most attractive areas of the Northwest. Near Portland, Oregon, our 300 acre
campus- like facility is just minutes away from your choice of urban, suburban or country living. Please
send your resume to: Professional Placement, TEKTRONIX, INC., P.O. Box 500, E8, Beaverton.
OR 97077.

Te_ktronDc
-

An equal opportunity employer m/f/h

IÂ 'Welt TED TO EXCELLENC1

Automated
An Exceptional Opportunity
for Significant Contribution:

Optical
Wave9uide
Process Control
Chemical ( Lead) Engineer
Ability to initiate and advance major projects, and to meet extreme
technical demands, is required for this Corning corporate R&D
Laboratory position.
The assignment will focus initially on design, construction, and
operation of a fully instrumented, computer- controlled facility for
vapor phase oxidation of silicon and germanium halides, and other
compounds, to produce optical fibers of extreme purity — on the
order of one part per billion tolerance. Responsibilities will include
generating overall project plans, gathering cost data to support
capital requests, supervision of mechanical designers and
construction, and coordinating the activities of a small group of
professionals in disciplines ranging from sensor instrumentation to
computer software.
Corning. a company over We Million level and noted worldwide
for major technical innovation, offers very desirable facilities and
support. Our Sullivan Science Park has a staff of 800. about half
with doctorates. We have afready achieved unamplified optical
waveguide transmission over 10 km. Process control solutions now
have revolutionary implications.
At least 5-10 years of sophisticated process industry experience
is required. heavily in control and instrumentation. with knowledge
of both analog and digital techniques. Excellent compensation is
offered, and relocation assistance to Corning. a newly revitalized
small city. in N.Y.'s beautiful Southern Tier. Please send resume
detailing pertinent experience and achievements. in confidence to:
Mr L E Hambrick

CORNING GLASS WORKS
Sullivan Science Park. Corning, New York 14830
Equal Opportunity Employer

CORNING

ASSEMBLY ENGINEER

4

SEMICONDUCTORS
Our increased activity and involvement in plastic and
multi-chip packaging has created anew opportunity for a
semiconductor assembly engineer.
This position requires a person with an up-to-date
knowledge of automatic equipment used in assembly and
packaging of semiconducto r de vi
ces i
n pl
as ti cs and ceramics. Creative piece handling, advanced wire bounding
concepts and efficient design of transfer machinery are
required results. This is astaff function at aprofessional
level. Aside from electromechanical design functions,
associated manufacturing engineering activities ( process
flow, work station design, measurement, etc.) will be
present.
If you have the background described above and the appropriate college degree background, we would like to
hear from you. This may be your opportunity to join a
leader in the semiconductor industry and the broader field
of electronic business systems.
Write now to:

NC

Thomas F. Wade, Manager
Personnel Resources
Microelectronics Division
NCR Corporation
8181 Byers Road
Miamisburg, OH 45342
.4 re Equal °manually Employe,
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CAREER OPPORTUNITY
ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

NCR ELECTRONIC
DISPLAY SYSTEMS
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO

BLH Electronics, a world leader in the field of strain
gages, transducers and precision instrumentation has
an opening in their Electronics Section for a Project
Engineer.
The person we seek should have abackground in the
design of digital circuitry for a variety of precision
instrumentation used in our growing systems business.
Aworking knowledge of logic design, programming and
microprocessing is desirable.
If you have 3-5 years of experience, a BSEE and
would like to get involved in all aspects of aproject, we
would like to hear from you.
Please send resume with salary requirements to Employment Manager.

BLH Electronics
42 Fourth Avenue
Waltham, MA 02154
n ¡ quai ()pportuniivI mplo mr

DLH

NCR's Electronic Display Systems group offers
challenging and rewarding opportunities for
engineers with plasma display panel development
and circuit design and development experience.

DESIGN ENGINEERS
Candidates will be responsible for alphanumeric
display modules development and design including
logic design, high voltage switching circuit design,
MDS/LSI design and analysis. Candidates'
experience should demonstrate hands-on ability to
take electronic subsystems from the initial design
to final production stages including test equipment
design. Requires BS/MS EE, plus 3-5 years
experience preferred.

DEVICE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Responsibilities will include the design, characterization and optimization of alphanumeric plasma
panels. Candidates should have strong backgrounds in the Physics and Engineering of gas discharge devices with proven ability to carry out
device development from conceptual stage to final
product stage. Requires MS EE/Physics plus 3-5
years experience preferred.

PROCESS ENGINEERS

ELECTRICAL / ICS
ENGINEERS
We are a rapidly growing international corporation with
new openings in all Atlanta based Research & Development Division. We need engineers and programmers with
a BS or higher degree in electrical engineering or computer sciences to work in the following areas:

DIGITAL HARDWARE DESIGNS:

Responsibilities will include the development of
new processes and techniques as well as yield
improvement of existing processes. Candidates
should have experience with thick and thin film materials, vacuum systems, thick film screening techniques and glass frit sealing. Requires BS EE/
Physics plus 3-5 years experience preferred.
We invite you to be apart of our future. Submit
your resume and salary requirements to:

NC

William E. Coleman
Electronic Display Systems
NCR Corporation
4750 Edison Ave.
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80915
Lqual Opportunar Emplover

Processor ( micro, mini) based design.

SOFTWARE DESIGNS:
System level programming ( small .systems), assembly
level programming, etc.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS:
Hardware— Modems, Interface Devices, etc.
Software—Protocals, Link Control, etc.
This is an outstanding opportunity for professional growth
and advancement in high technology growth industry. We
offer excellent salaries, bonuses, benefits and educational
reimbursement for graduate level courses.
Send resume and salary history in confidence to:
P.O. Box 1555
Atlanta, Georgia 30301
Attention: Personnel Administration Manager
Equal Opportunity Employer
RATES $46 per advertising inch r8" ). Commissionable.
SIZES ," to 10" deep in widths of one column ( a" ), two ( 3ia" ).
three 15' a" ). and four ( 71.
CLOSING Two weeks prior to mailing.
MAILING One week prior to issue date.
ISSUE DATE Every other Thursday.
AD ORDERS/BOX NUMBER ANSWERS Send to Electronics.
Post Office Box 900. New York. N Y 10020.
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HF/SSB EQUIPMENT
ENGINEERING
IN THE
FOOTHILLS
OF THE ROCKIES
Respected and growing small
manufacturer offers ground floor
participation with total product
responsibility to a self-starting
EE. A desire to achieve plus
hands-on experience in receiver/
transmitter/synthesizer design
essential: MSEE, amateur radio
background desirable.
Openings also for SSB/digital
R&D, amateur radio sales/
service technicians. Arkansas
River Valley location enjoys unmatched recreation in one of the
world's most comfortable yearround environments.
Send resume with salary history
to: President, ETO, Box 708,
Canon City, Colo. 81212.

SOLID STATE
TECHNOLOGY
Our client has retained us to recruit
several key people for their new
opptys in engrg. mfg & mgmt. These
positions require strong technical
qualifications in addition to innovative & creative skills in complex problem solving. BS, MS or PhD in engrg
or science w/2-10 yrs in solid state
related products will find this a
unique oppty.
Attractive Mid-Atlantic suburban hqs
of medium size growth co. A new div
of Fortune 500 corp is developing a
new high technology product line.
Product will use advanced solid state
techniques & have broad industrial
applications. Starting salary $ 2030.000 range + excellent benefits.
Client co pays all employment
expenses. Reply in strict confidence
to:

P.T. Morris, 215/SA7-4052,
FOX- MORRIS
PERSONNEL
CONSULTANTS, 1500 Chestnut, Phila., PA 19102.
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POSITION WANTED
Project & Technical Director/Research & System Engr. Manager —
Over 15 years industrial and
academic experience in electronic/
electrical systems, controls, and
instruments. Seek achallenging opportunity to apply my proven
management and technical capabilities. Willing to discuss how I
can make a major contribution to a
growing organization. Reply to PW5020, Electronics. ( 609) 799-1385.
Will relocate. Engineering technician.
10 years experience in prototype
design, assembly and troubleshooting. Worley, 1710 Arizona, Flint, MI
48506 ( 313)785-2602.
CMOS/SOS R&D supervisor, 11
years experience, including project
engineering, program management,
& program development with government agencies. Reply to PW-5267,
Electronics.

FIVE MINUTES
Are you willing to invest five minutes in your career? That is all the time it will take to
explore the outstanding opportunities we have for the following individuals:

One Navigation Analyst
Two Avionics Systems Engineers
One Flight Control Systems Engineer
One Power Supply Design Engineer
One Software Development Engineer
We have retained one of the finest search firms in the country to assure your confidentiality while answering your questions about us and our opportunities. Now that you
have invested one minute to read this ad, invest the other four by calling.

Tom Worrell

MAKE YOUR
NEXT
MOVE A STEP
IN

THE

RIGHT
DIRECTION

The PMS Group
3900 N.W. 79th Ave., Suite 451, Miami, FL. 33166
Phone ( 305) 592-3610

The road to professional
fulfillment can be areal jungle. We can help you find the
right path. Our affiliation with

Pee

Job- seekers...
be the first to know
with McGraw-Hill's
Advance
Job Listings
By having our weekly ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS sent to your
home every Monday you can be the first to know about openings both in and out of your field. AJL will enable you to
contact anxious recruitment managers BEFORE their ads appear in upcoming issues of 21 McGraw-Hill publications. To
receive afree sample copy, plus information about our low
subscription rates, fill out and return the coupon below.

ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS / P.O. BOX 900 / NY 10020
PLEASE SEND A SAMPLE COPY
OF ADVANCE JOB LISTINGS TO

NAME

CITY
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ADDRESS

STATE/ZIP

r"1
lates®

keeps us informed of opportunities in the ELECTRONICS
industry from coast to coast
as they occur. Together with
over 175 associates, we
offer our knowledge and expertise at no charge to you.
Fees are company paid.
POWER SERVICES, INC.
DOD/I & CCONSULTANTS
Northgate Office Building
5861 Rivers Avenue
North Charleston,
South Carolina 29405
(803) 747-0955
JIM KING & ASSOCIATES
438 Gulf Life Tower
Jacksonville, Florida 32207
(904) 398-7371
ELLS PARK PERSONNEL
SERVICES
5050 Excelsior Boulevard
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416
(612) 927-4653
BRENTWOOD
PERSONNEL
ASSOCIATES
1280 Route 46
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054
I
201) 335-8700
WETERRINGS & AGNEW, INC.
425 Midtown Tower
Rochester, New York 14604
(716) 454-3888
AVAILABILITY, INC.
Engineering Consultants
1300 N. Westshore Blvd.
Tampa, Florida 33607
(813) 872-2631
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SOUTHEASTERN
OPPORTUNITIES

.4444

4
4116imiese

Satellite Communication
Terminal Engineers

Fox- Morns, a leader in professional
engineering placement, presents a
partial listing of lucrative career opptys currently available with our
prestige client cos.
Sr. Project Engr-GA $ 24M
Sr Inst Engr-SC $ 28M
Power Dist Engr-VA $ 22M
Instrument Engr-LA $ 20M
Electronics Engr-Atl $ 18M
Maint Engr-New Orleans $ 19M
Product Design Engr-GA $ 17M
Process Control Engr-Miss $ 20M
Project Engr-NC $ 18M
Dept Supt-GA
$ 16M
Production Mgr-GA
$ 17M
1st Line Superil2i-GA $ 12M
All employment costs paid by client
cos. No applications or contracts
regd. Reply in conf to K. Schauer,
Mgr Tech Placement, by resume
including present salary.
FOX- MORRIS
PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS
2200 Century Parkway, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30345

r_Jrie

Supervisory or Principal Professionals needed
on the San Francisco Peninsula.
With the continued need for Satellite Communication Terminals, opportunities have never been
better for individuals to lead the design of significant portions of a complete product line of
components for the terminals. BSEE or BSME required with advanced degree preferred. Openings exist in

RF Product Design
Design ut microwave receiving, transmitting and frequency conversion equipment
* Architectural design for microwave receiving and transmitting equipment
* RF Circuit Design
* Application of MIC and THICK film
* Test Instrumentation

Servo Controls Design
Design the positioning

550 Lunt, ul

systems for abroad range of Satellite Communication

antennas.
* Control system design
* Development of products for production
* Analog and Digital circuit design

RF Equipment Design
Detailed uesign ut

r euRm,. up

down convertors. SCPC modems and similar equipment.

*Design architecture of RF components and subsystems
* RF circuit design of modulators, demodulators, amplifiers, phase locked
oscillators, etc.
*Applications of MIC & THICK film

Would
you hire
an engineer
who
couldn't
understand
this
magazine?
Of course not. ELECTRONICS is
the

technical

publication

technical people.

for

If they can't

RF Power Amplifiers

understand it, they can't receive

Design amplifiers with output powers in the range of ten to ten thousand watts

ing for qualified engineers, you
should consider our Classified

* Application & power TVIT's and subsystems
* Power supply design trade-offs
* Control and protection circuits

Mechanical Packaging
Mechanical packaging of electronic equipment to achieve minimum production costs.
*Chassis and module packaging for RF and digital equipment
* Commercial and military packaging
* Development of styling, design, drafting and manufacturing standards
Take advantage of these opportunities now. For immediate consideration, please send your
resume with salary history/requirements to Professional Employment, Dept. JJL-22. 3939 Fabian Way, Palo Alto, Calif. 94303. An equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship required.

Ford Aerospace &
Communications Corporation
Western Development Laboratories Division
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it. That's why, when you're look-

Section.
For only $ 46.00 per inch your
recruitment

advertising

will

reach 46.000 pre-screened engineers— that's just $ 1per thousand!— as they're reading to
combat job obsolescence, while
they're thinking
about their
future and bettering themselves.
There's no charge for typesetting and free layout service is
provided.
For more information call or
write:

ELECTRONICS
Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020
Phone: 212 997-2556
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POSITION VACANT

The New Brunswick Community
College, Campus DeBathurst has an
interesting position available as an
Instructor of Technology in the
electronics program. The successful
applicant will be required to teach a
2year post secondary program leading to a diploma in technology
Instruction involves both the
practical & theoretical aspects of
electronics and will be given in the
French language. The position offers
excellent working conditions & usual
fringe benefits found in government
employment. A 2 month non- instructional period applies in lieu of vacation when an instructor becomes
qualified. Applications are invited
from those having a university
degree in Electrical Engineering &
having at least 3years experience in
the industry. The salary is up to
$22,428 & is commensurate with
qualifications & experience salary
presently under review). Where the
applicant does not have teaching
qualifications, training is provided.
Closing date for applications August
5, 1977. Apply to: Mr. Hector D.
Sonier, Principal, New Brunswick
Community College. Campus De.
Bathurst, Postal Drawer I. Bathurst,
N.B.. Canada E2A 3Z2.

ENGINEERS
AT
• Don't wear suits and ties
• Don't shuffel papers and answer phones
• Don't sit at desks
•
•
•
•

Do
Do
Do
Do

work outdoors
take charge
make decisions
face many challenges

•
•
•
•

Do
Do
Do
Do

bear heavy responsibilities
operate sophisticated electronic equipment
record information on oil and gas wells
int'epret this information

• Are their own boss
• Are searching for tomorrow's energy
• Are not afraid of long hours
THIS JOB IS NOT FOR EVERYONE - BUT IT
COULD BE IDEAL FOR YOU!
Schlumberger, the world leader in well logging
and wireline service, has immediate career opportunities for the individual with a degree in
Electrical or Mechanical Engineering or Physics,
up to 3 years of work experience, outstanding
scholastic record and U.S. Citizenship.
If you want to be involved in the search for tomorrow's energy, this JOB IS FOR YOU!
CALL COLLECT:
CARTER ROBINSON
(713) 928-4218
P.O. BOX 2175, HOUSTON TEXAS 77001

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

SCHLUMBERGER WELL SERVICES
We Are an Equal Opporluney Employer 11/1 ,F

South?-technical/professional placement network- fee paid Murkett
Associates, Box 527, Montgomery,
AL 36101.

POSITION WANTED

U.K. B.Sc, M.Sc., 29, 7 years design
and development experience of
digital systems, TTL, CMOS. Microprocessor techniques, seeking a
suitable
position.
PW-5297,
electronics
Ga As R&D supervisor, 8 years
experience, including program
development with government
agencies
Reply to PW-5266,
Electronics

THIS SPACE
AVAILABLE
FOR
$46.00
Electronics/July 21, 1977

90,000 engineers and managers
for $46.00
For only $46.00

per inch your recruitment advertising

in

ELECTRONICS' Classified Section will reach 90,000 career- conscious engineers and managers as they're reading to combat job
obsolescence, while they're thinking about their future and bettering themselves.
There's no charge for typesetting and free layout service is
provided. For more information call or write:

ELECTRONICS

Post Office Box 900
New York, N.Y. 10020 — Phone: 212/997-2556
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New Slim-Body
scope probes
from
B&K-PRECISION
...cost effective
and
really rugged!
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Infotek Systems
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California Computer Products
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Electro Scientific Industries
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Elevam Electronic Tube Co., Ltd.
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Erie Technological Products
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Matsushita Electric Trading Company
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MFP Corp.
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Microswitch, Div. of Honeywell
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Mini- Circuits Laboratory
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Mostek Corp.
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Motorola Semiconductor Products

47-51

Murata Mfg. Co., Ltd.
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9

National Connector— Div. Fabri Tek
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National Semiconductor Corp.

NCR Power Systems Division

NEC Microcomputers

28-29
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NOEHM SPA
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Fairchild Systems Technology

Optron, Inc.
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Philips Elcoma
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60-61

Figaro Engineering, Inc.

CORPORATION

120, 121

Fairchild ( Semiconductor Operations
10-11
Division
•

Ferroxcube Corp., A Div. of North Amer. Philips

DYNASCAN
6460 West Cortland Avenue
Chicago. Illinois 60635 • 312 889-9087
In Canada: Atlas Electronics. Ontario

153

39

157

EMI Technology

B&K-PRECISION catalog.

18-19

Japan Electronics Show Association

146

•

latest

22-23

7(7

Available for immediate delivery
for

2nd C, 1, 75, 103, 94. 130, 131, 143

Packard

Inierait, Inc.

•

15-120pF

Hewlett-

•
•

Tough, flexible
cable strain relief
Matches

37

Intel Memory Systems

Compensation
capacitor adjustment

10MHz

General Instrument, Microelectronics
18-19

•

Slim- body
design with steel
inner structure

Bandw,

13

AMP, Inc.

Crown Industrial

UHF

General Instrument Corporation
(Semiconductor)

•

Window clearly
ind icates direct
or 10:1 position:
pull-apart switch
design prevents
accidental position
switching.

Connector

17

•

Coors Porcelain

PR30

150. 152,154

General Electric A & Sp Operation,
Semiconductor Products

•

Springloaded
retractable
tip cover

Model

147, 149, 151

9

Ceramaseal, incorporated

Clip-on
replaceable
ground lead

John Fluke Mfg., Co., Inc.

159

Alps Electric Co., Ltd.

B&K-PRECISION's new line of 10:1/
direct scope probes is designed to be
compatible with most scopes
available, up to 50MHz
All are rated at 500Vp-p
B&K-PRECISION slimbody probes range in
price from $25-$35

Entire probe body
molded of rugged
plastic— fully
insulated
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First Computer Corporation
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Philips Industries

Philips TMI
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Plessey Microcomputer Products

Plessey Company, Ltd.
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Plessey Semiconductor
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Precision Monolithics Inc.
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Rockwell Microelectronic Device Division
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Safe Flight Instrument Corporation
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Semtech Corporation
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Solid State Scientific

P230e
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113

Sorensen, Div. of Raytheon

17

Sprague Electric

44

•

Teac Corporation
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•

TeIonic Altair

160

Teradyne, Inc.

64

Just Plug-in and Read...
The low cost AM/ FM Modulation Meter mi 2304
Tunes . . . Levels . . Automatically . . . and Presents
the Read-out Within 2Seconds! Ideal for Mobile Radio
Production and Maintenance. Covers All Bands Thru
960 MHz.

IMARCONI
INSTRUMENTS
100 STONEHUPSI COUHT, NORTHVALE
TE L E PHONE

P 01 / 7 67

- 7250

•

NE VV JERSEY 0754/

TWX

71

0 -991

- 9752
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Texas Instr. Components

138

Tohritsu Tsushin

40

Toko, Inc.

41

•

Trio Kenwood Corporation
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•

TRW LSI Products

77

Victor Comptometer

74

Vitramon, Incorporated
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Wabash Electronics
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Yokogawa Electric Works
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TEKT RONIX

4051 USERS

ADD- IN
MEMORY

6

Classified and employment advertising
F ,. Eberle, Manager 212-997-2557

BL-IElectronics
162
Coning Glass Works
161
ET)
162
Fold Aerospace a Communications Corp.
164
Fo.: -Morris
162 8. 164
NCR
161 8 162
Neional Personnel Assoc.
163
Tektronix
161
The PMS Group
163
Schlumberger Measures
165

• For more information of complete product line see
advertisement in the latest Electronics Buyer Guide
• Advertisers in Electronics International

4Advertisers in

Electronics domestic edition

MAX 2000 is the low cost,
fully compatible workspace memory that upgrades your
4051 to its top potential 32K byte operating capacity.
HIGH RELIABILITY ... We specify acomplete one-year warranty.
THE BENEFITS ... Save at least $ 2000— enough to enhance your 4051 with our
ROM Packs
or invest your savings in one of our floppy disc systems
THE PRICE ... $ 2500

SECOND SOURCE INDUSTRIES
735 ADDISON STREET • BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94710 • ( 415) 848-6600
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Advertising Sales Staff

ELECTRONICS ARTICLES
AVAILABLE IN REPRINT FORM
No of
copies
wanted

Other reprints

New reprints

R-716 Special report- Japanese wave
in semiconductor technology 24

pp $3.00
_R-714 Special report - active

filter

technology 6pp $3.00
_

R-713 Electron- beam lithography
draws fine line 10 pp $3.00

_

R-712 Special report- large-scale inte-

_

gration 16 pp $ 3.00
R-710 Personal computers mean busi-

_

R-708 So you want to be a consultant

_

R-706 Low-cost dual delayed sweep
method 6pp $2.00
R-705 Powering up with linear ICs 12

_

$4.00
R-616 Special issue- technology update $4.00
R-614 Power supply choices for sophisticated designs 8pp $3.00

_

_R-612 Fiber-optic

communications

special report 24 pp $3.00
R-610 Special report on hybrid-circuit
technology 19 pp $3.00

_

R-606 Special issue- microprocessors

_

R-526 How reliable are today's components 16 pp $3.00

pp $3.00

_

R-600 World market report 1976 24 pp

Charts

_

6pp $2.00

R-516 Electronic symbols $2.00
R-213 Electromagnetic spectrum ( updated 1976) $3.00
R-326 Optical spectrum ( 6- page report

_

_

report -- memories
16 pp $3.00
R-702 World market report 1977 24 pp
Special

_

ness 8pp $2.00

_

_R -703

$4.00

$4.00
R-524 Special report on bipolar largescale integration 12 pp $3.00
R-522 Special report on power semiconductors 12 pp $3.00

_

_R-518 SPecial
_

Books
R-704 Thermal
$5.00
R-701 Applying

design

in

electronics

microprocessors-

Electronics Book Series $9.95
R-608 Basics of Data Communications- Electronics Book Series
$12.50
R-602 Large Scale Integration- Electronics Book Series $9.95

_

environments 4pp $2.00
R-510 Bipolar advances with I
2L micro_

Book Series $8.95

R-031 Circuit Designer's Casebook 182
pp $5.50 ( outside U.S. $ 12.00)

processor 8pp $2.00
R-508 Designing microprocessors with
standard logic 12 pp $3.00

R-506 The case for component burn- in
7pp $2.00
_

R-520 Microprocessors- Electronics
R-011 Computer-aided Design 135 pp
$4.00
R-032 Active Filters 88 pp $4.00

issue- productivity

$4.00
R-514 Eight ways to better radio
receiver design 6pp $3.00
R-512 Design of circuits for dangerous

and chart) $3.00

_
_

R-434 Designing automated systems
with the new standard interface
12 pp $3.00
R-432 An update on communications
satellites 8pp $2.00
R-430 Choosing the right bipolar transistor model for computer-aided
design 20 pp $3.00

Payment must accompany your order
Make check or money order payable to Electronics Reprints. All orders are shipped prepaid
by parcel post. Allow two to three weeks for delivery.
Mail your order to:

Cost of orders
Plus 10% handling charge $

Janice Austin
ELECTRONICS REPRINTS

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $

P.O Box 669
Hightstown, N.J. 08520

SEND REPRINTS TO

Dept

Street

168

Business Department
Thomas M. Egan
Production Manager [ 212] 997-3140
Gayle Black
Production Manager ( 212) 997-2044
Carol Gallagher
Production Manager International
[212] 997 2045
Dorothy Carter
Production Manager Domestic
[212] 997-2908
Frances Vallone
Reader Service Manager
[212] 997-6057
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1221 A,enue of the Americas, New York. N.Y. 10020
12121997-437 1
Atlanta, Ga. 30309: Glen N. Dougherty
100 Colony Square. 1175 Peachtree St.. N.E.
[404] 892-2868
Boston, Mess. 02118: Frank Mitchell
607 Boylston St.
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Chicago, ill. 80011
645 North Michigan Avenue
Robert W. Bartlett [ 312] 751-3739
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Bradley K Jones, 3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
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1221 Avenue of the Americas
Michael J. Stoller [ 212] 997-3616
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Three Parkway
1212] 997-3617
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Matthew T. Reseska
4Gateway Center
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17 Rue-Georges Bizet. 75116 Paris, France
Tel 720-73-01
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Tel 32-35-63
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H.T. Howland, General Manager
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Regina Hers, Directory Manager
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Gayle Black. Production Manager
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Frank Eberle, Manager
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1.4 KILOWATT/1140L
•9kHz to 250 kHz
•All Solid State
•Weighs less than 20.25 kg
A revolutionary development in high
power solid state amplifiers, the 1140L
is designed for high power RF heating,
ultrasonics and laboratory applications.
Optional matching transformers will
deliver full power to any load impedance
from 3ohms to 800 ohms balanced or
unbalanced.
150 WATT/240L
•20 kHz to 10 MHz Coverage
•Up to 150 Watts Output
•40 Watts Linear Class A Power
Extraordinary performance in awide
range of transducer drive applications.
Delivers up to 150 watts into any load
regardless of its impedance. Compatible
with all signal and function generators,
the 240L is ahigh quality laboratory
instrument for ultrasonics, biological
research and electrooptic modulation.
100 WATT/3100L
•250 kHz to 105 MHz
•Up to 180 Watts Pulse
•Driven by any Signal Generator
Designed to replace bulkier tube
amplifiers, the model 3100L provides
reliable and maintenance- free operation
for NMR, ultrasonics and communications applications.

300 WATT/A300
•300 kHz to 35 MHz
•Up to 500 Watts Pulse and CW
•55 dB ± 1dB Gain

40 WATT/440LA
•150 kHz to 300 MHz
•40 Watts Class A Linear
•State- of- the- Art

Highest power in aportable package.
Top quality signal transmission in AM,
SSB and pulse communication systems.
Cannot be damaged by mistuned
affienna.

The widest band solid-state power
amplifier available at its 40 watt power
level, the ENI 440LA is truly astate-ofthe-art instrument. As adrive source for
high resolution acousto-optic modulators and deflectors, the model 440LA
is invaluable.

3WATT/400AP
•150 kHz to 300 MHz
•100 kHz to 320 MHz Usable Coverage
•For use in Hostile Environments
Primarily intended for use in hostile
operational environments and in OEM
applications. All- welded aluminum
enclosure provides rugged protective
hnsing. External DC power is fed
through integral RFI/EMI filter.
10 WATT/411LA
•Flat 150 kHz to 300 MHz
•13 Watts Linear Output
•No Bandswitching
An ultra- linear Class Adesign, the ENI
411LA will " boost" the output of any
signal source by aflat 40 dB and provide its full forward output power into
an load impedance. High quality
laboratory unit for TV signal distribution and high power sweeper output.

ENI

10 WATT/510L
•Flat 1.7 to 500 MHz
•1.3 to 515 MHz Usable Coverage
•9.5 Watts Linear Output
An ultra- linear Class Adesign, the 510L
provides faithful reproduction of the
input waveform for AM, FM, SSB, CATV,
pulse and other complex modulations.
The use of microwave transistors on thin
film substrates, microstrip circuitry, and
plug-in modules make this unit reliable
and easy to service.
0.15 WATT/600L
•0.8 to 1020 MHz
• 150 Milliwatts of Linear Power
•Flat 24 dB Gain
•Up to 300 Milliwatts Saturated
150 milliwatts of power 0.8 to 1020
MHz when driven by any laboratory
signal generator. Exceptional as a
general purpose laboratory instrument and for wideband pulse systems.

World's Leader in Power Amplifiers
If you would like to receive the new catalog of our full line of amplifiers and multicouplers , write:
ENI. 3000 Winton Rd. So., Rochester. New York 14623. Call 716-473-6900. TELEX 97-8283 ENI ROC.
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... 10 turn precision,
in a / square package.
5 8 "

Now custom design precision in your equipment! Bourns modular line of 10-turn wirewound potentiometers offers virtually infinite selection of standard options, with specs
that are unequaled in any other line of modular controls, potentiometers and switches.
SMALL SIZE— The 5/
8" square design saves up to 35% of panel space compared to
standard circular models. Position them closer or in an area simply not possible before
now.
LOW ASSEMBLY COSTS— Easy and economical mounting on P.C. boards. Only Boums
offers achoice of P.C. pins or solder lugs!
MANY OPTIONS— Single shafts of V8" or 1/
4"diameter are each available in 3standard
lengths, or choose dual concentric shaft options - all with plain or locking bushings.
Specify to your application and gang up to two modules.
You'll find these smaller modular precision pots offer the same electrical specs as the
larger circular types - such as independent linearity of only ±- 0.25%.
"FEEL-APPEAL"—As with Bourns other styles of controls and switches, this precision
line offers the same smooth, consistent feel. The low rotational torque is still only
.3 to 2.0 oz. inch!
CALL TODAY— for complete information on this versatile off-the-shelf, modular constructed potentiometer. Find out how to custom design precision in your equipment at
standard cost and leadtime.
MODULAR PRECISION... BEAUTIFUL!
TRIMPOT PRODUCTS DIVISION, BOURNS, INC., 1200 Columbia Avenue, Riverside,
CA 92507, Telephone 714 781-5122—TWX 910 332-1252.
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